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Using Deep Learning to Predict Hedge Fund Survivability

Khaled Abdou
Pennsylvania State University
Berks Campus, Tulpehocken Road, 326 Gaige Building, Reading, PA 19610-6009, USA
E-mail: khaled@psu.edu
Mahdi Nasereddin
Pennsylvania State University
Berks Campus, Tulpehocken Road, 215 Gaige Building, Reading, PA 19610-6009, USA
E-mail: mahdi@psu.edu

Abstract
The paper investigates the factors that predict hedge funds survivability. The paper uses a monthly
data from Thomson Reuters Lipper Hedge Fund Database (TASS) from January 1990 to April 2017. The
paper contributes to the literature through three venues. First, since hedge funds returns usually do
not follow a normal distribution (especially in times of crisis), a conventional econometric analysis
(such as OLS or probit) may bias the results. Hence, we use deep learning statistical analysis that does
not need normally distributed data. We compare between results based on the conventional versus
deep learning statistical analysis. Second, the data includes US and international countries. This allows
us to compare and contrast the effect of international factors in hedge funds survivability. And finally,
the dataset spans over 27 years that includes 3 financial crisis periods (Asian crisis in 1997, tech bubble
in 2001 and the global financial crisis in 2007). We will be able to divide the data into different periods,
compare, and contrast between those crisis periods.
Keywords
Hedge funds survival global
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Constitutional Amendments and Economic Development: Is There a Link?

Roula Al Daïa
University of Balamand
PO BOX 100, Tripoli, Lebanon
E-mail: roula.aldaia@balamand.edu.lb

Abstract
This paper aims to examine the link between constitutional flexibility and economic performance. We
find that countries with the most flexible constitutions display a better economic performance; and
we go beyond the traditional linkages between the quality of institutions and growth. Using a Solow
model, we find that the frequency of constitutional amendments is positively linked with GDP per
capita for a large sample of countries. We infer that the adaptability of social contracts appears to be
a significant predictor of economic performance, and our interpretation of the results lies on the
importance of flexibility and renegotiation in the case of incomplete social contracts.
Keywords
Solow model, constitutional amendment, economic development, incomplete contracts,
renegotiation
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1. Background
The relationship between economic performance and political settings has long been a subject of
interest for economists. Previous research has documented the negative impact of political instability
on growth via adverse impacts on property rights (Barro, 1991). The role of democracy has also been
investigated per se, as Barro (1996) uncovered an inverted-U pattern of relationship between growth
and democracy, whereas Rivera-Batiz (2002) demonstrated later that democracy affects positively long
term economic growth through its impact on governance quality. Economic freedom and political and
civil liberties were also found to have a positive impact on growth through the investment channel
(Dawson, 1998).
More generally, there has been a growing interest regarding the economic impacts of "institutions".
North (1991) defined institutions as rules of the game; they are "humanly devised constraints that
structure political, economic and social interaction. They consist of both informal constraints
(sanctions, taboos, customs, traditions, and codes of conduct), and formal rules (constitutions, laws,
property rights). […] Institutions provide the incentive structure of an economy; as that structure
evolves, it shapes the direction of economic change towards growth, stagnation, or decline".
These interactions have been documented historically where institutions allowed to credibly uphold
property rights in seventeenth century England (North & Weinsgast, 1989), as well as recently: starting
with the hypothesis that better institutions translate into better protection of property rights and
therefore less instability for investors, Knack and Keefer (1995) find that institutions do have a positive
and significant role to play in terms of investment, growth and convergence. Furthermore, institutions
were found to contribute to convergence properties, thereby conditioning poor countries’ ability to
catch up (Keefer & Knack, 1997).
The breakthrough in this field remains embodied today in Acemoglu, Robinson, and Johnson’ work
(2001) about the “Colonial Origins of Comparative Development”. Using original instruments, the
authors demonstrated that institutions do have an impact on growth to the extent that they are
extractive in nature or tend to reproduce those prevailing in the country of origin in territories where
settlers were able to establish long-lasting settlements. Acemoglu and Robinson (2008) considered
however that it remains very difficult to determine what will push an underdeveloped country from a
bad to a good equilibrium. The implications stretch to imply that poor macroeconomic policies and
their volatility implications have roots in the difference in institutional endowment (Acemoglu,
Robinson, Johnson & Thaicharoen, 2003), something also confirmed by Easterly (2005). This work did
not go unchallenged; Easterly and Levine's (2012) more recent analysis attempted to construct a new
database on the share of European population during the early stages of colonization and the impact
it had on subsequent modern patterns of development. The association was found to be positive.
However, the findings emphasize a role for human capital through the physical presence of Europeans
which had a significant role in the diffusion of new knowledge and technology; something that had
also been documented by Glaeser, La Porta, Lopes-De-Silanes and Shleifer (2004).
More recent work offered further refinements and nuancing of results in terms of policy “volatility”
beyond considering policies as mere proxies for institutions (Fatas & Mohov, 2005). Evrensel (2010)
studies the relationship between growth volatility and governance indices and finds that corruption
control, expropriation risk control, government effectiveness and government consumption decrease
growth volatility. Nasreen, Anwar and Qadar (2016) use the augmented Solow model framework on a
panel of data between 1985 and 2010 across 94 countries to demonstrate that economic freedom has
a direct impact on economic growth by enhancing factor productivity and investment. Political and
civil liberties as well as institutional freedom also appear to have a positive impact on investment. This
implies that policies encouraging free market as well as an independent judicial system protecting
property rights are sine qua non conditions for economic growth. It is also worth mentioning that
13
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attempts were made to document the connection between colonialism, institutions and economic at
a regional and country level, such as in Latin America (Coatsworth, 2008) and Pakistan (Zakaria & Fida,
2009), allowing to take into consideration narrower cultural specificities.
Beyond the general “institutional theme”, it is interesting to look at more concrete aspects on
governance, such as social contracts embodied in national constitutions. Constitutions are often
mentioned in political debates, and are generally perceived as the revered source of all legislations. A
constitution represents “the body of doctrines and practices that form the fundamental organizing
principle of a political state. In some cases, such as the United States, the constitution is a specific
written document; in others, such as the United Kingdom, it is a collection of documents, statutes, and
traditional practices that are generally accepted as governing political matters. States that have a
written constitution may also have a body of traditional or customary practices that may or may not
be considered to be of constitutional standing. Virtually every state claims to have a constitution, but
not every government conducts itself in a consistently constitutional manner” (Britannica
Encyclopedia). Constitutions are grounded in social contract views inspired by philosophers such as
Rousseau and Hobbes. They can therefore be seen as a set of principles accepted by a community and
governing the way they live together and organize many aspects of their livelihoods including
production and wealth distribution. There are no pre-determined rules when it comes to constitutions;
they come in various shapes, sizes and right entrenchments. There is however this general notion that
rules laid down in a constitution are of higher order (Ginsburg & Melton, 2014).
There has been evidence that constitutions do matter in terms of economic growth. (De Vanssay &
Spindler, 1994). The effect is not necessarily measured through the explicit mentioning of various
economic and social rights, or what is known as entrenchment. In terms of interaction between
constitutions and economic growth, Persson and Tabbellini's (2005) contribution has proven to be
seminal. Using an extensive and detailed approach, they show that "majoritarian elections induce
smaller governments, less welfare state spending and smaller deficits than do proportional elections".
In addition, better accountability of political candidates to voters lead to better economic outcomes
and less corruption; as well as other interaction between political regimes and fiscal policy.
Most of the work on the interaction between constitutions and economic growth focuses on the
political and representative process, since most constitutions devote a large share of their content to
highlighting voting patterns and regimes and separation of powers (Persson, Roland / Tabellini, 1997).
Our objective is not to tackle specific aspects of a constitution such as voting patterns and
accountability, but rather to show that the ease with which a constitution adapts has a positive impact
on economic performance.
In terms of flexibility, some constitutions are more flexible than others, and the process of amendment
might entail supermajorities as well as delay procedures. This is a two-edged sword: stability does
promote long term planning and pre-commitment, when coupled with accountability and delay
procedures can solve problems related to time inconsistency as well as hasty decisions. Therefore, it
serves as a suicide prevention mechanism; but in case it becomes too rigid, it can negatively impact
security and efficiency (Elster, 1995).
The issue of constitutional change is not trivial; constitutions are a reflection of the societies they frame
and as critically pointed out by Ginsburg and Melton (2014):
“Yet we live in a time in which the rate of social and technological change is high and likely to continue
to accelerate. This may put great pressure on constitutional stability, which is at the very core of the
constitutional idea. Rules endure as long as they are useful, and so naturally bear some relation with
the underlying conditions of society. If society changes dramatically, the rules may become brittle and
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out of date, leading to pressure to adopt new rules through constitutional amendment,
reinterpretation, or replacement”.
Facts indicate that some countries amend their constitutions more frequently than others (for
instance, between 1975 and 2013, India’s constitution was amended 28 times, whereas Lebanon’s was
amended 3 times, Comparative Constitutions Project data). There is no pre-determined pattern. The
fact that a constitution is more frequently amended does not mean that the constitutional provisions
render this mechanism easy; it could, even in the presence of a 2/3 rule, simply mean that there is a
majority in power who has the capacity to actually implement such changes.
When it comes to measurement, and despite the existence of several proposals for gauging
amendment difficulty (including Lutz’s seminal work, 1994), the proposed measurements have proved
to be poorly correlated and failed to capture the essence of the constitutional flexibility process
(Ginsburg and Melton 2014). It is therefore more relevant to talk about a constitutional culture. The
amendment rate is not endogenously determined by the set-up of the constitution, but rather, the
existence of this amendment culture (measured as the lagged value of amendment frequency) could
actually be playing a more prominent role (Ginsburg & Melton, 2014).
In this paper, we attempt to study the relationship between amendment frequency and economic
performance. We do not make the hypothesis that constitutions that are more frequently amended
are indeed more flexible; rather, we take the existence of frequent amendments ex post as a sign that
an amendment culture does indeed exist.

2. Data, Methodology and Results
2.1. Theoretical framework
In what follows, we present the rationale behind the model we propose, its theoretical foundations,
as well as the results of the econometric analysis.
Our core objective is to use the human capital augmented Solow model used by Mankiw, Romer and
Weil (1992) and to further augment it with a variable capturing institutional flexibility, or the
constitutional amendment culture. The equation tested by MRW comes as follows:
𝑌(𝑡)
𝛼
𝛼
𝛽
ln [
] = ln 𝐴(0) + 𝑔𝑡 +
ln(𝑠𝑘 ) −
ln(𝑛 + 𝑔 + 𝛿) +
ln(ℎ ∗)
𝐿(𝑡)
1−𝛼
1−𝛼
1−𝛼
𝑌(𝑡)

Where [𝐿(𝑡)] represents output per worker, 𝐴(0) is the value of the technology variable at time zero,
𝑔 is the rate of technological progress, 𝛼 is the share of capital in income in a Cobb-Douglas production
function setting, 𝑠𝑘 represents the saving rate, 𝑛 represents the rate of population growth, and 𝛿 is
the rate of depreciation of capital. 𝛽 represents the share of human capital in output. Finally ℎ ∗ is the
variable that embodies human capital.
We wish to augment this model to account for constitutional flexibility, and more specifically the
frequency of constitutional amendments. Our model then becomes:
𝑌(𝑡)

𝛼

𝛼

𝛽

ln [𝐿(𝑡)] = ln 𝐴(0) + 𝑔𝑡 + 1−𝛼 ln(𝑠𝑘 ) − 1−𝛼 ln(𝑛 + 𝑔 + 𝛿) + 1−𝛼 ln(ℎ ∗) + 𝛾𝐶𝐴
Where CA is the variable representing constitutional amendments. At this stage, and before
conducting any empirical verification, we do not make any preliminary hypothesis regarding the effect
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of amendments on GDP per capita. Two scenarios are possible regarding the expected sign of the
coefficient for the CA variable. A positive sign could mean that a higher frequency of amendment data
is positively correlated with GDP per capita, therefore indicating that more flexible institutions are an
indicator of better systemic adaptability and therefore better outcomes in terms of social and
economic performance. On the other hand, a negative coefficient could mean that frequent
amendment is an indicator of institutional instability, which could translate into suboptimal economic
outcomes.
2.2. Data
The data we use in this paper comes from two sources: the Comparative Constitutions Project
Database (CCP, Elkins, Ginsburg and Melton 2009) as well as the World Bank's World Development
Indicators (WDI) Database. The former was launched in 2005 and features extensive data about
constitutions throughout the world. In addition to collecting and analyzing constitutional texts, the
database features extensive yearly country by country data about constitutional amendments, new
constitutions, and constitutions that were suspended and re-instated. It also provides information
about constitutions' length (in number of words) and scope in terms of rights coverage and
entrenchment. As such, it represents a valuable addition to older governance indicators such as the
Worldwide Governance Indicators, Polity or ICRG indicators. Previous studies have examined the
relationship between certain features of constitutions – such as voting patterns and separation of
powers (Persson, Roland & Tabellini, 1997) and economic performance, however this new database
paves the way towards examining the linkage between the adaptability of institutions (through the
amendment culture) and economic development. The data we consider is summarized in the Table 1.
Table 1: Variables
Solow Model Variable
𝑌(𝑡)
𝐿(𝑡)
𝑠𝑘
𝑛
ℎ∗
𝐶𝐴

Used Indicator

Symbol

Source, Year

GDPc

WDI, 2013

s
n
SCHOOL

WDI, 2013
WDI, 2013
WDI, 2013

CA

CCP, 1975-2013

GDP per Capita in Constant 2010 Dollars
Saving Rate, as percentage of GDP
Population growth rate
Number of Years of compulsory education
Number of times the constitution was amended
between 1975 and 2013

We consider this data for a sample of 187 countries. Descriptive statistics are shown in the table 2:
Table 2: Descriptive Statistics
CA
SCHOOL
GDPc
s
n

Minimum
0
3
220
-22
-.399683922

Maximum
38
15
103506
215
9.715497284

Mean
6.83
9.51
12389.74
21.64
1.400445911

Std. Deviation
7.257
2.394
17642.534
20.912
1.447591936

2.3. Results and interpretation
Taking a closer look at the CA variable, it represents a count of the number of times the constitution
of a given country was amended between 1975 and 2013. The data was considered after 1975, since
it was in the overwhelming majority of countries were freed from their colonial ties; and as such,
sought to write and formalize constitutions. Running an OLS regression with the above model
specification yield the following results shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Ordinary Least Squares Regression
Regressors
(1)
Constant
4.298**
SCHOOL (ln)
1.950**
s (ln)
n (ln)
CA
R2
.130
Adjusted R2
.124
Number of Observations
152
** Coefficient is significant at the 1% level

(2)
4.642**
1.634**

.048**
.193
.182
152

Dependent Variable: GDPc (ln)
Model Number (OLS Regressions)
(3)
(4)
(5)
2.476*
2.757**
3.020**
2.034**
1.780**
1.736**
.597**
.586**
.645**
-.459**
.040**
.225
.276
.319
.213
.258
.300
122
122
107

(4)
3.209**
1.522**
.633**
-.407**
.038**
.365**
.340**
107

As one can clearly see, all the model's variables are significant and have the expected signs: the sign of
both the saving rate and the SCHOOL variable are positive and significant, whereas population growth
exhibits a negative impact on GDP per capita as predicted by the model. Concerning the sign of the CA
variable, it is positive, and the impact on GDP per capita is significant, therefore signaling that countries
with a higher frequency of institutional amendments were also exhibiting better economic
performance. A similar result was obtained by Tsebelis and Nardi (2016), however they placed a
stronger emphasis on the length of constitutions as determinants of GDP per capita; and used both
length and the amendment frequency as regressors. Even though the authors discussed the
relationship between length and amendment, length remained their main variable of interest; in
addition, unlike the above analysis, the transaction cost perspective was not factored in. In terms of
regression, and to establish a comparison between our results and those featured in Tsebelis and Nardi
(2016), we included length into the regression, and obtained similar results (a negative relationship
between length and GDP per capita). However, the results were not robust since the length variable
was only significant as an explanatory variable when the constitutional amendment variable was also
included in the regression. This could also be validated via simple correlation analysis. In fact, the
sample considered by Tsebelis and Nardi (2016) was restricted to OECD countries, based on the idea
that countries adhering to this organization present similar patterns in terms of governance, rule of
law, in addition to the fact that in these countries, constitutions represent a body of texts that “does
in fact regulate political practice” (Tsebelis & Nardi, 2016). It is worth noting that the authors find that
the sign of the coefficient for the number of amendments is positive, a result similar to the one we
found. However, on in the perspective of the larger sample we adopted, it appears that length is not
significant, whereas the number of constitutional amendments variable was positive and highly
significant.
How can the results be interpreted? If countries with more frequent constitutional amendments have
a higher GDP per capita, then it simply means that institutions that are more subject to change produce
better economic outcomes, and that the tradeoff between stability and flexibility (Elster, 1995) is
tipping the balance in favor of adaptability as a prime driving force. However, one needs to keep in
mind that constitutions are social contracts, and we suggest to expand the analysis in one of the
directions set by Aghion and Bolton (2003). Starting with the idea of incomplete social contracts, they
studied the interaction between minimizing costs of compensating vested interests and the scope of
expropriation as well as the resulting optimal majority rule. The extension we propose aims to adapt
the framework to "analyze the optimal choice of decision rule to govern constitutional change. A
natural way of looking at constitutional change within our incomplete contract setting is as a
mechanism to renegotiate the social contract" (Aghion & Bolton, 2003).
In fact, the issue of the roles of negotiation and social contracts has been raised by Acemoglu
Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2005) who highlighted several possible causes for diverging
institutions using the Political Coase Theorem (people can negotiate to reach efficient institutions) and
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its extension the modified Political Coase Theorem (economic institutions differ because of ideological
differences – people and their leaders cannot reach a consensus as per what is a good institution).
However, both views were deemed incomplete; and rather the authors consider that the most
plausible explanation is the social conflict view; “According to this theory, bad institutions arise
because the groups with political power benefit from bad institutions”. Therefore, the issue of
contracting was not investigated any further.
So what approach do we propose? Taking a closer look at contract theory, we find that, by design, a
long-term contract can be seen as a tool that facilitates trade between parties who are engaged in
"relationship-specific investments". However, given the practicalities, it is very difficult to write
complete contracts specifying every possible state of the world. These are known as incomplete
contracts and they open the room for a renegotiation process (Hart & Moore, 1988). In this
perspective, if we see constitutions as incomplete contracts, we can also ponder the idea that they are
open for renegotiation to accompany social and technological change (Melton & Ginsburg, 2014). Just
like long-term contracts facilitate trade between parties engaged in “relation-specific investments”,
constitutions can be seen as long-term social contracts aiming to facilitate collective cohabitation.
Since constitutions are a social product and come as a result of both short-term and long-term
collective decision-making mechanisms, they are by essence incomplete contracts that fail to specify
every possible state of the world and pave the way towards renegotiation for better socio-economic
outcomes.
In general, empirical applications of contract theory are very sophisticated formally and empirically;
however scarce evidence can be found in insurance industry and banking (Chiappori & Salanié, 1997;
Cai, Li & Zhou, undated) but not, to our best knowledge, in the field of growth theory. The above results
represent therefore a first step in the direction of linking the literature on growth and institutions to
contract theory.

3. Conclusion
Today there is a wide variety of governance indicators used to measure institutional performance. In
this respect, measures of constitutional amendments are worth a second look, especially as they be
an indicator of amendment culture and socio-political flexibility. It appears that as social contracts,
constitutions that are more frequently amended imply better economic performance. This result is
consistent across several model specifications. Therefore, and where constitutions have been
considered as a source of power abuse (Persson, Roland & Tabellini, 1997), the existence of an
amendment procedure guarantees against such drifts. Of course, the above model is based on the
mere count of amendments without delving deeper into the type of amendments and their scope,
something worth investigating in future research. It is also interesting to look at some of the economic
rights that are entrenched in constitutions, especially in terms of protection of property rights,
something that is often highlighted in the literature. Another issue worth investigating is the one
related to the transaction costs associated with the renegotiation process when constitutions are
amended. Finally, it might also be relevant to investigate econometric specifications involving
endogeneity configurations, as the latter have become popular in the growth-institutions literature in
the recent years.
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Organizational and National Culture from Managerial Perspectives: A
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Abstract
Purpose – Overseas assignments are now a standard part of international business. Expatriates who
can work in cultures other than their own are increasingly being called upon to facilitate business. A
number of expatriates in leadership roles find cultural adjustment challenging. Challenges they face
include language differences, accents, culture, customs, communication and leadership styles, and
decision-making techniques. Overseas organizations often have cultures different to those of
expatriates, adding another dimension to the difficulties expatriates face. Adaptation is, therefore,
critical. Executive leaders need to know how to work with organizational staff if strategic cultural
change is required. This research investigates cultural adjustment factors related to UAE assignments
and identifies differences between the UAE and home country cultures affecting adjustment.
Additionally, this study identifies adjustment strategies for expatriate leaders to enhance their ability
to manage local staff in the UAE more effectively.
Design/Methodology/approach – Personal interviews and stratified sampling were used to examine
cultural factors affecting expatriate adjustment in UAE organizations. The research did not distinguish
between expatriates’ countries of origin, treating them homogenously.
Findings – Language and ability to handle local nationals were determined to have a considerable
impact on expatriate adjustment in UAE organizational leadership roles.
Practical implications – The study provides strategies to assist expatriates in their adjustment in UAE
organizations. Organizations in similar industries will be able to implement these strategies to develop
leadership adjustment leading to superior performance.
Originality/value – The research concentrates on leadership adjustment within the UAE expatriate
community.
Keywords
Expatriate, adjustment, organizational culture, language, UAE
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Abstract
The focus on the concepts of market orientation and organizational innovativeness in the recent years
significantly increased in the context of highly volatile and increasingly competitive business
environment, influenced by the rapidly changing needs and expectations of target customers’,
therefore the main purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of market orientation on
organizational innovativeness by conducting empirical research among Lithuanian technological
companies. Representatives from 58 companies were asked to participate in quantitative research and
fill-in the questionnaire which intended to measure companies’ overall market orientation level and
it’s separate dimensions (intelligence generation, intelligence dissemination, responsiveness) together
with overall organizational innovativeness level. Regression analysis confirmed positive relation
between market orientation and organizational innovativeness. Empirical results also revealed that
out of three market orientation dimensions intelligence generation can be considered the most
important predictor of organizational innovativeness.
Keywords
Market orientation, organizational innovativeness
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Abstract
We examine the relation between low quality internal controls and audit fee premiums. Using a novel
dataset of audit hours and audit fees, we find consistent with the audit risk model, that auditors
increase their effort (hours) due to low control quality. However, we find that auditors also charge a
significant fee premium to clients reporting internal control weaknesses. This premium is observed only
for severe internal control weaknesses and is higher for companies with low quality governance
mechanisms. The results are robust to multiple methods to address endogeneity including Heckman
two-stage model and a propensity-score matched sample. Taken as a whole, reported material
weaknesses appear to provide auditors with an opportunity to charge fee premiums even though
auditors also respond through higher effort.
Keywords
Internal control, audit fees, auditor effort, risk premium
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Abstract
Currently, project management (PM) has been recognized worldwide and has become the main
management tool in economy and mostly in business. The article argues that PM is as successfully can
be employed in public administration and considers the international experience of project
management in public administration, including China, Japan, Singapore, the Republic of Kazakhstan,
European states, Russia's position on this issue being also presented.
In the Russian Federation, the need to move to the principles of project management in the public
sector arose due to the economy modernization, implementation of infrastructure and innovation
projects, territorial cluster development. The advantage of project management is that it provides
detail and transparency of activities, improves the quality of the results obtained, shortens the time
for achieving them. The relevance of the application of project management has increased in the
framework of the transition to the program-target principle of budget planning.
The introduction of project management methods as a key tool to improve the effectiveness and
esfficie4ncy of the government and federal executive bodies’ activity is reflected in the main decrees
of the RF Government for the period up to 2018.
Using review of publications concerning the issue and the method of comparison and evaluation the
authors seek for the ways to adapt international experience of project management in public
administration, and also describe the Russian perspective.
Keywords
Project management, public economic sector.
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Introduction
Currently, project management has been recognized worldwide and has become the main
management tool, both inside and outside business, e.g. in social management. In the public sector,
design offices are actively formed and are functioning, which are used both for the implementation of
the project management system and for the management of specific projects and programs that are
most significant for the global. This activity has a serious foundation for its further development and a
long history.

Methods and Materials
Best practices from around the world
A good historical PM example is China, where project management originated in the construction of
the greatest structures in the world – the Great Wall of China, the Grand Canal, and the Forbidden City
(Gugun) well before BC. Starting from the 60-ies of the XX century, modern methods and tools of
project management, such as the Critical Path Method, the Program Evaluation and Review
Techniques (PERT), and the Graphical Evaluation and Review Techniques (GERT), were introduced in
business, defense, aerospace, science and construction being the first industries, as well as science,
when the country launched the satellite development program.
As for public administration, the State Planning Commission (SCP), now called the State Commission
for Development and Reforms, the State Economy and Trade Commission (SETC), which has now
merged with the Ministry of Trade and the Ministry Construction (MOS) were pioneers in introduction
PM methods
Another successful experience comes from Japan. It is known that in 1999 the Japanese Ministry of
Economics, Trade and Industry (METI) and ENAA analyzed and formalized the Japanese experience,
knowledge and practice of project management, which at that time were widely used at Japanese
enterprises. Later, a single body of knowledge in this field was created on this basis. It is not surprising
that Japan, thanks to its project offices and accurately set tasks in the sphere of industry as well as
rigorous project methodology, made a powerful industrial breakthrough. The same with the countries
called East Asian Tigers, which were able to turn into the advanced countries of Asia in just a few
decades.
So, Singapore is well known as one of the leaders in the efficiency and effectiveness of the government
[18]. In the rating of the UN e-government, this country occupies the fourth place by this criterion,
while Russia is still in the 35th place [9]. These achievements of Singapore are the result of early
awareness and initiation of work on the introduction of bimodal management [6, 7].
The Commission on the management effectiveness of the Secretariat of the Government of India, the
Group under the Prime Minister of Malaysia through state project offices, ensures the implementation
of reforms and seeks to improve management in these countries [14, 19].
The experience of the Republic of Kazakhstan is also interesting, where “National Welfare Fund
“Samruk-Kazyna” was established under the Department of Strategic Development of Samruk-Kazyna.
It reports to the Government of the Republic under the leadership of the President of Kazakhstan. The
group of companies of the holding includes 576 subsidiaries and affiliates. The number of employees
of the holding is more than 350 thousand people. Samruk-Kazyna supervises 19 major innovation
projects [16]. Speaking in June 2017 at the session “The World Bank. System Diagnostics of Kazakhstan”
within the framework of the Astana Economic Forum, the Head of the Government of the Republic of
Kazakhstan declared that now the Government is actively working in five directions. They include the
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accelerated technological modernization of the economy, improvement of the business environment,
macroeconomic stability, ensuring productive employment and improving the quality of human
capital. According to the country’s leaders, these measures will allow Kazakhstan to count on a
significant advance in the TOP-30 of the world's strongest economies. Both the state and business
representatives are sure that the introduction of the principles of project management in the
ministries, as well as at the regional level, will help solve the tasks set for them [10, 17].
The principles of project management are also widely used in Europe and North America, the best
being France, Canada, Great Britain. It is in London that the so-called Center for Major Projects
operates in the English state management system, being involved throughout the project life cycle,
from approval at the initiation stage to control throughout its duration [20].
Best practices of state reform offices are the General Directorate for Modernization of the State in
France [15], the Office of Administration and Budgeting under the President of the United States, the
Agency for the Management of Major Projects of Canada. It is clear that there is a positive impact of
the implementation of the project office on most business processes, which is reflected in a significant
reduction in project management costs, an independent and objective source of information is being
provided as part of the project, and ensuring the implementation of the project in accordance with the
company's strategy. That is why the project office is an effective tool that can improve the efficiency
of the creation and investment project and its implementation.

Russian Perspective
After analyzing international experience, the current socio-economic situation in Russia, it becomes
clear that the reasons for implementing project management in Russia today are quite solid. The main
one is the crisis of ideas, as a result of which not the most priority projects are supported and
implemented in the state, in which the goals are not achieved, and, therefore, key indicators are not
fulfilled. Among other reasons, are the failure to meet the deadlines and budgets of ongoing projects,
inefficient use of resources, and both human and material, lack of motivation [5]. Consequently, the
use of project management in the public sector is becoming increasingly relevant and in demand. It is
a unique and most effective tool because it allows achieving goals with limited resources, and also
optimizes the work of the working groups by distributing the clear responsibility of each project
member for its implementation. The introduction of the project-targeted approach cannot only help
optimizing the country's economy, but also make it more transparent for the population, thanks to
constant real-time reporting. Demand for the creation of project offices is dictated by the need for
precise coordination and project management at the state level, and project offices, in particular, will
promote staff optimization, since high-level government managers with flexible skills in this area
should take part in the project management process.
Today, it has become a common view that project management offers approaches, promotes common
understanding of goals as a response to the challenges of the economy. But implementing PM in all
sides of the country, needs developing its regulatory and legal support, the Ministry of Economic
Development of the Russian Federation having developed methodological recommendations for the
executive authorities [3]. In turn, the Agency for Strategic Initiatives, created by the Government of
the Russian Federation to implement a set of measures in the economic and social spheres, has
increased interest in project management and developed methodological recommendations on the
application of project management in addressing the challenges of improving the investment climate
in the constituent entities of the Russian Federation. Heads of the regions were invited to a more active
discussion of methodologies, practices, positive experience in implementing project management in
the public sector.
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Now every region of Russia is creating project offices to improve the investment climate, as well as to
implement priority projects in general. To put these tasks into life, a ‘road map” is being formed;
Measures are planned for each block of work; the project is described; a leader is appointed who will
coordinate the time and resources of this project.
At the state level, Russian ministries and departments are transferring their activities to the project
approach. They see main advantages in providing detailed and transparent activities, improving the
quality of the results obtained, shortening the time for achievement and promoting interagency
cooperation.
The best practices in implementing project management in Russia already exist at the regional level.
Thus, the Belgorod Oblast is a pioneer in PM implementation the public sector, with this approach to
management laying back in 2010 [8]. In the region, a project base has been created, which includes
more than 1500 projects of regional and municipal level, of varying complexity and scale. The
peculiarities of the implementation of project management in this area include their independently
developed regulatory framework that determines the order of project management in the regional
authorities; Creation and active use of the full mechanism of project management, which comes into
effect after the appearance of the idea of the project until its completion, which includes measures to
motivate employees. In each municipality, project offices are already established and connected to the
project activity, and in order to enhance the competencies of state and municipal employees, they are
systematically trained. To date, the practice of considering significant projects at the highest level of
power has been formed [21].
Other best practices worth mentioning of project management in government bodies are Perm Krai
and Yaroslavl Oblast. The specifics of the implementation of project management in Perm Krai, is that
since 2017, 26 (74.3%) of the authorities of the Perm Region, out of 35, have transferred to the project
management approach, which is undoubtedly a high index for Russia. In the region, road maps of
projects and programs have been developed, and their constant updating is provided [22]. More than
300 employees of executive bodies were trained in the basics of project management. The budget of
the region has been almost completely transferred to a program-oriented approach.
For the most rapid and effective implementation of the tasks set, the authorities were combined into
functionally-targeted and functional blocks in accordance with their functional-target areas, within
which portfolios of projects were formed. Each project is assigned a personal responsibility and
provides continuity of obligations, which is very important when changing the project manager.
In the far Primorsky Krai a team of specialists from various spheres of the economy is built, who work
for a clearly defined goal. At the same time, responsibility is completely personalized; each task has
one who is responsible for the result. Project management allows preventing the influence of external
factors on the project, adjust actions, forecast possible risks and choose a strategy for project
implementation [12, 13].
Since 2015, project management has been implemented in the activities of the executive authorities
of the Leningrad region. The strategy of social and economic development of the Leningrad region until
2030 determined the directions of the development of the region, indicating the key activities for each
direction.

Results
Currently, the main specifics of the PM introduction in public administration are the following:
o identifying priority projects.
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o
o
o

building public-private partnership
trying out pilot projects (organizational projects, in which a project management system is
tested in a test mode)
improvement of the investment climate in the region.

For today, the involvement and interest of governors, heads of cities, clear identification and
consolidation of the roles of all participants in the project activity, timely identification of risks and
prompt response to their minimization directly affect the success of project management.
To promote interest to PM among youth It should be noted that in June 2014 All-Russia annual
competition for professional management of project activities "Project Olympus" was officially
launched for participants from Russia and CIS countries. This year, both state organizations, and
representatives of business will participate in it [2].
Along with certain successes, the introduction of project management in public authorities now faces
some difficulties. A unique document appeared in St. Petersburg in April 2017 [4] on the results of the
round table "Project management in the public sector during the conference “PM Bridge. Connecting
projects”, The Memorandum “How to avoid imitation and implement effective mechanisms”, which
was held. It presents organizational, regulatory problems, and those that are related to the process
nature of the activities of government bodies. Also, the difficulties associated with the inadequate level
of the project culture, the lack of a communication strategy and the necessary PR are also
characterized.
Following the discussion, two structured lists were formed. The first includes a list of root causes for
which it is in the public sector that the introduction of project management faces deliberate or
unconscious resistance. The second list is a list of actions or changes that must be made to exclude the
profanation of project management tools.
Here, too, stereotypes of thinking and the patterns of behavior of civil servants in the form of a lack of
readiness and / or the desire of middle-level employees to make independent decisions and assume
responsibility for them are also described; Fear of recognizing problems and mistakes, talking about
risks [11].
The Memorandum identified the main difference between PM approach in business and public
administration. While civil employees believe that their chiefs are more competent in content issues
than themselves, in commercial structures the situation is exactly the opposite, here managers hire
more competent employees to delegate meaningful tasks to them. As a conclusion, the round table
participants established an indisputable fact that the introduction of project management requires the
development of project competencies among public civil servants, willingness and willingness to
change, and take responsibility for decision-making.

Conclusion
For business, project management is a significant component, as it has a positive impact on investment
openness and the quality of the investment climate in the region by increasing the transparency and
effectiveness of the executive authorities, creating a favorable administrative environment, reducing
infrastructure risks for investors. Transparency of state projects and state participation in private
projects is increasing; communication is being formed in the form of interaction with the business
community, expanding the range of investors and investment opportunities. It was business that set
the tone for project management, and state ones only adopted experience [23].
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So, the introduction of project management in the public sector has more benefits than challenges,
though there is still a long way to PM integration. Where there is a need for concentration of efforts,
finances, and managerial talents on the most important tasks in conditions when the resources are
limited and the risks are high.
Application of the principles of project management leads to the improved interagency cooperation,
and also helps to reduce budgets and deadlines for the implementation of projects, improve the quality
of the results. It was commercial companies that set the tone for project management, and state ones
only adopted experience [23].
In general, positive impact of project management in the executive branch of the region can be viewed
from three positions: for society, for business and executive authorities. In the first case citizens can
initiate participation in the implementation of projects, which also take into account the opinion of the
inhabitants of the region when making decisions, which will improve the quality of the services
provided in various spheres and sectors (education, health, culture, social protection, physical culture).
The executive bodies of subjects, setting measurable goals, plan results with specific parameters and
are responsible for achieving it. Considering projects by expert commissions created on a sectoral basis
with the involvement of external experts provide the validity of making management decisions activity.
Among the benefits are improving the effectiveness of intra-departmental, interagency and inter-level
interaction, as well as interaction with business entities through the use of unified approaches to
project management. The qualitative effect means PM being a powerful personnel tool for
professional and personal improvement of employees. While quantitative effect manifests in
improving the investment climate (Andersen, Grude & Haug, 2006).
Thus, project management both in business and in public administration have proved as the holistic
approach to the activity as well as a powerful management tool, transferring from fashionable trend
to inseparable part of the economy.
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Abstract
The competitiveness between municipalities becomes problematical and usually impossible issue
according to the management of finances in local self-government. More attention is paid to the
national (regional) budget expenditure’s volume and to the structure because not always higher
expenditures show greater benefits and a positive effect on economic growth. In assessing individual
regions there is problematic issue: how the municipal budget expenditure’s volume and individual
expenditure elements make an impact on economic growth. Results of the research show that
municipalities’ expenditure on economics, average wage amount and the existence of industry parks
or free economic zones have a stimulating impact on economic growth whereas expenditure on
education and social care slows this process down.
This scientific article is funded by the Research Council of Lithuania according to the project „The
evaluation of municipalities’ fiscal competitiveness in the context of economic growth” (2015-2018),
registration No. MIP-013/2015.
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Introduction
Among many factors that determine each region's economic development, the exclusive role is taking
to public finances of the State. According to the market economy, the State financial regulation directly
may reduce or increase the cost of the state budget, change their composition and structure, and make
impact on national (regional) economic growth. Therefore, it is important to reach such volumes and
structure to ensure higher economic growth results. Nowadays more attention is paid not only to the
national (or regional) budgets’ expenditures volume, but also to the structure, because not always
higher expenditures show greater benefits and a positive effect on economic growth. In assessing
individual regions there is problematic issue: how the municipal budget expenditure’s volume and
individual expenditure elements make an impact on economic growth. In the scientific literature there
is a lack of research of municipal budget expenditure’s and their structure’s impact on economic
growth. The bigger part of research focuses on higher research level, excluding municipalities as
individual units. Emphasizing the novelty of this research, it can be noted that Lithuania’s municipal
budget expenditure’s structure and its impact on economic growth is little studied. The aim of the
research is to evaluate impact of municipal budget expenditure structure on economic growth. The
object of the research is an impact of the budget expenditure structure on the economic growth. The
scientific methods are as follows: analysis of scientific literature, multiple regression analysis.

1. The Fiscal Competitiveness in the Context of Regional Competitiveness
In Europe, special interest in regional economics was noticed in the 1980’s. Porter (1990) is considered
as one of the most important personalities in this field who formulated the theory of clusters that was
based on the evaluation of impact of regions and companies’ competitiveness on the competitiveness
of the state. According to the theory of clusters, companies that operate inside a cluster do not
compete with each other. The whole cluster competes as a single unit.
The concept regional competitiveness is often used in scientific research but there is no specific
definition for this concept. Porter, Ketels (2003) claim that despite widespread usage of the concept
competitiveness, the notion itself is complicated and hardly understandable. Budd, Hirmis (2004) also
state that the definition of the notion competitiveness is as complicated as that of the concept
globalization. According to them, both concepts are widely used, but they are not specifically defined.
Bronisz, Heijman and Miszczuk (2008) point out that it is especially difficult to measure regional
competitiveness because it is predetermined by constantly changing factors and variables.
It is often discussed in scientific literature whether regional competitiveness should be considered at
the level of microeconomics with focus on the concept of a company’s competitiveness or at the level
of macroeconomics with emphasis on the state’s competitiveness. Krugman (1994) has contributed
much to this discussion by defining the notion of competitiveness of territories as “dangerous
obsession” due to the following three main aspects: to relate the company and state is inappropriate;
when one company competes with another company with the aim to have a larger share of the market,
the success of one company means failure for another one, whereas the success of the state or region
can provide opportunities for other countries and regions; and competitiveness is only another
meaning for productivity.
Alexandros, Metaxas (2016) claim that sometimes the concept regional competitiveness is used with
the aim to justify the use of such economic political measures of the state as subsidies, limitation of
wage growth and others. It is frequently said that low wage increases the competitiveness of the state.
Other authors have also expressed their critical point of view what concerns the evaluation of regional
competitiveness. Kitson, Martin and Tyler (2004) state that the calculation and comparison of indices
of regions can be used when comparing the results between the regions, as well as while looking for
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answers. However, according to them, it is wrong to think that regions compete with each other for
the market share. The authors draw the conclusion that the concept regional competitiveness is
significant only when it is considered in a broader sense and when it is targeted at the development of
the region during a longer period of time but not to the market share of the region or its resources.
Camagni (2002) defines competitiveness as the ability of the region to create such economic, social,
infrastructure and institutional conditions under which companies achieve better results, and people
satisfy their needs more when compared with other regions. When one factor is affected, the situation
of other factors changes, too. All these factors become very important to the regions which, seeking
for the competitive edge, have to carry them into effect while ensuring people’s material welfare and
business promotion. According to the authors of this article, regional competitiveness is the ability of
the region to use its qualities to gain an advantage over its competitors.
Since the concept of fiscal competitiveness is closely related with the Greek word fiscos which means
treasure or, currently, budget. Authors of this article emphasize that fiscal competitiveness can be
defined as the ability of the region to allocate budget expenditure in such a way that economic entities
could bring in more taxes into the budget of the municipality. On the other hand, when the allocation
of the municipality’s budget expenditure is considered, competitiveness of the municipality may be
perceived as such allocation of expenditure which ensures a more efficient functioning of the
municipality’s economics, its faster growth, as well as collecting budget revenue. That means that
budget expenditure depends on budget revenue and vice versa. However, the same principles are
applied at the company level: a competitive company is such a company that is able to generate more
revenue and allocate expenditure efficiently. The authors admit that it is impossible to utterly relate
competitiveness of a municipality and a company. When one company competes with another
business entity, this means that one of these will experience failure, whereas the success of the country
or region can create possibilities for other countries or regions.

2. Theoretical Aspects of Impact of Municipal Budget Expenditure Structure on Economic Growth
It is discussed in scientific literature whether fiscal decentralization is beneficial when striving for
economic growth of the region. Some authors claim that fiscal decentralization has a positive impact
on economic growth (Kim, 2013; Amagoh & Amin, 2012; Thornton, 2007; Akai & Sakata, 2002), while
in other authors’ words its impact on economic growth is negative (Baskaran & Feld, 2013; RodriguezPose & Kroijer, 2009; Zhang & Zou, 1998).
Fiscal competitiveness is based on fiscal policy measures, that is, the collection of revenue (taxes and
other revenues) and expenditure of the public sector that ensure functioning of particular spheres.
The document Fiscal policy and long-term growth (2015) published by International Monetary Fund
may be ascribed to the comprehensive assessments how fiscal policy influences economic growth. This
document analyses the impact of fiscal policy measures on economic growth both at macroeconomic
and structural levels (for different markets and spheres). The impact of fiscal policy may differ when
short-term or long-term periods are considered (Cottarelli & Jaramillo, 2012; Boskin, 2012).
Various structural parts of the municipality’s expenditure can have different impact on economic
growth and collection of budget revenue in the future. The analysis of scientific literature revealed that
expenditure of the public sector may be distinguished into efficient and inefficient ones. Efficient
expenditure is expenses that supplement production of the private sector and have a positive external
impact on companies in the private sector as well as on marginal capital and labor productivity.
Inefficient expenditure also creates welfare in the country; however, its impact on economic growth is
more negative than positive. Efficient expenditure includes expenses for the public infrastructure,
development of scientific research, community’s education, investments and promotion of
employment. Although it may seem surprising, expenditure on social care partly ensures peoples’
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welfare but it does not contribute to economic growth. The findings of scientific research are rather
ambiguous. Afonso and João (2014) Chude and Chude (2013) have determined that expenditure on
health care and education promotes economic growth. Similarly, Devaragan and others (1993),
Dickenson (1996), Bose and others (2007) admit that expenditure on health care has a positive impact,
whereas expenditure on education and defense has a negative impact on economic growth.
Bilan and Florin (2015) analyzed the impact of public spending structure on economic growth in
Romanian counties during the period of 2007-2012. It was found that both – total expenditure and
expenditure of individual structural components – have a negative impact on economic growth.
Interest costs make the major part of negative impact and cost of capital formation – the lowest.
Bojanic (2013) found out that education spending stimulates economic growth, and the cost of capital
formation gives a greater positive effect if it is decentralized. Das and Kar (2016) made a conclusion
that spending on education and infrastructure has a positive impact on economic growth and the cost
of health care does not has any impact. Zi (2016) explained in his study that the cost of infrastructure
and administration makes a statistically significant suspensory effect, while expenditure on culture and
education - promoting effects on economic growth. Nguyen (2017) said that the budget expenditure
for social protection and economic sphere have a positive impact on economic growth, contribute to
the local standard of living improvement, help to solve the employment, education and health issues,
promote the sustainable development of companies and municipalities as well as the whole country.
After the evaluation of aspects of fiscal competitiveness that promote economic growth, it is pertinent
to measure how the municipality’s fiscal competitiveness may be connected with the economic
growth. In this article, the impact of fiscal competitiveness on economic growth of the state is
evaluated taking into consideration the allocation of regional expenditure and determining whether
the amount of the municipality’s budget expenditure and its structure have an impact on economic
growth.

3. Methodology of the Research
In order to assess the factors that have an impact on economic growth, a gravity model of
econometrics is employed in the research. In addition to the indicators of municipalities’ budget
revenue, control variables that can have an impact on economic growth, are included into the
independent variables. Among general indicators in gravity models one may come across such
frequently used indicators as indicators revealing human assets with particular emphasis on labor cost
and labor content (for example, average monthly wage, labor force, indicators of business sector (for
example, the number of small and medium-sized companies, local entrepreneurship, advances in
technology, the number of work places, etc.). A great deal of attention is paid to the impact of direct
foreign investments (for example, the volume of export, low tax burden, the level of education,
scientific research and advancement, market share). These are all connected with the general
principles of economics which state that the ability of the state or region to create a product and
achieve economic growth primarily depends on factors of production. In research, institutional
regulation that is considered a factor promoting economic growth is commonly assessed by using
indicators of narrow spheres, but the authors of the article claim that institutional regulation has an
impact on the number of production factors of the region (for example, this can be achieved via
migration policy, increase of birth rate, education financing policy, etc.), their cost (for example,
regulation of labor market, minimum wage determination, labor force taxation, etc.), and the
condition of business sector (for example, this may be done via tax incentives to companies,
programmes that promote entrepreneurship, as well as attracting direct foreign investments, etc.).
In Lithuania, municipalities’ revenue is comprised of three parts: tax revenues, non-tax revenues and
subsidies from the state budget. The amount of the latter depends on the demand of such revenue
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calculated by the municipality’s administration. This is considered to be a big problem determining low
motivation of municipalities to look for the ways to promote economics and, in this way, to collect
more tax revenues. In this article, it is assumed that the more subsidies municipalities receive, the
slower economic growth is noticed. Since this process depends on institutional decisions, the indicator
of subsidies is ascribed to the institutional factor. With reference to Dollery, Kortt and Grant, (2013),
it can be claimed that the main aim of the allocation of subsidies is to ensure that local authorities
provide proper quality services, as well as increasing the ability of local authorities to carry out the
functions passed on them by the state efficiently. Municipalities that receive subsidies have no
incentives to strive for economic growth because they will not get subsidies when their economic,
financial and social situation will have been improved. The more revenue the municipality gets in
subsidies, the less financially independent the municipality becomes, since its possibilities to get
revenue and use it depend a great deal on the decisions of the state authorities.
Another indicator, the establishment of zones having a special status, also depends on the decisions
made by the state. The establishment of such tax relief zones may also be interpreted as the creation
of exclusive conditions for particular economic entities that can promote the municipality’s economic
growth. In scientific literature it is claimed that the establishment of zones having a special status in a
particular municipality is beneficial for the following reasons: new work places are created, export and
various economic activities are promoted, direct foreign investments are attracted, economic
development outside free economic zones (thereafter – FEZ) zones is promoted, sharing of knowledge
and experience between the employees working in the companies in FEZ zones and outside them take
place, experimental laboratories are being established in new companies where new policies and
approaches are implemented (Zeng, 2015, 2012; Farole, 2011; Ge, 1999). The inclusion of this indicator
into the econometric assessment model means that the existence of FEZ and/or industry parks
(thereafter – IP) has a positive impact on the municipality’s economic growth where such zones or IP
are set up. IP and FEZ are established with the aim to improve business environment, promote business
collaboration, develop industry, increase investments, as well as to create new work places. It is
pertinent to mention that the factors of the attraction of investments are not limited only to the
creation of physical infrastructure, but they are also connected with general business environment,
qualification of companies and labor force, and with favorable conditions to carry out scientific
research and technological development.
The depended variable of the model is gross domestic product of municipalities per 1,000 people in a
municipality. Independent variables are a municipality‘s expenditure on economics, on social care and
on education.
Δln(gdpi,t)=α+td32007+...+td202014+β1Δln(exp_econi,t)+β2Δln(exp_econi,t)∙dens+
+β3Δln(exp_soci,t)+β4Δln(exp_soci,t)∙dens+β5Δln(exp_edui,t)+β6Δln(exp_edui,t)∙dens+
+β7Δln(lab_forcei,t)+β8Δln(wagei,t)+β9Δln(smei,t)+β10Δln(fdii,t)+β11Δln(subi,t)+β12(ip_fez)+
+β9(gdpi,t-1)+ui,t

(1)

here gdpi,t – GDP (Gross domestic product) per 1,000 people in a municipality i in period t; α – a
constant; tdt – time dummies; β – coefficients that reveal the impact of an independent factor on a
dependent variable; exp_econi,t – a municipality’s expenditure on economics per 1,000 people in a
municipality i in period t ; exp_soci,t – a municipality’s expenditure on social care per 1,000 people in a
municipality i in period t ; exp_edui,t – a municipality’s expenditure on education per 1,000 people in a
municipality i in period t; lab_forcei i,t – labour force content per 1,000 people in a municipality i in
period t; wagei,t – average monthly wage per 1,000 people in a municipality i in period t; smei,t – the
number of small and medium enterprises per 1,000 people in a municipality i in period t; fdii,t – direct
foreign investments per 1,000 people in a municipality i in period t; subi,t – subsidies per 1,000 people
in a municipality i in period t; ip_fezi,t – the existence of an industry park or special economic zone in a
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municipality i in period t; gdpi,t-1 – Gross domestic product per 1,000 people in a municipality i in period
t-1 ; ui,t – error of the model.
In the research also it is important to verify whether individual expenditure elements’ impact depends
on specific municipal characteristic – population density (dens). Therefore, indicators of interrelation
between municipalities’ expenditure and population density is included in the model (exp*dens). There
are two clusters of municipalities: cluster I includes municipalities whose population density exceeds
77.3 persons per square kilometre, cluster II includes municipalities whose population density is lower.

4. An Evaluation of Expenditure of Lithuania’s Municipalities’ Budget and their Structure in 20052014
At the beginning of the period under analysis (from 2005 to 2014), total expenditure of Lithuania’s
municipalities amounted EUR 1,338,336.1 and at the end of the period it was EUR 2,202,563.8, that is,
65% higher. During the period under analysis, the change of expenditure was rather uneven: the
highest annual growth of expenditure was in 2006-2008 when it increased by 22%. The decrease in
municipalities’ annual expenditure had been also observed for 4 years in succession. The highest
decrease in expenses was noticed in 2009 (3.74%). It can be claimed that expenditure increased a great
deal during the economic upturn, and since the economic downturn in 2009, expenditure has
decreased and remained stable.
Municipalities’ expenditure is distinguished according to 10 programmes: general state services; public
order and safety; economics; environment protection; accommodation and public utilities; health
care; recreation, culture and religion; education, and social care. While analyzing the structure of
municipalities’ expenditure according to the programmes, it has been found out that the biggest part
of expenditure goes to implementation of the programme of education. During the period under
analysis, it comprised 51.43%. Expenditure on social care, evaluating it according to the structural parts
of municipalities’ expenditure, is in the second place and totals 15.18%. On the average, expenditure
on social care in Lithuania’s municipalities comprised 94 Euros and 14 cents per person. In 2007,
expenditure was the lowest and in 2012 it was the highest.
According to average indicators of municipalities, expenditure on general services takes the third
structural part which accounts for an average 13% of municipalities’ expenditure. Expenditure on
general state services in Lithuania’s municipalities comprised 80 Euros and 8 cents per person at an
average.
Expenditure on economics, evaluating it according to average expenditure of Lithuania’s
municipalities, takes the fourth place, but this kind of expenditure is important for municipalities’
economic growth as it is ascribed to efficient expenditure. During the period under analysis, average
expenditure on economics in Lithuania’s municipalities totaled 30 Euros and 51 cents. Expenditure on
the remaining six programmes does not reach the 10% but it varies a great deal what concerns its
absolute amount per person, as well the size of structural parts between different municipalities.
In addition, while implementing the research, a model has been formed where only the impact of
expenditure on economics, social care and education upon economic growth is assessed. In this model
the impact of interrelation of different expenditure with the population density of municipalities has
been evaluated, too. This model includes control variables revealing the factors of human assets, the
condition of business sector and institutional regulation. The results of regression analysis are shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1: Results of the Evaluation of the Impact of the Municipality’s Expenditure on Economics, Social
Care and Education on Economic Growth
Variables

Coefficients calculated using robust (HAC)standard errors regression

const

0.0559***

0.0554***

0.0483***

ld_exp_econ

0.1054***

0.1058***

0.1099***

ld_exp_econ*dens
ld_exp_soc
ld_exp_soc*dens

−0.0745
−0.2149***
0.0156

−0.0750
−0.2129***
0.0150

−0.0832
−0.1881***
0.0092

ld_exp_edu

−0.9126***

−0.9096***

−0.8531***

ld_exp_edu*dens
ld_lab_force
ld_wage
ld_ent_total
ld_ent_sm
ld_ent_mb
ld_fdi
ld_sub
IP_FEZ

−0.1145
0.3726
1.4545***
−0.2269

−0.1127
0.3723
1.4526***

−0.0955
0.3664
1.4181***

0.0457***
−0.0193
0.0750**

0.0458***
−0.0213
0.0748**

0.0376
0.04689***
−0.0413
0.0702**

ld_GDP_1

−0.4178***

−0.4181***

−0.4231***

466
0.3033

466
0.3032

466
0.3021

N
Adjusted R2
Source: Authors

−0.2119

When evaluating the impact of expenditure for the implementation of different programmes per 1,000
people, expenditure on three programmes has been analyzed: the programme of economics, social
care and education. Expenditure on education and social care make up the greatest amount of total
structural expenditure. Despite the fact that expenditure on economics does not belong to the main
elements of structural expenditure, it is also very important, since this kind of expenditure is ascribed
to efficient expenditure. The results of regression analysis show that all kinds of expenditure analyzed
have a statistically meaningful impact on municipalities’ economic growth. Expenditure on economics,
as expected, has a stimulating impact on economic growth, whereas expenditure on education and
social care slows it down. It has been determined that expenditure on social care belongs to inefficient
budget expenditure. Although in this research expenditure on education could be ascribed to
inefficient expenditure, yet, it is probable that the impact of this kind of expenditure may be
underestimated. For example, a current pupil of a preschool will integrate into the labor market and
he/she will contribute to the economic growth after 10 years or later.
The evaluation of the impact of interrelation of expenditure on separate programmes with the
population density does not show a statistically relevant impact. When assessing the indicators
revealing the factor of human assets, it has been observed that the wage and direct foreign
investments have an incentive impact on economic growth. Unlike in the model where the indicator
of total expenditure was included as an independent variable, in this model, a statistically meaningful
impact of the amount of subsidies and the number of companies on economic growth has not been
noticed. On the other hand, it has been established that the existence of special status territories in
the municipality has an incentive impact on economic growth of municipalities, although this growth
is rather small. According to the research results, if there is an Industry Park or Free Economic Zone in
the municipality, then the product created by the municipality increases by an average 0.04%.
Summing up the results of the analysis of this model where the impact of three kinds of expenditure
on municipalities’ economic growth has been analyzed, it can be claimed that municipalities’
expenditure on economics, average wage amount and the existence of IP or FEZ have a stimulating
impact on economic growth, whereas expenditure on education and social care slows this process
down.
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Abstract
The dynamics of firm growth have been studied extensively. Many different approaches have been
explored in the empirical analysis of firm growth. However, the apparent fragmentation of this
research domain makes it difficult to accumulate a coherent body of knowledge. Without an
underlying theory to rely on, specification of empirical models and operationalization of variables
occurs on an ad-hoc basis. We identify and discuss two particular defects in empirical firm growth
research. First, troubling firm growth research is the fact that many empirical models neglect to include
a number of relevant determinants of firm growth, particularly market demand. By not controlling for
these variables, researchers increase the risk of inconsistent estimation of variable coefficients as a
result of omitted variable bias. A second issue deals with the operationalization of the firm growth
measure. Many studies perceive different firm growth measures as relating to the same underlying
theoretical concept. We will argue, however, that this conception of firm growth is incorrect. Asset
and employment growth should be modeled as resulting from investment decisions in production
factors, which are guided by management’s assessment of future profitability of investment
opportunities. Sales growth on the other hand is primarily driven by the market demand for a firm’s
goods or services. This presses the need to develop adapted empirical models as misspecification can
lead to inconsistent estimation. We propose a general framework for the empirical analysis of firm
growth by referring to neoclassical economic theory and illustrate the sensitivity of coefficients to the
model specification.
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Islamic Finance: An Alternative Finance Model during the Crisis?
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Abstract
This article is part of the two research streams: Law & Finance (L&F) and Islamic Finance (IF). The L&F
theory shows that there are correlations between legal systems, financial development and economic
growth. The main assumptions and findings of this theory are considered as a reference by several
international institutions such as The World Bank (Doing business program) in order to implement legal
and financial reforms around the world. These works are deeply criticized because of their apriorism
and their promotion of the superiority of Common Law over Civil Law. However, this theory has
initiated new research tracks focused on the idea that law matters especially after the recent crisis.
Indeed, many countries implement reforms of legal systems to get out of the crisis. A particular legal
shift is the adaptation of several national systems to accommodate a new form of finance model which
is IF.
Most OECD countries, focus on IF as a solution to crisis. The main specificity of IF is that it respects the
ethical principles derived from an Islamic religious code (Shariaa). The rules of IF focus on the
traceability of investments and risks.
Our article aims to test the hypothesis of the superiority of Common Law in relation to the Civil Law
regarding their capacity to introduce IF. Our purpose is, first to describe the principles of IF and their
evolution since the early 1970s, second to evaluate empirically the degree of compatibility of investors
rights in France with the Ethical principles conveyed by IF.
Keywords
Corporate governance, investor protection, financial development, law and finance, financial crises,
Islamic finance, Shariaah compliant fund (SCF)
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Abstract
Recent years have witnessed a phenomenal upsurge in the number of corporate bankruptcies. The
vulnerabilities which were lying dormant within contemporary bankruptcy regimes suddenly became
apparent, causing concerns within the international corporate community. Consequently, researchers,
practitioners and policy makers from all over the world got actively engaged in emphasizing the
importance of efficient bankruptcy reforms for promoting rescue culture. The primary objective of an
insolvency framework should be to provide quick, transparent and cost effective solutions for the
resolution of financial distress and promotion of a synergetic environment conducive for the
proliferation of healthy debt repayment practices, increased trust factors between creditors and
debtors and a better survival rate for viable businesses. In this paper we present a qualitative review
of various insolvency reforms introduced in nearly 189 economies over a decade (2005 to 2015), for
the efficient resolution of financial distress. For data collection purpose, we use World Bank Database
from Doing Business Reports (2005-2015). We provide latest data on the recovery rates, costs, time
for resolution based on recent statistics (until June 2015). Finally, we present a list of most popular
reforms in bankruptcy and also when possible the effect of their application. This is one of the
comprehensive surveys on worldwide corporate bankruptcy reforms.
Keywords
Insolvency law, corporate bankruptcy law, liquidation, reorganization, bankruptcy cost, recovery rates
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We are grateful for comments received from reviewers and the members of Cerefige, Beta and Large labs. Any remaining
errors are entirely our responsibility.
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Abstract
The main objective of this study is to assess the impact of celebrity endorsement considering the
buying intention for global and local brands. The paper presents the key concepts used, followed by
methodological procedure and research findings. Results showed that there is a preference for a global
brand (Nike) rather than for a local one (Penalty).There is no statistical evidence, however, that a global
celebrity (Messi) impacts more than the local celebrity (Rogerio Ceni). Thus, a global brand can use
both types of endorsements to promote their products.
Keywords
Celebrities, global and local brands, consumer behavior
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Abstract
This paper aims to highlight the role of negative emotions, particularly fear and anger in the decision
making process in a consumption context. In this context the study addresses the functional effects
associated with affective states induced in individuals on the basis of fear and anger relationship to
risk assessment.
We realized an experiential research with a convenience sample of 34 college students, volunteers,
with 25 years on average. Velten’s (1968) mind states induction model supported the empirical study.
The decision making task was based on ranking 11 cards (stimuli) in three situations: first job, choosing
a car, and choosing an insurance plan.
Conjoint analysis was adopted with a factorial design 2x3x3, and linear part-worth relationship with a
data collection process.
We found that the context acts as a regulator of the trends for the action, either for fear or anger, and
the perception of risk in fearful individuals’ is higher than angry. Angry individuals use decision
strategies faster and simpler than the fearful. In contexts of higher importance individuals attach more
weight to fearful factor security than individuals angry. It was also found that the emotional state helps
to establish priorities adjusted to the environment as such it influences the decision making process.
The confirmation of the theoretical results allows us to state that the brain structures that process the
negative emotions are responsible for the effective operation of the tendency to action, and its
affectation intentionally interferes with the process of decision making. Insurance companies as well
as politics may use this on marketing campaigns.
Keywords
Decision making, negative emotions, fear, anger, amygdale
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Abstract
The current study aims to investigate the role of country personality in conjunction with other key
variables of the country image construct such as the cognitive and affective components, and their
simultaneous impact on behavioral intentions. Theoretically grounded on the country of origin and the
destination branding literature, this study hypothesizes that cognitive country image and country
personality are antecedents of affective country image which, in turn, affects consumers’ behavioral
intentions towards a scrutinized country. Cognitive country image is also hypothesized as having a
direct influence on the dependent variable. A quota sample of 685 valid responses from Brazilians from
São Paulo and Bahia states was analyzed. Portugal was chosen as the stimulus country and the
questionnaire was delivered in Portuguese for Brazilians.
Structural equation modeling suggests that country personality has no direct influence on behavioral
intentions to visit when affective country image is in the model, meaning a full mediation effect of the
affective country image in the relationship. The cognitive country image factors
(environment/landscape and people) have shown either direct or indirect influence on behavioral
intentions.
Agreeableness, assiduousness and snobbism are important in driving emotional connections and
emotions are important drivers for behavioral intentions. Environmental beliefs are relevant both for
emotions and for driving behavioral intentions. Beliefs about local people had a direct but reverse
performance on the outcome according to the hypothesized, meaning that the higher the quality of
life, wealth, level of education, and technological advance, the lower the intentional behavior of
individuals to visit a particular country.
The main results empirically demonstrate statistical significance and validate the integrated model and
the different paths, specifically the links of country personality -> affective country image -> behavioral
intentions. In the same vein the path links of cognitive country image –> affective country image –>
behavioral intentions have been partially confirmed, as well as the path cognitive country image ->
behavioral intentions.
Keywords
Country personality, behavioral intentions, Portugal, Brazil
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Abstract
In today’s highly competitive environment, building strong Consumer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE)
means being less vulnerable to the rivals’ attack and having a chance for differentiating the products
and services (Delgado-Ballester & Munuera-Aleman, 2005). Brand associations, an important element
of CBBE, include the customer’s expressions of the brand (Aaker, 1991). By the same token, brand
associations are “the negative or positive expressions that come to mind when the brand is
mentioned” (Keller, 1993, p. 6). Brand Concept Maps (BCM) is a tool to discover brand associations
that define the brand identity from a consumer point of view. Understanding BCM provides important
clues to companies about how the brands are perceived in reality. Marketers will then be able to
understand the gap between how the brand is supposed to be perceived and how the brand is being
perceived in reality. Creating brand identity of tourism cities through brand associations is the first
step to understand the tourists’ perception of these cities. BCM is used to learn tourists’ perception of
the branded tourism destinations. This study aims to evaluate the suitability of BCM to create brand
identity in tourism cities. Accordingly, the study has collected data from 120 tourists in two tourism
cities in Turkey and Indonesia. The findings of the study show that BCM, which show the brand
associations that directly and indirectly linked with the brand, is useful for understanding the brand
identity of tourism cities. Theoretical and managerial implications of the study are discussed.
Keywords
Brand identity, brand associations, brand concept maps, tourists, tourism cities
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Abstract
Understanding the ethical perception of employees and the factors that make a difference in their
ethical perception is important for business sector leaders in the USA and Russia. The purpose of this
paper is to investigate how age, gender, education, Code of Ethics on workplace, business ethics
training, longevity with current employer, and managerial and government work experience predict
personal business ethics perceptions of American and Russian working adults and students.
Using Comparison t-test and ANOVA analyses of questionnaires, this research analyzes Russian and
American working adults. Significant correlations were observed between personal business ethics and
gender, age, nationality, education, business ethics training, management experience in both
countries. We found that Americans have significantly higher score of business ethics perception
compare to Russian based on Code of Ethics. In addition, we found that there is a statistically significant
difference in the mean PBES scores between the two countries with diversity trainings. The results
from this research suggest that Business ethics Code plays the critical role in creating an ethical climate
on workplace. This study fills the gap within the literature and offers a unique analysis of the personal
business ethics of American and Russian working adults and students.
Keywords
Ethics, Russia, USA
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Abstract
One of the major changes ushered in with the 21st century has been the widespread use of virtual work
structures. These structures are composed of geographically and organizationally dispersed individuals
who use information and communication technologies to accomplish work activities (Townsend et al.,
1998).
An emerging problem associated with virtual work structures is reduced creativity and innovation (The
end of virtual working? 2013). Another problem is employee commitment to the organization.
Organizational commitment is rooted in the research of organizational identification; committed
employees adopt the habits and objectives of an organization. The common thread between
innovation and commitment is psychological proximity. People who spend in-person time together
(i.e., high psychological proximity) are more likely to generate innovative ideas and develop a strong
identity with others and the organization. Research on the organizational and personal variables
associated with psychological proximity is minimal.
The innovative, bureaucratic, competitive, and community commitment subscales were the first set of
variables entered into the hierarchical regression equation, and the affective, normative, and
continuance culture subscales were entered second. The commitment model was significant and the
commitment and culture model was marginally significant. The coefficients indicated that normative
commitment and competitive culture (marginally) were significant predictors of the amount of time
employees spent away from their central office (i.e., psychological proximity). The findings suggest
that the feeling of mutual trust that establishes an obligation to stay with an organization is associated
with working fewer virtual hours, while employees are likely to work more virtual hours in competitive
cultures. Recommendations for managing virtual work structures will be discussed.
Keywords
Commitment, organization culture, virtual work structures, psychological proximity, innovation
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Abstract
The specific characteristics of service businesses confront hoteliers and restaurant managers day by
day with the challenge to utilize their limited capacities. The typical attributes of services, which can
be described by immateriality, non-storability, non-transportability, the influence of the external
factor, the Uno actu principle and the heterogeneity of delivered outputs, require a professional and
flexible management. An additional challenge, the complementarity, means, that the actual (touristic)
service provided will be perceived in relation to the quality of service of other service providers. Even
other environmental factors such as - in the case of this research - publicly and officially initiated major
sporting events or simply the weather affects the point of view of the consumer on the overall
performance. In the context of discussions about the benefits of urban policy decisions, such as those
of the city of Düsseldorf, to host the Grand Départs 2017 (start of Tour de France), this research tries
to answer the question, whether local hospitality companies are willingly to adjust their pricing- and
product-offers temporarily. Firstly, the study outlines typical determinants and factors that help to
understand the degree of temporary supply change. Subsequently, a typification of hospitality
businesses is conducted to indicate which groups are reacting more flexible on the Grand Départ (and
any other major sporting events).
It is evident that there is a positive trend for adjustment readiness of products and prices linked to the
Grand Départ in comparison to previous adjustments during other events. 40% of the surveyed
companies wanted to adjust offers. Only restaurants with attached rooms areas (hotels), increased
their prices openly. There were generally more adaptation activities in this type of operation. The
assessment of the hotel restaurants was most optimistic, their increasing adaptation willingness to
major events correlates with an expected higher paying willingness of the visitors. The more variable
and flexible the business offer in general, the more adjustments and unique offers were planned.
Different companies of all clustered types planned adjustments when adjustments have already been
made at various times of strong demand in the past. Worth mentioning is finally, that some
restaurateurs will not benefit due to roadblocks around their restaurants.

Keywords
Behavioral pricing, hospitality, pricing strategy, pricing effects, Grand Départ
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Introduction
On the 1st July 2017, the Grand Départ, the start of the Tour de France, was conducted in Düsseldorf,
Germany. The Tour de France will be traded after the World Cup and the Olympic Games as the third
largest international sporting event. The media is enormous. The event was transmitted by television
in over 200 countries. The main expected benefits are particularly an increase of publicity for the city
and the region of Düsseldorf as well as a sustainable increase of tourism effects. Of course, especially
hotels and restaurants benefit directly from major sporting events such as the Grand Départ through
the visitors on-site. The economic effect was estimated to be around 60 million euros through the
Grand Départ, despite rain, over 1 million have attended this event (Stadt Düsseldorf, 2015).
Already a lot is known about the flexible approach of aviation industry and hospitality industry, to
proactively predict fluctuations in demand and to respond with various price differentiations.
Achieving an optimal utilization with optimum absorption of the willingness to pay with a unit price is
hardly possible in liberal economic environment. Therefore, different prices must be offered by means
of price differentiation for diverse market segments, corresponding to the respective willingness to
pay (Shoemaker, Dawson & Johnson, 2005). Target is to define the right customers, to provide the
right service at the right price at the right time at the right place. The services for the professional
application of price differentiations (in hospitality industry called: revenue management) must be
subject to greater fluctuations in demand and the requested goods must be price-elastic. The price
differentiation itself can refer e. g. to the dimensions of time, place, space, quantity and purchaser
(Goerlich & Spalteholz, 2014). Typical examples of periods of high demand are holiday periods, trade
fairs, the arrival days in a work week or even sporting and cultural events. The reactions of the product
and pricing policy as reaction on volatility in demand leads to the question of this work.
The research is classified based on relevant literature. First, examples of studies concerning other
major sports events will be introduced, to gain information on the importance of sporting events in
general. Then, the function of food and beverage supply will be explained. In addition, typical
instruments and strategies are explained, that affect the hospitality product and pricing policy
(Crompton, 2010).
With respect to the Grand Départ, the influences on the product and the price policy had been
surveyed upon local catering businesses. Also examined whether and to what extent behavioral pricing
effects were used consciously.
Three months before the Grand Départ 160 catering establishments by e-mail were invited to
participate in an online survey. 32 of these businesses gave a fully usable response, for which data
were the basis of further evaluations. To interpret the investigation results better, criteria were
defined that the restaurants were divided into different business types.

Economic Effects of Sporting Events
There have already been made some researches on the impact of other major sports events on society
and economy. 2006, several million visitors from all over the world came to the Football World Cup in
Germany. Thus, there has been an additional added value through investment activities and additional
consumption by domestic population and foreign guests. The additional value creation for the total
German economy however can be considered marginally. On the one hand because the football
industry constitutes only a very small sector, and on the other because of the depreciation of high
investments over the following years. Significant revenue increases have been felt in hotel and
catering.
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The temporary increase in employment however had no long-term positive effect on the
unemployment figures. There has been a noticeable increase in football related goods sales in May
2006. This had also occurred when the World Cup in another country would have taken place (Brehnke
& Wagner, 2007). In addition to the described economic effects, the World Cup had also impact on
society. Sporting events are part of global understanding, promote the positive image of the country
and entertain the people who attend the event with a certain fun-factor (Brehnke & Wagner, 2007).
The researches striking the European Football Championship 2008 and to the Football World Cup of
2010 confirm comparable results. 2008, in Austria and Switzerland, about 20-30% of visitor´s
expenditures in the host country accounted on catering services. In addition, the visitors gave money
for merchandise, shopping and accommodation (Heichele, 2012). For the World Cup 2010 in South
Africa also high investments were made. For the population in the host country, neither income nor
employment effects could be achieved in the long term. However, image and good feel effects benefit
the population, e.g. through the expansion of the telecommunications network and the infrastructure
that otherwise never would have afforded the country (De Melo, 2011).
A study on the FIS cross-country skiing World Cup 2006 in Düsseldorf confirmed revenue for retail,
restaurants, hotels and taxi companies. Around 50% of visitors took advantage of the stay in Düsseldorf
also for purchases. 40% due to higher sales benefited from the outlets. 84% of the hotels felt the
positive effects of utilized capacities. In addition, the city of Düsseldorf has benefited from positive
image effects by TV-reports in 23 countries (Fachhochschule Düsseldorf, 2007).
The Dutch city of Utrecht was hostess of the Grand Départ in the year 2015. A study of ING Bank
estimated the amount of additional revenue for foods and drinks, shopping, room nights, merchandise
and transportation to at least 34 million Euros. Furthermore, the municipality expected a growing
number of visitors in the years after the Grand Départ due to the "free advertising" during the event
(ING Bank, 2015).
Major sports events affect positively additional sales taxes, the image of city positive and lead to
sustainable tourism effects (Dobni, 2006). Particularly the gastronomy, as well as hotels and retail
benefited from the implementation of major sports events. These effects are due to the specific role
and function of gastronomic establishments in the context of major sports events. The transportation
of food and drinks to the venue is limited for several reasons. Transportation in backpacks and bags
are often limited to one (plastic-) bottle, on the other hand, the shelf life of foods due to the hot
temperatures is limited especially in summer months. Security concepts due to the increased risk of
terrorism are also often associated with the prohibition of bags, bottles and glass.
With their services, the caterers provide an important contribution to the success of most events, they
are even part of it. Service, friendliness and the adequate availability of food and beverages affect the
quality perception of the guests regarding events. Missing supply of adequate beverages and water at
warm temperature can be assessed very negative, especially when it comes to cardiovascular collapses
or panics.
In addition to daily tourists out of the region, international sporting events attract also guests from
abroad, for example: media-representatives, supporters, supervisors and trainer. They are then often
staying several days in the destination, so that not only restaurants directly at the venue can benefit
from new guests, but also hotels and restaurants, which are further away. Guests usually take the
opportunity to meet the tourist side of the destination residence, including the regional culinary offers
(Dobni, 2006).
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Product and Pricing Policies in the Hospitality Industry
The product policy is a part of the marketing mix, consisting of product, price, place and promotion
(Borden, 1950). We need to align the design of the product or product portfolio to the needs and
desires of potential customers. The product itself is defined by the rendered service, the technical
properties, the type and shape of the packaging, the guarantees, the brand properties and the range
connection (Xu & Xiao, 2017).
The provision of a service is divided into two sections: pre-combination and end-combination. During
the pre-combination, those potentials are brought into position, which are needed later in conjunction
with other internal factors of production and by a pulse of the external factor. The commitment, in the
form of pre-combinations, must be made constantly available (Ott, 1979).
This means for caterers, that the raw materials for manufacturing of food and beverages must be
prepared in advance, so that they can be finished in a reasonable time frame in the moment of an
order placed. There must be staff and a sufficient number of seats or tables available. But the provision
of the required performance potential does not necessarily create a corresponding revenue. A storm
can cause a lack of guests. Services are usually not storable or transportable. This means that the
intermediate consumption (power potentials), can hardly be sold in a later period, they expire (Bruhn
& Meffert, 2012).
Various instruments of product policy can be used to design the offered products. There are three
main differences: performance variation, innovation and elimination. All measures and instruments
aimed at the modification and differentiation of the product range are performance variations. The
modification or differentiation can be made, for example through the provision of additional services.
Thereby, the additional services may exhibit different affinities. So, additional services can be
necessary or they are a complete supplement. The services can be bundled in diverse ways such as
pure bundling in the form of all-inclusive offers, or as mixed bundling, if smaller elements can be
booked in addition (Simon & Fassnacht, 2016).
Particularly in the services sector, the offer can be changed by the nature and the extent of integration
of the external factor (Xu & Xiao 2017). This can be done by internalizing or externalizing. Both
approaches, the bundling of services and the change in the integration of the external factor, can offer
great advantages depending on the circumstances, so that it can make sense to pull this performance
variations for short-term events with a high volume of guest expected (Simon & Fassnacht, 2016). A
restaurant service could decide, for example, to build a buffet for self-service to an event on the road
to be able to serve more guests at the same time. Automation means, that service or parts of the
service are replaced by machines. That makes sense for well standardized and relatively homogeneous
services. The temporal change of the service process can be used to reduce transaction times, because
these are perceived negative especially in the case of "little time" (Bruhn & Meffert, 2012).
Performance innovation describes a new performance to an actual innovation potential, processes and
results. The performance innovation should be distinguished from offer innovation, representing only
a completely new bundling, marketing or design of offers (Shoemaker, Dawson & Johnson, 2005).
During product-elimination, common service components are removed from the program (Crompton,
2016). This may have different qualitative and quantitative reasons (Ott, 1979). This tool is suitable for
short-term adjustments for example at sporting events such as the Grand Départ, to reduce the range
of services in the short term and to streamline the creation of performance.
Even an excellent product which meets the demand needs must be sold with the right price. The price
is the most crucial factor of economic success, because it directly affects the profit. The permanent
deployment of the performance result in some peculiarities in the cost structure of services (Becerra,
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Santaló, & Silva, 2013). In comparison to industrial products, service industry deals with a high
proportion of fixed costs and a relatively low proportion of variable costs. Especially high personnel
costs to ensure permanently motivation and readiness. The pricing can support the capacity
management and by such promoting a uniformly good usage (Bruhn & Meffert, 2012). Service is highly
influenced through the integration of the external factor (uno-actu principle).
Some determinants that influence the price result from typical service-specific features and their
implications for the pricing process. These include the cost structure and their height, the competitive
situation, the willingness of customers to pay and sometimes even state regulations which restrict
freedom in determining prices. The pricing is so geared to the parameters demand, competition and
costs. Depending on the company's situation, different priorities are set (Bruhn & Meffert, 2012). The
demand-oriented aspect is of importance regarding the described meaning of capacity management
in the hospitality industry. The assessment of the willingness to pay of different customer groups is
critical to optimally distribute the available capacities. Approaches of behavioral pricing can be used
for the analysis of willingness to pay (Crompton, 2016). Behavioral economics no longer assume that
a price increase also inevitably brings a decline in demand with it and argue with the limited capacity
for recording and processing of information (Crompton, 2010). The consumer feels satisfactory
solutions often as effective enough, even if they are not optimal (Simon & Fassnacht, 2016).
Achieving an optimal utilization with optimum absorption of the willingness to pay with a unit price is
hardly possible in liberal economic environment. Therefore, different prices must be offered by means
of price differentiation for diverse market segments, corresponding to the respective willingness to
pay (Shoemaker, Dawson & Johnson, 2005). Target is to define the right customers, to provide the
right service at the right price at the right time at the right place. The services for the professional
application of price differentiations (in hospitality industry called: revenue management) must be
subject to greater fluctuations in demand and the requested goods must be price-elastic. The price
differentiation itself can refer e. g. to the dimensions of time, place, space, quantity and purchaser
(Goerlich & Spalteholz, 2014).
Regarding the described meaning of capacity management in the hospitality industry, the demandoriented aspect is of importance. The assessment of the willingness to pay of different customer
groups is critical to optimal distribution of the available capacities (Cuellar, 2013). In the dining area,
one can distinguish for example the business guests for lunch and the guests during the evening. One
can assume that those who go to lunch in a restaurant are much less willing to pay as a family that visit
the restaurant in the evening. To achieve a consistently good table load in the middle of the day, one
must take this aspect into account and react with adequate pricing (Korem, 2001).
Price differentiation can also refer to the dimensions of time, place or space, quantity and purchaser.
The time-based price differentiation is aimed at the time of the transaction or at the time of booking
(Bruhn & Meffert, 2012). A differentiation concerning the date of the receipt of the service might be,
for example, a happy hour deal. A differentiation regarding the time of booking is for example an
advance purchase rate (Simon & Fassnacht, 2016). At the spatial price discrimination, the same
performance is offered in various places for different prices. The quantity-based price differentiation
determines the price according to the number of purchased service units. Here, the price typically
decreases as more of a performance claim is taken (Ott, 1979). Collecting cards in cafés, offering a free
tenth drink after nine store-bought coffee drinks are a classic example of a set-oriented price
differentiation in the hospitality industry.
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Methodology and Survey Design
To capture the activities of restaurateurs in their price - and product policy regarding the Grand Départ
2017 in Düsseldorf and possible backgrounds for the product - and price-specific activities, various
forms of investigation were used. The main collection consists of an online survey of selected
restaurants located on the route of the Grand Départ or in surrounding areas. Three months before
the Grand Départ started, 160 catering establishments were invited by e-mail to participate in an
online survey. 32 of these businesses gave a fully usable response. The evaluation is based on these
data. To interpret the investigation results better, criteria were defined that divided the restaurants
into different business types. In addition, 8 industry experts (macro perspective) were consulted in
telephone or personal interviews. The survey deals with the planning, expectations and activities of
responding restaurateurs. The surveyed restaurateurs represented the micro perspective, the industry
experts (and the literature review) the macro perspective.
The questionnaire was designed with the help of the online tool Google forms and was divided into
three major blocks of the question.
The first block covered the structure of respondent’s operation and the range. By means of some
backed questions, it was captured, what price and product policies were used to make more attractive
offers and to optimize sales. This information helped to identify whether there were links between the
different priorities in the supply side economics and the activities for the Grand Départ. The second
block of questions focused on the respondent´s expectations on the Grand Départ: The expected
volume of the guest, the guest’s willingness to pay, the origin of the additional guests, the ratio of the
volume of guest on weekends and on weekdays. Some backed questions focussed aspects are positive
influence: image of the city, awareness of own operations, customer acquisition, customer loyalty or
sales on event days. The third block zoomed on the question whether and with what success to
demand tough times or major (sports) events changes to products or prices have been made before.
Some prescribed ways of price structures were given, but also open answers requested.
A total 32 of restaurateurs responded. Of those were 17 food-oriented businesses with high service
intensity, 5 hotel restaurants, 5 beverage-oriented establishments and 2 food-oriented businesses
with low intensity of service. 3 companies used an individual description under "Miscellaneous". Figure
1 shows the main guest groups mentioned.
Figure 1: Main guest groups, possibility of multiple answering (n=32)
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22 (68.8%) Respondents, answered, their operations work regularly with changing food selections
(seasonal or exclusive offers). 7 (21.9%) offer a consistent food selection and 3 (9.4%) sell any food at
all. There are no companies that waive the sale of drinks. The share of the beverage offerings with
varying elements is 17 respondents (53.1%). A non-changing range of drinks, however, found 15
establishments, respectively 46.9%.
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17 enterprises (53.3%) make special offers by bundling own services and products. 12 establishments
(37.5%) indicated to use limited offers available in demand weaker times: lunch menu, happy hour,
weekly and daily specials or additional services without separate charge such as bread for dinner. 4
restaurants (12.5%) use professional help to make their offer more attractive and 3 (9.3%) bundle their
services with external providers.
65.6% out of the surveyed companies are used to have always a stronger weekend-business. The
proportion of those who estimate the guest volume to the Grand Départ stronger than a normal
weekend (43.8%), is like the proportion who appreciates it as much as normal (40.6%). Only 5 of 32
restaurateurs (15.6%) indicated that for them the guest volume to the Grand Départ will be even lower.
Figure 2: Expectations of respondents, possibility of multiple answering (n=32)
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In the past, 9 restaurants (28.1%) adjusted products, services or prices in the context of
(sporting-)events and in times of strong demand. 13 (40.6%) plan concrete actions during the Grand
Départ like the bundling of own performance, price increases, the waiver of regular promotions or the
design of a special card. 6 respondents stated other adjustments under "miscellaneous"; including the
increase in hotel room prices, offering special tour tartlets, a free drink for guests arriving by bicycle,
reduction of offers and some even the closure of the operation. Satisfied with their activities to other
major events or periods of strong demand were 20 respondents (62.5%). The remaining 12 (37.5%) are
neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.
93.3% of the food-oriented restaurants with high service intensity have a significantly higher volume
of guests every weekend. Only 20,1% of them expect an increased guest volume. 50% of beverageoriented enterprises have a stronger weekend business. 33.3% of them expect more guests than on a
normal weekend. Only 22.2% of the hotel's restaurants have more guests on the weekend. However,
77.8% of the hoteliers believe that more visitors will come during the Grand Départ weekend than on
a normal weekend.
Of the respondents who expected a higher willingness to pay of the Grand Départ visitors, 75.0% want
to take this opportunity to adjust their products, services or prices. Companies who expected a similar
willingness to pay by 36.1% and the companies with a lower payment readiness expectation by 33.3%.
Out of the companies that wanted to adjust, 69.2% believe that the willingness to pay is comparable.
Another 23.1% of respondents assume that the willingness to pay will be higher. 7.7% of the
enterprises that still want to adjust expected a lower willingness to pay.

Conclusion
It is evident that there is a positive trend toward customization readiness of products and prices to the
Grand Départ in comparison to previous adjustments at other events. 40% of the companies want to
take actions on the occasion of the Grand Départ. Differently than the expectations based on existing
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literature, the focus of measures lies rather in the customization of products and services than in the
adjustment of prices. The willingness for price modifications could only be found in hotel-restaurants.
In this type of operation are also proportionally more adaptation activities in general.
Regarding the expectations for the Grand Départ, it can be said that hotel-restaurants have a much
more positive expectation than the other operating types, which already have a high guest frequency
on normal weekends. While nearly all respondents expect positive effects for the image of the city,
expectations of positive influences on their own targets, such as sales, awareness, new customer
acquisition, etc. have been subdued. Positive impact on willingness to pay were expected by hardly
any company.
Some concepts can be identified between the expectations and the planning of adjustments. The
higher a willingness to pay is expected, the more adaptation activities to major sports events are
planned (Cuellar, 2013). The more variable and flexible the products generally are, the sooner the
caterer plans adjustments of products and prices. Similarly, if already experience from other times of
strong demand exists. Thus, it can be said that the experience with the price and product policy
instruments and the reactions of the guests is relevant.
The examination of various concepts for fan parties and VIP zones shows that, in addition to the
stationary restaurateurs, rather mobile booth caterers benefit from large events. Since their products
and pricing policy is tailored for the supply and demand of such events and there is thus no need for
further adjustments to meet the requirements for hosting the hospitality areas.
Some potentials are certainly not fully exploited because of lack of experience and the partial lack of
knowledge about existing possibilities of price differentiation and effects of price psychology
(Crompton, 2010).
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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to view the role of communication as indicative tool for enabling
avenues for strategic filtering within organizational levels. Literature reveals how communication in
essence plays a pivotal role in the smoothening the transfer of reliably key information at each
organizational level for enabling avenues for strategic pursuit of organizations’. In as much as
communication exists in dissimilar spheres of an organization, the challenge lies with placing
communication to its specific role at each organizational level for strategic implementation. A
qualitative research method, by means of qualitative individual interviewing. Data collected were
processed manually by means of transcribing voiced out opinions into text. Data analysis entailed a
deduction from what was found through examining, synthesizing and induction to enable
interpretation and reach consensus.
Findings reveal a considered approach in internal communication of City Power. It also reveal a lack of
engagement between those who lead managerial roles and those who follow suit. At times it is
uncertain whether the overall employees understand what internal or external communication entails.
The organization in study reveals that their internal organizational structure is a top-down approach
facilitating the traditional route of hierarchical mechanistic structures, with little emphasis on flexibility
or deviation. In facilitating this inherent human factor of communication, the findings reveal a
leadership style that promotes enabled support for employees. Emphasis on viewing communication
as an important factor in the organization is highlighted by all participants. However, conflicting views
reveal a need for change in the manner in which communication is depicted.
Keywords
Strategy, communication, organization, culture, structure
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1. Introduction
A claim has been made in a research finding that strategy is not a task or responsibility limited only to
top management level but is essential in all levels of the organization namely, middle and lower level
management. This claim further postulates that “it must become a way of thinking” (Kuratko, 2011).
However, the central tenant of strategic enablement has been largely linked with ‘communication’.
We believe that organizations have relied on this tool ‘communication’ for their strategic formations,
analysis and implementations, but with a great focus on implementation. It has been argued that
communication management is a strategic management function that offers a framework and
vocabulary for effective coordination of all means of communication (Cornelissen, 2004). Despite this
given assertion in the context of strategy filtering down to every organizational level, its emphasis is
attributable to the explicit attention it receives.
Strategy being a recipe for pioneering organizations in desired paths stands in futility if not
communicated effectively. Without communication being present crucial decisions would be based on
pure assumptions rendering organizations void of judgment and clueless about who does what by
when. In ensuring understanding and accountability, communication has been the bed rock of
corporate organizations who having complex strategies managed to simplify them in ways that any
participant at each level of the organization would relate (Nieuwenhuizen, 2012).
An organization is regarded as a social institution (Palazo & Siano, 2015), which engenders on
generating value in economic and social terms. By this we understand that, communication is an
inherent part of the human element that proposes a relational aspect to it. As a result it must cater for
people’s opinions regarding any given matter. It is believed that communication with stakeholders at
each organizational level effects several positive consequences: it decreases conflicts, decrease risks
and enhances assurance (Greory, 2007; Burchell & Cook, 2008). Thus, the inclusivity of internal
stakeholders via this relational aspect creates commitment and could generate positive organizational
behaviour with regards to welcoming strategy to permeate through at each organizational level. In this
regard, executives are entrusted to develop a management culture that focuses on providing service
to different internal stakeholders so as to manage these mutual beneficial relationships (Romenti,
2010; De Bussy & Kelly, 2010).
Despite the fact that communication is an integral part for organizations in authentically engaging their
strategies through various dialogical practices, there is a call for ‘corporate communication’ taking
place organically and naturally with an open organizational structure that fosters coordination (Smith,
2012). This is nonetheless, followed by the assertion that organizations connect communication with
strategy through organizational structure by creating a corporate communication department that
reports to top level management (Cornelisson, 2009). This outlook engenders on the issue of strategic
filtering being made possible by the type of structure through which strategy will be communicated.

2. Literature Review
The pre-existing body of knowledge is backed up by sufficient research and affords the opportunity to
further argue that communication is indicative of determining whether strategy filters down to every
level in the organization.
2.1. Communication and strategy
Quinn and Dutton (2005) postulates that, “sense making is in nature a matter of communication”further alluding to what it entails. However, in its raw form, communication according to Business
Dictionary, involves a two-way process of endeavoring to reach mutual understanding, in which
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participants not only exchange (encode-decode) necessary information, news, innovative ideas and
feelings but also create and share meaning. However, a loss of meaning in what is being communicated
is a barrier. Ambiguity is intolerable in that some stakeholders possess poor listening skills or perceive
things differently (Lussier, 2009).
In past decades communication and strategy have been coined together culminating in ‘strategic
communication’ phenomenon. However to understand what these coined terms mean, defining
strategy remains crucial. In his republished Harvard Business Review article, Michael Porter (2009)
reiterates that strategy is about being different and deliberately choosing a different set of activities
to deliver a unique mix of value. Therefore, it is said that strategic communication is the purposeful
use of communication by an organization to fulfil its strategic obligations i.e. organizational mission at
each organizational level (Hallahan, 2007). This highlights that communication and strategy are
interdependent on one another as they enforce change, meaning and implementation.
2.2. The role of communication in strategy
Successful strategy execution finds its roots in how well the core intention message was understood
by relevant key stakeholders. (Van Vuuren, 2008). In enabling this, Ormino (2007) proposes the four
key components of communication:
 Transmitting messages about the organization;
 Using appropriate mediums (magazines, television, picture, intranet and etc.) for
communication;
 Disseminating information to stakeholders;
 And striving to enhance image and reputation of the company through communication.
These components highlight the essential role of communication in which it can be conveyed.
However, when placing it in strategical terms Thathcer (2006) engenders on language being the
principal thing on getting the stakeholders to understand strategies proposed.
2.3. Communication channels that enable strategic flow
Depending on the nature of organizations message transmission channels can be all inclusive or
exclusive. It is said that transmission channels of communication can be grouped normally into three
groups namely: oral communication, written communication and no-verbal communication. With
these established channels of communication comes the instruments and mediums of communication
on an internal or external business environment (Nieuwenhuizen, 2012). The degree to which channels
of communication are maximized, emphasize the importance of bringing strategy to life in an engaging
way.
According to Saks in Hung-Baesecke (2015), engaged employees are attentive, dedicated, and
absorbed in their work roles; they sense a deep and meaningful connection with the organization; and
they are willing to give extra time, effort, and initiatives to contribute to organizational goals. However,
the fundamental by-product of this discourse can be traced back to the mediums used for engagement.
It is further said, that the “medium is the message” and that different mediums of communication
could engage employees differently. This concurs that organizations must pay solemn attention to how
their strategies are communicated for overall awareness and pursuit in all organizational levels.
In this jet age of rapid information diffusion, some have suggested internal mediums of
communication. With the emergence of Web 2.0 it is said, that considerate changes have broken forth
in the way organizations behave and communicate with their employees (Hung-Baesecke) (2015).
Crescenzo (2011) discussed the numerous communication channels that organizations retain today
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including; traditional print publications, voice mail, phone calls, interpersonal communication such as
face-to-face communication, digital communication, Web 2.0 communication channels, intranet,
instant messenger, and internal social networking sites. All these mentioned impact on individual
comprehension and participatory engagement of messages conveyed either positively or negatively.
2.4. Communication in an organic / rigid organizational structure
Morris (2011) describes organizational structure as the formal pattern of linking and grouping people
and jobs, how the activities of different people or functions are connected. He further alludes that
structures are created to bring order and logic to company operations. This creation of order and logic
is accomplishable on the basis of communication. It is often said that structure follows strategy (De
Bruyn, 2012), however strategy gets publicized by communication. The potency of strategic filtering
engenders on structure and communication.
Miller (1996) in Kuratko and Morris (2011) attempted to synthesize contemporary thinking on the
strategy-structure linkage. He further suggests that the structure of a company can be categorized as
one of the following:
 Simple Structure
 Machine Bureaucracy (rigid structure)
 Organic Structure
 Divisional Structure
In preserving the quality of the study, two categorized structures need to be differentiated to
understand the efficacy of strategic communication in such structures, namely machine bureaucracy
and organic structure. It is said that the machine bureaucracy structure achieves coordination of tasks
through the standardization of work (Kuratko & Morris, 2011). It is also characterized as hierarchical,
highly structured organizations with well-defined formal roles and positions, with communication
flowing primarily vertically (McLean, 2005). This type of organizational structure facilitates
communication through guidelines and plans stressed at top level management. With the organic
structure much emphasis is on extensive personal interaction and face- to- face communication, use
of committees, and other liaison devices to ensure collaboration (Kuratko & Morris, 2011). This type
of organizational structure in its flexible nature aims to maximize engagement, ensuring that
communication is not restricted on standardized work or stressed guidelines but on strategic
dimensions of opportunity pursuit at each organizational level. Therefore, communication flows
laterally (McLean, 2005).
2.5. Role of managers in communicating strategy
Communication needs facilitation at each organizational level and needs leaders who can appreciate
its significance. It is said that strategic leaders promote synergy between employees through the art
of communication in an attempt to channel employees’ attitudes towards organizational objectives
(De Bruyn, 2012). The placing of communication to its specific role will only come alive when managers
become responsible in ensuring that employees are able to communicate effectively with one another
and with management (McQuerry, 2016).
2.6. Organizational culture
In Kuratko and Morris (2011) culture can be defined as an organization’s basic aspirations, beliefs,
assumption and value system about what the company is about and how should its members should
behave. Matins (2003) postulates organizational culture as a system of shared meaning held by
members, distinguishing the organization from other organizations. Relative to the mentioned
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definitions above, Arnold (2005) indicates that organizational culture is the distinctive norms, beliefs,
principles and ways of behaving that combine to give each organization its distinct character. Based on
these assertions about organizational culture, the underlying denominator is that organizational
culture can be deemed as an organization’s personality. However, in facilitating communication for
strategic filtering, types of organizational cultures are indicative in assessing this possibility. According
to Denison & Mishra (1995) in Daft & Marci (2015), the types of organizational cultures that prevail are
the following: adaptability culture, achievement culture, involvement culture and consistency culture.
In particular and relative to the study is the involvement culture, which places much emphasis on
internal focus on the involvement and participation of employees at each organizational level.

3. Research Methodology
3.1. Research question
Based on the above, the following overall research question was derived: Does communication filter
down to every organizational level?
3.2. Primary objective
To assess the role of communication on relevant organizational levels which enables avenues for
strategic filtering.
3.3. Research method
“Qualitative business research is a research that addresses business objectives through techniques
that allow the researcher to provide elaborate interpretations of business phenomena without
depending on numerical measurement.” (Babin, Griffin & Zikmund, 2015). A qualitative study was
employed and the endeavored choice was based on the fact that, a qualitative approach attempts to
study human action from the insider’s perspective.
The research method followed were an exploratory and descriptive study. In order to achieve the
objectives of the study, questionnaires were designed with the intention of answering the research
question. The main form of data collection was the use of individual interviewing. This emphasized on
structured questionnaires and in-depth unstructured interviews. Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill (2007)
describe this as a multi-method way of collecting data. According to Roberts (1999) such structured
questionnaires will present multi-item measures, which inhibits misunderstanding or interpretation.
Fox and Bayat (2014) describe population as the object of research which consists of individuals,
groups or organizations to which they are exposed. Hence, the population of this study did comprise
of an organization, namely City of XX Municipality. However, the sample frame did comprise of a part
within the Municipality, namely City Power. This particular division was utilized simply because we
wanted alleviate the confusion and time of trying to get hold of certain individuals in the municipality
as a whole who also operate in different departments such as water and lights or the waste
management division.
With regards to the sample size, the final sample was ten people of different ethnic groups ranging
from top to low level management. This included both genders with ages, alternating from 25-60 years.
We followed a non-probability sampling method, namely a ‘purposive or judgmental sampling’
method.
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Collected data was processed manually by way of transcribing voiced out opinions and suggestions
into text, instead of using computerized programmes. This benefited the research Opaper in that indepth knowledge was gained through reasoning strategies with research participants.
Through analyzing, synthesizing and induction a consensus was reached to fulfil the primary objective
of the research (Fox & Bayat, 2014). According to Saunders (2007) data categorization involves
classifying the data into meaning categories, which may be derived from the data itself, or from the
theoretical framework. Therefore, these categorize provided us with a structure that is relevant project
to organize and analyze the data further.

4. Research Findings
A collective sample total of ten participants were involved in the study. Based on the categorization of
interview questions, similarities and converse views were identified in the following themes:
 The managing of internal and external communication
 City Power way of communication internally
 Understanding City Power leadership style in Communication
 City power corporate culture
Respondent’s demographics
Table 1, 2 and 3 illustrates the demographics of each respondent in the different levels of
management. For the sake of anonymity the lettering that was used in identifying each respondent is
imaginary and used as a means to simply relate with the individual respondents.
Table 1: Senior level Management Team: demographics
Experience in City Power (Years)
Gender
Management level
Type of company
Ethnic Group

QW
17
Male
Senior
Subsidiary
African

MB
15
Male
Senior
Subsidiary
White

AC
12
Female
Senior
Subsidiary
African

This group of respondents are responsible for mainly incorporating the proposed strategy that stems
from the City of XXX to the subsidiary. They also further determine key deliverables for attaining the
actual group strategy.
Table 2 illustrates the demographics of each respondent in the middle management team. Researchers
used imaginary letters to identify each individual in the middle management and also to protect
anonymity of respondents.
Table 2: Middle Management Team: demographics
Experience in City Power (Years)
Gender
Management level
Type of company
Ethnic Group

OL
10
Male
Middle
Subsidiary
African

BN
15
Female
Middle
Subsidiary
Coloured

TS
16
Female
Middle
Subsidiary
African

WV
11
Male
Middle
Subsidiary
Indian

This group of respondents are responsible for bridging communication between senior level and lower
level management and also ensure that key objectives are accomplished through initiated
collaboration with the lower level management team. Table 3 illustrates the demographics of the
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lower level management (operational) team. In the same manner fictitious letters is used by the
researchers to identify each individual.
Table 3: Lower level Management (operational team) Team: demographics
Experience in City Power (Years)
Gender
Management level
Type of Company
Ethnic Group

UA
7
Male
Lower
Subsidiary
African

MS
6
Male
Lower
Subsidiary
African

NS
9
Female
Lower
Subsidiary
African

XE
5
Female
Lower
Subsidiary
Colored

This group of respondents are responsible mainly for maintenance and retail services. Furthermore,
they work hand in hand with learning academy to actually better develop themselves in implemented
programs that are better suited for introduced work related systems and processes.
Interpretation of the identified respondents
It appears that participants have roles that are well defined and some have ascertained that
communication within the organization is effectively put to use with each individual knowing what is
expected of them. However, not all are in support of the given assertion. It is for this purpose that
some participants stressed the need to remain anonymous without prejudice. In necessitating much
further input, questions asked were categorized as per sub-objective of the study, resulting in common
themes endeavored upon.
Theme 1: The Managing of Internal and External Communication
Participants in the category of senior, middle and partly lower level management revealed an
understanding of what internal and external communication is. However, the application of this
understanding with regards to their own organization confused some in the category of lower level
management. This is because City Power and City of XXX are seemingly separate and external to one
another. When hearing the responses made from those who report to senior and middle management
carriers it was quite evident that City of XXX was treated as an external entity. Hence, communication
in this regard was viewed as an external factor among the two organizations. Upon studying the anchor
parent organization, namely City of XXX Municipality. It was discovered that the organization is vested
with a unique responsibility to bring about a group strategy, policy coordination and relations that
facilitates all MOEs. So basically MOEs are strategy implementers and initiators with managerial roles
facilitating this function of communication. Therefore, in light of City Power internal communication is
managed on the basis of key deliverables of the proposed group strategy, but also directed by
managers’ unique decision to incorporate strategic decisions they also deem best for the organization
at that point in time. This is done so to ensure that the proposed group strategy deliverables are also
met.
In support of the claims presented above the following interview annotations are presented:
 “Internal communication relates to the organization and external communication relates to
stakeholders and shareholders”
 “I’m not part of the strategy formulation as it stems from the City of XXX and the
board…however, based on key deliverables that stems from City of XXX in relation to the
overall city, management appropriates those key deliverables by way of formulating strategic
means to accomplish those objectives…we greatly emphasis internal communication by
involving all staff members in crucial discussions to ensure that everyone knows what is
expected of them and ensure that performance is not lagging”.
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Theme 2: City Power Way of Communication Internally
City power makes use of a top down approach in terms of their organizational communication. This
approach was facilitated by what one participant from the senior level management mentioned with
regards to the structure of the organization. It was further echoed that the type of structure deployed
firstly involves the board, secondly the executive and group management committees and
subordinates. The arrangement of this synergy among the organizational hierarchy is necessitated by
the manner of standardized services it offers. However, crucial matters that are stressed and need
attention to at bottom level take long to be addressed the one participant argued, namely from the
lower level management. Generally managers are preoccupied with back to back meetings or rather
are seen just once or twice per week. Accessibility to management pertaining to concerns, work related
matters and customer complains that need to be dealt with are attended to inconsistently, the other
participant added from the same lower level management team. This indicates that internal
communication is prioritized when needed. Although a different participant from the middle level
management alludes that communication is maximized on the ground of face to face interaction
platforms with employees and executive committee and group breakaways. A clear distinction occurs
in this regard that, participants involved do not share the same sentiments with regards to the manner
in which communication is conveyed and pursued. Could this be a barrier to strategy filtering down at
each organizational level, one might ask? In light of the interviews conducted two individual
participants in the senior and middle level management concluded that barriers in communication of
strategy are not experienced at all.
In support of the claims presented above the following interview annotations are presented:
 “In our working environment it is evident who occupies which position by way of relational
conversations we mostly have…we feel better associating ourselves with our fellow colleagues
because in that way comfort and necessary freedom to voice out our concerns is made
possible”.
 “We get addressed when changes need to be made…and point of contact with managers is
rarely achieved unless there is a case that is relatively serious or beneficial”.
 “Employees are frequently addressed pertaining to directional guides in relation to where the
organization is going and how it aims to get there…therefore, they are always aware of what
needs to be done so that inconsistencies do not occur”.
Theme 3: Understanding City Power leadership style in communication
In understanding the role that managers play within the organization, one participant from senior level
management emphasized that the role managers’ play in their organization is to develop the strategy,
business plan and objectives, and to lead the organization in the right direction. Furthermore, the
linking enablement for what the participant made mention of, is the type of leadership style used in
the organization. It was suggested that a support leadership style is used to secure effective
communication at each organizational level. In literature (Daft & Marcic, 2015) this type of leadership
style can be traceable to a democratic or servant leadership style. Both emphasize on listening to
voiced out suggestions or opinions, rather than running ahead with assumptions and also meeting the
demands of others before meeting personal or individual interests. City Power runs a learning academy
that is facilitated by the HR department. This enables new recruits to get acquainted with the
workplace through knowing how it is run, what needs to be done, when and how they can relate, and
exercise their capabilities to realize performance that’s in line with organizational objectives. This
platform also serves existing employees who desire to improve on their capabilities and enrich
themselves with new knowledge and opportunities to study further in their field. One participant from
the lower level management made mention that the support received from the learning academy is
well pleasing, however, stresses that it is sometimes situational depending on how occupied it is in
facilitating training programs for new recruits. Communication in this regard is focused on priority
happenings within the organization.
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In support of the claims presented above the following interview annotations are presented:
 “The leadership style deployed in communication of proposed strategies is a supportive
leadership style…for we know that the concern of our employees with regards to what is being
communicated can either affect or motivate our employees’ attitudes in relation to their work
ethic”.
 “Failure to communicate will result in misalignment and disconnect between management and
the employees…hence support is needed for clarity and understanding”.
 “I’m a product of the learning academy and can attest to it that the support I received
equipped me to better know and understand my work”.
 “Over the years the learning academy played an intermediary role between management and
employees being driven by the HR department…with regards to the support that at times we
need as existing employees from management, we are referred to the learning academy which
at times cannot provide the necessary help in relation to our work tasks, and necessary
complains”.
Theme 4: City Power Corporate Culture
The capacity to deliver strategic intent outputs is embedded in the kind of culture an organization
promotes in line with their communication efforts. Upon engaging all round participants, one from the
middle level management regarded culture as a social behavior, which entails the manner in which an
individual goes about their beliefs, values and attitudes. However, when speaking in line of corporate
culture the participant (same individual) postulates that, it is about having collective beliefs, values
and attitudes as an organization. By this, it was suggested by one participant from the senior level
management, that the kind of culture that City Power promotes is “living the organization’s values”,
which includes: respect; being resourceful; resilient; being reliable; and always acting with integrity.
When testing this application it was discovered that not all live and abide by these values as there are
personality clashes that occur some times. The status sigma pushes some individuals to act contrary
to what the organization promotes, one participant added from the lower level management. Could
this be a hindrance in strategy filtering down to every organizational level? Does this also affect the
mood of communication within the work place environment? In facilitating this response, one
participant from the middle level management team reasoned that such occurrences of conflict or
contrary behavior does take place at times in the workplace as it is no different to the challenges that
other organizations face. However, there are means and ways of dealing with such situations, and they
are embedded in the organization’s code of conduct, policies and procedures in place, the participant
added. Hence, this is done to preserve the image of the organization and sets the example that others
within the organization can learn from in acting in accordance with organizational values.
In support of the claims presented above the following interview annotations are presented:
 “Living organization’s values means that you deliver on what is most important…what the
organization is all about”.
 “I have witnessed individuals who are no longer with us who compromised organizational
values…they stifled performance by chasing after their own interests…they regarded no one
but themselves, this affected the mood of communication because one cannot relate with
them on crucial matters pertaining to work ethic”.

5. Conclusions
The evidence suggest a balancing thought of opinions as participants voiced out their sentiments.
Participants affirmed the necessity of having communication as an anchor enabler to allow strategic
ideas to filter down at each organizational level. However, not all share the same feeling in the manner
in which the tool of communication is enforced or handled. These contrary or opposition views leads
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to an understanding of some of the reasons of why inefficiencies occur within a workplace
environment. Dontigney (2016) echoes that the causes of conflict that occur within organizations range
from philosophical differences and divergent goals to power imbalances. By this, if not checked,
unresolved conflicts pertaining to opposing views expressed might generate a breakdown in trust and
lost productivity.
Hence, it is no wonder that public scrutiny will consistently prevail because the relationship within is
fragmented and ultimately spreads without, affecting potential customers and rendering strategic
efforts impotent. Evidence from theme one suggests the importance of differentiating internal and
external communication as the organization itself is kept on watch by the parenting organization.
Hence, managers are not independent in decision making, rather, their strategic decisions are fuelled
by what is communicated externally, and ultimately affecting what is communicated internally.
The perception derived from this is that both internal and external communication work in
conjunction, however the internal aspect need much more emphasis. In facilitating a conveyance of
effective internal communication organizations need to select appropriate message transmission
channels i.e. oral communication, written communication and non-verbal communication, having an
objective of the message in mind to ensure effective and comprehensive communication (Oosthuizen
et al., 2012). Evidence from theme two suggest an internal structure employed by the organization,
but stresses counteracting views with regards to maximizing this tool of communication.
The need for engagement seems to be lacking, but appears to be emphasized when key issues arise or
change pursuits are introduced. The perception derived from this is related to what the structure of
the organization entails. Literature (McLean, 2005: Kuratko & Morris, 2011: Verlse et al., 2014) stressed
that organic, flexible organizational structures qualify greater employee satisfaction due to increased
flow of communicated information, decentralized or sovereign decision making, decrease in
formalization, which together allow for greater innovation and creativity of employees, along with
prompt responses to changes in the environment. However, with the kind of structure and
standardized services City Power employs, set rules, plans and guidelines with much bureaucracy
involved, such an outlook cannot be realized as postulated by what literature (McLean, 2005; Kuratko
& Morris, 2011; Verlse et al., 2014) alludes. Evidence from theme three suggest a leadership style or
pattern that is relational and supportive. It is emphasized based on the activities that emerge within
the organization.
The perception that one can derive from what has been found is that supportive communication is
centered within the confinements of key activities performed at that specific point in time. Evidence
from theme four reveals an organizational culture that promotes living organizational values,
emphasizing on a collective belief within the organization. However, the depravity of this pursuit can
change the mood and fluency of communication within, in accordance with what the finding
postulates. Laforet (2016) engenders to look at the role culture plays in determining the working
climate, leadership style, strategy formulation, and organizational behavior and process of the firm.
He further postulates that the need of culture to permeate an organization is very crucial to make a
difference. Therefore, the manifestation of an effective organizational culture is embedded in the
primary role leaders and managers. This perception is necessitated by the mere fact they nurture and
disseminate the culture within.

6. Managerial Implications
Based on the research conducted the role of communication is viewed explicitly in light of the attaining
maximum organizational performance by strategy permeating through at each organizational level. In
this regard fuelling components were endeavored upon in necessitating findings made. Although
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communication was highlighted as a primitive mechanism to configure alignment and placement with
regards to individuals knowing what is expected of them. Managers need to ensure still, that
participants within know that it can manifest internally and externally. In facilitating this managers
firstly need to establish that the organization does not function in isolation, it must become clear and
appeal to all participants in the organization. With an open system in place managers need to ensure
that all participants are involved and know how to appropriate communication pertaining to the
happenings within and without.
By this a given strategy together with organizational objectives cannot be frond apart because right
and accurate information will be ministered purposefully, no external information will be mistaken for
internal messages (Nieuwenhuizen, 2012). Managers are normally obligated to fulfil organizational
goals and objectives that they themselves set and others being derived from the board. The
contribution of other factors such as the organizational structure add to the complexity of what they
hope to attain. As much as services or products offered by the organization could be standardized,
with bureaucratic processes in place, managers must see to it that flexibility is accomplished to enable
reflection discussions regarding matters that need to be addressed.

7. Recommendations to Top Management
To eradicate the issue of response delay, Daft and Marcic (2015) proposes leading teams as an enabling
approach to value individual concerns and insights. They further suggest that pursuing teams within
an organization has enormous advantages and these come in the form of creative and innovativeproblem solving ideas; enhanced quality with regards to what the organization’s value proposition is;
speed of response; higher work ethic; decreased operational costs because matters will not be
postponed unnecessary; and enhance motivation and satisfaction because purposeful inclusivity will
be attained within the organization. Hence, managers can incorporate teams within the organizational
structure, having leaders in those teams who can synchronize on a daily basis with managers on key
matters that prevail regarding employees, customers and the organization itself. As it suggested that
an organizational culture determines the leadership style of an organization and the state of
organizational behavior that emerges (Laforet, 2016). Managers need to pay attention to this factor as
it also determines the mood of relationship within an organization, communication being the enabling
tool.
Therefore, pursuing a proactive organizational culture can program the organization for high levels of
performance, achievements and recognition, because in this regard an organization seeks to initiate
change provoking projects that drive competitive advantages with all key stakeholders being engaged
(Kuratko, 2011). To do away with ambiguity for internal and external communication, the organization
can use a stakeholder approach for a start in pursuit to clarify internal communication. Since internal
communication anchors on the strategic management of interactions and relationships between
stakeholders at all levels within an organization, much focus can be placed on identifying these
stakeholders (Jackson & Welch, 2007).
In light of engaging external communication, the same approach could be applied in a way of
categorizing and demo graphing individuals or organizations by way of implementing a situational
analysis, further widening the organization’s understanding of their external stakeholders.
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Abstract
In the middle of the last century, economists predicted the dominance of large enterprises. The large
size of the enterprise allows the use of economies of scale, and so it was assumed that small and
medium enterprises will be unable to compete effectively with larger organizations in the fight for the
customer. Moreover, the era of globalization of markets and the rapid development of new
technologies was coming, which was supposed to prefer larger scale of business operations, since only
the high profitability of the company could allow it to create its own research facilities. But it turned
out the opposite. In the 70's of the last century, large economic organizations, struggling with
management problems and lack of flexibility as well as with costs not related directly to the production,
began restructuring processes involving a. o. simplifying organizational structures and eliminating
business processes not connected with their basic activity.
As a result, the number of small businesses only in the OECD countries in the period 1971-1972 grew
from 29 million to 45 million.
Micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) have a significant impact on the level of gross domestic
product, making them the leading sector of the national economy, which poses them new challenges.
The purpose of this paper is to present the role and importance of enterprises and entrepreneurship
in the development of Polish regions, especially in the context of the past EU financial perspective
2007-2013 and to present recommendations for Croatia as new country EU covered by the financial
perspective 2014 - 2020.
Keywords
Economy, state aid, European integration, entrepreneur, entrepreneurship, regional development,
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Abstract
Cross-cultural studies using cultural dimension as a research design are very popular. Most of these
studies un-intentionally give the impression that there is intra-cultural homogeneity. This research is
among a few that suggests otherwise, that there is intra-cultural and transcultural individual
heterogeneity in thinking and logic, or ‘Mindscape’. It is a replication and an expansion of an earlier
study and intends to verify the existence of intra-cultural heterogeneity in support of Mindscape
Theory. In doing so, it employs a unique way of data collection and analysis. The analysis of data that
were collected from six countries supported the earlier findings. It confirmed the hypothesis, and the
existence of intra-cultural and transcultural heterogeneity of individuals in thinking and logic, or
‘Mindscape’. This research is a replication and an expansion of an earlier study. The research used data
on Mindscape from subjects in four different countries/cultures, and found the existence of
transcultural Mindscape types. While this study is a replication of the previous study, it is different in
three main areas. First, it explains, in details, the basis of geometric patterns that were employed in
soliciting response from the subjects. Second, it expands data collection to six different
countries/cultures. Third, it offers additional implications for theory and practice.
Keywords
Intra-cultural heterogeneity, transcultural heterogeneity, mindscape theory
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Introduction and Background
Sweden has a long (almost 100 year) history of social democracy with its core lying in the profound
human values of equality, justice and solidarity. One of the basic instruments for implementing these
values has always been the Swedish state regulating almost everything that concerns the wellbeing of
people and welfare of the nation. During almost six decades of the Social Democrats ruling the country,
most vital institutes and organizations, such as medicine, elderly care, geriatrics and education, among
others, were a strict priority of the State. Unemployment was held at rates of no higher than 3 to 4%
and the safety net for employees was well developed. Whilst private business and competition in many
industries were encouraged by the State, the public sector played the dominant role.
In the times of the economic downturn during 2008-2011, all the world’s economies, Sweden’s
included, suffered. The Swedish government, represented by Fredrik Reinfeldt and his Moderate Party
coalition within the right-wing-block, together with the Centre Party, Christian Democracy Party and
Peoples’ Party, introduced a series of radical reforms that have gradually deregulated the welfare
economy via privatization of large state enterprises, tax cuts and other measures aimed at increasing
the efficiency and competitiveness of business1. Educational reform allowing privately-run schools had
already taken place back in 1992. As the result of these reforms, many public services, such as schools
and at a later stage, also health care, were partially privatized, although the state kept some limited
control over the private actors with the help of a public procurement law (LOU), imposed by the EU,
whereby the schools were financed with tax-money according to the number of enrolled students2.
It is important to note that education and healthcare are still mostly free of charge and supported by
high taxes. Moreover, the quality of service and the conditions under which these services are provided
is under the control of several private actors with, until now, very little interference by the state. The
reforms in the educational sector have had a huge impact on the country’s economic as well as social
and political situation. Economically, the macro figures show that Sweden has survived the crisis with
much less damage than its neighbors in Europe. With the GDP growth around 5.5% in 2010 (2.8% in
2014) and unemployment under 9% during the worst crisis year 2010 (5.2% in 2014)3, Sweden emerged
from crisis with sound finances, a good business climate and high employment, especially in the private
sector.
In spite of the overall positive picture of the economic climate in Sweden, the privatization of state
firms in education and healthcare sectors has produced a number of negative and/or mixed outcomes,
many of which were clearly not anticipated. Taking the educational system and, more specifically, adult
education, as an example, it is important to distinguish between the overly positive macro-figures of
several newly opened schools along with the increasing number of people attending them and the
effects of deregulation, privatization and marketization of education on individual teachers, school
leaders, students and the whole of society. By the marketization of education I refer to the adoption
of a market philosophy by the whole sector, an increased focus on competitiveness by means of the
improved efficiency of schools, the focus on profit and usage of human resources as “means to the
end”, rather than valuable resources, as such.

1

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-sweden-economy-insight-idUSBREA2G0KA20140317
John Bower Education, bankrupted 2013, restarted in another form by Thoren Gruppen almost four years ago; Academedia
AB, one of the largest education companies in Sweden, owned by Wallenberg’s venture capital company EQT; the
International English School, owned by TA Associates; and Hermods AB, previously owned by IKEA Investments, are just some
of them.
3 http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/pdf/nrp/nrp_sweden_en.pdf
2
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The Purpose of the Study
In this paper, I focus on one field of adult education – the Swedish education for foreigners (SEF), which
has also been subject to the reforms highlighted above. Historically, SEF was under the jurisdiction of
a public organization, called Komvux, but since the beginning of the nineties4 it has been deregulated
and is now (specific to Malmoe-region, in the south of Sweden) around 50% is delivered several private
actors. Some of these have a very short-term perspective and a strong profit interest, leading to
frequent personnel and policy changes, an increased competition between actors, a lack of stability
for students and teachers as well as an increased workload for the latter. On the positive note, the
newly formed market of adult education is dynamic, flexible and presents a lot of choices for both
students and teachers.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the marketization of education in terms of its dynamics and its
effects on individual teachers and school leaders. By marketization dynamics, I mean the interplay
between the educational field as the whole, the habitus of individual schools and the varying interests
of managers and teachers in these schools. After presenting the empirical study, I discuss some of
consequences of the marketization of education and argue for the possibility of combining the private
and public system features, which I refer to as a rebound. Through the use of the term rebound, I refer
to a return to the old management system under the jurisdiction of the public organization that will
involve rebalancing, reawakening and rebuilding the system.

The Theoretical Framework
In this paper, I draw upon several key concepts introduced by the most influential sociologist of the
20th century Pierre Bourdieu (1990), namely, field, habitus and interests, which I will subsequently
apply to the context of adult education in Sweden. According to Bourdieu (1990), a society consists of
multiple spheres of actions called fields. The social field, whether it be scientific, political, academic,
medical or military, has its own structure of internal power relationships determined and maintained
by habitus, which can also be both individual and collective. Bourdieu defines the field as:
“A field of forces, whose necessity is imposed on agents who are engaged in it, and a
field of struggles within which agents confront each other, with differentiated means
and ends according to their position in the structure of the field of forces, thus
contributing to conserving or transforming its structure (Reed-Danahay, 1994, p. 32).”
I have used the concept of field in relation to the educational field in Sweden, in which there are many
players, both private and public, each of them obtaining a certain position using a set of specific rules.
For example, the rules of fair tender (competition) for private schools and the number of students per
teacher for public schools.
For Bourdieu, the concept of habitus is directly linked with the social structures within a special field
and is essential for the understanding of its functioning. He defines habitus as “a structuring structure,
which organizes practices and the perception of practices” (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 170). Habitus is the
cognitive system of structures embedded within an individual and/or collective consciousness, which
are, in their turn, the internal representations of external structures. It consists of our thoughts, beliefs,
tastes, interests and our overall understanding of the world around us, being created through the
primary socialization into the world through family, culture and the milieu of education. The key point
within this theory is that habitus has the potential to influence our actions and to construct our social
world as well as being influenced by the external world. Another important aspect of habitus is that

4 According to the Government’s development plan for the school system (1993/94, p. 183, Utvecklingsplan för skolväsendet).
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whilst it constrains, it does not determine thought and action. In other words, if individuals are
reflective and aware of their actions, they will be able to observe social fields with relative objectivity.
Applied to the situation of a school, habitus might consist of some collective beliefs and norms of
behavior of school leaders and teachers, their ways of treating their students as well as their individual
and collective interests in the outcomes of the educational process. The ability of individual leaders
and teachers to reflect upon their own habitus might signal their awareness of its dynamical nature.
The notion of interest is inseparable from those of field and habitus. Specifically, it is a condition of the
functioning of a field (e.g. an educational filed) in so far as it “gets people moving, makes them get
together, compete and struggle with each other, and a product of the way the field functions”
(Bourdieu, 1990:88). Furthermore, Bourdieu explains that there are as many interests as there are
fields:
“There is not an interest, but there are interests, variable with time and place, almost
infinitely, so: there are as many interests as there are fields, as historically constituted
areas of activity with their specific institutions and their own laws of functioning. The
existence of a specialized and relatively autonomous field is correlative with the
existence of specific stakes and interests: via the inseparably economic and
psychological investments that they arouse in the agents endowed with a certain
habitus, the field and its stakes (themselves produced as such by relations of power and
struggle in order to transform the power relations that are constitutive of the field)
produce investments of time, money and work, etc.” (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 87).
In this paper, I use the notion of interest as both the characteristic of the educational field and the
individual actors’ interest within a specific school habitus. For example, the broad interest of the
educational field of SEF is to facilitate the integration of foreigners into the Swedish society through
their command of Swedish language. As far as the individual actors are concerned, their interests might
be very diverse and habitus-specific.
In the model below (figure 1), I have used the notions of field, habitus and interests to visualize the
dynamics of the educational field in Sweden, as consisting of a school habitus and specific individual
actors (school leaders, teachers and students) with their diverse interests. The focus of this study is on
the interplay between school leaders and teachers, while students are not considered directly.
Consequently, while the model below shows the interplay of students, teachers and leaders’ interests,
the focus will be primarily on the latter two. Among the key factors constituting the educational field
are the politicians who devise the policies for the whole country, through to the official school
authorities, who are responsible for school policies.
In the context of Sweden, the present government became concerned with the low results of Swedish
schools in the last PISA investigation5 and tried to modify policies to improve school results in future.
One of these policies during the last few years has been the privatization of part of the educational
sector. It is important to note that the implementation of the free school policy was a mark of the
nineties and therefore, not entirely new.

5

Programme for International Student Assessment organised by OECD countries.
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Figure 1: The modified model of dynamics of the educational field
Educational field
and broad interest
School
habitus

Students’
interests

Teachers’
interests

Leaders’
interests

Official school
authorities

Source: Gabard (2015, p. 89)

Despite the pedagogical literature not using Bourdieu’s terminology, several interesting studies have
touched upon some topics relating to his concept of field. In one of them, Andy Hargreaves (1998, p.
26-27) writes about the mechanism of the change process as such and identifies several important
internal factors, praxis and procedures, rules and relationships, sociological and psychological
mechanisms, all of which contribute to the outcome of every change initiative in a school. Moreover,
in order really to understand what the change process means for individual teachers in our postmodern society, it is first necessary to understand the teachers’ roles in this process. More specifically,
it is contended here that there should be a fine balance between the changes in praxis and the
corresponding changes in teachers’ perceptions of the necessity for these. When the changes in praxis
are enforced from outside, for example, via the changes in school policies, a gap between teachers’
perceptions and actual praxis can occur that is detrimental for the outcome of the change process.
Hargreaves concludes that teachers’ involvement in big changes is not only comparable to
instrumental learning, but also, to the social dimensions of the learning process. It is not enough for
teachers to have an ability to change, for they should also feel a desire for it. In fact, the teachers’
individual and collegial learning is the biggest part of the whole change process.
Some authors have discussed and debated the historical development of the educational field as such
and, more specifically, the reasoning behind the attempts to revive this field via the privatization of
schools. Within this debate, Sten Svensson (2016), a former teacher of a compulsory public school and
nowadays an investigator of school policies, argues that the whole public sector in Sweden in the 80s
was too big and ineffective, to such an extent that it almost became an obstacle to the development
of private business. Consequently, the solution according to him, was to shrink the public sector and
grow the private, thereby delivering increased effectiveness. Hence, this criticism was aimed not only
against the school system, but also, the whole public sector. Other authors, such as Kristina Gustafsson
(2004, p. 102), have expressed the opposite opinion on the role of the private sector in the educational
field. Addressing the earlier debate from 1994 by researchers (e.g. Tomas Englund) who argued that
the differentiated school system was a “hotbed” for the creation of elite schools at the expense of
others, she stressed that the main idea of schools being equal as a prerequisite for democracy was
seriously being questioned by the creation of different forms of schools relating to certain families’
preferences, for example, private schools for Muslim children (Englund, 1994, p. 45).
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Reflecting on the present situation in the educational field in Sweden, Jan-Eric Gustafsson (2017), the
president of the Schools Commission6, writes that there is a need for the state to give more resources
to the schools in accordance with the socioeconomic background of the students. He argues also that
additional resources are already needed in the immediate future to increase the number of teachers,
improve their competences as well as to get better school results and higher equality between schools.
The development of any school has always some sort of starting point, as, for example, the sort of
development initiated by the school reforms in the nineties, but the actual process of development
never ends since it is a continuous ongoing activity. This implies a need to reflect upon the experience
of the past and the present conditions as affecting the process and outcomes of change (Berg and
Scherp, 2003, p. 21). A. Bergh (2009, p. 103-104) argues that privatization and the following
competition between schools has successively created an inflation of assessments as the result of how
the distribution of the resources is organized, namely, the faster the students “turnover”, the bigger
the amount of money in the form of school fees received by a school from the Commune. This means
that the assessments do not automatically lead to better results as far as the quality of the education
is concerned, because the teachers have a higher workload in terms of teaching hours due to the larger
number of students in each group. Bergh highlights also how, according to some critics, the
competition between different schools has not led to the expected quality improvement, partly
because of assessment inflation through practice of awarding higher grades to students with low
competences, which has become a way for schools to get more students and thus, increase their
profits.
Applying the concept of habitus, if the teachers’ perceptions of change and their desires for it can be
understood in terms of which work relations reinforce and which weaken these perceptions, valuable
insights can be made about how changes can be initiated by those who work at the frontline in the
classrooms. This would also deliver new knowledge about what should be changed and what should
be kept the same (Hargreaves, 1998, p. 27). The different interests and habitus that, according to
Bourdieu are almost infinitely variable (see figure 1), are the important factors transforming the power
relations and producing the necessary investment of time, money and work in the field of the
education. After all, education is one of the most important institutions in a welfare society. To
summarize, according Bourdieu’s terminology, it is always necessary consider the interplay between
the field, underlying habitus and the individuals actors’ roles and interests in the change process.

The Method
To explore the relations between teachers and school leaders’ interests, I carried out a survey among
them in the public school where I’m currently working. In this survey, they were asked whether they
had worked at a private school before their present employment not. If they had, they were also asked
to state what they thought were the three biggest differences between the private and public
workplaces. If they had not worked in the private sector, they were asked to answer whether or not
they might consider working at a private school and regardless of their response, they were asked the
reasons why they had this opinion. I asked open questions, thereby allowing for the collection of
specific insights regarding teachers’ practices. The fact that I’m a practitioner with the experience in
both the private and public sectors, has enabled me to ask relevant questions and get sincere answers
from my colleagues at the public school.

6

Established by the government (2015), the Schools Commission has the mission to present propositions leading to good
school development, increased quality, better outcomes and equality between schools.
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The survey was sent to 100 respondents, including teachers and school leaders and was answered by
53 respondents (i.e. the response rate was 53%) with an overall result of 47 valid answers. I categorized
all valid questionnaires into three major categories reflecting different perspectives of teachers and
school leaders’ attitudes towards private and public schools. I have also analyzed the perceptions of a
smaller group of respondents, whose answers deviated from the three categories mentioned above.
By exploring the different perspectives identified through the results of the survey, I aimed at a deeper
understanding of the hidden tensions in teachers’ attitudes towards the private/public sectors that are
often concealed behind the overly positive economic figures and supposed better outcomes of the
schools’ system as a whole.

Results of the Survey
The majority (88%) of the respondents were SEF-teachers, with the rest being equally divided between
the native language teachers and school leaders. The age range was between 30 and 60+ years old,
whilst the biggest group (79%) was between 40 and 60+. The largest group of respondents (59%) had
between 10 and 39 years of work experience and the ratio between those who had worked only in
public schools and those who had also worked in private schools were 79% to 21%. This ratio can be
interpreted as a tendency to stay in the public sector.
The answers from those reluctant to work in the private sector were divided into three groups,
reflecting their different reasons for this disposition.
1. The biggest group – Opposition to the profit-seeking by the welfare institutions - consisted of those
who did not accept profit-seeking as an overall goal by welfare institutions, such as schools, which
amounted to 29 people.
Regarding which, the responses were:
“I think that all work which has nothing to do with education is increasing, because the
employers want to save money cutting the costs of administrative staff. The firm is more
depending on the economic results, which create stress within the group of teachers,
thinking about what the future will offer. The competition between schools affects also
the teachers attitudes towards students, acting to convince them to be attached to the
school by trying to ‘bribe’ them and in that way appearing ‘service minded’ to the
employers. It feels like one has to be a kind of seller (to a greater extent than in the
public sector)” (Teacher 1). “More focus on money and profit in the private sector”
(Teacher 2). “I should feel the employment as more insecure due to the goal of putting
profit in first place” (Teacher 3). “Private schools have profit as the main goal and I think
that this does not fit together with what is best for the students” (Teacher 4).
2. The next biggest group - Uncertain about their employment future – being put forward as their
main reason for not being willing to work in the private sector and this comprised 26 persons.
Many of them explained that this uncertainty was caused by the procurement system allowing
private actors to enter the scene every four years by competing for the best conditions (e.g. best
premises, best staff, etc.) and the best prices. Many of these respondents have experienced this
kind of uncertainty in their own careers by having changed their work places more than once every
year during the last five or six years.
Comments made in relation to this were:
“The lack of security as an employee due to the constant procurement for the private
sector” (Teacher 1). “Uncertain employment due to procurement” (Teacher 2). “It’s
unsurprising that activities that are exposed to procurement all the time, hardly have
the possibility to develop” (Teacher 3). “What should be a reason not to take an
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employment within the private sector is that you don’t have a real long foresight due to
the much shorter downtimes” (Leader).
3. The last group – Opposition to the increased workload – consisted of those who stated that the
increasing amount of work within the private sector (25 persons) was a good reason to not work
there. Some of them had experienced this situation when working at a private school. Those who
had never worked in the private sector expressed their concern about it.
As some put it:
“They have often several more hours of teaching time, which I absolutely don’t want.
They have often more students in each group, which increases the amount of work.
Then, I am strongly against profit in the welfare state and I don’t want to be a part of it”
(Teacher 1). “In the private sector, they have often an increased amount of teaching’
hours, which I absolutely don’t want to have” (Teacher 2). “Inferior working conditions
due to the increased amount of teaching time” (Teacher 3). “The teachers in the private
schools have often more teaching time and less planning time” (Teacher 4).
There is also a group that expressed positive opinions towards working in the private sector, for
example: “encountering new colleagues” (3 teachers), “the seriousness and professionality in the
private sector” (2 teachers), “the higher flexibility of the private sector” (1 teacher), “getting
knowledge about the private sector” (1 teacher), “the existence of smaller working divisions” (1 school
leader), “the new inputs and new experiences” (1 school leader), “having good experiences with a
private school as his/her kids attended it and appreciating the freedom of choice” (1 teacher), “better
possibilities of verifying students” (1 teacher), “working closer to the leaders” (1 teacher), and “the
bigger possibilities to think out of the box” (1 teacher). It can be observed in this group that, whilst
there was a diversity of reasons for working in the private sector, all of the respondents in this group
appreciated the flexibility and the freedom of choice for the employees provided by private schools.
Moreover, there was also some evidence that leaders were very open to the possibilities of working in
the private sector in that they believed that it would give them the chance to try new things and to
develop themselves.
A smaller group of several teachers and one leader expressed qualified conditions under which they
would consider working in the private sector, “not when there is more regular replacement of
teachers” (1 school leader), “depending on the salary” (1 teacher), “only if working with intensive
courses” (1 teacher), “if the working conditions are better” (1 teacher), “if the profit is used the right
way” (1 teacher) or “as the last alternative” (1 teacher). Without knowing exactly what better working
conditions and the right way means just for those teachers, one can only sense their reluctance to
change to working for the private sector unconditionally.
Different opinions were also expressed regarding salaries in the private sector, although there were
only three answers. Two respondents stated that the salary would most probably be bigger if they
worked in a private school, while the third contended one would have a bigger workload and longer
teaching hours, which would militate against any increase in pay.

Discussion and Conclusions
The purpose of this article has been to explore the dynamics of the marketization of education and its
effects on individual teachers and school leaders in Sweden. The conceptualization of the field, habitus
and interests, as proposed by Bourdieu (1990), has been used to analyze the dynamics of the macrochange (from public to private) that has recently taken place in the specific area of Swedish education
for foreigners (SEF). By focusing on the habitus of one public school, I have analyzed the interplay of
the interests of school teachers and leaders and identified three major categories of interests: the
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opposition to the profit-seeking by welfare institutions, the uncertainty of employment and the
opposition to the increased workload. As seen from the underlying motivations of the respondents,
the first category of interests is mainly concerned with a broad interest regarding the educational field
as the whole (see Fig.1), since the goal of profit seeking in the educational sector is one of the key
questions on the political agenda in Sweden. As far as two other categories of interests are concerned,
they reflect the strongest anxieties and wishes relating to the teachers’ actual work and thus, belong
to the teachers’ interests within their habitus.
There is some support for the importance of taking teachers’ interests into consideration in the
literature, for example, Hargraves (1998) argued that teachers and leaders are the schools’ “frontline”
and therefore, they are most capable of providing valuable insights about how changes should be
undertaken and what kind of change is relevant. The present study confirms this line of thinking and
provides some empirical evidence of the variety of teachers’ interests side-by-side with their
unanimous aversion to the primacy of the private sector’s goals over those of the public.
Taking into consideration the limited size of the survey and the fact that students were not included,
the results should be treated only as first insights into the dynamics of school habitus and interests of
its main actors: teachers and school leaders. A broader survey including students, teachers and leaders
as well as one involving both public and private schools might provide a more accurate and complete
picture of the phenomenon in question.
To conclude, the present paper has identified some tendencies within the school habitus and the
corresponding field of education, allowing for the following proposition to be made: there is a clear
need to reconsider the school policies by reinventing the “old” school practices through their
integration into a “new” school context (both private and public). As expressed by the President of the
School Commission in Sweden, Jan-Eric Gustafsson (2017), the goals for the coming years are: “to
increase the number of teachers, get better school results, better teaching qualities and equality
between schools”. These goals can be considered as both the call and strong arguments for the
reinventing of the educational field by engaging with the rebound of its habitus.
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Abstract
Business model (BM) innovation and servitization are two emerging trends in literature and in practice,
and both are expected to gain more importance in the future (Bititci, Garengo, Dörfler & Nudurupati,
2012; Melnyk, Bititci, Platts, Tobias & Andersen, 2014). The delivery of innovations (products or
services) to the market often passes through a change in the BM (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002).
Furthermore, most of the content of the BM depends on management accounting information;
however, this kind of literature contributed to it implicitly and in a fragmented specialized manner
(Moll, 2015; Dekker, 2016; Cugini, Caru & Zerbini, 2007; Bromwich & Scapens 2016). Servitization
(Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini & Kay, 2009) is a way to innovate BM but its implementation requires
new or revised performance and cost measures (Giannetti, Risso & Cinquini, 2016) due to the
characteristics of services and the need to manage the value co-creation process (Barontini, Cinquini,
Giannetti & Tenucci, 2013). Little attention has been posed on how Cost and Performance
Management System (CPMS) should change to support servitization (Bititci et al., 2012; Melnyk et al.,
2014) within a BM innovation process. Drawing on contingency theory and adopting a case study
analysis, this research explores how CPMS can support servitization within the process of BM
innovation. Particularly we examined the case of a racing car manufacturer, which changed its BM
from making and selling racing cars to offering both racing cars and intensive knowledge services. Our
findings show that CPMS increased its sophistication with the aim to support product-service
profitability analysis, services development and pricing decisions.
Keywords
Cost and performance measurement system, business model, servitization, racing car manufacturer
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Abstract
Annual reports are a strong organizational communication tool that enhances image building (Davison,
2011b), either by narrative or visual rhetoric. Accounting has always incorporated words and numbers,
but the role of narratives has increased substantially, including new disclosure categories (Davison,
2011a). The increasing investment in visual appearance and in writing mode is underpinned by the
organization's image management, the search for legitimacy in conveying of corporate social
responsibility, also being seen as a mean of impression management (Davison, 2015), with connotative
and denotative character intrinsically associated (Barthes, 1977; Davison, 2011a).
The objective of this study is to understand the motivations to incorporate in those eclectic reports
paratextual elements (Genette, 1997; Davison, 2011b), with a special emphasis to the visual images
(Barthes, 1977). Based on a case study (the Portuguese group dst SGPS, S.A.), this research follows an
interpretive approach and uses semi-structured interviews.
According to the interviewees, and aligned with Barthesian semiotic concepts of denotation and
connotation (Barthes, 1977), the motivations underlying the incorporation of paratextual elements in
the annual reports stem from the intention to transmit: the company's identity and organizational
culture; the credibility of the accounts; the organizational values; the company’s social responsibility
and its culture support.
Keywords
Accounting reports, corporate communication, organizational culture, paratextual elements, visual
images
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Abstract
Over the last 20 years, coaching, one of the key interventions in leadership development, has
experienced an exponential growth, the International Coach Federation (2013) estimating that it is
now a US$2 billion industry with 48,000 coaches worldwide, with 28,000 of them working in HRD
(Human Resource Development), often in a leadership development role. A study of 2529 professional
coaches found that they come from a wide range of professional backgrounds: consultants (40.8%),
managers (30.8%), executives (30.2%), teachers (15.7%) and salespeople (13.8%) (Grant & Zackon,
2004).
This paper1 reports on a mixed methods, global study of over 700 coach respondents that investigates
the degree to which coaches identify with coaching as a profession. Findings support the view that the
majority of coaches (65%) identify themselves with coaching, seeing at least a moderate and at most
a strong overlap between their sense of self and coaching as a profession. Through 30 in-depth
qualitative interviews, we also explore their experience of making the transition into coaching, finding
that ‘hinge points’ based on personal difficulties or traumas, act as catalysts. But coaches often feel
liminal, that is, ‘betwixt and between’ their previous profession or occupation and coaching itself – yet
they often coach leaders who are themselves experiencing liminality, through moving roles,
occupations or companies. We discuss the implications of these findings for leadership development.
Keywords
Coaching, leadership development, professional identity
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Abstract
Abstract: In a global and fast-paced business environment, human capital is still considered to be one
of the most important factors for business success. Companies strive to meet the expectations of a
diversified workforce through appropriately designed incentive programs to increase motivation and
to prevent costly withdrawal behavior. However, the influence of personality types on the preferences
for work-related incentives has not yet been fully researched. The underlying research question of this
study is whether different personality types (measured by work-related behavior and experience
patterns) value the same job characteristics and show the same work-related preferences. For this
purpose, Austrian and German employees were assessed in a cross-country survey. The study revealed
differences between personality types and the work-related preferences which are in line with
previous findings. The results give insight as to whether personality types indicate individual
preferences for the job characteristics. The practical application of these findings could be the
development of individually based solutions for incentive systems and a job design based on the
personality types.
Keywords
Personality types, incentive systems, job characteristics, work-related preferences
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1. Introduction
In a global business environment, companies face many challenges to stay competitive. One of the
main challenges for the organization is to hold on to key personnel in the long-term and to stimulate
productive and goal-oriented behavior of the workforce. However, as the relationship between an
organization and its members is affected by different interests and asymmetric information, it should
not be automatically assumed that a company’s goals are in line with an employee’s individual targets
(Jensen & Meckling, 1976). It is rather necessary for a company to set incentives in order for employees
to optimally fulfil their assigned tasks. (Jost und von Bieberstein, 2013). Therefore the appropriate
design of job characteristics (or job design) has been an intensively researched topic in organizational
sciences for many years (Oldham & Fried, 2016) as job design is known to influence the motivation,
engagement and performance of employees (Schermerhorn, Hunt & Osborn, 2008). The establishment
of effective incentive systems plays a vital role in this process as they offer a systematic approach in
establishing job characteristics. Berthel and Becker (2010) highlight that job characteristics include all
monetary and non-monetary incentives that are of a subjective value to an employee and confirm the
importance of incentive systems in managing the workforce. In other words, an incentive system is
comprised of all actively established working conditions that influence the behavior of employees
(Steiner & Baake 2013). Although to meaningfully influence the behavior of individuals, the individual
process of motivation has to be known (Berthel & Becker, 2010). Consequently, a company should try
to consider the individual preferences of its employees in order to establish effective incentive
systems. This individuality of the workforce can be considered through categorizations of like gender,
age, nationality or personality. Based on these categorizations, work tasks could be assigned and
operative corporate decisions like promotions, selection or training can be made. (Naude, Kruger, De
Beer, Saayman & Jonker, 2016), (Wong, Gardiner, Lang & Coulon, 2008). The consideration of
personality types is particularly crucial in the study of individual differences and similarities, as they
determine the way in which human beings behave (Naude et al., 2016). Therefore it can be seen as
beneficial for a company to incorporate the individuality of employees and their personal preferences
in order to efficiently provide incentive systems which motivate the respective employee the most.
This paper seeks to address this relationship between personality types (measured through workrelated coping patterns) and individual attributes such as age or gender on the one hand and preferred
job characteristics on the other hand. Therefore the remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
The subsequent section provides a brief overview of the most important theories regarding job design
and job characteristics and establishes the link to the inclusion of personality types in management
research. Next, the underlying hypotheses and instruments of the conducted study are outlined. The
following section describes the results and their implications are discussed. The conclusions are drawn
in the final section of this paper.

2. The Consideration of Character Traits in Job Design
Job design is seen as the organization of jobs performed by employees during their working time.
Therefore job design revolves around the regular activities an organization requires from its employees
(Oldham & Fried, 2016). The design of job characteristics is seen as an essential part of management
strategies as it has significant influence on job stress, work satisfaction und consequently overall
satisfaction (Zhao, Ghiselli, Law & Ma, 2016). The adaption of different job characteristics allows for
the improvement of both employee performance and satisfaction by building opportunity for personal
achievement, recognition and growth for the employee (Loher, Noe, Moeller & Fitzgerald, 1985).
The relationship between job characteristics and the degree of an individual’s work satisfaction and
motivation has been studied by Herzberg (Herzberg et al., 1959). He introduced the approach which
states job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction are two different independent dimensions and entitled
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it the Two Factor Theory. These two dimensions are affected by two groups of job characteristics: The
hygiene factors, which cause an attitude between high and no job dissatisfaction, and the motivator
factors, which are responsible for a condition between low and high job satisfaction. Therefore in
theory an employee could simultaneously feel satisfied about one aspect at work (e.g. the pay) yet also
at the same time feel dissatisfied about another aspect (e.g. the supervisor's recognition)
(Bröckermann, 2001; Schermerhorn et.al., 2008).
Using the job characteristic model developed by Hackman and Oldman (Figure 1), a more detailed
definition of job characteristics and a theory of their effects on an employee’s well-being can be
derived.
Figure 1: Job characteristic model relating the core job dimensions, the critical psychological states and
ob outcomes (as moderated by employee growth need strength)

Source: Hackman & Oldham, 1975, p. 161

The model suggests that when three critical psychological states are present concurrently, positive
personal and work outcomes (e.g. high internal motivation, high work satisfaction or low absenteeism
and turnover) may be reached. These three important psychological states include the experienced
meaningfulness of the work, the experienced responsibility for the outcomes of the work and the
knowledge of the results of the work activities. At the same time, the psychological states are
influenced by five core job dimensions: 1) skill variety 2) task identity 3) task significance 4) autonomy
and 5) feedback. Although dimensions 1-3 primarily boost the experienced meaningfulness of work,
autonomy increases experienced responsibility for the outcomes of the work and feedback increases
the knowledge of the results of work activities. To summarize, this theory highlights the dependence
of desirable employee behaviors on the appropriate design of specific groups of job characteristics
(Hackman & Oldham, 1975). The validity of this model has been accepted by numerous studies (Ali,
Said, Yunus, Kader, Latif, & Munap, 2014; Yahya, 2015). However, more recent approaches contend
that setting the focus on job characteristics as a predictor for desirable employee behavior overlooks
the character traits of an individual. In order to obtain a more holistic picture of the driving forces
behind the process of motivation and performance, these character traits should be included in
scientific studies (Barrick, Mount & Li, 2013).
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The expanded Job demands resource Model follows this suggestion and incorporates job
characteristics and personality traits. This model was initially developed as a way to explain the
relationship between unfavorable job characteristics and burnout. It follows the approach that
working conditions can be categorized into the two broad categories of job demands and job
resources, each of them causing a different specific outcome: Job demands may lead to exhaustion
and job resources to disengagement. Physical, social or organizational aspects of the job which require
sustained mental or physical effort are job demands and include the physical workload, physical
environment or time pressure. At the same time, job resources are defined as anything physical,
psychological, social or organizational that are health-protecting factors and may do any of the
following: a) be useful in achieving work goals b) reduce job demands at the associated physiological
and psychological costs and c) encourage personal growth and development. Examples of job
resources are therefore feedback, rewards, job security or supervisor support. Job resources and job
demands when combined have an impact on health, motivation, and organizational outcomes, such
as performance or absenteeism (Demerouti, Nachreiner, Baker & Schaufeli, 2001).
The expanded job demands resource Model examines the role of personal resources with the result
that the level of self-efficacy, organizational-based self-esteem and optimism affects the perception of
job resources (Xanthopoulou, Bakker, Demerouti & Schaufeli, 2007). Figure 2 presents a more in depth
look at the expanded job demands resource model.
Figure 2: The expanded job demands-resources model (including standardized path coefficients)

Source: Xanthopoulou et al., 2007, p. 135

To recapitulate, based on the personality traits of the person, job resources may be perceived
differently. At the same time, the relationship between job characteristics and desired outcomes, for
instance high work engagement of employees, is a dynamic cycle where favorable job characteristics
enable work engagement which in turn mobilizes new job resources (Xanthopoulou, Bakker,
Demerouti & Schaufeli, 2009).
Given this cycle, including employees’ opinions in the job design process may also prove to be
beneficial. A study tested the impact of individual job crafting on the work environment and on workrelated well-being citing the financial crisis and continuous changes in organizational structures as
reasons for an increased demand of individual and organizational adaptivity and proactivity. Through
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the involvement of the employee, individual job crafting describes the process of increasing or
decreasing job demands and job resources. The results indicate that employees may be able to build
resources and increase affective well-being at work through an individual job crafting program (van
den Heuvel, Demerouti & Peeters, 2015). These findings support the assumption that it is favorable to
include individual needs directly formulated by the employees in the job design process.
Employees and their perception of job characteristics are not only influenced by external factors or
their character traits, but also by demographic aspects. Gender has been identified as a moderating
variable between gender discrimination and job characteristics. The characteristics of development
opportunities, workload, work family conflict or performance feedback are in particular viewed
differently by women who report a higher level of gender discrimination than their peers (Dubbelt,
Rispens & Demerouti, 2016). Furthermore, depending on the individual’s cultural background, the
impact of different job characteristics on job satisfaction can also vary (Hauff, Richter & Tressin, 2015).

3. Personality Types in Management Theory and Practice
According to the literature review, it is assumed that the combination of personality traits and job
characteristics concurrently affect the perception of the work environment of an employee, as well as
the associated process of job motivation and job performance.
In order to better understand the role of personality types in management, relevant research shall be
reviewed. As defined by Bergh (2009) and Crooker, Faye and Tabak (2002), ‘personality’ is seen as a
profile of interactions between the characteristics or traits of a person and the way in which he or she
responds to the complexity and dynamism in life. Given that a person’s personality includes stable
characteristics, predispositions, and patterns of thinking, feeling and acting across time and situations,
it is therefore seen as more or less permanent over a longer period of time. These traits establish and
drive a person’s behavior thereby providing the person with fairly identifiable personality profiles
(Bergh, 2009; Friedman & Kern, 2014). Bergh (2009) stated that the characteristics which are
appropriate for the demands of the working environment could be seen as the personality. Being
positive, sensible, enthusiastic, satisfied, open, spontaneous, self-confident, self-sufficient and
ambitious have been indicated through previous research as personality factors which contribute to
the overall success of a career (Bergh, 2009). Antonovsky (1987) highlights that work-related stress
and the perceived intensity of professional challenges is not only dependent on work-related
circumstances, but also on personal and social resources as supporting and buffering factors. Similar
to this, Crooker, Faye and Tabak (2002) have noted that different personalities are able to cope with
uncertainty differently and this ability has a great impact on their work-life balance as well as individual
outcomes including stress levels and organizational outcomes such as working behaviors. An individual
is therefore an active element in dealing with professional demands and pressures. Accordingly,
companies aim to identify personality types in order to estimate the fit between an individual’s
resources and a job’s demands. Research confirms that the use of personality tests is widespread in
personal selection among companies (Bartram, 2004) and regularly used in several countries such as
Germany, Italy, Scotland, USA, Belgium, France, Greece, Ireland, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and
Britain (Diekmann & König, 2015). A meta-analysis conducted by Diekmann and König (2015) shows
that the tests most frequently mentioned across studies are the 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire
(16 PF), the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), the Occupational Personality Questionnaire (OPQ),
the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), the Big Five Personality Inventory (NEO), the
California Psychological Inventory (CPI), and the Thomas Assessment/ Personal Profile Analysis (PPA)
with the MBTI clearly being the most frequently used personality test. However, the authors of this
study decided against the use of one of the more popular personality tests. The reason for this lies in
the nature of these tests and its limitations. As an example, the MBTI and its limitations are briefly
presented. The MBTI is a test that involves answering a short questionnaire which enables the
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classification of a person’s traits according to four dichotomous types: 1) Extrovert versus Introvert 2)
Sensing versus Intuitive 3) Thinking versus Feeling and 4) Judging versus Perceiving. Thus, a person can
be classified into one of the 16 personality categories (Cohen, Ornoy & Baruch, 2013). However,
despite its already mentioned popularity, the MBTI also has its limitations. First, the instrument gives
no indication of the values and motivation of an individual. Second, the instrument cannot measure
the pathology of a subject. This means that a completely sane person could be exactly the same
psychological type as a psychopath. Third, the MBTI does not measure how well the preferred tasks
are performed. For example a strong preference for thinking does not imply strong logical skills (Koe,
1992). Depending on the goal of the research, a further limiting characteristic of common tests of
personality types has been assumed by the authors of this paper. Common personality tests focus only
on the personality of the subject and does not take the relationship between an employee and their
working environment into account. Therefore coping behaviors are not incorporated by these tests. In
an effort to address this last limitation and to enable the inclusion of this relationship between an
employee and its work in this study, the questionnaire Work-related Behavior and Experience Patterns
(AVEM) has been chosen.
AVEM is used in order to define personality types as well as personality traits. It was developed to
gather self-reported data about personal experiences with work-related stress and typical behavioral
responses in coping with stress. Three major areas are covered by this questionnaire including
professional commitment, resistance to stress and subjective well-being in the context of work. These
major areas are assessed with 11 separate scales presented in detail in Figure 3. Each scale contains
four items with responses in a Likert-type format ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree) (Kieschke & Schaarschmidt, 2008).
Figure 3: Four patterns of work-related coping behaviors

Source: Kieschke & Schaarschmidt, 2008, p. 430

Using the result of these 11 scales, four clusters of coping behaviors, or personality types, are found.
Based on the four personality types, a statement about the health and coping patterns of an individual
can be made. These types are either risk factors (negative coping patterns) or resources for an
individual’s mental and physical health (positive coping patterns) (Schulz, Damkröger, Voltmer, Löwe,
Driessen, Ward & Wingenfeld, 2005). Kieschke and Schaarschmidt (2008) have defined the four
personality types as follows:
Pattern G – The Healthy Type: People with this pattern show the will to perform, but they also have
the ability to relax and to distance themselves from work-related problems. High scores in the
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dimensions of professional ambition, resistance against stress and emotional well-being make pattern
G the most favorable pattern.
Pattern S – The Unambitious Type: An employee with this pattern limits their efforts at work to what
is absolutely necessary and does not feel bad about it which implies overall good coping behavior. The
lowest scores of subjective significance of work and professional ambition are matched with the
highest scores of emotional distancing. At the same time, the scales balance and mental stability and
satisfaction with life all have high scores. Pattern S employees show little appreciation of success at
work and although this may be a personal trait, it can also result from poor professional challenges or
working conditions.
Risk Pattern A – The Overexerted Type: People who fall in this category are quite willing to perform,
although they face difficulties to withstand excessive stress and work-related demands. The highest
scores in the dimension of professional ambition are matched with low scores on emotional distancing
and resilience. This means that they do not receive enough emotional benefits for their efforts causing
low job satisfaction. Individuals with this pattern often have difficulties relaxing and disconnecting
from daily work problems.
Risk Pattern B – The Burnout Type: This is the least favorable pattern as the scores are the lowest on
the dimensions of proactively coping with problems, satisfaction with work and satisfaction with life.
High scores are obtained in the dimensions professional ambition and resignation tendencies. Due to
these scores, people with this pattern are at least on the edge to burnout which is characterized by
physical and emotional exhaustion (Maslach, 1981).

4. Method and Results
4.1. Hypotheses
The central research question of this paper is to study whether personality types correlate with certain
job characteristics. In addition differences in job characteristics between demographic variables will
be identified. Based on these research questions the following hypotheses are presented:
H1: Depending on the type of coping pattern, different job characteristics are deemed as important.
H2: Depending on the demographic variable, different job characteristics are deemed as important.
4.2. Administration, instruments and statistical analysis
The present study was conducted among a random sample and has been available on the online
platform social science survey (run by SoSci Survey GmbH) from June to August 2017 through a public
link. Participants of the study were encouraged to pass information about the survey on to other
potentially interested contacts in order to increase the sample size. Participants received no incentives
for their contribution and were assured that their privacy would be protected (e.g. the results would
not be linked back to participants and be used only for research purposes).
The following standard questionnaires were used:
 Work-related Behavior and Experience Patterns (Schaarschmidt & Fischer, 2008)
 Importance of Job Characteristics (Za & Zuma, 2005)
The questionnaire Importance of Job Characteristics tests the following 13 job characteristics:
 High job security
 High income
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Good promotion prospects
A respected and honored profession
An occupation that allows a lot of free time
Interesting job
Work independently
A job that demands a high sense of responsibility
A lot of contact to people
A job where you can help other people
Important for society
A meaningful work
Secure working conditions

Each job characteristic is tested by a single item using a Likert-type format ranging from 1
(not important) to 7 (very important) (ZA & ZUMA, 2005). A factor analysis has been performed in
order to identify whether the correlations between the set of variables stem from their relationship to
one or more latent variables in the data (Table 1). The factor analysis revealed the following four
factors which are named by the authors according to the associated items.
Table 1: Factor analysis of job characteristics
A job where you can help other people
Important for society
A lot of contact to people
A meaningful work
High income
Good promotion prospects
A respected and honored profession
High job security
Work independently
Interesting job
Secure working conditions
An occupation that allows a lot of free time
A job that demands a high sense of responsibility

Component
2
3

1
0.894
0.885
0.783
0.610

4

Factors
Social

0.866
0.737
0.665
0.453

Status and perspective
0.770
0.740
0.542

Independence and
interest
0.810
-0.665

Avoidance of
responsibilty

Source: Developed by the authors

Furthermore, the survey included demographic questions including gender, nationality, age, type of
employment and managerial responsibility. There was a possibility to drop out at any time during the
process of the questionnaire.
The software application used to analyze the data was SPSS version 21.0. Questionnaire data were
analyzed -Whitney-U-Test and the Kruskal-Wallis-Test., respectively. Correlations were calculated
using the bivariate method for independent samples. For post hoc analyses the Bonferroni test has
been used. The level of signiﬁcance was set at p< .05.Cronbach Alphas for the dimensions of the Workrelated Behavior and Experience Patterns questionnaire ranged from 0.66 to 0.9 and for the job
characteristic factors obtained by the factor analysis from 0.4 to 0.8. See subsection 5.1 “limitations of
this study” for further discussion of the Cronbach Alpha.
4.3. Results
206 participants completed the survey (n=206). The study sample is comprised of 136 women (66%)
and 70 men (34%). The classification and distribution of the variable age is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2: Age distribution
Age
18-25
Frequency
61
Percentage
29.8%
Source: Developed by the authors

26-35
75
36.6%

36-45
24
11.7%

46-55
28
13.7%

56-65
13
6.3%

>65
4
2.0%

Total
205
100.0%

The age group from 26-35 years is represented the greatest with 76 people (36.9%), followed by the
group of 18-25 years with 61 people (29.6%). The least represented age group is the cluster above 65
years with four people (1.9%). From the sample, 73 participants (35.4%) had managerial responsibility,
compared to 133 (64.4%) people with no such responsibility. Most participants of the study were
employed full-time (110 people, 53.4%) or part-time (56 people, 27.2%). 30 participants (14.6%) were
self-employed and 10 people (4.9%) were at the time of the study unemployed. Those who were
currently unemployed were asked to describe their last employment in order to enable their
contribution to the study. After the description of the demographic variables, the distribution of
personality types is presented in table 3.
Table 3: Distribution of personality types
Personality types
Frequency
Percentage

G
62
30.2%

S
49
23.9%

A
22
10.7%

B
33
16.1%

Indifferent
39
19.0%

Total
205
100.0%

Source: created by the authors)

According to the questionnaire results, the dominant personality type of the participant was identified
and the allocation to the appropriate group performed. However, in some cases the answers of a
subject did not reveal a dominant personality type but rather showed tendencies for more than one
type. These subjects were classified into the group of indifferent types without further subdivision. To
enable the inclusion of the results of all participants in the further course of the study, analyses have
not been conducted on a nominal type level. Instead, each level of personality type has been calculated
and transferred into a metric scale for each participant. For example, a participant with the dominant
G type and low tendencies for the A type is not seen as a pure G type (nominal type G), but rather as
a mixture of type G (e.g. 90% type G and 10% type A on a metric scale). The indifferent types are
presented in table 3 for the sake of completeness and will not be mentioned in the further course of
this paper.
In order to verify the first hypothesis (“Depending on the type of coping pattern, different job
characteristics are deemed as important”), a Pearson correlations test has been performed. The results
of this test are presented in table 4.
Table 4: Correlations between personality types and job characteristics
Orientation
towards Leisure
T ime

Status and
Perspective

Social

Independence and
Interest

r

-.199**

.196**

.027

.183**

p-value

.004

.005

.699

.009

r

.292**

-.356**

-.066

-.056

p-value

.000

.000

.345

.429

T ype G

T ype S
r

-.284**

.238**

.139*

.040

p-value

.000

.001

.046

.574

r

.119

-.009

.065

-.173

p-value

.089

.898

.352

.013

T ype A

T ype B

Source: Developed by the authors
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The Pearson correlation test revealed several statistically significant tendencies between personality
types and job characteristics. First type G shows a tendency towards the factors Status and Perspective
as well as Independence and Interest. This means that people with this personality type are interested
in job characteristics that reward them for their professional efforts like high income or promotions.
They also show an affinity for an interesting job and an independent working style, attributes that can
be associated with intrinsic motivation. The type G personality type finds motivation because of the
meaningful work itself and the ownership for work results are valuable to him or her. Additionally,
leisure time is not a particularly valued job characteristic by this group as this personality type searches
rewards in the job, rather than outside of it. Type S shows a notable negative correlation towards
Status and Perspective. This is a sign that, for example, high income or a respected and honored
position do not motivate this group much. In contrast, the orientation towards leisure time and an
occupation that does not demand a great deal of responsibility is something this personality type
values. Regarding personality type A, a tendency towards Status and Perspective as a preferred job
characteristic can be detected. Furthermore, this type strives for a job with responsibility and puts less
value on leisure time. It is worth noting that personality type A is the only personality type that shows
a statistically significant correlation with social job characteristics, for example, a great deal of contact
to people or a job that is important to society. This can be interpreted that external recognition is very
important to this personality type. Finally, type B shows a statistically significant negative tendency
towards the factor Independence and Interest and no positive correlation to other job characteristics.
As burnout is characterized by emotional exhaustion and alienation (Maslach,1981), it is
comprehensible that this personality type does not value its working environment anymore and shows
a reduced interest in its job.
Following the correlation test between personality types and clusters of job characteristics, it will now
be analyzed whether demographic variables show differences in their preferences in job characteristics
in order to test the second hypothesis (“Depending on the demographic variable, different job
characteristics are deemed as important”). The first tested variable is gender. The results are presented
in table 5 and reveal that men and women have a different preference in the job characteristic clusters
Status and Perspective as well as Social. The comparison between the ranks reveal that both factors
are more appreciated by women than by men.
Table 5: Differences in job characteristics regarding gender
Orientation towards
Leisure T ime

Status and
Perspective

Social

Independence and
Interest

Mann-W hitney U

4369.5

3964

3530

4566.5

W ilcoxon W

6854.5

6449

6015

7051.5

Z

-.975

-1.973

-3.046

-.488

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.330

.048

.002

.626

Source: Developed by the authors

Regarding the variable managerial responsibility, one differing job characteristic factor has been
identified (table 6). Rank comparisons show that managers have less preference for the cluster
Orientation towards Leisure Time compared to employees with no such responsibilities.
Table 6: Differences in job characteristics regarding managerial responsibility
Orientation towards
Leisure T ime

Status and
Perspective

Social

Independence and
Interest

Mann-W hitney U

3643.5

4450

4545

4729

W ilcoxon W

6344.5

7151

7246

13640

Z

-2.993

-0.993

-0.759

-.313

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.003

.321

.448

.754

Source: Developed by the authors
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A positive value for the job characteristic “occupation that allows a lot of free time” meets a negative
value for the item “a job that demands a high sense of responsibility”. This result can be interpreted
as a manager type who actively wants to be involved in work life, wants to take on responsibility and
does not value leisure time as much like his or her peers without managerial responsibilities. Therefore
it can be assumed, that a manager type draws a bigger part of his or her satisfaction from work life. In
contrast, a person with no managerial responsibility also does not prefer this type of job
characteristics.
Concerning the variable age, differences in the preferences for job characteristics have been detected
for all but one factor (table 7).
Table 7: Differences between job characteristics regarding age
Orientation towards
Leisure T ime

Status and
Perspective

Social

Independence and
Interest

15.648

13.802

1.147

12.839

Chi-Square
df

4

4

4

4

Asymp. Sig.

.004

.008

.887

.012

Source: Developed by the authors

The post hoc Bonferroni test reveals the following differences in preferences between the age clusters.
Regarding Orientation towards Leisure time, the group of 26-35 year olds differs from the 46-55 year
olds and the 56-65 year olds. The comparison of the mean ranks show that the group of the younger
participants (18-25) shows a higher valuation for this job characteristic factor than their older
counterparts. The factor Status and Perspective is valued much higher by the age group 18-25 year
olds compared to the group of 46-55 year olds. The final factor, Independence and Interest, shows a
difference between the age groups 18-25 year olds and 26-35 year olds. In this case, the younger group
(18-25) shows less preference for this factor. In general, the findings indicate a gap between the
preferences of younger and older employees. However, as in one case also peer groups of a similar
age show a different valuation of certain job characteristic, a generalization should not be made.
No statistically significant results have been found for the variables type of employment and
nationality. For further information regarding the nationality refer to the subsection limitations.

5. Discussion
Based on the presented results, it can be stated that personality types based on work-related coping
patterns differ in their preferences for job characteristics. Therefore the first hypothesis, depending
on the type of coping pattern, different job characteristics are deemed as important, can be confirmed.
In particular, the job characteristic factors Orientation towards Leisure Time on the one hand and
Status and Perspective on the other hand are valued differently by most of the personality types. It
could have been expected that mainly the coping patterns G and B would show significant differences
in the valuation of job characteristics due to their opposing nature, but this was not the case. This
finding leads to the assumption that particular attention should not only be paid to the risk types A
and B, but rather to all types of coping behavior and their dissimilarities as they reflect the valuation
of certain job characteristics differently. The second hypothesis, depending on the demographic
variable, different job characteristics are deemed as important, can be partially confirmed as certain
tendencies emerged throughout the course of this study for the variables gender, age and managerial
responsibility. No such tendencies have been confirmed for nationality and type of employment.
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The findings support the approach to consider the individuality of employees for the design of
incentive systems. Furthermore, a combination of monetary and non-monetary incentives and not just
one-sided systems that focus for example only on monetary rewards should be provided. Additionally,
the results make a good case for the use of cafeteria incentive systems with a broad range of rewards.
This incentive system allows employees to select their incentives themselves and can be changed over
time (Stock-Homburg, 2010). The results are also in line with previously conducted research which
show that personality types based on coping patterns display different preferences for job
characteristics, tested on an item level (Hager & Seibt, 2017).
5.1. Limitations
Regarding the relationship between nationality and personality types and job characteristics, the
sample has not allowed to draw meaningful conclusions. Although both Austrian and German
companies were invited to participate in the study, the response rate from Austrian companies was
much higher. Therefore the vast majority of the study’s participants originate from Austria and only a
small part from other countries such as Germany or Bosnia. In future studies, the variable nationality
should be targeted more precisely in the process of the selection of the sample in order to obtain
meaningful cross-cultural samples.
A Cronbach Alpha test has been performed for the four factors obtained by the factor analysis. All but
one of the results are of an acceptable level. However, the result for the scale Orientation towards
Leisure-Time should be interpreted with caution, as its Cronbach Alpha is below the generally accepted
boundary of .6. Additional items should be included in the survey of future studies in order to receive
a more robust result.

6. Conclusion
The current study reveals differences in the preferences for job characteristics both for personality
types and for some demographic variables. A practical application could be that the design of
incentives for employees should consider the employee’s personality type as it reflects personal
characteristics and attitude and indicates the valuation of at least some job characteristics. Although
statistical evidence has not been found for all the tested demographic variables, the results are also
an indicator for companies to offer different incentives to employees in order to respect their
individuality.
Based on these results, and due to the limitations of the study mentioned before, further research
should be conducted in order to expand the understanding of coping patterns and demographic
variables as a predictor for the valuation of job characteristics.
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Abstract
Objectives
Alignment of individual and organizational values to influence workplace practice through building a
strong culture, is a common theme in academic and popular management literature. Yet research into
how this process of alignment works in practice lacks clarity and is inconclusive. This project
investigates practices and processes undertaken by leaders in three Australian based multi-national
organizations that contribute to a strong values based culture. The study aims to expand and clarify
the growing body of research into individual and organizational values alignment through the
development of Values Based Organizational Culture framework.
Methodology
A qualitative, multi-case study approach, using in-depth, semi-structured interviewing supported by
researcher observation was used to investigate key leader actions that influence the building and
support of a values based organizational culture. Thematic content analysis of the data was utilized to
establish emerging themes. The organizations were selected because of their strong brand presence
and industry reputation as values based organizations. This diversity of industries (mining, retail,
manufacturing) has provided an opportunity to analyze values based leadership practices across
industry boundaries. Sixty interviews were conducted across the three organizations.
Expected Results and Contribution
The key findings of this research concern the identification of critical interrelated leadership practices
and priorities that facilitate the development and maintenance of an aligned, values based
organizational culture. These practices and priorities are: a perception by employees at all levels, of
alignment by the organizational owners with the organizational values; the consistency of the
organizational values message throughout the organization; continual, relentless re-enforcement of
behavior; and a high degree of respect and trust in the organizational leadership by subordinates.
These findings are presented as a Values Based Organizational Culture Framework. This framework,
offers a potential organizational resource to guide organizational values alignment.
Keywords
Leadership, organizational values, organizational culture
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Abstract
Over one-and-a-half million ISO 9001 certificates are in force worldwide, thirty years after this Quality
Management standard was launched initially in 1987. The benefits of ISO 9001 adoption have been
widely studied and it has been associated with productivity and effectiveness, product and service
quality improvement, customer satisfaction and employee motivation, among many other factors.
Nevertheless, several scholarly studies had also underlined certain pitfalls and pervasive effects that
can result from the implementation and the certification of the ISO 9001 model such as paperwork,
superficial implementation and lack of internal motivation. This contribution contains and in-depth
analysis of the global dissemination of the main global reference model for the adoption of Quality
Management practices, together with a review of the main outcomes of the scholarly literature on the
subject. Avenues for further research and implications for managers and other stakeholders are also
discussed.
Keywords
Quality Management, ISO 9001, management system standards, dissemination, literature review
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Abstract
Blockchain has been initially launched as an approach to payment transactions based on cryptography
to provide an alternative mechanism for the trust between two transacting parties. The technology is
thought to have an extraordinary potential for change and its adoption in the payments sector is
believed to be groundbreaking. Nevertheless, even if preliminary predictions about the effects of
blockchain for specific parts of the financial services industry have been made, a clear delineation of
the consequences that it might have for the overall payments sector has yet to be identified. To
address this point and contribute to the literature related to business models and technological
innovations, this paper aims to answer the following research question: How does blockchain
technology impact current and new business models in the payments industry? The analysis presented
in this paper is based on a Delphi study conducted among 45 experts from the payments field
knowledgeable of blockchain technology. The results – grouped around four areas of thoughts –
indicate that blockchain allows the offering of new services and renders some of the current ones
obsolete. This consequently impacts the financial structure of firms in the payments sector and further
generates huge potential for new BMs while putting others into question. Eventually, new players,
which are better able to leverage the potential of blockchain, will give a strong impulse to this
development. Our research delivers insights into how changes in payments, due to blockchain,
progress and in what directions firms have to think to re-invent their BMs.
Keywords
Banking, blockchain, business model, Delphi method, payments
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Abstract
The main objective of this study is to examine what drives customers' use of the online channel to buy
luxury goods. This issue appeared to be intriguing because the online environment is considered more
rational than emotional and the luxury purchases are considered more emotional than rational. The
present study first addresses the theoretical review on the online and the luxury consumer behavior;
and then leverages the main conclusions and findings through the empirical research, using ZMET –
Zaltman Metaphor Technique. This tool encompasses several sources of information to understand
the motivation that consumers have difficulty in expressing and to capture their feelings and
perception that are not easily articulated. The main finding is that websites are not well explored and
should be broadened in terms of reducing its price-only appeal in the search of creative opportunities
that managers can further take advantage.
Keywords
Consumer behavior, luxury, ZMET
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1. Introduction
Although internet established itself firmly during the 90s, only more recently spread as a sales channel
in Brazil. Specifically in the luxury sector, the adoption of the internet as an online sales channel was
even slower due to the belief that consumers would reject this medium of purchase, renouncing part
of the sensorial experience in exchange for a more interpersonal channel (Kapferer & Bastien, 2009).
For that reason, focusing on the motivations of luxury consumers is important to understanding
specificities of this sector and of its consumer. Thereafter, the main objective of this study is to examine
what drives customers' use of on- line channel to buy luxury and proposes to answer the questions:
Why do luxury consumers buy online? What are their main motivations?
Motivation is the main construct in analysis and defined as the reason that pushes consumers into
action (Herzberg, 1959); being the engine of the consumer behavior (Solomon, 2011). The motivation
concept chosen as a guide for this research discusses (i) needs, (ii) emotions and (iii) psychographs,
comprised by three elements – values, self-concept and lifestyle. The method adopted to identify the
motivational variables influencing consumer´s luxury online purchases was the Zaltman Metaphor
Elicitation Technique (ZMET), a qualitative research method that encloses a series of other techniques
worth mentioning the projective test, photography, Kelly Repertory Grid, means-end chain and
laddering (Zaltman & Coulter, 1995). This approach allows the researcher to elicit hidden motivation
and identify deeper thinking and mental models that can explain human behavior.
This paper first addresses the theoretical review on the online and the luxury consumer behavior and
then leverage the main conclusions and findings through the empirical research, which focuses on the
online luxury consumer.

2. Online Consumer Behavior
The literature on online consumer behavior shows five most well-known theories regarding the
adoption, and usage of the e-commerce: (i) Technology Acceptance Model (TAM); (ii) Theory of
Reasoned Action (TRA); (iii) Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB); (iv) Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT);
and (v) the Flow Theory.
The Technology Acceptance Model - TAM aims to predict and explain the acceptance of new
technologies combining two dimensions: usefulness and ease of use. Usefulness refers to how much
the user believes that through the new technology, he or she will increase its performance and
productivity and ease of use refers to his or her belief that the adoption of the new technology will be
free of effort (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989). A few years after the development of the model, their
authors included a third dimension: enjoyment, which is the hedonic aspect related to the adoption of
the new technology; how much the use of the technology by itself pleases the user (Davis et al., 1992).
The Theory of Reasoned Action - TRA has as a premise that behavior is rational and therefore intention
is a prediction of the behavior. Behavioral intention has two components, the attitude, which is a
personal driver composed by the individual’s beliefs and the perceived consequences of the reasoned
behavior and the subjective norm, which is a social driver regulated by what society believes is right,
including social references like family and other reference groups (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). Ajzen
(1991) later developed the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), considered by many an evolution of the
TRA, because it considers a third component the control perception of a determined behavior, which
relates to how confident and safe someone feels towards the execution of such behavior.
Rogers (1995) regarding the Innovation Diffusion Theory - IDT affirms that innovation adoption can be
explained by people’s perception towards the innovation’s characteristics, which are relative
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advantage, compatibility, complexity, experimentation level and visibility level. Relative advantage is
how much the innovation is considered better than what already exists; the more advantages, the
faster will be its adoption. Compatibility relates to how compatible the innovation is with the potential
adopter’s values, experiences and needs; the less changes in behavior required, the better the
compatibility level will be and the faster the innovation’s adoption will occur. Complexity is how much
the innovation is considered hard to be used or understood; the less complex, the bigger the chances
of its adoption. The experimentation level is the possibility of test the innovation in a limited basis if
an innovation can be easily tested in previous moments (before full adoption), the greater the reality
of its actual adoption rates will be. Tests allow people to learn by doing which increases acceptance.
Finally, the visibility level is how much the performance or the results of the innovation are visible to
others; the more visibility they offer, the faster the innovation’s adoption will happen. Besides those
characteristics, the author also points out the importance of communication and time in its theory.
Through communication, the innovation can be spread and time is an element that helps in the process
of understanding an innovation – as time goes by; chances are that people will better understand the
innovation (Rogers, 1995).
Finally, the Flow Theory proposes that people that are highly involved in an activity achieve a
concentration level that can make them lose sense of time; they feel themselves in total control of the
activity they are performing, generating pleasure and rewarding feelings. It is a mental pleasure in the
activity simply by performing it (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1992).
According to Saeed, Hwang and Yi (2003), the theories presented are being used to understand
consumer´s behavior towards the acceptance and usage of the internet. As well as e-commerce, trying
to explain the behavioral aspects (such as internet usage, planned or impulsive purchases, and
repurchases intentions) and the factors that lead to these behaviors (such as the website´s attributes,
consumer´s characteristics, and social context). However, as highlighted by Darley, Blankson and
Luethge (2010) most of these studies are developed by researchers and professionals with technical
background and experience, like Information Systems and correlates, evidencing a gap with regard to
the marketing and administration managers’ point of view.

3. Electronic consumer Behavior from a Marketing Perspective
Three models were identified as possible attempts to address the electronic consumer behavior from
a marketing perspective. The first one was proposed by Turban, Lee, King and Chung (2000): the
consumer decision process is in the centre of Figure 1. Their main goals are to list the influences on the
online shopping rather than detailing the motivations of the behavior. For them, the online purchases
are initiated by stimuli, which can be originated from marketing actions or other sources. While the
consumer makes a decision, three other variables influence his or her behavior: their personal
characteristics, the environmental characteristics and controllable actions made by the online sales
agent, which goes from the technology of the website to the after sales services provided. Even though
it is a simple model, that does not evidence consumers’ motivations, but it is useful to show the
complexity of the online purchase.
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Figure 1: Electronic Consumer Behavior Model

Source: Turban et al. (2000, p. 74).

Smith and Rupp (2003) proposed a model (Figure 2) of the online decision-making process based in
the traditional marketing decision-making process. The presents three phases, input, process and
output. The input refers to the recognition of the needs influenced by marketing efforts and/ or by
social-cultural factors. The process phase relates to how consumers decide, their individual
psychological characteristics affects how the external stimuli will be processed and which questions
consumers will pose to themselves. The output phase has two activities, the buying process and the
after-purchase evaluation, which will also influence the whole consumer experience and will set new
expectations towards the next shopping decision in a cyclic process (Smith & Rupp, 2003).
One relevant consideration regarding Smith and Rupp’s model is that it grants more importance to the
role of the individual than to technology, the e-commerce and the online environment only appear as
the channel chosen by the consumer to make the purchase. However, the authors do not explore
fundamental virtual world’ characteristics, and the impact on decision-making process.
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Figure 2: Online Purchase Decision-making Process

Source: Smith & Rupp (2003, p. 43).

More recently, Darley, Blankson and Luethge (2010) proposed a model (Figure 3) to the online
environment. They added variables of the virtual world to the external factors that influence
consumers’ decision-making. This model recognizes the central role of the five stages in the shopping
behavior and in fact those stages do not change simply because consumers decide to purchase online
instead of in a brick-and-mortar store. The consumer is the main agent and technology is an external
factor that can affect its purchase and decision-making. It is evident that virtual shopping is a complex
phenomenon, still in development, and deserves a field of study of its own to understand its impacts.
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Figure 1: Consumer Behavior Model Adapted to the Online Purchase Decision-Making Process

Source: Darley, Blankson & Luethge (2010, p. 96).

4. Comparison and Common Findings of the Models
The most evidential finding is that the internet does not change the fundamentals of marketing, and
does not change the decision making process (Anesbury, Nenycz-Thiel, Dawes, & Kennedy, 2016). The
choice of buying products online is the choice of the consumer for this specific (new) type of sales
channel.
From the models analyzed it is clear that all consider the internet with specific characteristics that
affect this decision-making environment. There are new decisions and considerations only because the
consumer chose to do his or her purchase online. Additionally, all models also consider personal
characteristics, intrinsic and extrinsic, of the individual who is in the decision making process. The same
analysis can be conducted regarding the environmental variables, such as social and economic
influences.
From the model presented by Darley et al. (2010), it also includes specific characteristics of the website
influencing the electronic consumer behavior – website quality, interface, satisfaction and previous
experience. In that way, three elements seem to summarize the motivational variables that influence
online shopping behavior:
i.
Channel characteristics, which are the changes in the shopping process brought by the
internet. Availability of options, convenience, risk perception, security and trust, quantity and
variety of information available, comparability, stronger consumer power to choose what to
see or to do in this environment are all examples of this category.
ii.
Website characteristics are the attributes that differentiate one website from another, such as
design, homepage, specific content and images disposal, quality of the service provided, risk
measurements, usability, hedonic stimuli.
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iii.

(iii). Individual characteristics, those are the personal characteristics that affect the easiness in
which someone chooses to buy online. If a person is convenience-oriented or experienceoriented when shopping, it can influence the velocity in which he or she will adopt and make
purchases online. Furthermore, external characteristics, like the possession of a credit card,
can also affect the probability of the online purchase. In that way, other possible individual
characteristics are impulsiveness, attitude towards innovation and/or technology, familiarity
with the website or product brand, knowledge or previous experience with computers.

In that way, consumers seem to seek e-commerce in search of the possible advantages internet
presents as a channel (e.g. convenience, price comparison, availability and exchange of information)
and are influenced by the website´s characteristics and individual characteristics to prefer and adopt
online purchase more easily.

5. Towards an Understanding of Luxury Consumer Behavior
Vigneron and Johnson (1999) extended the work of Dubois and Laurent (1994) towards an
understanding of the prestige-seeking consumer behavior (Figure 4). They developed a framework to
explain motivations towards luxury consumption by two main variables: self-consciousness (if luxury
is consumed in a public or a private manner) and the importance of the perception of price as an
indicator of prestige. These combined generated four luxury consumers groups, the hedonist and
perfectionist, the snob, the bandwagon and the venblenian – name inspired in Thorstein Veblen
(1899), economist and sociologist that first suggested that people consume high price items to
demonstrate richness, power and status.
Figure 2: Prestige-Seeking Consumer Behaviors

Source: Vigneron & Johnson (1999, p. 4).

Later, Vigneron and Johnson (2004) proposed another framework to uncover the values that drive
luxury consumption. The authors listed five dimensions: conspicuousness, uniqueness and quality – all
three considered non-personal perceptions – and hedonic and extended self – those two categorized
as personal perceptions. Those dimensions are the motivations towards luxury; the reasons to buy a
luxury product would be fitted into one of those. The conspicuousness relates to the influence of
reference groups, people would consume luxury products to show to society their richness and status.
Uniqueness focuses on the people’s needs to differentiate themselves from others through
consumption, while the extended self-dimension refers specifically to people’s needs of belonging to
a group. Quality is the consumer’s expectations that luxury items will have superior performance
compared to the average product of the same category. Finally, the hedonic dimension refers to the
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quest for pleasure, luxury products also please people, besides its functional characteristics and the
fulfilment of rational needs. According to Vigneron and Jonhson (2004), even though consumers may
try to maximize all five dimensions, the most common behavior seem in luxury products consumption
is the trade-off among the five, with consumers choosing one value over the others.
Wiedmann, Hennigs and Siebel (2007, 2009) carried on the work of Vigneron and Jonhson (1999, 2004)
including four other dimensions in the model and reorganized the luxury categories of consumption
into four values: financial, functional, individual and social, as shown in Figure 5. The financial
dimension has only one value, the price perceived and the real price of the luxury product. According
to the authors, price is an indicator of quality and exclusiveness and it is present in all luxury purchases.
Figure 3: Motivational Values to Luxury Consumption

Source: Wiedmann, Hennigs & Siebel (2007, p. 5).

The composition of functional dimension includes the usability value, the quality value and the
uniqueness value. Usability refers to the basic functions of the product, the quality to its performance
and the uniqueness to the rarity level associated to the item. The individual dimension is formed by
the self-identity value, which is how much the consumer associates the item with its own
characteristics and self-image. The hedonic value refers to the pleasure within the experiences of
purchase and usage of the product beyond its functional utilities, and the materialistic value, related
to an individual’s belief that the consumption of a luxury good symbolizes status and brings social
distinction. The hedonic value was also divided in four main directions, which the authors called selfgift giving, extravagance, self-directed pleasure and life enrichment. Finally, the social dimension has
the conspicuousness value and the prestige value. The first one is driven by ostentation and the
willingness to imitate reference groups and the second is understood as a group consumption in which
the luxury good is a symbol that unites the group at the same time that differentiates them from other
groups. Wiedmann, Hennigs and Siebel (2009) similarly to Vigneron and Johnson (1999), also used their
value model to categorize groups or segments of luxury consumers. They found the following clusters
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to explain luxury consumer behavior, the materialists, the rational functionalists, the extravagant
prestige-seekers and the introvert hedonists.
The literature review, make it clear that the values that drive luxury consumption are composed by
four dimensions, financial, functional, individual and social (Radisavljevic & Markovic, 2016). The
financial value is the gap between the perceived and the real price of luxury products and it belongs
to all luxury purchases. Typically, luxury consumers prioritize one of the other three values

6. The Methodological Approach
Given that, the consumers would not easily express their motives to buy online luxury good, the
technique adopted was the ZMET. It a research tool that uses visual and sensory images, laddering,
the repertory grid and other qualitative techniques combined to elicit metaphors, constructs and
mental models that drive consumers’ thinking and behavior.
Operationally, one week prior to the interview, each recruited participant was contacted with the
instructions: they had to think about the interview topic and then choose between 9 and 15 images
that would tell the story of a particular market experience, what they thought and how they felt. In
the sequence, the participants were interviewed for about one to two hours. The interviews had a
sequence of steps defined by Zaltman (1997) that means, storytelling; missed images; sorting task;
construct elicitation; the most representative picture; opposite images; sensory images; mental map;
summary image; consensus map. The software Atlas.ti (7.0 version) was adopted to process and
analyze data.
After the interviews, the main objective was to build the Consensus Map and the software Atlas.ti was
used as a support tool to the analysis (Christensen & Olson, 2002). The interviews’ transcripts were
selected to be examined systematically and had the constructs elicited. The construct list was refined
and condensed through content analysis. The last step was to aggregate all the consumers’ data and
make the relationships as given in the speech among the constructs. The Consensus Map was built
considering 70% of common elements (Zaltman & Coulter, 1995). For this research 14 Brazilians
individuals highly involved with the luxury market, that buy luxury products at least once a year
(considering the last five years) and also that have bought a luxury product online within the last year
were interviewed. They were chosen because they tend to have more complex and elaborate mental
models concerning the topic of study; involvement normally correlates with high product knowledge
and those consumers perceive more differentiation between the brands (McQuarrie & Munson, 1987;
Mitchell & Dacin, 1996). For that reason, all respondents completed the Personal Involvement
Inventory. Zaichkowsky (1985) first proposed this tool and McQuarrie and Munson (1987, 1992)
adapted it aiming at an increase in validity and usability of the tool for marketing purposes. The score
in the inventory used can vary from 10 to 70 and the authors suggest that high involvement is reflected
from a score of 51.

7. Findings and Discussion
The interviews generated 49 constructs related to five categories: (i) elements previous to the online
purchase, (ii) elements related to the online shopping experience, (iii) elements related to the object
purchased, (iv) elements related to the benefits or advantages provided by the online shopping and
(v) consequences of the online luxury shopping experience (Table 1).
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Table 1: Components of the online luxury shopping experience
Elements previous to the online purchase: 9
Search for promotions
Shopping desire
Lack of time
Faithful to brands
Reference groups
Life stage
Special occasion
Aspirational references on celebrities
International trip
Elements related to the online shopping experience: 16
Items availability
Delivery (packaging)
Delivery (velocity)
Easiness (comparability and variety)
Marketing incentives by phone
Marketing incentives by Facebook
Marketing incentives by e-mail
Shopping tools (computer, cell phone, tablet)
Website navigability
Do not research for shopping
Payment methods
Easiness of the payment process
Trade policies
E-commerce websites that also have physical stores
E-commerce websites that also are department stores
E-commerce websites that sell multi-brands
Elements related to the product purchased: 5
Items’ physical attributes
Previous experience with the item
Previous experience with the brand
Necessity to try the item
Elements related to the benefits or advantages provided by the online shopping: 13
Accessibility
Up-to-date (fashion, trends, novelties)
Convenience in general
Convenience (avoids traffic)
Convenience (do not carry weight)
Convenience (receives products at home)
Disappointment with the purchase
Freedom, independence
New findings
Shopping experience is practical
Pleasure and fun with the purchase
Security perception (positive or negative)
Salesperson
Consequences of the online luxury shopping experience: 6
Animation/ Excitement/ Joy
Self-indulgence
Self-realization
Differentiation
Sense of belonging
Feeling proud of yourself
Note: Elaborated by the authors

After the content analysis and the categorization of the elements, it was possible to generate one
mental model map per interview and the Consensus Map with 70% (Figure 6) of the common elements.
From the Consensus Map it was possible to access the main findings. The main purposes in the online
shopping of a luxury item elicited from the interviews were pleasure and fun with the shopping
experience which leads to three desired end states: the feeling of self-indulgence (like giving presents
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to yourself), the feeling of being good with yourself (proud of your own attitudes and choices), and
self-accomplishment. These desired end states have a self-component and are more internal to the
individual then external suggesting that during online shopping the individual values are preponderant
over the functional and social values of the luxury behavior. Another important finding relates to the
hedonic motif appearing over rational motives to explain this online shopping experience. As
presented by the literature review, electronic consumer behavior is strongly correlated to advantages
that this type of sales channel offers the consumers. Convenience, quantity and variety of information
available, comparability, and stronger consumer power to choose what to see or to do in this
environment, but not much is mentioned about the fun or the hedonic reasons for this type of
purchase. In the luxury sector though, hedonism seems to have an important role in online purchases.
Figure 4: Motivational Values to Luxury Consumption

Source: Wiedmann, Hennigs & Siebel (2007, p. 5).
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Figure 6: Consensus Map: online shopping experience of a luxury item (70% of the common elements)

Note: Elaborated by the authors

To a more detailed and profound analysis, it was also build a Consensus Map with 64% of common
elements, which means nine or more respondents mentioning the same constructs and relationships.
From that Consensus Map, the hedonic dimension is reinforced by the new desired end state that
appears, “Animation/ Excitement/ Joy”. It is also interesting to notice that in this Map the added end
state of “Sense of belonging” also brings a social dimension to the experience.
The literature review focusing luxury consumer behavior, three value dimensions are mentioned as
the most relevant and prioritized by consumers when shopping for luxury products – the functional,
the individual and the social dimensions. Confirming the theoretical proposal, as a result of the present
research, the individual dimension emerged first and stronger, followed by the social dimension. As
for the electronic consumer behavior, the literature review pointed out the channel characteristics,
the website characteristics and the individual characteristics are the main motivational variables that
influence online shopping behavior. Ultimately, from the analysis of both Consensus Maps developed,
the channel characteristics emerge as the most preponderant dimension. Consumers mention as
advantages the variety in the online world, the easiness of comparison, the easiness of the payment
process and the convenience of receiving products home. From the website characteristics, only the
website navigability emerges, mainly as something that can embarrass the online luxury shopping.
About the individual characteristics, it was not drawn any important findings or discussions. Since the
sample interviewed was composed only by individuals highly involved with the luxury market and all
of them considered themselves as frequent online shoppers of all categories, not only of luxury
products, it is important to point out that it can generate a research bias. This bias does not cause any
damage to the aims of this paper though since it is from the pioneers and earlier adopters that we can
more easily extract trends and future opportunities – so it is from this group that it will be possible to
elicit the main motivational variables driving the online luxury shopping behavior.

8. Implications and Conclusions
Despite the existing research on electronic consumer behavior and on luxury consumer behavior, there
is still limited knowledge regarding what motivates luxury consumers to buy online. The research
question of this study aimed to elicit the motivational variables that drive people to do so. This issue
appeared to be intriguing because the online environment is considered more rational than emotional
and the luxury purchases are considered more emotional than rational. The mixture of those two
worlds can offer insights to practitioners of the luxury sector, but also to all the online field of study.
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The findings presented reveal the role of the hedonic motives and the relevance of the individual
dimension in the online luxury purchases. The role of websites can be reviewed; maybe it can be
leveraged to other sector and industries’ websites reducing the price-only appeal of the internet. It
can enhance the importance of customer relationship management in the virtual world and the
importance of customization and identification of online customers. Specially related to the delivery
of products, there are opportunities for brands to leverage consumer bonding. The respondents said
that they feel like receiving a gift when their purchases arrive. This moment can be further explored
by brands through packaging, communication opportunities, extra-gifts, fidelity bonus or cards.
The main limitation of this research is its exploratory nature that doesn´t allow to generalize the results
as the sample is non-probabilistic. Additionally, the ZMET technique is complex and depends on the
respondents’ involvement to give good information. The choice of only São Paulo state respondents
although its higher percentage of internet users and luxury market also is a limitation.
The ZMET is a research method still in its infancy in academic publications and this work presented a
possible application of the method in a specific context. Certainly, there are numerous opportunities
for future research to improve both methods and interpretations of the cognitive structure analysis.
This research elicited the consumers’ mental model to online shop luxury items in order to better
understand their emotions and reasons that explain their behavior. Hopefully, this paper will inspire
and stimulate other researchers using the ZMET approach, improving the method and undertaking
their own considerations into the mental model’s field of study.
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Abstract
Regional entrepreneurship is closely linked to the development of the region. An important element
of the EU regional policy is supporting the development of enterprises, especially small- and mediumsized ones that constitute the core of a competitive economy. A major problem for the development
of the SME sector in Poland even before the accession to the European Union was the lack of financial
resources for implementation of development projects as well as limited access to information and
external sources of financing. The consequence of this are the currently existing low expenditures on
investments and development of human resources, as well as poor cooperation with scientific and
research units.
The goal of the work is to identify and assess the effectiveness of European Union's financial
instruments in the years 2007-2013 which affected the creation of new enterprises, as well as their
empirical verification, on the example of Łódzkie region (central region of Poland).
A part of the exploration of the research problem was the formulation of the following research
question: Did the EU funds used in Łódzkie region influence the development of entrepreneurship?
A preliminary analysis of the problem made it possible to pose the main research hypothesis, which
assumes that the financial instruments of the European Union policy which are oriented at the
development of entrepreneurship can have a positive impact on equalizing the level or pace of
economic development of regions, although the effects of the impact of these instruments should be
seen in the long run.
The main point of interest of this work was the development of entrepreneurship in Łódzkie region
inspired by financial incentives within the financial perspective 2007-2013. Łódzkie Voivodeship is a
region situated in the center of both Poland and Europe. Because of the very favorable location it is
considered to be the region attractive for new domestic and foreign investments and for the
development of entrepreneurship. The conducted analysis made it clear that unfortunately the region
did not fully use this great opportunity. Entrepreneurship was growing within the EU programming
period 2007-2013 - but the dynamics of these changes was not significant.
Keywords
Entrepreneurship, regional development, regions, Poland, SMEs
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1. Introduction
Entrepreneurship of the region is treated as a synonym for the sector of enterprises operating in the
region. This is a narrow approach to regional entrepreneurship (Kola-Bezka, 2013, p. 52). The concept
of regional (macroeconomic) entrepreneurship is intrinsically linked to the development of the region,
which is done through the establishment of new enterprises, their gradual development, the creation
of new resources, markets, technologies, products and services, processes and transactions leading to
the growth of their value (Lichniak, 2011 p. 11). The literature also indicates that regional
entrepreneurship can be described as activities of the entities on the local territory leading to the
creation of new enterprises in the area, which causes economic growth thereby increasing the
standard of living of inhabitants, and also such actions of local authorities and communities linked to
business, which stimulate the creation of new enterprises and the development of technical and social
infrastructure (Saar, 2011, p. 12).
The goal of this work is to identify and assess the effectiveness of European Union's financial
instruments in the years 2007-2013 which affected the creation of new businesses, as well as their
empirical verification on the example of Łódzkie region (the central region of Poland).
As part of the exploration of the research problem the following research question was formulated:
Did the EU funds, which were used in Łódzkie region influence the development of entrepreneurship?
A preliminary analysis of the problem made it possible to pose the main research hypothesis, which
assumes that financial instruments of the European Union policy oriented at development of
entrepreneurship can have a positive impact on the process of equalizing the level or pace of economic
development of regions, although the effects of the impact of these instruments should be expected in
the long run.
The main research method used in this paper was the analysis of available literature on the use of EU
financial instruments in the period 2007-2013 for the development of entrepreneurship, statistics of
the Central Statistical Office, and statistical data from the Local Data Bank.

2. Operational Programs of the European Union Supporting Entrepreneurship in the Sector of Small
and Medium-Sized Enterprises
Polish enterprises are not competitive in the international market, most of them do not have the
capacity necessary for the efficient functioning and operation in a competitive market filled with
innovations. The European Union addressed the problems of Polish entrepreneurs by offering financial
assistance in the form of aid programs. The EU aid programs are designed to enable enterprises to
adapt to the requirements of the Single Market. The EU programs can be executed in the form of state
aid or incentives for competitive activities in the European market.
In the years 2007-2013 the European Commission provided funding for implementation of regional
development policy and regional entrepreneurship within the following Operational Programs:
A. Innovative Economy Operational Program;
The primary objective of the IE OP was economic growth and employment (Tkaczyński, Willa & Świstak,
2009, p. 191). The program provided grant support for investments that fostered the creation of
significantly improved products and the degree of innovativeness was assessed in relation to a
particular company. The main features of the project were: novelty and the degree of dissemination.
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Innovative Economy Operational Program promoted innovations having possibly the greatest potential
for dissemination and those which period of application was relatively short (Bajko, Jóźwik & Szewczyk,
2008, p. 177-179). The essence of the program was to support:
 small and medium-sized enterprises in the area of innovation,
 business environment institutions,
 scientific units providing high-quality services to enterprises,
 the development of the institutional environment of innovative enterprises (Dylewski &
Others, 2009, p. 41).
IE OP was focused primarily on network projects, which required cooperation between entrepreneurs.
Important in this approach were also the projects of strategic importance for the economy of the
country and activating the unemployed. The main objective of the program was defined as: The
development of the Polish economy based on innovative enterprises (Program Operacyjny Innowacyjna
Gospodarka 2007-2013. Narodowe Strategiczne Ramy Odniesienia 2007-2013, 2007, p. 61).
The amount of public funds involved in the implementation of IE OP in the period 2007-2013 was
determined at the level of 9,711.6 million Euro. That amount consisted of public funds from the
European Regional Development Fund equalling €8,254.9 million (12,3% of the total Community funds
involved in the NSRF) as well as funds from the Polish budget - amounting to €1,456.7 million (which
accounted for 15% of the total allocation of public funds) (Siejda, 2007, p. 42-44).
The largest resources within the Innovative Economy Operational Program for the years 2007-2013
were reserved for projects under priority 4 - investments in innovative enterprises. The expenditures
for this purpose reached up to 38% of the program funds.
B. Human Capital Operational Program;
In order to counteract the negative effects of inefficient use of human potential in the Member States,
the Commission adopted for implementation the Human Capital Operational Program (HC OP) as one
of the main operational programs financed from EU funds in the years 2007-2013. The goal of the HC
OP was to enable the use of human resources thanks to the growth of employment and the adaptation
potential of enterprises and their employees, raising the level of education of the society, as well as
reducing areas of social exclusion and support for the establishment of administrative structures of
the state. The program covered the following areas:
 employment,
 education,
 social inclusion,
 development of adaptation potential of employees and enterprises,
 development of human resources in rural areas,
 construction of efficient and effective public administration at all levels,
 promotion of health of the labor resources (Human Capital Operational Program ..., 2006, p.
5).
According to the guidelines contained in the NCS the total amount of funds that were allocated to the
Human Capital Operational Program in the years 2007-2013 amounted to 14.43% of total funds
allocated by the EU in order to achieve the objectives included in all Operational Programs (Siejda,
2007, p. 45).
Most of the HC OP resources were allocated for the implementation of the priority 6: Labour market
open for all - which accounted for almost 20% of total funds. Noteworthy is the fact that this priority
was carried out at the regional level as well as the priority 9 which takes second place in terms of the
size of quotas under the HC OP.
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C. Regional Operational Programs
In the National Development Plan (NDP) for the period 2007-2013 regional programs managed by
regional governments were indicated.
Regional Operational Programs are one of many tools for the implementation of the Lisbon Strategy
and the priorities of EU regional policy. It should be noted that the ROP were included in the
implementation of the National Strategic Reference Framework for the years 2007-2013 and were
coordinated with activities undertaken in the remaining operational programs. Each of the sixteen
operational programs has been established at the local level, according to the individual needs of
individual voivodeships. However, all of them included support for the regional economy and
entrepreneurship, which in turn would contribute to increasing the competitiveness of regions. The
main objectives of the ROP were: increasing regional competitiveness, promoting sustainable
development through the creation of conditions for the growth of investments at regional and local
level. The main beneficiaries of assistance within ROP were local government units and entrepreneurs
(Kuchlewski and Others, 2007, p. 288). The support within Regional Operational Programs covered:
 research and technological development, innovation and entrepreneurship,
 information society,
 environment,
 preventing and combating natural and technological hazards,
 tourism,
 investments in culture,
 investments in transport,
 energy investments,
 investment in education,
 investments in health and social infrastructure (Grewiński & Idzikowska 2006, p. 164-165).
Regional Operational Programs are externally consistent with the assumptions of the NSRF. It was
assumed that their emergence must be in accordance with the specified and adopted for
implementation development strategy of the voivodship (Kudłacz & Reichel, 207, p. 29). Preparation
of Regional Programs was the responsibility of the individual boards of provinces in cooperation with
the Ministry of Regional Development. The boards of the voivodeship adopted Regional Operational
Programs by means of resolution, which meant that transferring to local government the
competencies regarding programming, implementation and financial realization of the programs,
monitoring and evaluation of these programs, as well as the possibility of consultations with officials
from the European Commission in order to monitor the assistance of the EU.
Each voivodeship has different, individual needs, its own development strategy and therefore the
Regional Operational Programs in each of them pursued a different development mission which also
resulted in the size and structure of financing.

3. The development of Entrepreneurship in Łódzkie Region in the EU Perspective 2007-2013
Łódzkie Voivodeship is a region with strong growth potential, conveniently located and having strong
traditions of the textile industry. The textile industry, which for years the region was famous for,
slightly lost its importance, although it still plays an important role in shaping the labor market. The
economy of the region is dominated by industries with low value added, so even though the employed
here account for more than 8% of the total employment in the industrial sector in Poland, they produce
only 5.7% of industrial production of the country. Economic activity is concentrated in the city of Łódź
and in Bełchatów County. These two counties account for about 45% of voivodeship's industrial
production sold and for about 56% of the gross value of fixed assets of enterprises (Przegląd
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regionalny…, 2013, p. 27). At the end of December 2014 there were 239.6 thousand entities registered
in Łódzkie region, i.e. 5.8% of the total number of entities registered in the country. Compared to the
previous year the number of registered entities in the region increased by 0.7% (Podmioty Gospodarki
Narodowej…, 2014, p. 3).
The enterprises operating in Łódzkie region - according to their organizational and legal form - are
dominated, as in the whole country, by individuals engaged in business activities. The economic
structure of Łódzkie region is similar to the national structure and thus approaches the more developed
regions. Łódzkie presents the greatest saturation with companies owned by individuals. Their share
over the analyzed years dropped by 5%, while national trends show an increase in the number of these
entities.
Table 1: Entities by size classes per 1,000 inhabitants in 2004, 2008 and 2013.
2004
2008
0-9
10- 49
50-249
0-9
10- 49
Łódzkie
89,6
3,9
0,8
89,7
4,3
Poland
89,1
3,7
0,7
93,6
4,1
Source: Own calculations based on: Local Data Bank, Central Statistical Office.
specification

50-249
0,8
0,8

0-9
89,6
101,0

2013
10- 49
3,8
3,8

50-249
0,7
0,8

The size structure of enterprises in Łódzkie region is similar to the structure prevailing in the country.
The data in the table indicate that the majority of companies operated in the group of microenterprises, which share in the analyzed period remained virtually unchanged (in 2013 their number
dropped by 4.8% compared to the previous year, and for the whole country decreased by 1.6% in
relation to the previous year (Działalność gospodarcza mikroprzedsiębiorstw…, 2014, p. 1). In
comparison with the situation in the country the dynamics of their creation was lower than in the
country.
Table 2: Structure of enterprises by number of employees, NACE section (2007) in the private sector in
Poland and in Łódzkie region in 2013.
NACE section 2007
Section A - Agriculture, forestry, hunting and fishing
Section B- mining and quarrying
Section C- manufacturing
Section D production and supply of electricity, gas, steam, hot water and air
conditioning supply
Section E Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation
activities
Section F Construction
Section G Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
Section H Transportation and storage
Section I- activities with accommodation and food service
Section J Information and communication
Section K Financial and insurance activities
Section L activities Real estate
Section M Professional, scientific and technical
Section N- services business administration and support service activities
Section O Public administration and defense; compulsory social security
Section P Education
Section Q- health care and social assistance
Section R- cultural activities, entertainment and recreation
Section S and T - other services, and households as employers; households
producing goods and providing services for their own needs
Section U extraterritorial organizations and bodies
Total
Source: Own calculations based on: Local Data Bank, Central Statistical Office
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2013
%
Łódzkie
2,27
4644
0,11
299
9,28
28368

%
2,01
0,13
12,27

7476

0,19

420

0,18

11989

0,30

696

0,30

477322
1074379
252351
125670
116793
130916
174548
369751
110260
16472
96858
204762
65559

12,09
27,22
6,39
3,18
2,96
3,32
4,42
9,37
2,79
0,42
2,45
5,19
1,66

24460
68895
14583
5786
5728
7554
6756
369751
110260
1451
5656
12033
3708

10,58
29,79
6,31
2,50
2,48
3,27
2,92
8,39
2,38
0,63
2,45
5,20
1,60

251823

6,38

15328

6,63

213
3947500

0,01
100

1
231286

0,00
100

Poland
89745
4346
366267
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The structure of enterprises in the Łódzkie region in comparison with the country level presents an
above average share of entities representing industrial sector. Although the economy has changed
significantly as a result of political transformation, the share of this sector in Łódzkie is still at a
relatively high level. The largest part of private sector entities in the region is concentrated in the
following sections: trade; repair of motor vehicles (68.8 thous. entities, i.e. 29.7% of the total),
manufacturing (28,4 thous., i.e. 12.2%) and construction (24.4 thous., i.e. 10.5%).
In 2012 Łódzkie region had the highest increase in the country in production sold of the industry and
in the growth of the number of national economy entities in the REGON register, which level has been
stable until now. The climate for business development and investments is created by Łódź Special
Economic Zone, industrial zones, industrial and technology parks operating in Łódzkie region. Welldeveloped network of business support institutions is conducive to the emergence of new business
ventures in the region.
With the beginning of 2007 another period of implementation of European Union policy using the EU
funds began. In the years 2007-2013 Poland was the biggest beneficiary of EU aid channeled through
the Community cohesion policy. The use of funds by Polish beneficiaries was possible thanks to the
National Cohesion Strategy (NCS) prepared by the government, which defined the priorities and scope
of the use of Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund under the European Union budget for the years
2007-2013. The use of the funds allocated for the years 2007-2013 was carried out through a number
of operational programs, which were the basic documents identifying the objectives that should be
achieved through the implementation of specific projects, and also with the support of EU funds, the
state budget and private funds. Each program was divided into priority axes, which indicated what
types of projects could be financed within them (Szymańska, 2008, p. 26-27).
The effects of the use of financial instruments, which were dedicated to the development of
entrepreneurship should be seen in the basic measures of entrepreneurship. One of them is the
number of newly registered enterprises.
Table 3: Newly registered in REGON entities of the national economy in the years 2009 and 2013
(thous.)
agriculture
2009
2013
4 002
4 425
203
279
5,1
6,3

industry
2009
81 107
5 394
6,7

other
2013
79 551
4 479
5,6

Poland
Łódzkie voiv.p
% of Poland
2009=100
Poland
100,0
110,6
100,0
98,1
2009=100
łódzkie
100,0
137,4
100,0
83,0
Source: Own calculations based on the Local Data Bank, the Central Statistical Office

2009
264 547
16 719
6,3

2013
281 511
16 885
6,0

100,0

106,4

100,0

101,0

The above table shows the entrepreneurship saturation level of Łódzkie region against national trends.
The newly established enterprises in Łódzkie region represent approx. 6% of enterprises in the country,
so it can be concluded that the level of entrepreneurship in Łódzkie region is not the highest. Due to
the large share of agriculture in the economy of the region the most dynamic development of new
enterprises was observed in this section (there were 37% more of them established in 2013 compared
to 2009).
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Table 4: Total value of signed contracts for funding under: HC OP, IE OP, ROP Łódzkie Voivodeship (as
of 31.12.2013)
IE PO
HC PO
ROP Łódzkie voivodship
State
EU
State
EU
State
EU
budget
support
budget
support
budget
support
Poland 6,353,621,277.39 35,973,565,108.66 5,850,159,064.49 39,904,258,102.04 333,731,307.96 4,279,779,465.80
łódzkie 353,515,837.82 2,003,526,888.49 280,481,392.79 2,048,034,491.39 333,308,420.78 4,201,599,492.50
% of
5.56
5.57
4.79
5.13
99.87
98.17
Poland
Source: Own calculations based on the Local Data Bank, the Central Statistical Office

The above table shows the total value of signed contracts for funding under operational programs
which purpose was primarily to support the economic development of the country. ROP of Łódzkie
voivodship program was dedicated exclusively to Łódzkie region so its use in the region reached almost
100%. Relatively few contracts were signed within IE OP and HC OP. The total value of the projects was
about 5% of the resources that Poland had at its disposal. It can therefore be concluded that the region
did not fully use the opportunity created by the EU in the last perspective. Increased absorption of EU
funds would undoubtedly affect the dynamics of the creation of new businesses in the long run.

Conclusion
In the programming period 2007 - 2013 the European Commission enabled Polish SMEs to benefit from
various forms of assistance. These were primarily: trade liberalization, harmonization of business law,
introduction of the principles of fair competition, simplification of tax systems, encouraging
innovations, exports, as well as tax reductions and exemptions, financial aid or public procurement.
These activities connected initiatives at the EU, national and regional level. In order to create
competitive social and economic conditions European Union created the opportunity for the member
countries to benefit from the financial measures in the form of EU funds. These measures are financial
instruments that allow the implementation of policies supporting comprehensive development,
strengthening cohesion, reducing disparities in regional development, as well as supporting
restructuring and modernization of the economies of the Community. In economically less developed
regions under the agreed terms SMEs can receive direct support. Structural funds in all regions were
focused on: co-financing of business incubators, consulting projects, training and financing of SMEs
(Lewandowska, 2008, p. 24-26).
Łódzkie voivodship is a region situated in the center of both Poland and Europe. Because of the very
favorable location it is considered as the region attractive for new investments, including foreign, and
for the development of entrepreneurship. The region unfortunately did not fully benefit from the huge
chance it had. Entrepreneurship within the EU programming period 2007-2013 was developing, but
the dynamics of these changes was not impressive.
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Abstract
Organizations must comprehend critical staff dynamics to harness employee’s potential and concretize
customer satisfaction as a strategic imperative hegemony. As customer satisfaction, channeled
through innovation, is pivotal to corporate performance, and employees are key resources
underpinning innovation; prevailing correlations between these organizational forces could spawn
significant managerial redirection. Research to determine the impact of consultant employee
satisfaction (independent variable) on innovative work behavior (dependent variable) at the iDirect
Contact Centre.
The quantitative research evaluates the impact of one variable on another, and is causal comparative
or ex-post facto by design. The research showed unequivocally that a strong direct relationship
between employee satisfaction and innovative work behavior exists amongst front-line telephony
consultants at the iDirect Contact Centre. This is supported by a high magnitude Pearson’s Correlation
Coefficient of 0.96, and simplistically interpolates to the apothegm that innovation at the iDirect
Contact Centre will increase (rise) if employee satisfaction levels are elevated.
Keywords
Employee satisfaction, innovative work behavior, systems interrelatedness
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1. Introduction
Organizational innovation dominates and sculptures the contemporary business landscape. In all
sectors of the global market-place, creative solutions to complex problems are critical for success. In
an era of rapid change, organizations are facing greater environmental demand for engaging in
innovative behavior’s to deliver products and services to sustain competitiveness; and to harness the
change process itself. General consensus proliferates that innovativeness is key to competitive
advantage and strategic renewal (Johnson, 2013).
In order to acquire market dominance, organizations rely, inter alia, on their employees to innovate
their processes, methods and operations. Individual employee’s ability to embrace innovative work
behavior is a critical pillar for organizations to benefit. In many respects, employees are considered
core to organizational innovative capabilities as they are responsible for developing, reacting to, and
modifying ideas. The extent to which a firm can continuously innovate is intrinsically linked to
innovative capabilities of individual employees. The fundamental objective for organizations continual
adaptations and innovation initiatives is enhancing customer satisfaction levels, as a pivotal ingredient
for a competitive advantage (Bysted, 2013). Organizations operate in an unstable and often chaotic
milieu encouraging dynamism and innovativeness to remain competitive. Many measures support that
employee satisfaction is a factor in employee motivation, employee goal achievement and positive
employee morale (Niu, 2014).
The iDirect Contact Centre engages approximately 1.8 million monthly customer interactions through
various digital media including telephony, e-mail, facsimile, internet-based queries and SMS services;
underpinning a value proposition to negotiate such client-side communications in volume. Front-line
consultants are responsible for handling the regular confluence of these virtual enquiries through
extant processes and systems integration. Exposure to existing operational mechanisms challenges
these agents to derive novel and creative ways to negotiate interactions within a pre-defined service
level of stipulated quality standards. The overbearing impact on these consultants and other factors
affecting their overall employment satisfaction levels may be critical in coping with the demands of
their job roles. High attrition rates underscoring an average two year consultant life-span at the iDirect
Contact Centre reflect limited personal development potential and long-term career scope (iDirect
Portal, 2015).

2. Problem Statement
The contributing factors of employee innovative work behavior are consequently an equally significant
link in the innovation chain. The effect of other dependent variables on innovative work behavior can
present a ubiquitous mechanism of navigating the innovation plains. This presents management with
the opportunity to influence and promote innovative work behavior by addressing other key correlated
variables, like agent satisfaction; whilst simultaneously enhancing customer satisfaction benchmarks.
As customer satisfaction, channeled through innovation, is vital to corporate performance; and
employees are key resources underpinning innovation, this research proposes to evaluate the impact
of employee satisfaction on innovative work behavior in the iDirect Contact Centre.
2.1. Research question and primary objective
As two critical pillars of customer satisfaction, does consultant employee satisfaction manifest itself in
innovative worker behavior at the iDirect Contact Centre?
To determine causality between two pivotal instruments of customer satisfaction, namely, employee
satisfaction and innovative work behavior; in the iDirect Contact Centre.
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3. Literature Review
The central argument to portray in the literature review is the unequivocal contributions of employee
satisfaction and innovative work behavior in spearheading organizational strategic performance
through enhanced customer satisfaction. This underlies the mechanics of five constructs of consultant
employee satisfaction, namely; leadership, work relations, organizational commitment, work
environment, and performance management and career development; as foundations potentially
pervasive to innovation, and denotative of superior corporate performance.
3.1. Customer satisfaction driving superior corporate performance
Contemporary organizations have been steered towards competing in new environments, becoming
more innovative, providing greater quality and responding more effectively to customer needs and
preferences. Customer satisfaction is propositioned as a core ingredient in driving organizational
performance (Simon & Yaya, 2012; Steffen & Hui, 2012). Platitudinous apothegms akin to “the
customer comes first” or “the customer is king” are commonplace in business terminology, posturing
to strategic objectives of improved customer satisfaction concretizing customer loyalty to solidify
financial performance (Williams & Naumann, 2011).
Grigoroudis, Tsitsiridi and Zopounidis (2012, p. 5) contend that long-term business success is closely
linked to an organizations ability to adapt to continuously differentiating customer preferences and
needs. Consequently, most corporates impart “continuous improvement” and “customer orientation”
philosophies, in a bid to offer products and services that meet customer quality standards. Modern
organizations understand the important role of quality and customer satisfaction, and accede to a
customer-oriented value proposition. Since the early 1990’s, customer satisfaction has been a source
of strategic competitive advantage for numerous companies worldwide (Orel & Kara, 2014).
3.2. Employee satisfaction and innovation actuating customer satisfaction
Employee satisfaction and innovation have, inter alia, been consistently identified as fundamental to
creating high performing organizations. Effective management of these entities have the capability to
catapult organizational excellence and superiority (Brown, 2014).
3.3. Employee satisfaction enhancing customer satisfaction
Employee satisfaction and retaining high-quality and skilled employees whilst simultaneously growing
an organization’s customer base are key corporate success factors. Research by Evanschitzky,
Groening, Mittal and Wunderlich (2011) involving a European franchise system comprising 50 outlets,
933 employees and 20742 customers sought to find a reciprocal relationship between employee and
customer satisfaction.
Generalized Exchange Theory found that the effect of employee satisfaction on customer satisfaction
is fully mediated by staff satisfaction levels. Consequently, organizations can strongly impact
satisfaction and behavioral intentions of their customer base, even without any direct contact.
Evanschitzky and others (2011) also found that the link between customer satisfaction and purchase
intention is moderated by employee satisfaction and is almost twice as strong when employees are
satisfied; referred to as a “double-positive effect”. This phenomenon illustrates that higher employee
satisfaction intensities not only purport to higher customer satisfaction, but also inadvertently
strengthens the association between customer satisfaction and their loyalty.
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3.4. Innovation enhancing customer satisfaction
Grissemann, Plank and Sperdin (2013) proliferate that innovation management and customer
orientation are widely acknowledged as key factors in enhancing business performance. Their research
evaluated the association between innovation, customer orientation, and business performance in the
Alpine hospitality industry; and compliments existing innovation research by conjointly investigating
innovativeness and innovation behavior as two distinct paradigms of the innovation concept. Analyzing
data from 203 source managers, the effect of customer orientation exceeding the pervasive nature of
innovative behavior on financial and non-financial business performance was determined. More
importantly, mediation analysis showed that innovative behavior mediates the effect of customer
satisfaction on business performance and offers relevant insights into the customer orientation
innovation performance chain.
Lusch and Nambisan (2015) confirm that innovation was previously used as a term to exclusively
explicate development in new technologies particularly in the manufacturing sector; but has
subsequently found increasing usage and application in the service sector. The advent of globalization
has led to demographic changes and vicissitudes in technology.
3.5. Employee satisfaction conceptualized
Tomazevic, Seljak and Aristovnik (2014) contend that employee satisfaction represents one of the most
widely deliberated concepts in industrial psychology and has often been demarcated as a pleasant or
positive emotional state resulting from the sensitivity of work, the perception of all elements of the
workplace, conception and assessment of the work environment and overall work experience.
Inherent to employee satisfaction is organizational commitment, a conception referring to the bond
formed between the worker and the employer.
“Employee satisfaction” will encompass ideologies coupled with the notion of satisfaction with the job
itself; inclusive of duties, working conditions, salary; as well as other facets such as leadership,
relationships, autonomy, reward and promotion system, possibilities of professional career
development, job security, work-life balance and organizational environmental elements (including
politics, ethics and social responsibility).
3.6. Innovative work behavior conceptualized
Afsar, Badir and Saeed (2014) pronounce innovative work behavior as the development and initiation
of novel and useful ideas; and implementing these ideas into producing new and improved products,
services or ways of doing things. This is aligned to the mentality of differentiating between idea
generation and idea implementation wholly amalgamated under the umbrella of innovative work
behavior. For this research innovative work behavior is defined as behavior directed towards the
initiation and application of new and useful ideas, processes, products or procedures in an
organization. As such, innovative work behavior is envisaged as a multi-dimensional, overarching
construct that captures all behaviors through which employees can contribute to the innovation
process.
3.7. Role of employee satisfaction and innovative work behavior in organizations
In order to benefit from such opportunities or modify its activities to develop innovations,
organizations must focus on a renewal or reconsideration of the present (Drucker, 1985). Among the
many drivers of innovation, increased importance is placed on the internal factors that cultivate
innovative behavior of individuals. These factors are associated with the physiognomies and attributes
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of innovative individuals, and can be viewed as the psychological underpinnings of human capital
existing within an organization (Niu, 2014).
Job satisfaction is an important work-related attitude succinct to this organizational human capital
resource (Suparak & Avery, 2014). If an employee has greater job satisfaction, a positive behaviorattitude towards their employment is implicit. In other words, with an elevated level of job satisfaction,
employees may have greater job embeddedness, which may strengthen their ambition to generate,
share, and entrench innovative ideas (Feldman & Ng, 2011).
3.8. Extant findings on the relationship between employee satisfaction and innovative work
behavior
A causal model to predict innovative work behavior integrating conceptual literature on employee
psychological contract, job design and organizational justice yielded results in a study of Irish firms
(Ramamoorthy, Flood, Slattery & Sardessai, 2012). It was found that both, the employee psychological
contract variable of obligation to innovate and job autonomy, predicted innovative work behavior
along with pay; whilst the justice perceptions of equity, meritocracy and procedural justice did not
directly affect innovative work behavior, but did so indirectly through the mediating variables of
psychological contracts. These results presumably have several implications for managerial practices
and organizations emphasizing innovation. In terms of job design and organizational structure,
providing autonomy for employees about the manner in which work is conducted appears to have the
strongest influence on innovative work behavior. Furthermore, minimalistic control over the manner
in which employees carry out their work, environments conducive to employees generating
contemporary methods of performing their work and support in implementing the ideas are seemingly
critical factors for employee embracement of innovative work behavior.
Behavioral Theory confers that job satisfaction may be partially due to external factors, such as
promotions and bonuses; which would hypothetically be supportive of innovation in its application.
Reinforcing internal factors can also have immense denouement towards innovative behavior.
Therefore, with regard to innate motivation, job satisfaction may be seen as one of the triggers that
can be used to increase innovative behavior amongst employees. There is no definitive broad
conclusion in the literature as to whether innovative behavior is more congruent with innate
characteristics or the ergonomic environment (Niu, 2014).
Sabir and Kalyar (2013) performed research involving 250 surveyed participants from 25
manufacturing organizations in Pakistan, and found antithetically to contemporary mainstream
favorable linkages between employee satisfaction and innovative work behavior. The study offered a
distinctive model of job satisfaction and innovation development based on the effects of an
organizational learning culture. It presented organizational learning culture as a set of norms and
values about the functioning of an organization incorporating information acquisition, information
interpretation, and behavioral and cognitive change processes. Constructs comprising innovativeness
included technical and administrative innovation environments, and corporate innovative culture. The
results of a derived quantitative structural equation model showed statistically that an organizational
learning culture has a strong positive impact on both innovativeness and employee job satisfaction;
but paradoxically that job satisfaction has no positive or significant links with innovativeness.

4. Research Methodology
The conceptualization of causal research is by inference positivistic in nature. The research conforms
to such a paradigm as it explores a social reality based on a philosophical ideology emphasizing
observation and reason as means of understanding human behavior (Dash, 2011).
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4.1. Research approach
Pursuant to the research encapsulating data collection and numerical analysis commensurate of
quantifying and analyzing data, the research approach is quantitative. Furthermore, the research is
congruent of an empiricist view typically involving data collection and interpretation through an
objective approach; inadvertently observable, quantifiable and subject to statistical analysis (Collins,
2011).
4.2. Research design
Quantitative research evaluates the impact on one variable (dependent) by another (independent),
and is causal comparative by design. The purpose of this research is explanatory and aimed at
indicating the cause and effect relationship between two variables (Williams, 2010); employee
satisfaction being the independent variable, and innovative work behavior the dependent variable. It
is not symptomatic of an archetypical experimentation or quasi-experimentation methodology as the
occurrence of an intervention or the manipulation of the independent variable is obviated (Soifer,
2012).
4.3. Sampling
Zikmund, Babin, Carr and Griffin (2013) refer to a population as any complete group sharing a common
umbrella of characteristics. The population targeted for this research is the iDirect Contact Centre
telephony consultant and is consistent with that of the iDirect Human Resources System (SAP). The
sampling method invoked was probability sampling as representivity and empiricism are succinct to ex
post facto (causal) quantitative research (Jogulu & Pansiri, 2011). The objective of positivistic research
is to generalize. This implies that the selected sample should be representative of the population in all
key areas for it to be valid. Probability sampling ensures that every single member of the population
has an equal, known and non-zero chance of being selected (Zikmund et al., 2013).
Potential respondents from a sample population of 642 consultants were solicited bi-weekly spanning
a 6 week period. The first 35 respondents per session were automatically selected, representing of a
total sample frame of 210 (33%). This selection is indicative of a systematic sampling technique where
the first 35 respondents selected are random, in order of completion. Systematic sampling occurs
when a researcher uses the natural order of the sampling frame, selects an arbitrary starting point,
and thereafter selects items at a preselected interval (Zikmund et al., 2013).
4.4. Data collection
A cross-sectional survey and database extraction was deployed for data collection purposes. The
questionnaire and responses were fully automated via html \ asp scripting and available internally on
a web-server. The instrument used a five point Likert scale to rank items with ranges of strongly
disagree (1), disagree (2), neutral (3), agree (4) and strongly agree (5). The results of each questionnaire
were stored on a SQL database in real-time; simultaneously enumerating the total number of satisfied
employees.
4.5. Data analysis
Correlation analysis quantifies the magnitude of the relationship between two variables (Fox & Bayat,
2013), in this instance; employee satisfaction and innovative work behavior. Once the data was
consolidated and tabulated per the number of satisfied employees and innovations per period; the
strength of the linear association between the variables was measured, by calculating Pearson’s
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Correlation Coefficient; r, where -1  r  1 for the number of paired observations, n=6. The probable
error (P.E.) symptomatic of the determinant of trustworthiness of Karl Pearson’s Correlation
Coefficient was also calculated, to attribute further credence to the measure (Hauke & Kossowski,
2011).
A Cronbach alpha reliability test was conducted to measure the internal reliability of the employee
satisfaction questionnaire. A Cronbach alpha provides a measure of the internal consistency of a test
or scale; and is expressed as a number between 0 and 1. Internal consistency describes the extent to
which the items in a test measures the same construct; and is indicative of the inter-relatedness of the
items within the test (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). Descriptive statistics aids analysis of sets of data and
describes the basic features of data in a study (Fox & Bayat, 2013).

5. Findings and Discussions
The findings from the data investigations are illuminated below.
Biographical Information: The following information describes specific demographics of the
respondents. Figure 1 illustrates this biographical information as derived from the iDirect HR system
(SAP).
Figure 1: Respondents Biographical Information
Gender

45%

Age (years)
39%

54%

43%

12%

5%

1%
Male

Female

19-21

Unlisted

22-25

26-30

31+

1%
Unlisted

Qualifications
79%
19%

Matric

Post School
Diploma/Certification

1%

1%

B Degree

Unlisted

The majority of respondents were female, totaling 114, whilst 96 males partook in this research;
connotative of the overall population 55% female to 45% male split. The average age of consultants at
iDirect is 22 years, 45% of which are between the ages of 22 and 25; and are well represented by
proportionate responses distributed across the various age bands. 93% of consultants are in the twenty
plus age group.
The minimum education requirement for securing consultant jobs at iDirect is a matriculation. 79% of
consultants have a matriculation as their highest educational level attained, many of which are fresh
out of High School. The 19% of consultants with post school diplomas or certifications are
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predominantly involved in the digital banking space, including internet and mobile banking products,
where additional IT certifications are advantageous to employment prospects. Only 1% of consultants
have a formal university bachelor’s qualification. No consultants have any post graduate qualifications
at iDirect.
Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients
In order to ratify the reliability of the employee satisfaction measuring instrument for this research;
the Cronbach Alpha was determined for the constructs of leadership, work relations, organizational
commitment, work environment, and performance management and career development. Certain
researchers regard the value of alpha greater than 0.7 as reliable, while others regard values greater
than 0.8 and 0.85 as reliable (Bounds & Goldman, 2014). For the purpose of this research, the alpha
values greater than 0.75 was considered reliable.
Table 1: Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients
Factors (5 X Constructs):
Leadership
Performance Management and Career Development

Cronbach Alpha
Coefficient
0,78
0,81

3,33
3.24

Standard
Deviation
1,24
1,31

Mean

Work Relationships

0,79

3,01

1.18

Organizational Commitment

0,77

3,2

1,2

Work Environment

0,76

3,11

1,22

It was evident that all constructs met the requirements for reliability, spanning a range from 0,76 to
0,81. The highest Cronbach alpha coefficient of 0.81 was reported for performance management and
career development, illustrating that the measuring scale for this construct can be regarded as being
the most reliable. A Cronbach alpha of 0,76 indicates that the construct of work environment is
marginally least reliable of the five elements.
Employee satisfaction benchmarks
Top five criteria based on responses received from both satisfied and dissatisfied consultants were
compiled. This could assist managers in addressing key fundamentals of employee satisfaction at
iDirect. In order to accomplish this breakdown, satisfied employees were separated from dissatisfied
employees according to the most satisfied answers (agree and strongly agree) and most dissatisfied
answers (disagree and strongly disagree) rendered respectively. The top five in each category were
then computed, demarcating precise areas for management to focus efforts to elevate employee
satisfaction.
Satisfied employees found the five most dominant reasons for their satisfaction levels to be:
o Satisfied with job related training
o Pleased with career and growth opportunities
o Having the right resources to perform their work
o Having a good working relationship with their supervisor
o Having support and enablement from their supervisor to perform their role
As seen in Figure 2 portrays the outcomes of these five yardsticks for all satisfied employees.
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Figure 2: Top 5 important criteria of satisfied employees
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

I am satisfied with the job-related 1% 7%
training my organisation offers
I am pleased with career and growth 2%5%
opportunities available to me
I have the right resources 4%3%
17%
to perform my work
My supervisor and I have 3%4%
14%
a good working relationship
My supervisor supports and
5% 7%
14%
enables me to perform my role

Agree

Strongly Agree

53%

39%
51%

42%
41%

35%

46%

33%

38%

36%

These five foremost elements lie within two constructs of the employee satisfaction parameters,
namely leadership and, performance management and career development. The two primary affiliates
associated with employee satisfaction are training opportunities and career and growth prospects. This
signals that iDirect management may willfully concentrate on both these components to hypothetically
catapult employee satisfaction amongst consultants.
Dissatisfied consultants identified the top five reasons for their discontentment as:
o The performance appraisal process being unfair
o iDirect’s performance reward process being inequitable
o Lack of career and growth opportunities
o Inability to make work related decisions
o Lack of acknowledgement and recognition for strong job performance. As Figure 3 illustrates
the results of these five aspects for all dis-satisfied consultants.
Figure 3: Top 5 important criteria of dis-satisfied employees
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

I feel that the performance
appraisal process is fair

I am allowed to make decisions
that affect my work
Strong job performance is
recognised and valued

Strongly Agree

57%

The company's performance reward
system is fair and equitable
I am pleased with career and growth
opportunities available to me

Agree

65%
35%

27%
31%

4%4%

22%

55%
45%

8% 3%1%

31%

28%
35%

10% 2%
14%
10%

3%

10%

The five areas of concern for dis-satisfied consultants lie within the ambit of the leadership and
performance management and career development constructs. This further enunciates the
importance and relevance of these pivotal criteria in enhancing consultant satisfaction levels. The
majority of dis-satisfied employees expressed discontentment with iDirect’s performance appraisal
system and the related reward’s dispensation as their primary concern. The question of “I am pleased
with career and growth opportunities available to me” is common to the top five of both satisfied and
dis-satisfied consultants, each responding with significant variation. This is cognizant of the fact that
different business units may treat their staff contrarily.
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Descriptive Statistics: Employee Satisfaction
Descriptive statistics of the employee satisfaction measure for iDirect were generated. Table 2
represents the information as compiled by statistical analysis package for Microsoft Sequel (SQL)
server, a specialised statistical software platform add-on.
Table 2: Descriptive Statistics: Employee Satisfaction
Employee Satisfaction at iDirect
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Count
Confidence Level (95%)

57.1
3.9
58.2
N/A
21.3
-0.61
0.8
48
31
79
210
10.6

It is noted that the standard deviation is quite large indicating that there are substantial variances from
the mean (central tendency). This is indicative of the fact that there are relatively material differences
in consultant satisfaction levels amongst the various operational business units. It is a direct inference
of the variety of management styles and relations consultants experience with their immediate
supervisors (team leaders) and line managers across the different business spectra.
A positive skew reflects that the mass of occurrences is concentrated to the right of the distribution
curve and it is not a symmetric bell shaped normal curve. This is symptomatic of the fact that there are
generally a greater number of satisfied employees, as opposed to dis-satisfied employees; at iDirect.
Kurtosis is the relative peakedness or flatness of incidences compared to the normal distribution. A
negative kurtosis indicates a relatively flat distribution. As the kurtosis deviates from zero, a positive
value leptokurtic distribution (tall) or a negative value platykurtic (flat) distribution occurs. Values of
two standard errors of kurtosis (sek) or more differing from mesokurtic (degree of peakedness
compared to the normal distribution) are regarded as significant (Rana & Singhal, 2015). The standard
error of kurtosis (sek) is calculated as follows:
sek =

24 (where N = 210); =
N

0.1143 ; = 0,338.

Two times the standard error of the kurtosis is 2 x 0,338 = 0,676; which is greater than the absolute
value of the kurtosis (0,61). It can therefore be assumed that the kurtosis was within the expected
range of chance fluctuations for employee satisfaction. Furthermore, it is also inferred that 46,4% to
67,7% of the total population will be satisfied consultants within a 95% degree of confidence at iDirect.
Descriptive Statistics: Innovative Work Behavior
Innovative work behavior descriptive statistics were also derived by extrapolating the data into SQL
server and subjecting the results to statistical analysis package interrogation. Table 3 represents the
outcome of the investigation for innovative work behavior at iDirect.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics: Innovative Work Behavior
Employee Innovative Work Behavior
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Count
Confidence Level (95%)

5.8
0.4
5.5
5
1.5
-0.86
0.4
4
4
8
6
1.6

The standard deviation for innovative work behavior is relatively small indicating minor fluctuations
from the mean. A positive skewness indicates an increasing tendency for consultants to indulge in
innovation activities. A negative kurtosis illustrates a flat distribution curve for the incidences. The
standard error of kurtosis (sek) for innovative work behavior is calculated as follows:
sek =

24 (where N = 6); =
N

4 ; = 2.

Doubling the standard error of the kurtosis is 2 x 2 = 4; which is greater than the absolute value of the
kurtosis (0,86); belying a kurtosis within the expected range of chance fluctuations for innovative work
behavior at iDirect. The existence of flat or peaked distributions as indicated by the kurtosis is
important insofar as it indicates violations of the assumption of hat underlies other statistical models,
like correlation coefficients and t-tests (Rana & Singhal, 2015). It is also surmised that 4,2 to 7,4
innovative consultant efforts occur within a 95% degree of confidence at iDirect.
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
Weaver and Wuensch (2013) designate a correlation co-efficient as a means to measures the strength
of a linear association between two variables x and y; and mentions Pearson’s correlation coefficient
as a tool to assess such an association. A Pearson coefficient calculation will be utilized to explore the
relationship between consultant satisfaction (independent variable, x) and innovative work behavior
(dependent variable, y) at iDirect. Table 4 illustrates the outcomes of the data extraction procedures
for calibrating both employee satisfaction and innovative work behavior of iDirect consultants.
Table 4: Summative Variable Data
Period
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
TOTAL

Satisfied
Employees (x)
21
22
18
27
22
24
134

Innovative
Behavior (y)
5
5
4
8
6
7
35

x2

xy

y2

441
484
324
729
484
576
3038

105
110
72
216
132
168
803

25
25
16
64
36
49
215

Abe and Tsumoto (2008) disclose Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (r) formula and the respective
guidelines for evaluating the magnitude of the correlation between variables as shown in table 5. The
extrapolation of the calculation for n=6 occurrences, as pertains to the summative variable data
outcomes of table 4 are derived as follows:
r 

n xy   x  y

 n x 2   x 2 

 n  y 2   y 2 
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6803  13435



2

2

{6(3038 )  (134 ) }{6( 215 )  (35 ) }

4818  4690



(18228  17956 )(1290  1225 )
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 0,963265

( 272 )( 65 )

A Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient in access of 0,75 signifies a high degree of correlation. A positive
correlation indicates a direct relationship between variables, whilst a negative correlation is
synonymous of an inverse relationship between variables. It must be noted that correlation
coefficients form an indication of the nuances of variable interrelations, and that a high correlation
does not always indicate absolute dependence between two variables. There may be a third (un-stated
or invisible) variable inherently influencing the analysis (Weaver & Wuensch, 2013).
Table 5: Pearson Correlation Coefficient Guidelines
Value (r)
r=±1
-1  r  -0.75 or 0.75  r <1
-0.75  r  -0.25 or 0.25  r <0.75
-0.25  r  0.25 and r ≠ 0
r=0

Description
Perfect correlation
High degree of correlation
Moderate degree of correlation
Low degree of correlation
No correlation

Abe and Tsumoto (2008) divulge a test to verify the dependability and reliability of Pearson’s
correlation co-efficient. The probable error (P.E.) is the determinant of trustworthiness of Karl
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient and is calculated as follows:
2
P.E.  1  r
N

where, if the absolute value of r, | r | > 6 x (P.E.); then Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient is deemed to be
significant. The calculation of P.E. yields:
2
P.E.  1  r
N
0.07212

2.44949



1  (0.963265) 2
6

 0.029443

and; 6 (P.E.) = 0.1766572 < | r | = 0.963265; entrenching our calculation of Pearson’s Correlation
Coefficient as significant.
The research endorsed the primary objective by revealing that there is a significantly strong direct
relationship between consultant employment satisfaction levels and innovative behavior at iDirect;
reinforced by a 0,96 Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient.
The close proximity of the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient to 1 indicates an extremely high incidence
of direct positive interrelatedness. The relation is epitomized by the causal inference succinct to, an
increase in consultant employee satisfaction levels at iDirect will result in a corresponding increase in
innovative work behavior. The aforementioned statement signals the affirmation of our primary
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research question. Additional reliance of the calculated Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient was
augmented by the derivation of the probability error, further determining the latter as statistically
significant.
Innovative work behavior as reflected by the number of innovative ideas forwarded to iDirect’s
innovation management portfolio by consultants is ascertained from in-house management reports
and deemed to holistically embody the innovation effort for the purposes of this research.
The research heralds a systems paradigm interrelatedness that substantiates employee satisfaction as
the foundation to improved corporate performance and the associated achievement of iDirect’s
strategic objectives by pinpointing significant links in an interconnected value chain. The relationship
model originates from employee satisfaction, transcends to innovative work behavior, propels
enhanced customer satisfaction, and confluences to superior organizational performance. This
sequential propensity, not only validates our secondary research objective, but also establishes a
meaningful linchpin in achieving iDirect’s corporate strategic objectives.
The research further delineates leaderships and consultant performance management and career
development as the essential ingredients in surmounting employee satisfaction anomalies at iDirect.
At an even more granular level, the research determines the aspects of a constructive, engaging and
trusting relationship with supervisors, including acknowledgement of strong work performance as
pivotal components in the leadership construct.
Furthermore, the constituents of long-term career scope, consultant performance and appraisal
calibration, training and job related resourcing, are essential factors of the performance management
and career development construct. These constructs, inter alia, are ratified as reliable and trustworthy
by a derived Cronbach alpha.

6. Recommendations Based on the Research Findings
A potent relationship between employee satisfaction and innovative work behavior supports the
ideology that iDirect management need not concentrate on designated performance metrics in
isolation. Managers can support an independent variable (employee satisfaction) and interpolate
benefits in order to indirectly impact another dependant variable (innovative work behavior).
It is recommended that the fundamental constructs of leaderships and performance management and
career development at iDirect be accorded far greater significance as they are the bedrock foundation
to a much larger scenario of superior corporate performance, through a chain of interrelated events.
This research implores iDirect management to focus their efforts on these two concepts and reexamine or improve the calibre of their leadership; whilst simultaneously enhancing their performance
management processes through mutual consensus, and advancing consultant long-term career
opportunities. This is the core message of this research and places, inter alia, career and growth
opportunities as a consistent derivative of consultant employee satisfaction that iDirect management
must take seriously.
The overarching effects of enhanced employee satisfaction not only supports iDirect’s corporate social
responsibility (social objective) directives, but inadvertently catalyses the realization of the
organizations strategically aligned goals.
The consequence of failing to innovate in a globally competitive and constantly evolving business
landscape can be catastrophic for an organization’s sustainability and quest for competitive advantage.
Employee discontentment may have similar negative long term impacts on corporate performance
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and longevity. The significance of this research was to emphasize the importance of both employee
satisfaction and innovative work behavior for organizations, their interrelationships and implications
for the long-term prospects of the firm. It echoes enhancing these variables as strategic organizational
thrusts; which are overlooked at peril.
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Abstract
This paper intends to take a step towards improving our understanding of how culture affects
economic development, following the route proposed by those scholars who argue that one should
focus on more specific questions instead of “grandiose” ones. In this spirit, relying on the theory of
institutional stickiness (Boettke et al., 2008), I hypothesize that the deepest cultural layer (proxied by
individual values) interacts with the stickiest formal institutions in development, which leads to a very
special “stuck-together” phenomenon. The aim of the paper is to investigate this specific effect
empirically, and show the genuinely unique role of individual values in development. The cross-country
empirical analyses provide details as regards the “stuck-togetherness” of values and institutions.
Besides establishing that both values and sticky formal institutions are strong determinants of longrun income, I find that the “stuck-togetherness” of values and institutions acts as a separate factor in
development, and, in addition, amplifies the impact of values on development in the good-institution
countries. Another result is that better formal institutions increase the marginal income-increasing
effect of those individual values that are favorable to development. The results seem to be very robust.
Keywords
Economic development, culture, individual values, institutions
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Abstract
As research and development (R&D) investment in Korea increases, the number of government
ministries and research institutes performing R&D is rapidly increasing. Technology convergence
becomes more important, R&D cooperation among research agencies is becoming increasingly
essential.
From the 2000s, several government ministries in Korea are pursuing their own R&D projects. Although
individual ministries perform R&D projects suitable for their respective roles, efficiency problem of
government budget is being raised due to the promotion of similar duplication projects among the
ministries.
To achieve the common project goal and promote cooperation among the ministries, multi-ministry
cooperation projects are underway by the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning, the control
tower of South Korea national R&D program. Through this project, we find out the technology demand
and carry out the planning research. Through the planning research, we eliminate the similar
duplication factors and clarify the role sharing between the participating ministries. In addition,
ministry cooperation could be resulted in considerable national budget savings and economic efficiency
when compared to the performance of independent ministries.
In this presentation, I would like to present about the major issues of the management of ministry
cooperation project based on the case study of South Korea R&D program. In addition, I will introduce
one cooperation project (“the standardization of spent nuclear-fuel management”) and present
economic and social effects that could be expected through project promotion.
Keywords
Multi-ministries, cooperation R&D, project management, budget efficiency, planning research
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Abstract
Increasingly, long-term success is predicated on a firm’s ability to develop new products for global
markets. To this end, companies need to have in place certain ‘softer’, background ‘resources’ as well
as the right set of dynamic ‘capabilities’ by which to respond to specific problems/opportunities. We
describe a major empirical study in which we define and link to performance three ‘resources’—Global
Innovation Culture, Resource Commitment, and Senior Management Involvement—and three
‘capabilities’—Global NPD Process, Global NPD Strategy and IT/Comm Capability—that are relevant to
achieving a sustainable competitive advantage via the global new product development (NPD)
program. A previous study of this dataset focused only on resource factors, using cluster analysis to
identify typical, holistic, scenarios or groupings of firms, and exploring their role in global NPD program
success. To develop a more realistic setting, the objective of the current study is to extend the above
analysis by using a company setting that includes both resources and capabilities, and the link to global
NPD performance. The results show/confirm that there are four clusters of firms where each exhibits
a distinct profile. According to the ‘best' performers, labelled ‘positive balanced’, achieving superior
outcomes in global NPD requires significantly higher mean ratings on all factors, both resources and
capabilities. Given that resources can only be developed over the longer-run, a regression of the
capability factors on each performance measure in each cluster indicates that firms can significantly
benefit in the shorter run by improving specific capabilities, including Global NPD Process and Global
Presence Strategy.
Keywords
New product development (NPD), globalization, NPD resources, NPD capabilities, NPD performance
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1. Introduction
Two key drivers of business today are product innovation and globalization. The critical role of
innovation in ensuring the success of firms has long been accepted (Cooper 2013); and due to the
interdependence of world economies, increasingly performance is predicated on the ability of firms to
successfully target opportunities that come with international markets (Katobe & Helsen 2004). To
achieve high performance, companies must be proactive in offering products that respond to customer
needs worldwide, calling for a new product development (NPD) program that is both innovative and
global in scope. Despite the economic shift from national to global markets, the NPD literature has
largely focused on programs for domestic markets, with only a small number of studies incorporating
the international context (see meta-analysis by Evanschitzky et al., 2012). Thus, understanding how
companies can develop a successful NPD program, one that responds to the global market arena and
deals effectively with its highly competitive, complex and dynamic nature, is essential.
A recent empirical study of global NPD (summary: de Brentani & Kleinschmidt, 2015) identifies and
links two broad sets of dimensions—resources and capabilities—to global NPD program performance.
Resources are the background elements defining a firm’s internal environment that are relevant for
achieving longer-term success; while capabilities entail more specific and actionable skills and
competencies used for responding to shorter-term situations and opportunities (Helfat & Peteraf,
2003; Teece et al., 1997; Urgal et al., 2013). The overall study, which investigates the NPD ‘program’
(three-year span of a firm’s NPD efforts) directed at international markets, undertook/published
several separate analyses involving: (1) the resources of Global Innovation Culture, Resource
Commitment, and Senior Management Involvement; (2) the capabilities of Global NPD Strategy, Global
NPD Process, and IT/Communication; and (3) their link to the performance of global NPD programs.
Each analysis concentrates on a subset of these dimensions, providing insight about their within-group
relationships and their link to the different measures of success. An important limitation is that all
three sets of dimensions are not handled together. Specifically, one study focuses only on the resource
factors, using cluster analysis to identify typical scenarios or groupings of firms, and exploring their role
in global NPD program success (de Brentani & Kleinschmidt 2004). In order to develop a more realistic
setting, the objective of the current research is to extend the above scenario analysis by exploring a
company setting that includes both resources and capabilities, and the link to global NPD performance.
In particular, we: (1) recreate the previous clusters and incorporate the capabilities as part of the
analysis to determine their relevance in each of the NPD scenarios; and (2) explore which capabilities
play a significant role in achieving certain forms of global NPD program performance in each scenario.

2. Theoretical Framework
The research is based on three literatures: NPD, organization and globalization. A review of studies in
the NPD literature, including meta-analyses, provided a comprehensive picture of the factors linked to
new product success. Key issues were found to be related to NPD strategy, NPD process, and
organization (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1995; Evanschitzky et al., 2012). Additional determinants of
performance hail from the organization discipline and include: corporate culture, senior management
involvement and resource commitment (Knight & Cavusgil, 2004; Zou & Cavusgil, 2002). Third is
globalization, where issues relevant to global NPD include: degree of globalization of the marketing
effort (Capar & Katobe, 2003), localization vs globalization of products (Hsieh & Lindridge, 2005), and
localization vs centralization of the NPD program (Mudambi et al., 2007).
Substantial research has been done to identify/benchmark the factors determining success in new
product development. According to the resource based/dynamic capabilities view (RBV), success
factors are of two types: resources and capabilities. ‘Resources’ are longer-term, background and
difficult-to-imitate factors comprising the firm’s internal environment and are essential for achieving
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a sustainable competitive advantage (Cooper, 2013; Peteraf & Barney, 2003); ‘capabilities’ entail
actionable skills, competencies and routines that firms develop and adjust in line with the dynamics of
the shorter term (Teece et al., 1997). Both are essential for achieving success. But, while capabilities
can be created (even bought) in the shorter run to respond to a problem or opportunity, resources
tend to be of a ‘softer’, less tangible, nature (e.g., vision or experience) and are developed and nurtured
only over the longer term.
2.1. Global NPD program resources
In previous analyses, three resource factors were found to play a role in successful global NPD
programs. These are the more tacit elements that make up the internal environment of the firm and
provide a platform for the global NPD program. They “involve the firm’s organizational culture and
management commitment—that is, the attitudes, values, experiences, and managerial approaches
that define and guide the corporate effort” (de Brentani & Kleinschmidt, 2004, p. 311). One factor
integrates the notions of innovation and globalization in the firm’s NPD culture (Global Innovation
Culture); two others represent different aspects of management commitment to the global NPD
program (a positive attitude regarding Resource Commitment and Senior Management Involvement).
See exhibit 1 for details.
2.2. Global NPD program capabilities
Organizational capabilities are “identifiable, specific activities as well as patterns of current practices
and learning, including routines for planning, controlling, coordinating, task completion, and
information gathering and processing” (Kleinschmidt, de Brentani & Salamo, 2007, p. 421; Pringle &
Kroll, 1997) that have reached a threshold level of practiced or routine activity and work reliability
(Helfat & Peteraf, 2003). In previous analyses, three multi-construct capabilities—Global NPD Process,
Global NPD Strategy and IT/Communication—are identified as comprising the firm’s capability set for
global NPD. These were discussed in previous publications and are summarized below.
Global NPD Process entails information processing of data about markets, technology, competitors and
resources that are translated into product design (Moeneart et al., 2000). In the global context, this
entails accessing, integrating and leveraging the knowledge/skills of the firm (Urgal et al., 2013), which
are often dispersed, worldwide. It includes homework activities to transform data such that new
products are conceived in a form that is both ‘global’ and ‘local’, including adaptations that respond to
globally dispersed markets and sources of expertise (Kaleka, 2012; Markham & Lee, 2013). Effective
launch preparation is also needed, relating to differences in buyer readiness and to empowering the
frontline (Argyres & Silverman, 2004; Lee & Wong, 2012). Three Global NPD Process capabilities—
Global Knowledge Integration, Homework Activities and Global Launch Preparation—are itemized in
exhibit 1.
Global NPD Strategy deals with the strategic posture (Coven & Slevin, 1991; Knight & Cavusgil, 2004)
and international diversification strategy (Knight, 2000; Slater & Narver, 2000) of the firm. High
performers tend to have a ‘posture’ regarding innovation that entails proactive and risk-taking
behavior (McDougall & Oviatt, 2000; Morris & Jones, 1999) that embraces both entrepreneurialism
and the idea of crossing national borders. International diversification strategy deals with product/market-related expansion in the global sphere, including product standardization vs adaptation and
market breadth/diversification vs concentration (de Brentani et al., 2010; Capar & Katobe, 2003;
Khurana, 2006). Two global NPD strategy dimensions—Global Presence Strategy and Global Product
Harmonization Strategy—are presented in exhibit 1.
IT/Communication relates to the information processing aspect of NPD, which in the global context
calls for capabilities to acquire and process data related to global markets, a setting that is often
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functionally, geographically and culturally dispersed (Lee & Wong, 2012). Today’s improved
informational means—i.e., networks incorporating systems/advances in information/communication
technology—are of particular benefit, enabling firms to access and analyze information about
competitive offerings and market preferences quickly and at low cost (Petina & Strutton, 2007,
Thamhain, 2011). Two IT/Communication constructs—IT/Comm Infrastructure and IT/Comm
Routines—are itemized in exhibit 1.
2.3. Global NPD program performance
Past studies show that firms have multiple outcome objectives when developing new products
(Markham & Lee 2013). For our study, three multi-variable performance constructs relevant to a global
NPD program include: Financial Performance, Windows of Opportunity and Time Efficiency (details in
exhibit 1).

3. The Research
3.1. Data collection and analysis
A structured questionnaire was developed based on the literature and exploratory interviews with
managers. Using lists (Dun & Bradstreet) of firms active internationally, managers knowledgeable
about their global NPD program (last 3 years) were asked to self-administer the questionnaire. 320
firms responded and 276 cases were used for the analysis (missing data). The questionnaire covered a
broad range of issues including: 18 resource variables, 25 capability variables; 14 global NPD program
performance measures (7-point Likert scales) and size of firm (control variable). Analyses entailed: (1)
factor analysis (principal component, varimax rotation, Cronbach α, CFA) to confirm the composite
dimensions developed in previous analyses; cluster analysis (SPSS, K-means) to form (confirm previous
analysis) groups of firms that display different ratings in terms of the resource variables1. Next, ANOVA
and Duncan multiple range tests were used to measure significant differences in factor means—that
is, three resources factors (confirm previous analysis), seven capability factors (new) and three
performance factors (confirm previous analysis)—across the clusters. Finally, using the datasets
relating to the best and least performing groupings of firms (clusters), multiple regression analysis was
undertaken to determine the significance of the capabilities and the control variable for each
performance measure within the two groupings.
3.2. Research results
All results stemming from previous analyses—i.e., factors analyses to create the resource, capability
and performance dimensions—were confirmed. The analysis also confirms that there are four distinct
scenarios or groupings of firms when it comes to the three resource factors on which they are based.
Further, performance differences among the four groups (ANOVA) are similar to what was found in
the original study. These show that cluster #1 has significantly greater mean values than the other
three groupings on both the resource factors and on performance. ANOVA regarding the capability
factors were also found to be different across the four clusters, with cluster #1 exhibiting significantly
higher mean values on all constructs. The three remaining groups had means ranging from very low
(cluster # 3 and #4) to medium-low (cluster #2). Finally, the regression analysis, where the impact of
the capability factors on each of the three performance measures is compared between high and low
performing groups, shows significant results (α ≤ 0.002 to 0.10). In the top performing scenario (cluster
#1), two capabilities—Global Knowledge Integration and IT/Comm Infrastructure—exhibit a
particularly strong impact on global NPD program performance. In the lowest performing groups
1 There

was a 10% increase in sample size (276 vs 252) due to additional data received after publication of the original article.
This did not significantly impact the results and can be seen as confirming the original analysis (details on request).
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(cluster #3 and #4), the regression indicates that, across the three performance objectives, focus on
four capabilities—Global Knowledge Integration, Homework Activities, Global Presence Strategy and
Global Product Harmonization strategy (negative)—can lead to significantly better outcomes. See
tables 1 and 2 for results.

4. Description and Discussion of Research Results
4.1. Four global NPD profiles
The present study explores holistic behavioral scenarios to describe the platform used by firms for
managing the global NPD program. The profiles of firms, which were developed in a previous study,
based on the three resource factors and performance (de Brentani & Kleinschmidt, 2004), are analyzed
further in terms of the capabilities they entail. Performance differences across the four clusters are
profound and so too is the strength of the capabilities these firms have in place. The four clusters are
discussed below (see table1).
Cluster 1: “Positively Balanced”. The largest cluster (43.8% of sample) ranks first in performance with
above average Financial Performance and particular strength in opening Windows of Opportunity.
These firms are distinct, having established an internal environment that balances and maintains at a
high level the three resource dimensions (high relative scores on all 18 items; see footnote, table 1)
and also the three capability sets required for undertaking global NPD; hence, the label “positively
balanced”. The NPD programs are engulfed in a strong Global Innovation Culture and are high on
Resource Commitment to the international NPD effort in terms of budget and especially Senior
Management Involvement. Furthermore, these ‘best’ performers have the right set and level of
capabilities in place, allowing them to achieve their strategic objectives in an effective and efficient
manner. They exhibit the highest scores on all three capability sets (all seven specific capabilities),
demonstrating that delivering on performance requires not only a strong resource base, but also a
suite of capabilities that is significantly better than that of competitors. Relative to their counterparts
in the other three clusters, these firms demonstrate particular strength on Global NPD Process
Capability and on the development of a Global Presence Strategy. Firms in this scenario appear to be
large and highly committed to the idea of globalization; this with a NPD program that is planned,
proactive, innovative, well-funded and internationally oriented.
Cluster 2: “Hands-off Approach”. The second-best performing cluster (20.3% of sample) achieves a
medium level of financial performance and time-efficiency, but is significantly less effective in opening
windows of opportunity. While firms in this scenario exhibit a resource set with medium-high Resource
Commitment, they rank medium-low on Global Innovation Culture and very low on Senior
Management Involvement (hence, the label, “Hands-off Approach”). In terms of capabilities, on the
one hand, the scenario ranks high on Global Product Harmonization Strategy—that is, developing
products that have one worldwide standard, image and design with only minor adjustments for local
markets—it has only medium-to-low ratings on the other capability constructs. The results suggest:
these are large firms with a focus on incremental (vs. highly innovative) NPD, where team members
are largely left on their own to using the firm’s ‘homework’, ‘launch’ and ‘product harmonization’
capabilities to achieve global NPD program success via Time Efficiency (time-to-market) and Financial
Performance (possibly lower costs).
Cluster #3: “No Budget for NPD”. The smallest group (15.6% of sample) ranks third in terms of
performance. These firms are not strongly committed to the global NPD effort. Not only do senior
managers demonstrate relatively limited (medium-low) involvement, but their budget (Resource
Commitment) is significantly lower than that of firms in the other three scenarios. These firms do have
some (medium-high) interest in becoming more globalized, but the ‘innovative’ or ‘entrepreneurial’
aspect of its organizational culture is missing (shown in previous analysis). In terms of outcome,
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financial performance is medium, but windows of opportunity and time-efficiency are low. Considering
global NPD capabilities, firms in this low commitment scenario exhibit poor ratings on two of the three
capability sets. Importantly, they have not developed a well thought-out global NPD strategy and do
not have an effective NPD process in place. These firms, however, have made an effort to enhance
their IT/Comm capabilities (Infrastructure and Routines). Together, this suggests a profile of firms
(medium-sized) in which the view of ‘globalization’ is ‘export development’, and where data analysis
is undertaken to identify and reach international markets for current products.
Cluster 4: “Meddling”. A second ‘loser’ profile is depicted by a resource scenario in which there is a
very low organization culture that is related to innovation and globalization, only a medium-low
resource commitment, but quite a high involvement by senior management. This group, which
represents 20.3% of the firms, realizes low performance on all three measures. In terms of the three
sets of global NPD program capabilities, these firms exhibit low to medium-low ratings, with only one
exception: they have a relatively high (MH) mean rating on Global Harmonization Strategy. Together,
the results appear to describe a profile where senior managers ‘run’ (or ‘meddle’ in) the global NPD
program, implementing a strategy for creating minor adjustments to standardized products.
4.2. Impact of capabilities on performance
A second question explored in this analysis deals with the relative impact that some of the capabilities
have in bringing about success. The results of the cluster analysis already provide the key information:
that a fully balanced and complete suite of capabilities, and high ratings on these, is essential for a
successful global NPD program. Given that firms have multiple performance objectives, this begs the
question: do capabilities vary in importance depending on the particular outcome firms are seeking?
Thus, the regression of the seven capabilities on each of the performance measures provides added
information about the relative importance of one or more of these capabilities. By comparing the most
successful cluster (“positive balanced”) with the two ‘loser’ profiles (combined), the results provide
insight about which capabilities companies should focus on in the immediate run for improving their
level of performance. The results are discussed below (see table 2).
The winner profile: As shown in the cluster analysis, firms in the “positive balanced” group rank highest
in relative terms on all of the resource and capability factors, and this clearly accounts for their above
average performance. But, performance is relative and, in to-day’s dynamic and competitive
environment, it must always be improved. The regression results provide insights here. For all three
outcome measures—and especially in the case of Financial Performance (α≤0.002) and Windows of
Opportunity (α≤0.045)—these firms can significantly enhance their level of performance by investing
in IT/Comm Infrastructure (hardware and software). A second capability calling for special focus to
improve performance (Financial Performance (α≤0.038) and Time Efficiency (α≤0.10)) is Global
Knowledge Integration—that is, the capability by which firms access and integrate globally and
functionally dispersed information about customers, technologies and company expertise throughout
the stages of the NPD process in order to respond to market dynamics. Although the “positive
balanced” group has the highest relative score on this factor, in absolute terms, the mean rating is
quite low (3.86/7). The two findings are closely linked, as an improved IT/Comm Infrastructure leads
to enhanced means by which to communicate across organizational, technical and global boundaries,
allowing firms to better access, integrate and transform widely dispersed information and skills, and
thus exploit more effectively the learning taking place in different company units, worldwide. This
would enhance NPD process efficiencies as well as help in identifying and exploiting more advanced
market/product opportunities.
The loser profile: These firms have a low ranking/ratings on most of the resources and capabilities
studied. Thus, becoming ‘positive balanced’ requires a substantial overhaul of the entire approach to
global NPD, both long- and short-term. A key question, nevertheless, is: what capabilities can these
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firms focus on in the immediate run in order to enhance performance? According to the regression
results, of primary importance is to work on the Global NPD Process, in particular the up-front
Homework Activities undertaken. In this way, firms can evaluate relevant product and market
characteristics early in the process to identify key markets and opportunities (windows) (α≤0.094),
improve sales and reduce inefficiencies (α≤0.085), and achieve time efficiencies during launch
(α≤0.002). Further, both Financial Performance (α≤0.039) and Windows of Opportunity (α≤0.042) can
be significantly impacted through a Global Presence Strategy by which firms set objectives and plan to
move from local to ‘truly global’ market coverage, thus increasing sales and accessing more advanced
market/technological prospects. In the case of ‘windows’ performance, improvement in the Global
Knowledge Integration capability is of importance (α≤0.064). Also highly significant is to not fully
undertake a Global Product Harmonization strategy as this can lead to extensive delays (Time Efficiency
(α≤ - 0.009)) and result in market share losses.

5. Conclusions
According to the literature (RBV), it is both the ‘softer’, longer-term, elements defining the background
resources as well as the right set of dynamic capabilities by which to respond to specific problems and
opportunities that determine a firm’s ability to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage. Because
long-term success/survival is to-day predicated on the firm’s ability to both globalize and innovate, in
this paper, we define and link to performance three ‘resources’ and three ‘capabilities’ that are of
particular relevance to global NPD. As is shown in the analysis, it is firms comprising the “positive
balanced” group that achieve the best performance, and this by: (1) creating and nurturing an
organizational environment—including culture and commitment in terms of budget and dedication by
senior management—that provides a solid platform for the global NPD program; and (2) implementing
the program through the continual up-dating and application of global NPD-related dynamic
capabilities, including NPD process, strategy and effective IT/communication. Given that cluster #1
represents the largest group (close to 45% of sample), this indicates that such an approach is both
doable and should be considered the norm.
What should firms in the other three (less successful or ‘loser’) groups do to enhance their position?
Clearly, success requires that they imitate the “positive balanced” scenario, which calls for both a longand short-term approach. Because resources, however, can only be developed and nurtured over the
longer-run, firms should consider focusing more immediately on improving their global NPD
capabilities. The results indicate that implementing a more effective NPD process, especially up-front
Homework Activities, can have a significant, positive, and probably quite immediate, outcome effect.
Also, developing an improved Global Presence Strategy can positively impact sales, costs and the
company’s product image, worldwide. Further, the results of the study show that all groups of firms—
winners and losers—can benefit by focusing specifically on the Global Knowledge Integration capability
that is so essential for pulling together the information, skills and resources of the firm and using this
for responding more effectively to market characteristics and needs, worldwide.
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Exhibit 1: Global NPD Program Resource, Capability and Performance Constructs
1.

2.

3.

Global NPD Resources
Global Innovation Culture: the attitude towards international new product development within the firm; the extent
to which management supports innovation positively; and whether the firm tries to create a ‘truly global’ innovation
culture throughout the organization, worldwide (8 items; Cronbach α = 0.8645).
Resource Commitment: to what extent sufficient resources—financial and human—are made available for the
international NPD program; and whether senior managers have explicit annual objectives, making them responsible
for the results of the international NPD program (5 items; Cronbach α = 0.818).
Senior Management Involvement: extent to which senior managers are personally involved in the international NPD
program, as visionaries and/or champions/sponsors of global new product ventures; also more active, on a day-today, basis as project reviewers and as representatives to enhance the reputation of the firm and encourage
key/strategic customers/partners to adopt the new products (5 items; Cronbach α = 0.7887).

Global NPD Capabilities
1. Global NPD Process
 Global Knowledge Integration: information integration capability that leverages existing resources to ensure that
products are conceived in the form of global entities but at the same time are adapted to respond to stimuli from
different country markets and sources of experience throughout the whole process (4 items, α = 0.86).
 Homework Activities: early evaluation of new product ideas, creating project definitions and studies assessing
product potentials in markets, worldwide (4 items, α = 0.87).
 Launch Preparation: training and empowering front line in all locations, including knowledge of adjustment to
potential customer purchasing behavior (3 items, α =0.87).
2. Global NPD Strategy
 Global Presence Strategy: worldwide innovation charter, clear global NPD goals, defined arenas of strategic
thrust; planned global effort with resource commitment; active planning involvement, internationally (4 items; α
= 0.89).
 Global Product Harmonization Strategy: develop “truly global” products with minor local adaptations; one quality
standard, worldwide; achieve greater standardization of core product across markets. (3 items; α = 0.68).
3. IT/Communication
 IT/Comm Infrastructure: mechanisms—meetings, travel, conferences, e-mail, etc.—enhance
communication/interaction among globally dispersed sources of NPD knowledge; NPD info in international
organization transferred via info and communication technology; IT/electronic channels play key role in
globalizing new products (3 items; α =0.78).
 IT/Comm Routines: advances in communication and IT routines permit: centralization of info-based product
elements, mass customization, reduction of barriers to accessing foreign markets (e.g., distance, language,
culture, regulation, customers/suppliers). Opportunities result from customers being technologically literate. (4
items, α =0.77).
Global NPD Program Performance
1. Financial Performance: sales objectives; technical success; met spending/profit objectives (7 items, α =0.86).
2. Windows-of-Opportunity: open new markets, new product arenas, open new technology for firm (3 items, α
=0.78).
3. Time Efficiency: time-to-market; products launched on schedule; timely international ‘roll outs’ (4 items, α =0.77).
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Table 1: Results of ANOVA for Constructs across Clusters
Constructs
firms (n/%) 
RESOURCES
Global Innovation Culture
Resource Commitment
Senior Management Involvement
PERFORMANCE
Financial Performance
Windows-of-Opportunities
Time Efficiency
Size of Firm (control)
CAPABILITIES
Global NPD Process Capability
Knowledge Integration
Homework Activities
Launch Preparation
Global NPD Strategy
Global Presence Strategy
Global Product Harmonization
IT/Comm Capability
IT/Infrastructure
IT/Communication Routines

Cluster 1
Positive
Balanced
121/43.8%

Cluster 2
Hands-off
Approach
56/20.3%

Cluster 3
No Budget

Cluster 4
Meddling

43/15.6%

56/20.3

5.37 H
5.18 H
6.22 H

4.07 ML
4.41 MH
4.07 L

4.72 MH
2.66 L
4.73 ML

4.86 H
5.17 H
3.97 H
6.58 H

4.37 MH
4.44 L
3.88 MH
6.88 H

3.86 H
5.05 H
5.20 H

ANOVA

Duncan (0.05)

3.04 L
3.67ML
5.84 MH

.000
.000
.000

4<2<3<1
3<4<2<1
2<3<4<1

4.29 ML
4.15 L
3.49 L
6.39 HL/M

3.96 L
4.21 L
3.61ML
5.49 L

.000
.000
.002
.018

4,3<3,2<1
3,4,2<1
3,4<4,2<2,1
4,3<3,1,2

2.92 L
4.32 MH
4.54 MH

2.97 L
3.65 L
3.84 L

2.79 L
4.07 ML
4.15 ML

.000
.000
.000

4,2,3<1
3,4<4,2<1
3,4<4,2<1

4.91 H
5.57 H

4.01 L
5.22 H

3.58 L
4.69 L

3.58 L
5.14 HL/M

.000
.001

3,4,2<1
3,4<4,2,1

6.04 H
4.96 H

5.20 ML
4.36 L

5.61 MH
4.68 MH

5.13 L
4.55 L

000
.044

4,2<2,3<3,1
2,4,3<3,1

Note: The ‘resources’ (Global Innovation Culture, Resource Commitment and Senior Management Involvement) are
presented in this table in terms of the constructs. In the actual/original analyses, the 18 underlying items are assessed. Details
available.

Table 2: Regression Results-Capabilities on Performance for ‘Winners’ and ‘Losers’
Constructs

Financial Performance
Cluster1 Cluster 3+4

Windows of
Opportunity
Cluster 1 Cluster 3+4
-.173
-.066

Time Efficiency
Cluster 1 Cluster 3+4

Construct Means
Cl. 1 Cl. 3+4

Firm Size (control)
.996
-.042
-.291
-.052
NPD Process Capabilities
Gl. Knowledge Integration
.038
.214
.195
.064
.101
-.632
3.94
2.83
Homework Activities
-.187
.085
.221
.094
-.719
.002
5.05
3.82
Launch Preparation
.664
-.546
-.635
-.263
-.948
-.512
5.23
3.99
Global NPD Strategy
Global Presence Strategy
-.786
.039
-.227
.042
.999
.388
4.90
3.43
Gl. Product Harmonization
.186
-.972
.363
.112
.442
-.009
5.62
3.43
IT/Comm Capabilities
IT/Comm Infrastructure
.002
.526
.045
.507
.129
.146
5.99
5.34
IT/Comm Routines
-.331
.977
.181
.594
.193
.324
4.95
4.58
R2 adj.
.193
.145
.142
.280
.108
.141
F-value
.001
.009
.004
.000
.016
.010
Notes: (1) ‘Winners’=cluster #1; ‘Losers’=clusters 3+4 combined; (2) numbers in inner portion of table are significance levels (α); (3)
mean difference between the two groups of clusters > 1 (7-point scale) for 5 of 7 capabilities, indicating major effort needed by firms
in low performing/’loser’ clusters.
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Success of IT Companies in Science Parks Example of Ülemiste City
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Abstract
Information technology (IT) companies are considered the main engine of economic growth of
Estonia's future export product. Therefor it is very important that IT companies have a long-term
success and sustainability. Several studies (Ferguson & Olofsson, 2004, p. 15-16; Delmastro &
Colombo, 2002, p. 1119-1120) estimate that companies that are based at science parks are more
successful than outside park-based companies. It is believed that science parks with their special
environment will boost business performance. A survey conducted by Ferguson and Olofsson (2004,
p. 5) came to the conclusion that companies that were located inside science park were more
sustainable, while the growth of employees and the increase in sales was not very different from
companies outside park.
Science parks impact on business success has been investigated by a number of authors (Ferguson &
Olofsson, 2004; Lindelöf & Löfstein, 2003), but this sort of research has not been conducted in Estonia.
The author believes it is important to consider whether Ülemiste City will affect the success of Estonian
IT companies. Accordingly, the author aims to find out whether residing in Ülemiste City Science Park
affects the success of IT companies.
The proposed thesis is an empirical study. The method is a qualitative study – useing document study
for analyzing inside science park and outside park companies financial performance. Also a
questionnaire will be carried out in order to assess the success of companies from non-numerical point
of view. The specific sample of companies will be confirmed during the study.
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The Generations of Estonian Small Business Managers Based on Their Values
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Abstract
Nowadays the workforce is formed by five generations. Practitioners and academicians have
raised many questions concerning the ability of different generations to cooperate and use
management tools. Generations of Estonian and American or European countries are not divided
on a similar basis (according to birth date) because the history and events that affect different
generations vary. The aim of our paper is to identify the values of small business managers. Our
research will contribute to the current knowledge by focusing on small business managers and by
forming a generations’ model according to the data collected.
We used face-to-face unstructured interviews to find out managers’ values. During the interviews,
we encouraged senior managers to share stories about their management practice. The collected
stories have been transcribed. We used critical discourse analysis to find out the values that the
described situations are based on. As a result, the values of the managers were identified. The
resulting values and descriptive data allow us to form the generations’ model.
The findings show that there are different Estonian manager generations according to the
manager’s values. Values of manager’s generations are partly overlapping, i.e., some values seem
to be “general”, related to the area of activity or specialization (management) rather than to a
generation. Our results help to identify and prevent the possible generation conflicts at workplace
and form the organizational culture.
Keywords
Values, management, organizational culture, generations
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Introduction
The word “generation” is commonly used for a group of people born at about the same time; therefore,
they live in the same period of history and share an identity. (Blauth, McDaniel, Perrin & Perrin, 2011;
Smola & Sutton, 2002) According to Howe & Strauss (2007), generations rotate every 20 years, and
every person's life consists of childhood, adolescence, middle age, and old age. In different stages of
life, all persons are affected by their experiences during the historical events, which shape people's
values, behaviors, attitudes and preferences (Howe et al., 2007).
Many sociologists have noticed certain similarities between the people belonging to the same
generation. They have found that certain behaviors, perceptions, values are generational. Studies of
differences between people belonging to different generations have been reported. Based on Furlong
(2012), it could be argued that the differences may be influenced by the generation to which one
belongs, and various historical events have resulted in the values and behavior of the representatives
of different generations (Furlong, 2012).
According to Mitt (2012), values are principles, beliefs, ideals and ways of behaving that people
themselves must be valuable. Values are not innate but they start with the family, educational
institutions, society and culture (Mitt, 2012). Because the values are created throughout childhood,
they are relatively stable; to the management, it is important to understand the values of the
organization's members. Doing so, the organization is able to attract qualified employees and keep
them (Cogin, 2012).
Based on the theory of Gursoy and Geng-Qing Chi (2013), we can argue that knowing the differences
and diversity of knowledge, managers are able to create a management culture that supports
communication, organizational holistic synergy and motivates employees (Gursoy et al., 2013). Reilly
(2012) argues that to create a positive working environment, it is required to understand how the
different generations of employees are managed. The strong relationship between the values and
managerial behavior is being revised because managerial decisions are not made within a void. While
values are important, it is not so clear whether we align the values of the individual and organization
and propagate them adequately to benefit from their positive relationship. Auster and Freeman (2013)
found that value-fit in organizations leaves much to be desired. Research also shows several positive
relationships between values and 1) organizational commitment and citizenship behavior (Vurgun &
Sezai, 2011 - cit James, 2014), 2) organizational culture and job satisfaction (Lund, 2003; Tsai, 2011), 3)
work engagement (Dyląg, Jaworek, Karwowski, Kożusznik, & Marek, 2013), 4) lower burnout (Dyląg et
al., 2013), 5) team performance (Arthaud-Day et al., 2012 cit James, 2014), and 6) organizational
learning (Cohen et al., 2011). Several researchers have investigated the connections between
organizational values and the success and sustainability of organizations, confirming the link between
innovativeness and success of an organization (Übius et al., 2010; Virovere et al., 2011, Merrill, 2008
cit. Titov et al. 2013) and also between cooperation and sustainability (Melé, 2012; Virovere et al.,
2011 cit Titov et al., 2013).
There is a research gap related to the values of business leaders and between the generations they
represent. Since employees from the same generation are likely to share similar norms, it is likely that
their work values and their attitudes toward work are influenced by the generation they belong to,
which suggests that changes are likely to occur in the structure of work value domain from generation
to generation (Gursoy et al., 2008). Every generation has its own key life experiences or events, which
have a unique influence just on this generation and which develops a unique personality, values and
attitudes (Smola & Sutton, 2002). Therefore, people from different generations may have problems
understanding people from other generations (Zvikaite-Rotting, 2007). Usually, the generations are
divided according to decades (one generation from two decade), but those classifications are mostly
made based on American society. We presume that in Estonia the generations are divided differently,
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according to the governmental regime in Estonia (1st republic, Soviet time, independence etc.).
Several authors have emphasized that the management paradigm that the manager represents
reflects the paradigm values, which have been the basis of education and first experiences of the
manager. Modernism and postmodernism are clearly distinguished paradigms that are also timebonded as generations. Therefore, we can assume that management values characterizing paradigms
are describing also the managers’ generations.
In this article, we use management paradigms to distinguish two management generations: 1)
modernists, born, received education and first management experiences in Soviet time and 2)
postmodernists, born probably at the end of Soviet time, but received education (especially higher
education) in free Estonia and gained management experiences already in the free market conditions.
We assume that the so called postmodernist management values are shaped according to the
postmodernist management approach, which started to spread to Estonia with independence. The aim
of this paper is to find out the values of small business managers and form a generations’ model
according to the data collected.

Theoretical Framework
The era of robotics, advanced informational systems, and the globalization of production, marketing
and distribution is forcing a basic shift in how we view the role of the employees and the nature of the
workplace. Businesses are recognizing that, for their own survival, they must find new, more flexible
ways of rewarding and motivating their workers, while controlling costs and delivering ever-higher
levels of value to their customers.
New way of thinking, postmodernist approach, would not reject the importance of systems, but would
redesign systems to put people first. It would create a new system of management that re-humanizes
the workplace. It would shift power, responsibility and control over modern tools and advanced
organizational systems from the few to all those affected by the process. As countries become more
industrialized, they find no direct correlation between financial prowess and emotional wellbeing.
While the modern world prioritized economic growth, the postmodern society will place more value
on environmental protection, cultural identity and sustainability (Inglehart, 2010).
Organizational culture refers to the beliefs and values that have existed in an organization for a long
time, and to the beliefs of the staff and the foreseen value of their work that will influence their
attitudes and behavior. Administrators usually adjust their leadership behavior to accomplish the
mission of the organization, and this could influence the employees' job satisfaction. It is therefore
essential to understand the relationship between organizational culture, leadership behavior and job
satisfaction of employees (Tsai, 2011).
Economic development and the social changes it brings are changing people's world views. Wang
(2007) studied postmodernist values in seven Confucian Societies. His most notable finding is a change
from stressing hard work and achievement toward stressing enjoyment, self-actualization, and a
fulfilling lifestyle. People influenced by that change become more pro-equality supporters and tolerant
toward different ideas and styles. These newly emerged views of modernized societies can be called
‘postmodern’ values (Wang, 2007). Those results are supported by other authors who have found that
modern industrial society is undergoing a distinct re-alignment of its values. A number of topics have
been addressed, including the transformative nature of capitalism, issues surrounding ethical
management, and social responsibility and the environment (Donaldson, 2010).
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Managers’ role in influencing the organizational performance cannot be underestimated. Whatever
decisions the leaders make, they will set an example to the people around them and will influence the
behavior of others in the group (Jaakson, Reino & Vadi, 2004). The management of the organization
must be certain that the goal, mission and basic organizational values that have already been approved
in the organization will be accepted by all of those who will influence or will have any benefit from it.
Value systems of the managers are crucial for the establishment of an ethical organizational
environment because they should be accepted by the other employees. If some of them are not in the
organization’s interest, revision of the values is advisable, especially those of the managers, before
influencing the other and the organization itself (Arnaudov & Koseska, 2012).
In the postmodernist society, managers mostly do not hesitate whether the organizational values are
important or not, but the knowledge of values congruence as a necessary tool for gaining
organizational success is scarce. The mismatch of personal and organizational values has been
identiﬁed as one of the key problems in organizational management, which may lead to different
problems like development of occupational burnout (Maslach et al., 1997; Dylag et al., 2013) or an
employee to leave an organization (Vancouver et al., 1991; O’Reilly et al., 1991). Schwartz examined
these issues by cognitive mapping of the espoused values to the value theory framework (Schwartz,
2006, cit Titov et al., 2013) and found that many organizations neglect mapping their values to the
individual values or propagating them in an easily accessible manner. Although almost all companies
have espoused values, many of them do not communicate them in an easily accessible manner (James,
2014). Also, the congruence between manager’s values and organizational values is important
(Woodcock et al., 1989; Huo et al., 1991). Therefore, the managers are the key persons in shaping
organizational future and as the “gatekeepers” in opening doors to postmodernist values into their
organization. In a world that has become increasingly dependent upon employee ownership,
commitment, and initiative, organizations need leaders who can inspire their employees and motivate
them individually. Caldwell and Dixon thought that love, forgiveness, and trust are critical values of
today’s organization leaders who are committed to maximizing value for organizations while helping
organization members to do their best (Caldwell & Dixon, 2009). Managerial values have a significant
impact on managerial practices (Mellahi, Mele, & Guermat, 2004).
Few would disagree that human resource initiatives aimed at enhancing employees' quality of life have
universal appeal, but the definition of ‘quality of life’ varies by generation. Workplaces are becoming
increasingly age diverse and the likelihood that an older employee will report to a younger manager is
increasing. Burke's study for the Society for Human Resource Management found that in organizations
with 500 or more employees, 58% of human resource management (HRM) professionals reported
conflict between younger and older workers, largely due to their different perceptions of work ethics
and work–life balance requirements. While cultural and gender diversity have received significant
attention in the literature, little attention has been paid to the impact of age diversity on HRM practices
(Cogin, 2012). Research of Hansen and Leuty suggests that age may influence work values, but few of
the assertions about generation differences have been tested by empirical research (Hansen & Leuty,
2012).
Today's typical workforce, including managers, is predominately a mix of different generations. Each
generation shares experiences, memories, values, and expectations. Values are important because
they affect behavior, so understanding how they differ among generations and between managers and
non-managers is crucial (Murphy, Gibson & Greenwood, 2010; Ng, Schweitzer & Lyons, 2010).
However, few studies have empirically substantiated generational differences in work values. In
contrast to popular press reports, GenMe does not favor altruistic work values (e.g., helping, societal
worth) more than previous generations. Social values (e.g., making friends) and intrinsic values (e.g.,
an interesting, results-oriented job) were rated lower by GenMe than by Boomers (Twenge, Campbell,
Hoffman & Lance, 2010).
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Paalberg and Perry’s (2007) article explores the process by which formal management systems foster
the creation of shared organization values, addressing the basic question: Can workplace values be
“managed?” The findings suggest that strategic values are motivating to employees to the extent that
they reflect employees' internal affective, normative, and task-oriented values, a zone of existing
values. Although values management is a social process that results from routine interactions, formal
management systems provide opportunities to enhance the social interactions that are motivating to
employees. Paalberg and Perry (2007) declare that middle managers play key roles in using formal
management systems to integrate the organization's strategic practices with values that derive from
employees' societal, cultural, and religious experiences. (Paarlberg & Perry, 2007)
Understanding the work values of the current and future workforce is essential for designing a human
resource management system that attracts, motivates, and retains talent. The findings suggest that
each economic indicator has a unique effect on the development of work values (Froese, 2013). As we
face the entrance of another generation of workers into the changing world of work, managers are
encouraged to deal with the generational differences that appear to exist among workers (Wey Smola
& Sutton, 2002).
Giancola (2006) has studied the idea of the perceived generation gap and whether it actually exists in
the workforce. He analyzed why certain birth years are separated into different generations. Sibson &
Company researchers found that work conflicts are attributed to life stage rather than to generational
personality. A 2000 Catalyst study indicates that Generation X and Y values are similar to those of their
parents and that companies should not worry about having four generations working together
(Giancola, 2006). Dylag’s (2013) article also presents a critical review of the theoretical basis and
empirical evidence for the popular practitioner idea that there are generational differences in work
values. The concept of generations has a strong basis in sociological theory, but the academic empirical
evidence for generational differences in work values is, at best, mixed (Dyląg et al., 2013). This study
is concerned with a fundamental problem of human resource management related to the level of work
engagement and professional burnout of white collar workers employed in Polish enterprises (Dyląg
et al., 2013).
Modernism and postmodernism are clearly distinguished management paradigms and both paradigms
have their own values, which depend on their basis and their use and propagation by the
representatives in their behavior. Postmodernism describes the organizations where individuals are
more open, present, authoritative, and vulnerable, i.e., “culture of openness" should be launched as
the core of a humane and successful postmodern organization (Hirschhorn, 1998). Modernism is
defined as the instrumentalization of people and nature through the use of knowledge of science and
technology to accomplish predictable results measured by productivity and technical problem-solving
leading to the “good” economic and social life, primarily defined by accumulation of wealth by
production investors and consumption by consumers (Alvesson et al., 1996). Titov brings out concrete
values of postmodernism and modernism in her doctoral thesis (Titov, 2015).

Research Design
To find out the managers’ values, face-to-face unstructured interviews were conducted. During the
interviews, we encouraged senior managers to share stories about their management practice. We
used the expert sampling. The interviewees were identified through a variety of methods: some from
industry contacts and some through a snowball technique (whereby one interviewee is asked to
nominate other potential interviewees). The sample was composed of leaders of organizations
operating in various fields (IT, tourism, children's playroom, farm tools of the trade, small-scale
production, telecommunication equipment sales, marketing, consulting, financial field, and sales of
drinking machines). Composition of male and female leaders was equal. An equal representation of
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interviewees whose early life was in the Soviet period and those who fell in the formation of the
Estonian independence period was ensured. The collected stories have been transcribed. The
interviews conducted in January and February 2016 lasted from 30 to 55 minutes. Altogether 12 indepth interviews were conducted and the sample was divided into two, according to the date of birth
of the interviewee. Managers born before 1980 represent modernist management paradigm and
managers born in 1980 and later stand for postmodernist management paradigm. The selected
timeline is based on the Estonian history and paradigm of management education. Estonian
independence was achieved in 1991 and managers born before 1980 received their education mainly
according to modernist paradigm values. According to postmodernism widely spread in the world in
the 1980s and 1990s, the postmodernist values reached Estonia as the theories and then the first cases
occurred.
All the interviewees are SME entrepreneurs. Interviewees were asked to describe some management
situation from their everyday job and additional questions were asked to clarify their described
situations or to examine the case in depth. Preventing any hints that might lead to an answer expected,
the researchers avoided terms like “management paradigm” or “values” etc. The interviews were
transcribed and authors used critical discourse analysis to find out the values on which the described
situation is based – which values are reflected in managers’ behavior described in the cases. Two
researchers read cases separately and wrote out the values; if the opinions of researchers overlapped,
the values were included to the database; if not, then a discussion followed and the final decision
whether to use or not to use the specific value in the study was made together.
According to the values, the manager in the described case were divided into two groups – modernist
and postmodernist paradigm. The table of modernist and postmodernist values (Titov, 2015) was used
(see Appendix 1).

Results and Discussion
The study included 7 from 12 managers who represented the postmodern generation (3 women and
4 men) and 5 managers (3 women and 2 men) can be classified as the modern generation according
to their year of birth. Only values related to their generation differed in the three leaders of postmodern generation. In one case, with a leader who represented the modern generation, only the
postmodern values occurred. Postmodern leaders had modern values such as: authority of manager
(2), conflict avoidance, risk avoidance (1), discipline, efficiency control (1), and external rewards (1).
The study included 4 leaders who only had one type of values. Three from those represented the
postmodern generation and only postmodern values occurred. With one leader who belonged to
modern generation also only postmodern values were revealed.
For both generations of leaders, the most common postmodern values are: effectiveness (6) and
readiness to change (6). Also, the following values appeared: collaboration (5), conversation (5), doing
the right things (4), use of human potential (4), democracy (3), humanism (3), ready to take risks (3),
teamwork (3), trust (3), empowerment (2), human and organizational development prioritized (2),
informal (2), openness (2), no best way of doing (2), and flexibility (2). Frequency of one time was found
with the following values: self-control, sustainability, intrinsic rewards, involvement, participatory,
generalists, efficiency, creation of shared knowledge, continuing improving, commitment, autonomy,
and challenging job. In the management philosophy, humanism stood out in all cases. The described
cases demonstrated the leaders’ ambition to use the human potential and that their attitude toward
changes is ready to change.
We cannot claim that with older leaders only modernism values dominated. In the cases analyzed,
leaders who were born before 1980, both modernism and postmodernism values occurred. Except in
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one case where modernism values dominated and another case where only postmodernism values
occurred. In the analyzed cases, with the older generation of leaders, except one, the power of a
manager came up as a management tool, which in theory ranks with modernism values. As a
postmodernism value, it appeared that the older generation of leaders value the readiness to change.
It can be claimed that overall the cases showed more postmodern values. The reason may also be that
in the values in the classifier used, the number of post-modern values was higher compared to modern
values.
The most common modern value is control (5). Also, such values as individual power of manager (4),
efficiency, doing things right (4), formal (4), authority of manager (3), discipline (3), external rewards
(2), and profit is a target (2) appeared. The frequency of one time of the following values was found:
conflict avoidance, doing things right, hierarchy-ordered specialists, one right solution, rigid and stable,
risk avoidance, salary, and advantage.
Based on the study and the classifier used for modernist values, such values as rules oriented and
stability were absent. The reason may be that among others such value as formal was revealed, which
presupposes the existence of rules. The rules, in turn, help to support stability. Also, the value ‘Machine
instead of people’ was absent. From OD and HRD values ‘training, knowledge is power, weaknessbased and specialists’ did not occur.
Out of postmodernist values, the following were not revealed: clear vision, incompatible, vague and
dynamic imagination and creativity, happiness and fulfilment and justice, client honesty, social
responsibility, and meaningful job.
Table 1: Manager’s values
No

Generation
(according to
date of birth)

Gender

Modernist values

Postmodernist values
Informal, collaboration,
effectiveness, democracy,
conversation, challenging job;
ready to take risks; independence,
trust commitment
No one best way of doing; use of
human potential; effectiveness, trust,
humanism; human and
organizational development
prioritized; empowerment

Paradigm
(according to
values)

1.

Postmodernist

F

Conflict avoidance; risk
avoidance

2.

Postmodernist

F

-

F

Profit is a target;
efficiency; individual
power of manager;
control, formal

Ready to change, ready to take risks;
continuing improving

Modernist

M

Authority of manager

Ready to take risks; human and
organizational development
prioritized; autonomy, self-control;
effectiveness, doing the right things;
collaboration; technology is a tool;
flexibility

Postmodernist

F

Efficiency, doing things
“right”, control;
individual power of
manager; discipline,
formal hierarchyordered

Ready to change; creation of shared
knowledge

Modernist

3.

4.

5.

Modernist

Postmodernist

Modernist
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6.

Postmodernist

Effectiveness; ready to change,
conversation; flexible, participatory;
humanism,

F

7.

Modernist

M

Formal quantification;
one right solution;
authority of manager;
discipline, control

8.

Postmodernist

M

-

9.

Postmodernist

M

Discipline, efficiency,
control

F

Individual power of
manager; profit is a
target; efficiency;
individual power of
manager; control;
Formal, hierarchyordered specialists;
external rewards;
Salary and advantage;
rigid and stable
Authority of manager;
external rewards

10.

Modernist

11.

Postmodernist

M

12.

Modernist

M

Conversation; involvement
Effectiveness; doing the right things;
ready to change; generalists
Empowerment, sustainability,
teamwork, collaboration, use of
human potential

Ready to change

Effectiveness; doing the right things;
democracy; conversation; teamwork;
collaboration; openness; intrinsic
rewards; use of human potential
Effectiveness; doing the right things;
humanism, democracy;
Trust, conversation; there is no best
way of doing;
informal, teamwork, collaboration;
ready to change;
openness;
use of human potential

Postmodernist

Modernist

Postmodernist
No clear
paradigm

Modernist

Postmodernist

Postmodernist

Conclusion
Literature search was conducted in the main databases of academic publications. Many studies were
unable to find the predicted differences in work values, and some failed to distinguish between
“generation” and “age” as possible drivers of such observed differences. In addition, the empirical
literature is fraught with methodological limitations through the use of cross-sectional research
designs in most studies, confusion about the definition of a generation as opposed to a cohort, and a
lack of consideration for differences in the national context, gender and ethnicity. Given the multitude
of problems inherent in the evidence on generational differences in work values, it is not clear what
the value of the notion of generations is for practitioners, and this may suggest that the concept is
ignored. Ultimately, it may not matter to practitioners whether differences in the values of different
birth cohorts reflect true generational effects, provided one can reliably demonstrate that these
differences do exist. However, at present this is not the case, and therefore it is required first to
disentangle cohort and generational effects from those caused by age or period. The suggestion that
different groups of employees have different values and preferences based on both age and other
factors such as gender, remains a useful idea for managers; but a convincing case for the consideration
of generation as an additional distinguishing factor has yet to be made. A better understanding of the
values and priorities helps managers to lead workforce and to succeed. These findings have practical
implications for the recruitment and management of the emerging workforce.
The aim of our paper was to find out the values of the small business managers and form a generations’
model according to the data collected.
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We used unstructured interviews to find out the managers’ values, which were conducted in a faceto-face format in an attempt to invite managers to share stories about their management practice. The
collected stories have been analyzed using expert triangulation, resulting in our findings of managers’
values. The resulting values and descriptive data allow us to form the generations’ model.
Based on the study, we reviewed the relationship between values and managerial behavior. There are
different Estonian managers’ generations according to the managers’ values. Values of managers’
generations are partly overlapping - some values seem to be “general” and are not connected to
generations, but rather to their field or specialization (management). Economic development and the
social changes accompanied are changing people's world views and different generations. The authors
intend to use the same methodology but increase the sample (for example, involve managers born
before 1960.). Results help to lighten and prevent the possible generation conflicts at workplace and
form the organizational culture.
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Management tools

Management
philosophy

Appendix 1. Modernist and postmodernist values

Work organisation





OD and HRD

Expectations for employee

Ability to
change



Modernism

short term orientation (profit) (Ducker 1996; Clegg
1992)

efficiency “doing things right” (Kanigel 1997;
Gergen et al, 2004; Welge et al, 1999; Carter et al,
1987; Chia 1995; Clegg 1994; Rosenau 1992;
Morgan 1986; Kemp 2013)

bureaucracy (Morgan 1986; Clegg 1990, 1992;
Alvesson et al, 2002; McAuley et al, 2007)
control (Kemp 2013; Burrell et al, 1988; Hatch 1997;

Alvesson et al, 2002; Shenhar et al, 1996; Reed 1993)

one right solution (Abrahamson 1996; Dalton
1959; Hassard et al, 1998; Dewar et al, 1979;

Kanigel 1997; Gergen et al, 2004; Simha et al, 2010;
Tikhomirov 2011)


authority of manager (Han et al, 2009; Taboli et al,

2013; Alonso 2001; Bøje and Dennehy, 1993; Reed
1993)


rules and regulations, (Gephart 1996; Hatch 1997;
Watson and Chileshe 1998; Hummel, 2006; Bøje et

al, 1996).

rational decision-making (Gephart 1996; Miller
2007; Bøje et al, 1996; Reed 1993).
formal (Carter et al, 1987; Chia 1995; Clegg 1994;

Rosena 1992; Morgann1986; Watson et al, 1998)

hierarchy-ordered (Carter et al, 1987; Chia 1995;

Clegg 1994; Rosenau 1992; Morgan 1986; Gephart
1996; Watson et al, 1998)
standardised procedures (Hatch 1997; Boucher 1999;
Metzgar 2004; Bøje, et al, 1996; Reed 1993)
quantification (Boucher 1999; Parker 1992)

rigid and stable (Carter et al, 1987; Chia 1995; Clegg
1994; Rosenau 1992; Morgan 1986; Hatch 1997; Clegg
1992).
risk avoidance (Beck 1992, 1994; Fox 1999; Lupton
1999; Miller 2007)
employee as a machine (Calas et al, 1991; Cooper 1989;
Morgan 1986; Odubiyi 2008; Parker et al, 2011)
discipline (Watson et al, 1998; Bahnisch 2000)
determinism (Bahnisch 2000; Clegg 1992)

individualism (Clegg 1990; Bøje et al, 1996)

conflict avoidance (McAuley et al, 2007)

training (Bolman et al, 1997)
prioritised group (white western men) (Calas et al, 1991;
Flax 1987; Yeatman 1991)
linear development (Watson et al, 1998)
individual effort (Clegg 1992)

Source: Titov, 2015
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Postmodernism
 long term orientation (sustainability) (Drucker 1996;
Denning 2012; Clegg 1992)
 democracy (Nicoll 1998; French et al, 1999; Clegg 1990)
 open system (Prahalad et al, 1990; Clegg 1992;
McAuley et al, 2007; Kenney et al, 1988; Wooten 2009)
 effectiveness “doing the right things” (Gergen et al,
2004; Welge et al, 1999; Chanlat 1994; Kemp 2013;
Chanlat 1994)
empowerment (Bøje and Winsor, 1993; Kemp 2013; Calas
et al, 1999; Han et al, 2009; French et al, 1999; Bøje and
Dennehy, 1993; Clegg 1992),
trust (Fukuyama 1995; Warwick et al, 1980; Denning
2012; Clegg 1992)
clear vision (Bergquist 1993; Nanus 1992)
conversation (Bergquist 1993; Witherspoon 1997; Nanus
1992)
there is no one best way of doing” (Brown 1996; Kanigel
1997; Payne et al, 2006)
involvement (Sayles 1989; Watson et al, 1998; Jenner
1994)

informal, participatory and more self-reliance (Taboli et
al, 2013)
incompatible, vague and dynamic (Hatch 2006)
flexible (Welge et al, 1999; Taholi et al., 2013; Watson et
al, 1998; Passmore 1994).
teamwork and collaboration (Hurley et al., 1992; Wooten
2009; Clegg 1990; Bøje and Winsor 1993; Kemp 2013)
meaningful job (Nanus 1992; Weick 1995; Margulies et al,
1978)
technology driven (Hatch 2006; Scott 2003; Bøje and
Dennehy 1993)
ready to change (Clegg 1990; Warwick et al, 1980; Hurley
et al, 1992)
ready to take risks (Hawkins et al, 2002; Miller 2007)
instability (Cooper et al, 1988; Yeatma, 1991; Burrell
1988; Cooper 1989; Parker 1992)
independence, autonomy (Fukuyama 1995; Burke 1998;
Blanchard 1994; Eisenberg et al, 1993; Krau 1995; Pollar
1996; Reich 1994; Watson et al, 1998)
imagination, creativity (Alonso 2001; Jenner 1994;
Shenhar et al, 1996)
openness (Burke 1998; Warwick et al, 1980; Hurley et al,
1992)
happiness and fulfillment, and justice (Gellerman, et al,
1990)
self-control (Gellerman et al,, 1990; Burke 1998)
human and organisational development is prioritized
(Nicoll 1998; Burke 1998)
continuing improving (Bøje and Winsor 1993, Hurley et al,
1992; Watson et al, 1998; O’Connor 1996).
creation of shared knowledge (Bøje and Winsor 1993;
Milovanovic 1995; Wooten 2009)
need for generalists (Ettorre et al, 1994; Manville et al,
1996; Reich 1994)
use of human potential (Margulies et al, 1978)
diversity (Bøje and Dennehy, 1993)
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Abstract
In crisis time, making the choice of a company to invest becomes difficult for a potential investor due
to the uncertainty of business environment and dim future prospects. As for industries, the decision is
mostly made in favor of companies that meet the basic needs of consumers: trade, food production,
construction. For an investor the value of a business is known to be the main indicator of the company’s
reliability and attractiveness. The main approaches to assessing the value of business are: the cost, the
income and the sale comparison.
The authors argue that using the income approach to business valuation can be appropriate in the
conditions of uncertainty during a crisis in Russia. The article substantiates the choice of the approach
to business valuation and suggests an algorithm for implementing the cash flow discounting method
in the framework of the income approach using the case of a middle-sized production and construction
company. The choice of the object for research is due to the investment attractiveness of the
construction industry in Krasnoyarsk, a major industrial center in the north-east of Russia.
Thus, the article presents and tests the algorithm of companies’ business valuation based on the
income approach. The authors hope that the calculated data present a clear picture helpful to make
the decision in favor or against investing. It can be used for other production companies.
Keywords
Income approach, business value, investment
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Introduction
Short-term and long-term business prospects largely determine its market valuation. According to the
income approach, when determining the market value of a business, only that portion of its capital
that potentially brings income in the future is taken into consideration. The main approaches to
business valuation are: the cost, the income and sales comparison. The data used in this or that
approach reflect either the company’s current position (comparison), or its previous states (cost), or
its potential future results (income). The sales comparison approach requires a developed stock
market, so it cannot yet be applied to Russian business environment with emerging market conditions.
Unlike the cost approach, which assesses the previous state of the company, the cost of the aggregate
of assets, the income approach assesses the flow of future incomes.
The income approach is based on the principles of substitution and expectation realized in a set of
methods for the cost assessment based on the calculating the expected revenues of the object under
valuation [5, 6, 10]. It considers the specifics of the valuated business in terms of its potential to
generate revenue in the future. Therefore, the income approach is popular and widely applicable for
business valuation purposes [5] in countries and industries with high growth rates and in uncertain
conditions.
The modified CAPM (Damodaran) model for calculating the discount rate, as well as the cash flow
calculation scheme for own and invested capital (Gryaznova), is the basis of the developed
methodology for companies’ business valuation based on the income approach. These models have
proven themselves valid and allow making accurate calculations, since they are based on the results of
previous studies in this field, obtained with the correct use of the corresponding mathematical
apparatus, have been repeatedly tested in real life conditions.

Methods and Materials
When applying the income approach, the value of the business is calculated on the basis of the
expected future revenues that the company can bring to owners or investors. In the income approach,
the valuation of the operating company is calculated by the cash flow discounting method (CFDM). The
CFDM method assumes the following step-by-step algorithm for performing the valuation of the
company:
o choosing the duration of the forecast period;
o carrying out a detailed forecast of cash flows during the forecast period;
o calculation of the discount rate;
o calculation of the terminal value (reversion), i.e. the future value of business at the end of the
forecast period;
o calculation of business value by summing discounted to the date of estimation of cash flows
of the forecast period and discounted terminal value.
Choosing the duration of the forecast period. When using the CFDM method, all future activities of
the company under valuation are conditionally divided into the forecast and post-forecast periods.
The creation of a cash flow forecast (based on forecast cash flow statements) for any future period,
beginning this year, is the main task of the appraiser. It should be noted that the forecast period for
the company valuation may last from 5 to 10 years depending on the purpose of the assessment and
the specific situation.
Carrying out a detailed forecast of cash flows during the forecast period. There are two models of
cash flow (CF) used for business valuation purposes: a CF for equity and a CF for the entire invested
capital. The main difference between them is that the flow for the entire invested capital is built on
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the assumption that all the funds available in the organization, including borrowed capital, are
considered for it as their own. Consequently, repayment of loans and interest payments are not a
diversion of cash and are not considered when calculating the cash flow for invested capital. CF for
own capital – means that remain with business owners [7].
There are two main ways to apply the CFDM method for calculating the amount of cash flow: indirect
and direct. When calculating the CF in a direct way, gross CFs are analyzed by their main types based
on accounting information. Turnovers to the relevant accounts (for example, short-term loans,
settlements with suppliers, sales, etc.) are adjusted for changes in inventory balances, receivables and
payables, and thus arrive at amounts that reflect only those transactions that are paid for by “live
money”. The direct method is more precise, but also too time-consuming and not very informative,
since it does not allow you to trace the transformation of net profit into a CF. In this case, it is better
to use an indirect method of presenting information on CF.
The indirect method analyzes the movement of cash in the lines of business and clearly demonstrates
the use of profit and the investment of disposable funds [10].
Table 1 shows the scheme for CF calculating for equity for each forecast year. The model calculates the
market value of the company’s equity.
Table 1: The scheme of calculating CF for own capital indirectly
Inflow (+) / Outflow (-)
+
–
–
–
=
+
–/+
+/–
–
=

Indicator
Revenue from operating activities
Cost of main activity
The financial result from other operations
Taxes
Net profit
Depreciation
Change in the value of own working capital
Change in long-term debt
Capital investments
Net cash flow for equity

The calculation algorithm calculating the CF for the invested capital is as follows (Table 2).
Table 2: The scheme for calculating CF for invested capital indirectly
Inflow (+) / Outflow (-)
+
–
–
–
=
+
+
–/+
–
=

Indicator
Revenue from operating activities
Cost of main activity
The financial result from other operations
Taxes
Net profit
Interest on loans for which the net profit was reduced
Depreciation
Change in the value of own working capital
Capital investments
Net cash flow for equity

Discounting the value of CF for own capital allows directly getting the value of the company’s own
capital; if the CF is discounted for invested capital, the result is the value of the total capital invested
in the company, including borrowed funds. Therefore, using this method of calculating CF for
calculating the cost of capital of business owners, deducting borrowed funds from the received value
of the invested capital of the company is necessary [1].
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Though being an essential point in business valuation, substantiation of the choice of the cost of the
flow for own or invested capital for calculation is not given in the framework of the valuation theory.
In practice, the logics of choice are by the conformity of the company’s current capital structure with
the industry’s average financing trends. In general, it is usual to use the model of calculating CF for
invested capital to estimate the value. However, if there are good reasons to believe that the company
being valued is very different in terms of attracting external borrowing from similar companies in the
industry, or if the company uses only its own funds, the calculation is carried out using the CF for equity.
Calculation of the discount rate. Turning the projected cash flows to the current value is done using
the discount rate. The discount rate is the rate of compound interest used when converting the cost
of a CF at a certain point in time. From an economic point of view, the discount rate is the rate of return
that the investor wants to receive when investing funds.
There are various methods for calculating the discount rate, the most common are:
1) for CF for equity:
o a model for estimating capital assets;
o method of cumulative construction;
2) for CF for the whole invested capital:
o a model of the weighted average cost of capital.
The calculation of the discount rate depends on the type of CF used for valuation as a basis. For CF for
own capital the applied discount rate is equal to the rate of return on capital invested by the owner;
for the CF for the entire invested capital, a discount rate equals the sum of weighted return rates on
equity and borrowed funds is applied. Such a discount rate is called the Weighted Average Cost of
Capital (WACC) [3].
The formula for determining the Weighted Average Cost of Capital is the following:
𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 = 𝑌 × 𝑤𝐸 + 𝐼 × 𝑤𝐷 × (1 − 𝑇),
where WACC – the discount rate for invested capital,% per annum; Y – discount rate for own capital,%
per annum; I – rate of borrowing,% per annum; wE – share of equity (E – equity); wD – the share of
borrowed capital (D – debt, borrowed funds); T – tax rate of profit,%.
Using the discount rate for equity, a transfer of CF is made for equity in the value of the enterprise for
its owners. Using WACC, calculate the value of the business as a whole, considering its own and
borrowed capital.
There are several basic methods for calculating the discount rate for equity: the cumulative
construction method, the method of comparable projects, the CAPM method (a model for estimating
financial assets). The essence of calculating the discount rate by the method of cumulative
construction consists in adding to the conditionally risk-free rate of return various premiums on the
risk factors characteristic for investing in the valued business. The method of comparable projects is
carried out with the help of expert assessment of business risks and assumes the appointment of a
discount rate comparable to the required return on investment, venture funds that invest in
comparable projects [2].
The CAPM method is an equilibrium pricing model, according to which the expected return on a
financial asset is a linear function of the sensitivity of an asset to a change in the yield of a market
portfolio. The formula for the equilibrium relationship between risk and the income is presented in the
following form:
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𝑌 = 𝑅𝑓 + 𝛽 × (𝑅𝑀 − 𝑅𝑓 ) + 𝜀,
where R – the yield of the security for the period; Rf – risk-free rate of return; RM – profitability of the
market portfolio; β – coefficient of beta; ε – random error (extra charge for non-systemic risks).
A risk-free rate of return reflects the level of income that investors could receive without assuming the
risks associated with investing capital. This yield is assumed the same for all investors. Bonds with the
largest remaining maturity are chosen as a risk-free rate.
A market portfolio is the set of all possible objects of investment. As a rule, the stock market is used as
a market portfolio, and as a representative sample of assets – stock indexes and returns on them. To
take systematic risks into consideration, the beta coefficient is used. The basis for its calculation is the
sensitivity of the value of shares of the company, which have quotes on the stock market, to the
dynamics of the change in the stock index (the profitability of the market portfolio). With the increase
in the amplitude of changes in the value of shares of companies, the beta coefficient increases, and
investments in such a company become more risky [11].
The formula for calculating the beta coefficient is as follows:
𝛽𝑖 =

𝜎𝑖𝐼
,
𝜎𝐼2

where βi – the beta coefficient; σiI – covariance between yield considering risk factors of i-level and
profitability without considering them; σI2 – the variance of the yield of the base (I-th) level.
The CAPM method is the most marketable; therefore, it is more often used in the developed stock
market. The problem of using the CAPM method in Russian practice is related to the peculiarities of
the Russian stock market, as the stock market in Russia is underdeveloped. Calculation of terminal
value (reversion) – the future value of business value at the end of the forecast period. Under reverse,
understand the value of the company at the end of the forecast period. Reversion is calculated by
standard market valuation methods (comparative or the income approach).
Often a reversion is calculated within the revenue approach based on the assumption that at the end
of the forecast period the company will continuously generate a CF with a constant rate of change.
Then the method of capitalization is used.
The CF of the first post-forecast year is capitalized. CF post-forecast period is calculated, based on the
indicator of the last forecast year increased by long-term growth rates. The capitalization rate used to
calculate the reversion is based on the applied discount rate and differs from it for the anticipated
long-term growth rates. Such a model is called the Gordon model:
𝑉𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 =

𝐶𝐹𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚
𝑌−𝑔

≈

𝐶𝐹𝑁 ×(1+𝑔)
,
𝑌−𝑔

(1)

where VTerm – reversion (company value in the post-forecast period); CFn – CF of the last forecast
period; Y – the discount rate; g – long-term growth rates of CF.
The CF of the post-forecast period is a “benchmark” indicator that reflects the future profitability of
the business in the long-term (infinite) perspective at the end of the forecast period. Long-term growth
rates in the post-forecast period are chosen considering the existing production capacities of the
company. Consequently, long-term growth rates considering the inflation component to a greater
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extent, however, in this indicator; revenue growth should be also considering, as the result of
increasing production volumes until the maximum level of capacity utilization is achieved [13].
Calculation of the value of the business by summing the discounted to the date estimates of the CF of
the forecast period and the discounted terminal value (reversion). The predicted CF is translated into
the current value on the basis of the following formula:
𝐶𝐹

𝑉

𝑖
𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚
𝑉 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (1+𝑌)𝑖−0,5
+ (1+𝑌)
𝑛,

(2)

where CFi – the CF of the i-th forecast period; VTerm– reversion (company value in the post-forecast
period); Y – the discount rate; i – number of the forecast period; n – duration of the forecast period
(number of periods).
When discounting the forecasted CF, the fact that the enterprise receives revenues and spending
evenly throughout the year is considered, for this reason, the discounting of the flows is more correct
to produce by the middle of the periods, therefore, in the above formula, the classical indicator i is
replaced by (i - 0.5).

Results
In the framework of this article, the business valuation algorithm is presented on the example of a
middle-sized construction company in the city of Krasnoyarsk. he data is given for the end of 2015,
since the latest financial statements (balance sheet and the income statement) are available for 2015.
The decision of the problem of choosing the duration of the forecast period was based on the following
practical experience. For countries with developed market economies, the forecast period for the
valuation of an enterprise can be from 5 to 10 years. Since Russia is a country with emerging market
economies and long-term forecasts are difficult, the lower limit 5-year range is chosen. The main
indicator in the revenue approach is net cash flow. The latter is calculated as the difference between
the inflow and outflow of funds for a certain time. For the purposes of this study, the DP used by its
own capital after paying taxes calculated in rubles was used. The calculation of the CF is shown in Table
3.
Table 3: Algorithm for CF calculating
Inflow (+) / Outflow (-)

Indicator

+

Sales revenue

–

Costs

–

Administrative costs

–

Income Taxes

=
+
–
=

Net profit
Depreciation
Growth of own working capital
Net cash flow for equity

According to the above algorithm, the value of sales revenue is calculatedfor the forecast and postforecast period. To do this, we use the growth rates of sales in the construction industry for the period
2016-2020 (Table 4) [12].
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Table 4: Growth rates of sales in the construction industry, %
Sales of products,
income from services
Construction

Basic 2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Post-forecast period

100

+7

+5

+3

+3

+3

+2

On the base of Table 4, we are presenting a forecast of future income for a middle-sized construction
company “Alexstroy” (Table 5).
Table 5: Forecast of future income, thousand rubles
Type of
products,
services
Sales revenue
Costs
Total profit

Basic 2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

246184
236482
9702

263416.9
252880.2
10536.7

276587.8
265524.3
11063.5

284885.4
273489.9
11395.5

293431.9
281694.6
11737.3

302234.9
290145.5
12089.4

Postforecast
period
308279.6
295948.4
12331.2

It should be noted that the share of costs in the forecast and post-forecast period is equal to the share
of costs in the base year 2015. The difference between the value of sales revenue and costs is equal to
the value of gross profit. Calculation of CF for the forecast and post-forecast period is given in Table 6.
Table 6: Calculation of CF, thousand rubles
Indicator
Total profit
Administrative costs
Taxable profit
Income Taxes (20%)
Net profit
Depreciation
Growth of own working
capital
Cash flow

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

10 536.7
1 053.7
9 483
1 896.6
7 586.4
97.2

11 063.5
1 106.4
9 957.1
1 991.4
7 965.7
97.2

11 395.5
1 139.6
10 255.9
2 051.2
8 204.7
97.2

11 737.3
1 173.7
10 563.6
2 112.7
8 450.9
97.2

12 089.4
1 208.9
10 880.5
2 176.1
8 704.4
97.2

Post-forecast
period
12 331.2
1 233.1
11 098.1
2 219.6
8 878.5
97.2

3 963.6

3 029.3

1 908.5

1 965.7

2 024.7

1 390.3

3 720

5 033.6

6 393.4

6 582.4

6 776.9

7 585.4

Proceeding from indicators of previous years, administrative costs for each enterprise are equal to 10%
of the gross profit. The difference between gross profit and administrative costs is equal to the value
of taxable profit; having adjusted it to the amount of profit tax (20%) we get the net profit. The accrued
depreciation was calculated according to the balance sheet data for each enterprise. An analysis of the
financial situation over the past few years has shown that the required working capital is 23% of the
revenue.
The increase in net working capital was calculated using the formula:
∆𝑁𝑊𝐶𝑖 = (𝑉𝑟𝑖 − 𝑉𝑟𝑖−1 ) ∙ 0,23,
where ∆𝑁𝑊𝐶𝑖 – the increase in net working capital in the i-th year, Vr – the volume of revenue in the
i-th year.
Net cash flow for equity is calculated in accordance with Table 3. The predicted CFs are translated into
the current value on the basis of formula (2). The value of the enterprise in the post-forecast period is
calculated by the Gordon model (1). The discount rate was calculated using a modified CAPM model
proposed by Professor A. Damodaran, Professor of the Stern University School of Business at New York
University [6]:
𝑌 = 𝑅𝑓 + 𝛽 ∙ (𝑅𝑀 − 𝑅𝑓 ) + 𝐶 + 𝑆1 + 𝑆2 ,
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where R – the yield of the security for the period; Rf – risk-free rate,%; RM – Rf – premium for risk of
investing in shares,%; β – coefficient beta (considering the debt load); C – premium for country risk,%;
S1 – premium for small company size,%; S2 – premium for specific risks of the company, %.
The calculation of the discount rate for the period 2015-2030 is given in [9]. According to calculations,
the value of the discount rate is 18.11%.
To calculate the value of an enterprise in the post-forecast period, the long-term growth rates of the
cash flow are to be found. Long-term growth rates largely considering the inflationary component,
although in this case, in some cases, revenue growth should also be considered as a result of increasing
production volumes until the maximum (average industry) level of capacity utilization is reached. If
within the forecast period the achievement of the enterprise’s maximum load is already considered,
then in the post-forecast period, the rates of long-term growth should not exceed inflation. Calculation
of long-term growth rates is given in Table 7 [8].
Table 7: Calculation of long-term growth rates
Period
1
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

Inflation
annual
average [4]
2
105.1
105.1
104.4
103.6
103.6
103.4
103.4
103.4
103.3
103.0
102.9
102.7
102.5
102.5
102.5
102.5

Discount
rate, %

Period

3
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%
18.11%

4
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
9,5
10.5
11.5
12.5
13.5
14.5
15.5

Weighted average long-term growth rates

Discount
coefficient

Specific gravity
[5] / Σ[5]

5
0.92015
0.77906
0.65960
0.55847
0.47284
0.40033
0.33895
0.28698
0.24298
0.20572
0.17418
0.14747
0.12486
0.10571
0.08950
0.07578
5.58257

6
16.4825%
13.9552%
11.8154%
10.0037%
8.4698%
7.1712%
6.0716%
5.1406%
4.3524%
3.6850%
3.1200%
2.6416%
2.2366%
1.8936%
1.6033%
1.3574%

Contribution of the
growth rate ([2]/100
– 1) *[6]
7
0.8406%
0.7117%
0.5199%
0.3601%
0.3049%
0.2438%
0.2064%
0.1748%
0.1436%
0.1106%
0.0905%
0.0713%
0.0559%
0.0473%
0.0401%
0.0339%
~4 % (3.955%)

It follows from Table 7 that the long-term growth rate of the cash flow is 4%. Table 8 shows the
calculation of the market value of the company’s equity.
Table 8: Calculation of the market value of own capital, thousand rubles
Indicator
Cash flow
Coefficient of present value
The present value of cash flows
The amount of current cash flows
Revenue from the sale of the firm
at the end of the last forecast year
The current value of the proceeds
from the sale of the firm
The market value of a firm’s equity
capital

2016

2017

2018

3 720
0.92
3 422.4

5 033.6
0.779
3 921.2

6 393.4
0.659
4 213.3

2019
6 582.4
0.558
3 672.9
18 435.3

2020
6 776.9
0.473
3 205.5

Post-forecast
period
7 585.4
0.435

7 585.4 / (0.1811 – 0.04) = 7 585.4 / 0.1411 = 53 759
53 759 * 0.435 = 23 385.1
18 435.3 + 23 385.1 = 41 820.4
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Coefficient of current value for each year of the forecast period is calculated by the formula:
1

𝐾𝑝𝑟 = (1+𝑌)𝑖−0,5 ,
where i – the number of the forecast year.
The current price factor for the post-forecast period is calculated by the formula:
1

𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑟 = (1+𝑌)𝑛 ,
where n – the duration of the forecast period.
The present value of cash flows is calculated by the formula:
𝐶𝐹

𝑖
𝑉1 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (1+𝑌)𝑖−0,5
.

Revenue from the sale of the company at the end of the last forecasted year is calculated by formula
(1). The current value of the proceeds from the sale of the firm is calculated by the formula:
𝑉2 = 𝑉𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 ∙ 𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑟 .
In conclusion, the market value of the firm’s equity is calculated using formula (2).
Similar calculations of the cost of business were conducted for 4 more companies in the construction
industry in the city of Krasnoyarsk. The cost of business for all companies is shown in Table 9.
Table 9: Cost of business of construction companies
Company
Alexstroy
Monolitholding
Restoration
Alfa
Economgilstroy

The cost of business,
thousand rubles
41 820.4
153 877.9
233 368.5
353 045.3
193 579.3

According to the results in Table 9, two companies Restoration and Alfa, are most attractive for
investors, while Alexstroy is the least.

Conclusion
A detailed algorithm of the implementation of the methodology for business valuation based on the
income approach is presented. The choice of the income approach is substantiated by the idea that
only this approach considers the dynamics of the enterprise development, allowing comparing current
investor costs with expected future revenues, considering the time of income receipt and the risk
factors typical for the analyzed business. Thus, the developed algorithm, adapted to the existing
realities in the Russian market, allows informing potential investors of the real financial and economic
state of the companies where they intend to invest.
Having detailed information on the market value of the company’s own capital and observing changes
in its values over a certain period, the investor can thoroughly choose the companies for investment.
The results of this work can also be useful to company management, since they enable them to identify
problems that can hamper business development, and hence, the growth of the company’s value and
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make decisions that increase the value of the enterprise, both in the short and long-term periods. Thus,
the valuation based on the income approach allows adjusting the structural transformations planned
at the enterprise to the greatest extent, including the increase the business attractiveness for potential
investors.
The future direction of the research is to develop an algorithm for joint use of business value and
financial transparency with a view to increasing certainty in the decision-making process of the
investor.
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Abstract
The paper analyses the preparedness of youth for the labor market as a prerequisite that facilitates
their transition from educational system to the labor market and the access to career-oriented work
position. However, there is a big mismatch between the services higher education institutions offer
and the needs of the labor market, so the employers are concerned about the decreasing quality of
graduates’ preparedness for the labor market. The paper addresses these problematic issues: in what
way do the youth estimate their own preparedness for the labor market? What positive aspects and
shortcomings are foreseen by employers in youth preparedness for the labor market?
Aim of the research – to investigate the preparedness of Lithuanian youth for the labor market in
qualitative and quantitative aspects by assessing the attitudes of stakeholders (employers and higher
education students).
Findings: The results of the study revealed that the stakeholders give the favorable evaluation on the
Lithuanian youth’s preparedness for the labor market; however, their expectations are different and
even contradicting. Although students in higher schools give the average evaluation on their generic
competencies, the employers emphasize the lack of practical skills, initiative and curiosity for
knowledge. This implies that employers and higher education institutions have to promote
collaborative partnership in developing the curriculum of study programmes that meets the
requirements of today’s businesses and provides competence-based education.
Keywords
Youth, preparedness for labor market, stakeholders
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Introduction
Ensuring the preparedness of youth for entering the labor market is a key solution that facilitates their
transition from educational system to the labor market and the access to career – oriented position
(Bowers, Sonnte & Bardone, 1999).Considering that education is not only the engine for country’s
economic and technological growth, but also the means of youth’s social mobility, the higher education
institutions (universities in particular) and employers take an active role in this process. Nevertheless,
there is a big mismatch between the academic output and the demand of the labor market. And the
employers are greatly concerned about the decreasing quality of graduates’ preparedness for the labor
market (Adeogun, Oyebade & Osifila, 2009). The employers in both developing and more advanced
countries indicate that they encounter difficulties in finding the suitable potential employees. In the
European Union (EU), for example, youth unemployment has increased twice or three times in the last
twenty years as compared to the general level of unemployment and still remains unacceptably high.
Today’s the educated youth are eager to start working, but a part of young people do not find a job,
meanwhile, business people make efforts to search for young persons with the relevant working skills
(Mourshed, Patel & Sunder, 2014). According to these authors, the main obstacles for preparing youth
for the labor market emerge when they have to choose the relevant study programme, higher
education institutions have to meet the new needs of the labor market and the graduates have to
search for the relevant job position. Therefore, this process has to mobilize both the main interested
parties as such youth, employers and educational institutions and every EU country where the
economic growth is observed.
The Lithuanian labor market has been under positive development and the country experiences faster
economic growth. According to the data of Statistics Lithuania, gross domestic product (GDP) in 2016
increased by 2.3 percent in comparison with 2015. The number of employed persons has also increased
by 2 percent in 2016 (or by 26.4 thousand, total 1361 thousand of employed people). In 2016 the
highest employment was observed in service sector: the majority of workplaces were offered in
wholesale and retail trading, administrative and client service sectors. The positive changes were
recorded in youth employment: in 2016 youth unemployment rate decreased from 5.1 to 4.5 percent.
According to the data of Lithuanian Labor Exchange (2017), youth unemployment was reduced by
integration into labor market means and increasing youth mobility.
The statistics of Lithuanian Labor Exchange (2017) indicates that during the first quarter of 2017
employers registered 55.4 thousand of job vacancies, i.e. 4.3 percent more than at the same period of
2016 (53.1 thousand). With increasing supply of job positions, more and more employers give the
priority to candidate‘s work motivation and eagerness to learn, responsibility, initiative, and creativity.
They are also ready to offer the on-the-job training for a relevant candidate. This indicates that the
modern labor market needs the active and open-minded talents with team working skills under change
conditions, foreign language, IT skills, innovative attitudes do not meet these requirements and they
are not well prepared for the labor market. This opinion is supported by the argument that young
specialists obtain the academic background in Lithuania that is too much universal and theory-based,
and so it does not meet the specific requirements of particular profession the employer expects.
The study done by Research and Higher Education Monitoring and Analysis Centre (MOSTA) (2014) on
the preparedness of graduates for the labor market highlighted the differences in the attitudes of
graduates and employers. More than a half (58 percent) of graduates and only 27 percent of employers
agree that the graduates in Lithuania are well prepared for taking jobs. The inappropriate
preparedness was indicated by 44 percent of employers and only by 22 percent of graduates. The
graduates who have just completed their studies (about 65 percent) are more optimistic about their
preparedness for the labor market than those who graduated half a year ago (47 percent).
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At the epicenter of this discussion higher education schools and their study programmes are
considered. According to the Council of Higher Education (2017), these study programmes have been
narrowed, although, they have to be quite comprehensive, not based on research and lack the
response to the challenges business presents. The industry representatives also urge to launch the
innovations in the country’s higher education system and take into consideration the employment
policy and business practice, since the biggest intellectual potential resides in universities.
The discussion on youth’s preparedness for the labor market highlights another approach: the
employers have to change their attitudes in the labor market and meet the needs of Y generation,
which does not prioritize work and values recognition, freedom for creativity and no control. Part of
the youth does not aim to gain a long-term position in the labor market (Labor Market Is Attainable
for Youth..., 2016). The labor market also welcomes the representatives of Z generation who do not
aim to find the sole workplace they dreamed about, instead, they consider job as the possibility to earn
comfort, pleasure and personal benefit. Therefore, the contemporary macro environment undergoes
the social, economic, political and technological transformations and calls for the necessity to form
creative, talent oriented and critically reasoning society and provide the competence-based education.
The scientific research also invites for the idea that competences in particular enable a human being
act in different and ever-changing context of work activities. Accordingly, the contemporary society is
described as knowledge or competence society where the expertise of each professional is based on
both existing and constantly accumulating new competences (Stanevičiūtė, 2010). Dunne (1999)
argues that decision making and problem solving skills, learning abilities, ability to apply knowledge at
work, ability to work without supervision are equally valued at universities and workplaces. Allen and
Van der Velden (2005) state that a university’s graduate has to obtain competences in these five areas:
professional expertise, functional flexibility, innovation and knowledge management, human resource
mobilization and international orientation. Laužackas (2005) emphasizes that the considerable
influence on learner’s personality development and on its holistic manifestation in life is made by
general or transferable competencies, because they are social context oriented and related to person’s
intellectual and psychological development. Other scholars (Paige & Goode, 2009; Deardorff, 2015)
additionally point out to the importance of developing intercultural competence of students in higher
education, because of the globalization and internationalization processes.
The analysis of youth’s preparedness for labor market indicate that important role is attributed to
employers who face the criticism by education representatives as being inactive and not concerned
about the educational processes of young professionals. The politicians agree that universities and
businesses have to find new forms for cooperation that enhance country’s competitiveness in talent
market, and industry representatives believe in open dialogue and consultations between enterprises
and academic community on the curriculum formation. Such cooperation between education
institutions and stakeholders (students, higher school, employers, public organizations, etc.) would
ensure the study quality and help to develop skills students need for entering the labor market
(Bucharest Communiqué, 2012).
Scientific problem. Although the business acknowledges that national welfare and business
competitiveness depend on talented, active and creative young professional, who meets the
requirements of the labor market and the educational institutions strategically aim to prepare high
quality and specific area knowledge oriented professional; their preparedness for the labor market has
still remained the concern and significant problem in national, societal, business and science contexts.
The problem is multi-dimensional and dynamic in nature and urges for finding the answers to these
issues: in what way do the youth estimate their own preparedness for the labor market? What positive
aspects and shortcomings are foreseen by employers in youth preparedness for the labor market?
Object of the research: the preparedness of Lithuanian youth for the labor market
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Aim of the research: to investigate the preparedness of Lithuanian youth for the labor market in
qualitative and quantitative aspects by assessing the attitudes of stakeholders (employers and higher
education students).
Methods of the research: scientific literature analysis, questionnaire survey, interview, descriptive
statistics and content analysis of documents.

Methodology and Methods of the Study
The study on youth preparation for the labor market is based on the following theories:
1. Human Capital Theory. The concept of human capital is attributed to the abilities of being useful
in the production process or, in other words, the possibilities for employment (Hillage & Pollard,
1998). According to this theory, the preparedness of an individual for the labor market is directly
related to his/her knowledge and competencies. The success of young people in the labor market
could be influenced by a number of different factors: starting with personal traits and
competencies to the systemic peculiarities of the labor market. One of the modern concepts of
economics – human capital theory addresses the problems of labor force formation and quality,
determines the premises for preparing and integrating the different age persons into the labor
market, namely their educational level, qualifications, competencies and personal values (Thurow,
1970; Aulin, 1992).
2. Job Search Theory. Active participation and behavior of an individual in job search process is
determined by various economic, social, political, emotional and psychological factors.
Nevertheless, the research on labor market usually refers to job search theory, which measures
these parameters: wage, the duration of job search process, the duration of professional activity
in one workplace and the level of education (Heckman, LaLonde & Smith, 1999; Farber, 1999).
According to this theory, the latter factors enable the assessment of behavior of persons searching
a job under conditions of limited information and uncertainty (Boeri, 1999; Eriksson & Gottfries,
2000). Although, the behavior of some social groups might be not identical to the behavior of other
groups. For instance, the specific behaviour that is typical for higher school graduates, but not for
other persons who search for a job might be observed: the duration of searching the first job
position has weak correlation with higher school graduates’ educational level, although the length
of service in the first workplace is strongly related to their educational level (Nilsen & Bratberg,
1998).
3. The Stakeholder Theory. The main argument of this theory is that organization is managed not only
by shareholders, but also by all the interested parties or their structures, and the safeguarding of
their interests operates as a tool for organizational development. This study refers to the
Freeman’s (1984) definition of a stakeholder and Brenner’s (1992) category of stakeholder and his
interest to influence the processes and results of higher education institution. The important role
in this context is attributed to the internal and external stakeholders, who take different positions
in higher education system, but maintain the shared interest in higher education quality assurance
(Leišytė & Westerheijden, 2013). Students as stakeholders also participate in university
management, quality assurance procedures and structures. The employer engagement in higher
education could be described as building collaborative relationship between employers and higher
education representatives with the aim to meet both academic and industrial interests of these
stakeholders (Weert, 2011).
The empirical study on the preparedness of Lithuanian youth for entering the labor market is based on
holistic-systemic approach emphasizing that the problem under investigation calls for both
quantitative and qualitative methodologies of social research that complement one another in
different research stages. The quantitative social research methodology with the application of
questionnaire survey method enabled to identify the Lithuanian higher school students’ preparedness
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for the labor market by identifying their obtained / developed generic competencies and their
significance.
The qualitative social research methodology with the application of interview method helped to find
out the opinions / attitudes of labor market representatives on the preparedness of Lithuanian youth
to enter the labor market by identifying the positive and negatives aspects of this process.
Aiming to investigate the preparedness of Lithuanian youth to enter the labor market, the quantitative
research was modelled with 2 criteria and 56 indicators with positive meaning which enabled students
to evaluate the skills they obtained in higher education schools and the significance they attribute to
these skills.
This study is based on the concept of Generic Competencies described in Tuning Project (Tuning
Educational Structures in Europe). These competencies are divided into three groups: instrumental
competences, interpersonal and systemic competences (Tuning Educational Structures in Europe,
2006; Jakubė & Juozaitis, 2012). They are universal for all subject areas and fields and relevant for
higher education students (including graduates).
Taking into consideration the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) and the
experiences of different European countries in Tuning project, the generic competencies manifest in
all academic subjects and, therefore, they become essential for building the national concept of
Lithuanian study system and enable student to be better prepared for their future positions in terms
of employability and competitiveness (Jakubė & Juozaitis, 2012).
The quantitative research on the preparedness of Lithuanian youth for the labor market involved the
method of probability sampling of random selection. The target group of the research are students of
Lithuanian higher education institutions. According to AIKOS (Open Vocational Information,
Counselling and Guidance System) in 2013 September 47 higher education schools (24 colleges and 23
universities) operated in Lithuania. The research sample consists of the undergraduates of 28 higher
education schools (16 colleges and 12 universities) of Lithuania. According to the data of Statistics
Lithuania in 2013, 41951 undergraduates were enrolled in Lithuanian higher education schools in
autumn semester in 2012. 1311 undergraduates of Lithuanian higher education schools (colleges and
universities) were surveyed and this proves the research sample to be representative to the general
population under research. The research was carried out in March-May 2013.
The analysis of demographic characteristics of the Lithuanian students who participated in the
quantitative research revealed that the majority (66 percent) of respondents were university students
and the rest (34 percent) represented colleges. The biggest number of survey participants (87.5
percent) were enrolled for bachelor level full time studies, 81.5 percent of respondents were 21-24
years old. Almost 74 percent of students were not married and only 12.1 percent of survey participants
were involved in marital relationship. According to gender criterion, women made up 61.8 percent and
men made up 38.2 percent. The data revealed that during survey 36.5 percent of higher education
students were employed in the labor market, 63.6 percent of them started working while studying at
higher school. 30.7 percent of respondents had worked before, but they left their jobs because of
different reasons and were not employed at the moment of the survey. However, as research data
indicated, one third of Lithuanian higher education students had never been employed in the labor
market.
The analysis of quantitative survey results was based on applying the method of descriptive statistical
analysis: the initial processing of the quantitative data was carried out by calculating the percentage
formatted values, means and standard deviations.
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Aiming to explore the preparedness of Lithuanian youth for entering the labor market by defining the
opinions of employers as stakeholders of higher education, the qualitative research was applied when
the dialogue helped to reveal the experiences of these individuals (Kvale, 1996; Mayring, 2000). The
method of interview was employed which enabled to investigate the individual perceptions, meanings
of the phenomenon and construction of reality (Silverman, 2003; Creswell, 2007). The participants of
research were surveyed by semi-structured interview, i.e. the open questions were submitted.
The sample of interview participants was formed in accordance to research aim and the adequate
criteria: the target or criteria based selection was used when the individuals are chosen deliberately
with the aim to receive the specific important information that could not be retrieved in other ways
(Kvale, 1996; Bitinas, Rupšienė & Žydžiūnaitė, 2008). 42 representatives of labor market from small,
medium and large companies in different activity fields (energy, production industry, trades,
transportation, finances, construction, etc.) participated in this research. The research was carried out
in September-November 2013. In data processing stage each participant received a code with the
identification of target group (L stands for labor), case number and the page number of the transcribed
text.
The results of qualitative research were processed by applying qualitative content analysis method.
The meaningful units/statements were derived from the text data. They reflect the experience and the
attitudes of informants related to research issues. They were coded into explicit categories; the
frequency of their usage was calculated and the relationship among distinct elements of text and the
whole information scope was evaluated.

Results and Discussion
Self-assessment of preparedness of youth as social stakeholders for labor market. The tendencies of
modern life and focus on adaptability in the innovative labor market leads to a new approach in respect
of learning, which does not cease with graduating from a secondary school, college or university, and
continues throughout life. This approach emphasizes a continuous learning process, which ensures
acquisition of competences and competitiveness of a country (Augustinaitis, 2004), where youth also
shape their future.
Various methodologies and models are found in scientific sources, wherein different components
combining certain competences, required for successful preparation of youth for and youth integration
into the labor market, are provided. According to Sewell and Dacre (2010), youth preparing for the
labor market, should focus on the following essential components: career, experiences, generic
competences, emotional literacy and degree of understanding. The authors attribute personal
flexibility, desire to learn, team work and communication skills to generic competences, as integral
success factors for employment. However, reflection and self-assessment of graduates are equally
important. When presenting employment models the authors Pond and Harrington (2011) emphasize
practice and maintain that greater emphasis should be placed on development of practical
employment skills of youth.
The studies carried out in Lithuania demonstrate that youth are very intent on seeking education;
however, commencement of work activities of this group is often associated with the position of
market outsiders. Having a relative small part of human capital, i.e. lacking in practical experience,
youth are identified with the group of persons with lower productivity, for training of which additional
costs are needed (Beržinskienė & Rudytė, 2008). The studies performed by the Labor market research
institute (2002–2010) demonstrate that employers of the country place higher value on generic
competences of potential employees, since it is a successful precondition for the integration of youth
into the labor market, increasing their competitiveness in the national and international labor market.
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From the employers’ perspective the assessment of generic competences of the graduates show that
they foremost lack in initiative, accountability, desire to seriously commit to work and conscientious
and timely performance of work, creativity and autonomy (Lithuanian Confederation of Industrialists,
2012).
In accordance with Tuning project methodology (Tuning Educational Structures in Europe), generic
competences (Generic Competences) are divided into 3 groups: instrumental, interpersonal and
systemic (Tuning Educational Structures in Europe, 2006; Jakubė & Juozaitis, 2012). The following
abilities are attributed to instrumental competence: cognitive abilities (ability to understand, manage
thinking, etc.); methodological abilities to manage environment (to organize time, apply learning
strategies, etc.); technological abilities associated with application of technological means and
computer skills; and linguistic abilities (oral and written communication, knowledge of the second
language). Interpersonal competence facilitates social interaction and cooperation processes and
includes personal characteristics associated with work in groups, ability to be socially accountable, etc.
Systemic competence is described as complex abilities including knowledge, understanding, relations
and interactions between the entirety and a part; these are abilities to foresee changes, improve and
develop systems (Bedoya, 2011; Jakubė & Juozaitis, 2012). The significance and expression of generic
competences of Lithuanian higher school students is provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Competences of Lithuanian higher school students
Statement

Significance

Expression

Instrumental competence
Ability to analyse and systematise
Ability to organise and plan
Acquiring general knowledge
Acquiring knowledge forming professional background
Ability to communicate orally and in writing in native language
Ability to communicate in foreign language
Computer skills
Information management skills
Problem solving skills
Decision making skills
Interpersonal competence
Critical and self-critical abilities
Teamwork skills
Communication skills
Ability to work in interdisciplinary team
Ability to communicate with professionals from other fields
Understanding and appreciation of cultural diversity and multiculturalism
Ethical commitment
Systemic competence
Capacity for applying knowledge in practice
Capacity for carrying out studies
Learning ability
Capacity to adapt to new situations
Capacity for generating new ideas
Managing skills
Ability to work autonomously
Understanding and appreciation of cultures and customs of other countries
Project management skills
Entrepreneurial skills
Quality assurance skills

4.26±0.864
4.16±0.866
4.35±0.850
4.19±0.873
4.33±0.878
4.41±0.853
4.21±0.937
4.30±0.837
4.12±0.857
4.29±0.839
4.26±0.854
4.09 ±0.915
3.94±0.955
4.29±0.848
4.42±0.800
3.92±0.924
4.13±0.901
3.74±1.057
4.20±0.920
4.17±0.908
4.48±0.808
4.03±0.981
4.31±0.848
4.31±0.816
4.22±0.854
4.18±0.927
4.38±0.839
3.72±1.099
3.96±0.942
4.02±0.994
4.29±0.884

3.68±0.932
3.56±0.887
3.64±0.908
3.89±0.872
3.78±0.915
4.05±0.974
3.38±1.023
3.85±0.945
3.59±0.921
3.58±0.935
3.54±0.947
3.6±1.028
3.52±1.051
3.84±0.978
3.93±0.981
3.38±1.006
3.35±1.062
3.35±1.104
3.83±1.017
3.52±1.011
3.70±0.990
3.52±0.997
3.91±0.941
3.65±0.985
3.52±0.984
3.40±1.034
3.96±0.946
3.32±1.161
3.20±1.003
3.11±1.084
3.53±1.006
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The analysis of generic competences showed that instrumental (M = 4.26; SD = 0.864), interpersonal
(M = 4.09; SD = 0.915) and systemic (M = 4.17; SD = 0.908) competences are of equal importance to
Lithuanian higher school students. Greater significance / importance is placed on instrumental
competence, specifically on ability to communicate orally and in writing in native language (M = 4.41;
SD = 0.853), plan and organize (M = 4.35; SD = 0.850) and acquiring knowledge forming professional
background (M = 4.33; SD = 0.878). In assessing systemic competence youth distinguish significance of
capacity for applying knowledge in practice (M = 4.48; SD = 0.808), ability to work autonomously (M =
4.38; SD = 0.839), learning ability (M = 4.31; SD = 0.848) and capacity to adapt to new situations (M =
4.31; SD = 0.816). Although interpersonal competence is assessed as the least significant, they
emphasize significance of individual abilities, i.e. communication skills (M = 4.42; SD = 0.800) and
ethical commitment (M = 4.20; SD = 0.920).
In assessing the expression of generic competences of Lithuanian higher school students it was
established that the level of generic competences acquired by youth is lower (M = 3.60; SD = 0.987)
than their declared significance / importance (M = 4.17; SD = 0.894). Instrumental competence of
youth is the most established one (M = 3.68; SD = 0.932), i.e. ability to communicate orally and in
writing in native language (M = 4.05; SD = 0.974), acquired general knowledge (M = 3.89; SD = 0.872)
and computer skills (M = 3.85; SD = 0.945). The expression of interpersonal competence acquired by
youth is disclosed by established communication skills (M = 3.93; SD = 0.981) and teamwork skills (M
= 3.84; SD = 0.978) and ethical commitment (M = 3.83; SD = 1.017). The results of the study disclosed
that the expression of systemic competence of students is the lowest (M = 3.52; SD = 1.011) in
comparison with other acquired generic competences, although youth maintain that they are able to
work autonomously (M = 3.96; SD = 0.946), learn (M = 3.91; SD = 0.941) and apply knowledge in
practice (M = 3.70; SD = 0.990).
The analysis of the significance and expression of generic competences of Lithuanian youth, as concept
of preparedness for the labor market, discloses that the expression of entrepreneurial and project
management skills, understanding and appreciation of cultures and customs of other countries and
cultural diversity and multiculturalism, abilities to communicate with professionals from other fields
and work in interdisciplinary field and foreign language communication skills of higher school students
is the lowest, which in turn reveals that particular attention must be paid in higher schools to
developing latter skills, as significant and important to the labor market, without distinguishing specific
study fields and / or directions.
In order to develop generic competences of youth required for the modern labor market and ensure
their self-expression and successful careers, higher schools must improve current and develop new
study programmes capable of satisfying the needs of both students and employers. In this context a
considerable importance is gained by transnational mobility for the purposes of learning and
internships at foreign universities and companies. The Communication of the Commission of the
European Communities (COM (2009) 329/3) defines transnational mobility as an incentive to youth to
acquire new competences and as one of the most important means for youth to increase their access
to employment in the future, since persons learning by these means gain access to various cultures,
acquire new knowledge, and develop new language skills and skills to work in intercultural team (The
Green Paper, 2009).
Preparedness of youth for labor market: assessment of employers as social stakeholders in higher
schools. In assessing preparedness of youth for the labor market in quantitative terms, opinions /
approaches in respect of the examined problem of representatives of labor market are analyzed.
Opinions of the participants in this study can be divided into two positions: the first approach was
represented by informants with positive assessment of preparedness of youth for the labor market. In
their opinion, “About 70-80 percent of students prepared for work come to companies“ [L6, 13], “I am
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very satisfied with some students“ [L18, 16], “I assess preparedness as being higher than average, some
6-7 points (out of 10 points)“ [L14, 12]. However the greater majority of the participants of the study
expressed negative assessments of preparedness of youth for the labor market and substantiated their
opinions by the following arguments: “I would give negative assessment. They are worse than robots,
you can programme a robot, and it will definitely do what‘s required, and with students you have to
push and pull“ [L7, 19], “some of them are completely unsuitable for a modern labor market“ [L4, 11],
and “The level of student preparedness is modest“ [L5, 18]).
By using interview statement categorisation method preparedness of youth for the labor market is
contextualised by two qualitative subcategories: positive aspects of preparedness of youth for the labor
market and weaknesses of preparedness of youth for the labor market (Table 2).
The analysis of the content of the first subcategory “Positive aspects of preparedness of youth for the
labor market“ showed that one of the commonly mentioned arguments of relevant preparation of
youth for the labor market is “Work motivation“. The content of this sub-subcategory is disclosed in 9
meaningful units, by which informants acknowledge that “motivated students wishing to work come“
[L6, 5], “<...> who, when on the second-third course, already work in serious firms <...> they will have
work“ [L8, 47].

“Those who have motivation, they work, and those who don‘t wish to, those go to
the labor exchange“ [L5, 39]; “Students who wish to work, can come to a company
Work
and work right after their practical training“ [L27, 39]; “Youth definitely really
motivation want and know significantly more than we do and they can do this work by using
other methods and other means [L19, 50]; “<...> today youth have sufficiently
strong motivation and want to go to work“ [L13, 10].
Positive
“Some of the students want to learn, strive to acquire knowledge and become
aspects of
great and sought after graduates“ [L4, 9]; “<...> student who learned to learn or
preparedness Learning
learned to further accumulate their skills“ [L6, 5]; “If there is willingness then
of youth for
motivation
things can be learnt, only some effort is required“ [L7, 37]; “<...> there must be an
labor market
approach why he (she) is learning and what is his (her) goal“ [L31; 136].
“Students possess the newest knowledge and ideas, with which they can
New
excellently gain access to working activities. Their adaptation period also becomes
knowledge significantly shorter“ [L4, 12]; “With new scientific and practical knowledge you
and ideas
will be beneficial to a company“ [L5, 42]; “They have theoretical instruction“ [L9,
8].
“They do not have practical skills, they only have theoretical knowledge, <...> they
are not familiar with accounting programmes and their functioning <...>“ [L12,
36]; “It is bad – no developed critical thinking, problem solving skills, time planning
Lack of
skills and language skills“ [L4, 6]; “Practical training of graduates for labor market
practical
is too low“ [L5, 5]; “<...> he, who never had practice, comes unprepared“ [L8, 6];
skills
“<…> [he] doesn‘t know basic principles of work. They simply have too little of
practice“ [L11, 20]; “A student who completed economics studies, does not really
Weaknesses of
know what is VAT, doesn‘t know how to calculate and he is called an economist,
preparedness
with diploma“ [L14, 2].
of youth for
„It is a question whether students have initiative and wish to gain as much
labor market
knowledge as possible, benefit from the knowledge of employers and other people
within the environment“ [L38, 132]; “Ideas, innovativeness and creativity – these
Lack of
are things that are lacking“ [L7, 10]; “<...> more initiative and thinking on how to
initiative and
turn knowledge into money is needed“ [L36, 10]; “They are not ambitious and
curiosity
afraid of difficulties and challenges – they like living in the comfort zone“ [L4, 4];
“The desire to be the best, take interest and strive to do more than others is
lacking“ [L14, 12].

Meaningful units - statements
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No of
statements (n)

Category

Subcategory

Preparedness of youth for labor market

Table 2: Preparedness of youth for labor market

9

7

5

14

12
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This is the evidence to the statement that “one of the most important elements is work motivation“
[L30, 51], since modern organizations, operating in the dynamic environment of changes, require
reliable and motivates employees, who wish to achieve something, have an internal drive to satisfy
their needs, at the same time contributing to the achievement of the goals of the organization.
“Students, who wish to work while still learning and being susceptible, when coming to perform
practical training and wishing to gain additional knowledge and consolidate it, shall not have any
problems in accessing employment, whether in Lithuanian or international market“ [L5, 153]. The
results of the study by Čiburienė and Guščinskienė (2011) also claim that Lithuanian employers, when
in search for potential employees, pay particular attention to the experience of the applicants in their
professional background, positive attitude towards work / work motivation and good social skills and
focus on complex characteristics of the candidates.
The content of the second subcategory “Weaknesses of preparedness of youth for labor market“ is
laid down in two sub-subcategories. The analysis of the content reflected in 14 statements of the subsubcategory “Lack of practical skills“ suggests that, in the opinion of employers, this is the major
contributory factor causing inadequate preparedness of youth for labor market: "The fundamental
problem is the lack of skills and experience“ [L15, 34], “young people have practically no practical skills
and experience“ [L10, 1], “About 60 percent have never actually done any, direct, work, never
experienced it. Therefore it is a very bad thing when they lack practical skills“ [L7, 19]. Taking into
account that the comprehensive internship system for students has not been developed in Lithuanian
higher schools, a significant part of the participants in the internship are disappointed by its outcome.
The benefits of training and internship should be obvious both for students and employers, but today
none of the social stakeholders are often able to see and obtain real benefits from the student
internship. The studies carried out in Lithuania diagnose a very similar situation and prove that the
most important factor most considerably determining successful preparation of youth and their
integration into the labor market is work experience, which is acquired during practical professional
training or while performing paid work during studies (Čėsnaitė, 2002; Pocius & OkunevičiūtėNeverauskienė, 2005).
Furthermore, the comments of the informants on the matter under consideration highlight one crucial
nuance, i.e. attitudes of a young person and approach to practical skills and work experience: “If the
student avoids practical training and tends to prefer just being a student and not actually studying, it‘s
hard to talk, as well as strive to develop his (her) practical skills and prepare a professional adequate
for labor market“ [L1, 49]. This means that the goals and efforts of educational institution to prepare
a competitive professional who is on demand today and meets the needs of employers are insufficient,
since the success and outcome of this process seem to mostly depend on attitudes of students and
their efforts to become such professionals: “<...> a very large share of academic youth, who are not
interested in anything, only obtain theoretical knowledge which they are unable to apply in practice“
[L11, 5]. It can be presumed that the primary guarantee for successful preparation for the labor market
is the well-balanced and rational selection of a suitable and favoured profession (“One of the most
fundamental reasons is that inappropriate choice of profession by the students determines their
inappropriate preparation for labor market“ [L5, 149]), and, subsequently, targeted efforts and
motivation to become a professional in one‘s own field.
The results of the study on Graduate work motivation and employment opportunities performed by
Lithuanian Labor Exchange in 2010 disclosed that transition of youth from educational system to the
labor market is still a complex process due to the lack of professional experience and practical training
and lack of general skills and theoretical knowledge. Furthermore, other reasons, such as nonconformance of the profession in respect of the labor market demand, lack of understanding and trust
of the employer in a young person, were also mentioned and imply the reluctance of employers to
employ young employees without experience, since the latter were unable to immediately create
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added value for a company. However, irrespective of gender, age, study cycle, higher school and study
programme, the lack of practical training today is one of the main barriers to successful integration of
youth both into the national and international labor markets.

Conclusions
Although higher education students acknowledge the significance of generic competencies, the
competences they obtained in universities and colleges received only average evaluation. The students
in higher schools experience the biggest lack of entrepreneurship and project management skills,
understanding cultures, traditions and perception on cultural diversity and multiculturalism,
communication skills with professionals in different areas and skills of working in interdisciplinary
team, foreign language skills. Aiming for the youth’s attractiveness in the labor market, the study
programmes, therefore, in higher schools have to be revised and reconstructed with the strong
emphasis on developing generic competencies.
In the evaluation of youth’s preparedness for the labor market the employers indicated their positive
job attitude/motivation for job and learning; new knowledge obtained in higher school, abilities to
generate new ideas. The main shortcomings of youth’s preparedness for employment were highlighted
as follows: lack of practical skills and initiative, lack of interest in gaining new knowledge. This implies
that higher education quality, youth’s “social capital” and personal initiatives to enter the labor market
have been the essential factors for investigating the problem of youth’s preparedness for the labor
market.
Summarizing the results of the study, we may conclude that the stakeholders give the favourable
evaluation on the Lithuanian youth’s preparedness for the labor market; however, their expectations
are different and even contradicting. Employers expect a high quality graduate who is able to
effectively work and create added value for a company immediately after the completion of studies.
Similarly, young people, depending on their willingness to study and motivation, expect to get a well
paid job and start their professional activity. Higher schools aim to improve their study programmes
according to the needs of the labor market, but in the keep competition among themselves they
prioritise the admission of students and their maintenance at all costs. Such behaviour of each
stakeholder hinders the clear perception of their roles and importance in preparing youth for the labor
market. Accordingly, this leads to the lack of cooperation and only the politically declarative
participation in the dialogue of these stakeholders on youth’s preparedness for the labor market and
the ways of improvement.
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Abstract
Since the seminal work of Veblen in 1899, status and conspicuous consumption has been extensively
investigated. The luxury context is primarily the focus with studies conducted from various disciplines
including economics, marketing, consumer behavior, sociology, and anthropology. However, little
effort has been made to understand how the nomological network of socio-psychological constructs
that are theorized to influence status and conspicuous consumption, interact to govern these
consumption phenomena.
The purpose of this study is twofold: (1) to review the literature on status and conspicuous
consumption in a luxury context through the execution of a systematic literature review to identify the
most prominent socio-psychological constructs that influence status and conspicuous consumption
and (2) to develop a conceptual theoretical model of status and conspicuous consumption that can
serve as a foundation from which to investigate these instances of consumer behavior in future
research.
The Critical Interpretive Synthesis (CIS) approach to conducting the systematic review as proposed by
Dixon-Woods et al. (2006) was selected for use. CIS was deemed the most appropriate method as it
enables the synthesis of multidisciplinary and multi-method data as was needed in this study.
Findings from the systematic review indicate that the most salient socio-psychological antecedents of
status and conspicuous consumption are (1) socio-demographics, (2) perception, (3) materialism, (4)
reference group influence, (5) socio-economic status, (6) self-concept, (7) attitude, (8) consciousness,
(9) motivation, and (10) culture. The most prominent outcomes of status and conspicuous
consumption are (1) satisfaction, happiness, well-being, and (2) loyalty. Recommendations for further
research are made.
Keywords
Status consumption, conspicuous consumption, systematic review, South Africa
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Abstract
Scant knowledge on the drinking behavior of South African and Croatian university students exist and
even less is known about the similarities and differences between students’ drinking behavior from
these diverse countries. It is argued that insights into alcohol outcome expectancies and drinking
motives will inform the design of innovative and more effective alcohol education and abuse
prevention campaigns. The purpose of this cross national study is threefold: (1) to investigate the
drinking behavior, drinking motives and alcohol outcome expectancies (2) to compare the findings
from South Africa and Croatia and (3) to make recommendations towards the development of
innovative communication strategies that will address excessive alcohol consumption among these
student cohorts. A questionnaire including the Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test (AUDIT), the
Drinking Expectancy Questionnaire Revised (DEQ-R), and the Drinking Motives Questionnaire Revised
(DMQ-R) was developed. Data was gathered from single campus universities in South Africa (n=473)
and Croatia (n=331). Data analysis included descriptive statistics and partial least squares (PLS)
modelling. Students from both countries primarily drink for social and enhancement motives and
expect an element of tension reduction, together with negative consequences, to arise when drinking.
However, South African students expect an increase in sexual interest when drinking whereas Croatian
students do not. The effect of positive alcohol outcome expectancies on drinking behavior is mediated
by social and enhancement motives, indicating interaction effects between alcohol expectancies and
drinking motives. Recommendations are made for the development of innovative communication
strategies based on primary drinking motives and alcohol outcome expectancies.
Keywords
Drinking behavior, drinking motives, alcohol outcome expectancies, South Africa, Croatia
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Abstract
This study seeks to examine the perceptions of other organizational actors about the possible
strategies that human resources (HR) managers may adopt to build a professional identity.
This study is supported by the literature on professional and organizational identity. The empirical
study adopted the interviews as the method of data collection, 257 interviews were conducted to
different organizational actors and Grounded Theory applied to the analysis of the data. The
interviewees belong to 10 companies (3 multinationals and 7 Portuguese companies). The
interviewees belonged to different hierarchical levels: top managers; managers’ peers; and
collaborators from different organizational functions, with or without managerial responsibilities.
The findings demonstrate that different organizational actors have different perceptions about the
main strategies that de HR managers use to create their management territory in order to develop
different organizational and professional roles. These main strategies are also perceived has having
impact in the effectiveness and efficacy in the development of human resources management
practices. This study provides a different view of HR managers’ professional identity, by providing the
perceptions of different organizational actors on the possible strategies that HR managers may adopt
to build a professional identity.
Keywords
Professional identity, organizational identity, human resources managers, professions, strategies
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Abstract
Tourists usually avoid places that are perceived to be risky, and prefer to travel to less dangerous
destinations. The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of advice signals on risk perceptions
and the moderating effects of uncertainty avoidance and tourism product knowledge on the effect.
Four hundred five international tourists in Chiang Mai and two hundred seventy six tourists in Taiwan
participated in the experimental research and were assigned to one of three signal conditions. With
the function of traffic signals, the results showed that tourists perceive higher risk toward a red signal
and lower risk toward green signal. However, uncertainty avoidance moderates the relationship
between the advice signal and risk perception. The findings indicate that there is no significant
difference on risk perception in the three simulated signals when tourists have low uncertainty
avoidance. On the other hand, tourists with high uncertainty avoidance perceive higher physical risk
in the red signal condition than in the green and yellow signal conditions. The finding also indicated
that there is no difference on risk perception in the three simulated condition when tourists have
different levels of tourism product knowledge. Implications of these findings are subsequently
discussed.
Keywords
Risk advice signal, risk perception, uncertainty avoidance, tourism product knowledge
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Abstract
The basic topic of the submitted paper tends to provide a general outline of the changing world of
business where ethical principles claim ever higher level of attention. Due to modern technologies,
globalization and some other factors business ethics is subject to wide range of modifications.
Corporate social responsibility has been ranked among those important goals that many multinational
as well as domestic companies have been focusing on. More and more companies have ambitions to
penetrate to local markets world-wide. Thus, in different environments they are exposed to challenges
in the form of unexpected behaviour patterns, different priorities regarding ethical principles, etc. Good
knowledge of culture differences as well as high level of intercultural communication may facilitate and
eliminate potential threats or clashes in favour of completing companies´ successful missions all over
the world. Even though it is impossible to decide upon a single ethical code, ethics may add to
eliminating potential traps and failures in business activities in culturally different world.
Keywords
Business ethics, intercultural communication, culture, corporate social responsibility, globalization
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1. Introduction
Modern globalized world has been challenged by huge progress in modern technologies, scientific
research, shifts in geo-political world structure resulting in modified family patterns, clashes between
cultures, religious issues, political revolts, etc. We can also witness an increased number of
multinational companies operating world-wide that add to positive as well as negative outcomes
regarding ethical principles in business activities. There is a host of other factors resulting from various
situations and tasks that have significant impacts on business activities. The topic has never been more
dramatic and urgent.
Basic idea of business has always been tied to creating and cumulating profit. The ultimate goal and
the idea that lies behind are triggers for all those who want to satisfy their ambitions and become
successful in a whole bunch of business activities they provide.
After the end of the cold war, during which the world had been ideologically divided, the closing of the
20th century brought new visions and more optimistic outlooks for the new millenium. The fall of the
Iron Curtain caused a real euphoria and optimism for bright and happy future, particularly for the
nations that had been isolated for almost half a century from the democratic and market-oriented part
of the world. Very soon, however the enthusiasm and vigor had been switched for tangible goods, and
profits exceeded the ethical part of business. Fortunately enough, it was not a generally accepted rule
and, due to some historical and culture-bound traditions as well as foreign direct investments, the
public opinion and media focused on new challenges regarding business ethics, social responsibility
and good citizenship.
At present we can witness that companies have more and more incentives to be ethical as the area of
socially responsible and ethical investing keeps growing. The increasing number of investors seeking
out ethical operating companies to invest in is driving more firms to take this issue more seriously.
With consistent ethical behaviour comes increasingly positive public image, and there are few other
considerations as important to potential investors and current shareholders. To retain a positive image,
businesses must be committed to operating on an ethical foundation as it relates to treatment of
employees, respect to the surrounding environment and fair market practices in terms of price and
consumer treatment.
Most insurance companies operating on the territory of the Slovak Republic are international. They
created a competitive market and they have introduced their well-established practices also regarding
ethical approach to their clients focusing on increasing the level of their social responsibility.

2. Controversy between Ethics and Revenue
“Business and ethics do not mix“ – the old saying declares. “Nor do heaven and business men“ – is the
acid reply. As De George proclaimed (2003) – it is a myth and as such it constitutes part of a popular
view regarding business and people involved in it and their ethical principles. Business people have
been perceived as profit-oriented – therefore speaking about ethical principles seems inadequate for
many. According to the myth, people in business are not explicitly concerned with morality, they are
amoral. This does not mean they are immoral. Rather, they feel that moral considerations are
inappropriate in business. Sometimes we can observe that although a firm acts according to a moral
principle, it is not obvious they would boast about it in moral terms.
Business ethics may seem to be rather controversial as it leads to a conflict between economic and
ethical reality, between individual vs. general interests. On one side it follows the process of profit
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maximization and on the other one, it should focus on fair and harmless acts in doing business. The
more individuals or business entities achieve due to their business activities, the higher is their social
status. They are challenged by a number of situations to leave their fixed and in-born ethical and moral
principles for the sake of keeping the given status quo. For many of them it is not easy to resist these
temptations.
Many businesses act immorally not because they have a desire to commit evil but simply because they
want to make profit and therefore disregard certain consequences of their actions. It is much easier for
these people to deal with finance – euros or dollars - than to consider value judgement. In other words,
it is more comfortable to discuss profit and loss than comment on ethical impacts of their business
activities on people, community and society.
This controversy may lead business people to a dilemma – how to win the tough struggle with
competitors on the market and not abandon one´s ethical principles? It does not at all mean that they
want to ignore ethical and moral principles, some of them merely suppose these factors should be
excluded from business activities. They frequently argue that they are law-abiding entities and they
cannot ´afford´ considering ethics in their businesses as they would lose their competitiveness on the
market. They admit they have responsibility for their employees and if they involve ethical principles
in their activities their less ethical competitors might take over their positions on the global market.
Even though many of today´s top managers and CEOs are university graduates, this is no guarantee of
ethical behaviour. As admitted by Gardner (2011) even if one grows up with a strong ethical sense, the
bad behaviour of others can undermine it. Especially young people are very sensitive to such behaviour
considering that if people around them are cheating, they should do it, too ´because everyone does it´.
They tend to assume it is the price of success.
It is very curious that many people, when they walk through the doors of a company, leave behind the
values they apply in their home life, and are too easily influenced by what is going on around them. It
is partly a question of company leadership – if they emphasize integrity, then people tend to carry their
own values through the doors of the company. But if the whole culture of the company is focused
exclusively on hitting the numbers, then people are very easily swept along by that kind of ethos.
Therefore we cannot be too surprised that many business people today are behaving very badly.
Spectacular lapses in corporate ethics at American companies like Enron a WorldCom have come to
symbolize the decline of ethics in Anglo-American business. Investigations showed that company
profits had been inflated. Charges of corruption at Siemens in Germany or financial scandals at Lloyd´s
and Citibank in Great Britain have led to crisis in public confidence. General Motors and Toyota also
had their massive scandals. Recently we witnessed it was Volkswagen´s turn. The company got in major
trouble for cheating on diesel-emissions tests. These are but a few examples that hit some renowned
companies and distorted their images world-wide.

3. Corporate Social Responsibility
Social responsibility and business ethics are often regarded as the same concepts. However, the social
responsibility movement is but one aspect of the overall discipline of business ethics. The social
responsibility movement arose particularly during the 1960s with increased public consciousness
about the role of business in helping to cultivate and maintain highly ethical practices in society and
particularly in the natural environment. It was especially important to underline that a business is
building something more than just revenues.
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a term to be denoted to as a certain level of responsibility firms
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have towards the people and environment affected by their businesses. Most large corporations and
multinational companies have a CSR programme including large insurance companies. A CSR
programme looks at where their responsibilities lie a how they should fulfil them – on a global level.
Companies are expected to play a part in the sustainable development of societies, the economy and
the natural environment. They recognize that it is in their interests to have a good CSR record. A
reputation that has taken years to build can be destroyed in hours through a corruption or
environmental scandal. A good CSR record can help to improve a company´s image and business, and
it is useful in attracting customers and talented staff. A good CSR programme can help to combine
growth with doing well.
Recognizing how important social responsibility is to their customers, many companies now focus on
and practice a few broad categories of corporate social responsibility. There are several areas which
attract the attention of socially responsible companies world-wide, as environment efforts,
philantropy, ethical labour practices, volunteering, etc. It is not always exclusively large companies that
are supposed to be involved in these activities. Smaller firms have also chances to prove their interest
and even modest steps such as 'open door days' can be a great way to build links to their communities
and reflect that firms aim to make valuable, long-term impacts.
The focus of CSR has changed from paternalistic philantropy towards more active cooperation with
communities, to transfer skills and help people become independent. Concerns over issues such as
climate change, resources depletion, the production of unsafe products, toxic waste and corruption
mean that there is huge pressure on companies to prove their good citizenship.
During the recent almost sixty years the topic of involving ethics in business has echoed in many larger
or smaller businesses world-wide. In spite of a significant advancement there is still a lot to carry
through regarding business ethics implementation in business activities across cultures.

4. The Business of Giving
The global economy has produced a new class of super-rich. Not only that, but managers of large
companies are paid enormous salaries, while thousands of workers lose their jobs. People around the
world seem to agree: the rich are getting richer, and the poor are getting poorer. The truth is, however
that super-rich individuals are one source of charitable donations. Large corporations are another.
The Committee Encouraging Corporate Philantropy (CECP) promotes the idea that, by helping others,
companies will profit. Corporate involvement in charitable and community organizations is sometimes
known as ´philantrocapitalism´ or ´venture philantropy´. The term philantrocapitalism also describes
the use of business principles in running a philantropic organization. It is another aspect of applying
ethical and moral standards - the idea of corporate involvement in charitable and community
organizations. The idea involves both well-to-do individuals as well as large corporations.
There is a distinctive heart of philanthrocapitalism that is characterized by three distinguishing features:
 very large sums of money committed to philantropy, mainly the result of the remarkable profits
earned by a small number of individuals in the IT and finance sectors during the 1990s and
2000s;
 a belief that methods drawn from business can solve social problems and are superior to the
other methods in use in the public sector and civil society;
 a claim that these methods can achieve the transformation of society rather than increased
access to socially beneficial goods and services.
Corporations have developed a number of different strategies for ´doing well by doing good´. One of
these is ´cause-related marketing´, a tactic that was first used by American Express in 1983 as part of a
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project to restore the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island. The company raised $ 1.7 million by giving one
cent of each transaction made on special American Express cards, resulting both in more customers
and more credit-card purchases (americanexpress.com).
Cause-related marketing has its critics, however, who say that this type of marketing can confuse or
anger consumers and make nonprofit organizations too dependent on corporate donors. Some large
nonprofit organizations, such as the American Heart Association, refuse to become involved in causerelated marketing for fear of damaging their credibility.
A new trend in corporate philantropy is pro bono work, modelled on the legal profession. For many
years, large law firms have provided their services free of charge to community groups or
disadvantaged people. Corporations are increasingly using this concept as part of their philantropic
efforts. Young people especially are interested in pro bono work. According to a 2007 study by U.S.
Consulting firm Deloitte, pro bono service is a useful recruiting tool. Providing pro bono services give
corporations a chance to make valuable contacts with the community and business leaders involved in
nonprofit groups. Such cooperations also improve local economies. Therefore, strengthening the
capacity and infrastructure of institutions supporting philantropic activities ultimately improves the
business climate as well.
Few people would argue against putting the huge profits of individuals and corporations to good use.
But can today´s philantrocapitalists change the world for the better? Business and market methods do
not cause social transformation According to Edwards (2008), no great social cause was mobilized
through the market in the 20th century. The civil rights movement, the women´s movement,
environmental movement - all were pushed ahead by civil society and anchored in the power of
government as a force for the public good. Business and markets play a vital role in taking these
advances forward, but they are followers, not leaders.
In recent years we could witness that some rich entrepreneurs plan to give a large portion of their
wealth away. Among those who are well-known for this part of their activities are Warren Buffet, Bill
Gates, and a number of others from all parts of the world. They, however, are not those who had
invented the trend. A Scottish philantropist Andrew Carnegie started with these activities in the late
19th century. His slogan was as follows: “The man who dies rich dies disgraced“ (Carnegie, 2005). During
his lifetime he gave away more millions of US dollars and today the Carnegie Corporation supports
education, international peace and development.

5. Barriers for Developing Ethical Thinking at Work and in Society
One barrier to ethical behaviour in business is lack of professional standards. Strictly considering,
business is not a profession if we compare it to that of a doctor, lawyer, teacher, etc. Professions
develop over long periods of time and they gradually establish their standards and sets of control
mechanisms as well as sanctions for those who violate their particular professional codes. True
professionals undergo extensive training to earn a licence. If they do not act according to recognized
standards, they can be expelled from their professional associations.
As it has already been mentioned, most of present business people and top managers are university
graduates, unfortunately enough this is no guarantee of ethical behaviour. In fact, the opposite could
be the case and the sad truth is that one´s ethical sense can be undermined by bad behaviour of others,
especially by unfair competitors and lobbying practices. (Gardner, 2011). It is a ´good excuse´ for
admitting that there is no wrong about it as ´everyone does it´. So many business people tend to claim
that if people around them are cheating, it is an inevitable price of success.
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As a result of well-publicized scandals, many large companies have established their compliance code
to regulate ethical behaviour. This, however does not automatically guarantee that problems will not
occur. Companies should support individual responsibility by everybody in the company. Very
important is the way and degree how management approaches ethical principles. If there is a trend on
the side of management to strictly follow their established rules, they become taken for granted with
lower layers of the staff, too.
We can witness an interesting paradox – on one side there is a strong claim for ethics in business, on
the other side more and more companies have to challenge ethical failures in their activities. This
situation may reflect the fact that CEOs have come under increasing pressure from the side of their
shareholders to guarantee profits at all costs.

6. Ethical Code - Subject to Differences between Cultures
Doing business internationally is much more complex and complicated also from the ethical point of
view. It takes place in environment that has different cultural, religious, historical, political and
economic backgrounds. Ethical and moral principles of one culture could be unacceptable in other
culture. Cultural differences and ethical standards vary a lot across cultures - what is considered to be
unethical in one culture, may be quite acceptable in another one.
It is not simple to exactly identify what ethics and ethical principles mean in multicultural business
environment. Ethics has frequently been indentified with good and evil, for others it has been in close
connection with their religious beliefs, while some people equal ethics with law. Faith plays a great role
in settling ethical norms and standards and most religions support the idea of ethical behaviour in
general. On the other side, it should be admitted that ethics has not been exclusively linked with
religion – also those who do not belong to any religious group follow ethical principles in their
behaviour and acts.
Ethical principles and ethical behaviour have also to do a lot with ´ethical climate in society´. This may
vary to great extents over cultures – and may result in ignoring, suppressing or avoiding ethical
standards that are generally accepted in other cultures.
Ethical issues include a wide scale of topics - practical and relatively well-defined ones, e.g. fair and
responsible approach to all partners, clients, suppliers, etc. On the far end of the scale is the broader
perception of ethical principles regarding the society as a whole – considering environment protection,
personnel responsibility as well as observance of human rights in general.
Multinational companies providing their business activities and operating in various cultures and
employing staff with culturally different background should very clearly formulate their ethical
principles to avoid potential clashes between cultures, religions, races, genders, etc. Most companies
would have guidelines on this sort of thing. Companies´ ethical codes should send fair signals to their
employees across the world what is acceptable behaviour and what is not. There should be a trend
towards the lowest common denominator - then individuals will have to use the principles of each
particular code intelligently and sensitively in the context they are in. Similarly, sanctions for violating
ethical principles should be very carefully and sensitively applied.
This, however, is an extremely complex task as different cultures have different scales of values as well
as they have various forms how to approach to the violation of ethical and moral standards.
Multinational companies as well as any other business entities acting in culturally different
environments should be well aware that they are representatives of their own culture, ethics and
moral. Therefore this side of their business activities should neither be neglected nor overestimated.
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Concepts of ethical behaviour differ from country to country. In some countries giving a gift to business
partners is accepted, in others it could be considered a bribe. There is no well-defined line and there
are problems with definition of ethical principles that would be applied generally all over the world. It
depends partly on the culture and the morality of the country concerned. We all have to decide what
is ethical about gift giving in the circumstances at the time, and in the particular place, and reach the
judgement. Therefore recognizing intercultural communication leads to success or failure in potential
business operations on international level.
Globalization and internationalization in economy result in the fact that there is a global market
worldwide, presenting its whole complexity and variability. The basic criterium for company´s
achievement is profit. This, however should not become its ultimate or unique goal.
Due to globalizing trends the whole world turns into a market following its complexity and diversity.
Multinational companies may tend to abuse their seemingly unshakable positions especially in less
economically advanced countries. This, however is quite closely observed by the general public in their
particular home countries. Nowadays, these companies do not dare to ignore the public opinion any
more. People are very sensitive also to marketing activities and advertising forms regarding the same
products or services applied in culturally different environments.

7. Conclusion
There is a range of opportunities how to involve ethical principles in business activities. It is a rather
complex and demanding process requiring some patience as well as enlightenment and training.
General public should be involved in the process by eliminating their negligence or showing both their
positive or negative attitudes to companies involving in or ignoring corporate social responsibility in
their activities. Concerns over issues such as climate change, resources depletion, the production of
unsafe products, toxic waste and corruption mean that there is huge pressure on companies to prove
their good citizenship.
Even though some countries require firms to report on their corporate social responsibility, there is
currently no single international CSR standard. Nevertheless, there are at least some standards and
guidelines that provide generally accepted reference points for improving CSR performance in specific
areas.
Modern business activities become more globalized – multinational companies tend to follow
their own ethical codes and principles all over the world. They provide investments in host
countries as well as support local employment and competitiveness. However, the management
should be well aware that they would challenge complex issues resulting from different
historical, cultural, religious, and other backgrounds. Such a challenge can be mutually fruitful
for applying ethical principles and supporting corporate social responsibility.
Prominent American economist M. Friedman was not very positive about combining business
and ethics. Nevertheles, he admitted the necessity of considering certain level of ethical aspects
in business activities. As he pointed out: “there is one and only one social responsibility of
business – to use it resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as
it stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition
without deception or fraud” (Friedman, 2002).
Ethical and moral issues should not be committed for academic disputes either. Neither is this topic
any kind of ´luxury element´ that could be considered unimportant for people´s everyday lives.
Corporate social responsibility has become an adequate component of most companies on both
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national and multinational levels. Many of their activities mean a certain challenge and progressive
trends for modern societies´ survival in the 21st century. Due to our opinion, research programmes
involving this particular issue should be supported in close cooperation of academic field and real
business environment activities.
Intercultural communication has been vital for ethics in business activities as the differences
concerning what is ethically accepted and what is not, widely differ accross cultures. The more
developed a country is, the more attention is paid to ethical standards within the social context.
Traditions, customs, family background and education are factors that are involved in the
process. Becoming aware of one´s own cultural, ethical and moral values facilitates the way of
understanding specific cultures and their specific values.
To conclude this paper we would like to admit that, in spite of comments from the side of those
who consider corporate social responsibility for charity or even for shareholder cheating, the
trends tend to encourage for moderate optimism. Those societies and people who managed to
improve their living standards due to established ethical and moral principles tended to be more
satisfied and they were willing to support also projects that were not exclusively focused on
creating financial profits.
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Abstract
Consumers are driven by decisions that transcend the materiality of the products and services they
consume. In a superficial analysis, there is a risk of translating consumer behavior only through its
standard response or stated opinions, which may at first not fully reveal the complexity and fullness of
its actual behavior. The purpose of this study is to identify the convergences or divergences between
the "say" of the consumers, as opposed to their actual behavior in fueling in practice. In addition, it
was possible to understand in depth the factors considered, according to the consumers, to the choice
of fuel stations and in establishing the correlation of the say-does, it is possible to interpret the facts
perspective, the real relevance of the factors initially declared. Based on these considerations and
given the complexity of the theme, a mixed approach was used for the project research, characterized
as a sequential exploratory project, which is based on the qualitative and quantitative methods. The
data were obtained by in-depth interviews, structured questionnaires and an application (app)
developed for the purposes of this study. The results of the study showed a mismatch between the
say-do consumers' on the choice of gas stations brands. The inputs and discussions may serve as a
basis for future research in different categories and may instigate the reflection about the needs for
new tools applied to marketing that allows evaluating the intention and behavior of the consumer
beyond declared discourse.
Keywords
Consumer behavior, behavioral consumption choice, behavioral consumption model, gas station
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1. Introduction
Gas stations offer similar products. During 1990 the Brazilian Market was dominated by the
international companies Shell, Exxon, Texaco and the national companies Ipiranga and BR
Distribuidora. Minor players enter the Market after a process of deregulation and, several cases of tax
frauds and products adulteration appeared. State monopoly of processing crude oil was formally
abolished in 1997 but in practice, the State-owned Petrobrás still refines and provides gasoline and
diesel to the Brazilian Market. Which lead us to one market where fuel products are the same and
making competitive differentiation harder (Mesquita, 2007).
This study aims to identify convergences and divergences between declared behavior and actual
behavior of consumers in fueling practices.
The theoretical framework is composed by the Behavioral Perspective Model (BPM) proposed by Foxall
(1998) considers the learning process of the consumer as well as the consumption settings and the
Intention-Behavior Relationship Research (Ajzen, 1991; Ajzen, 2001; Davies, Foxall & Pallister, 2002).

2. Theoretical Framework
Consumer behavior diverges from what is foreseen in research, even small changes in the consumption
context may lead the person to modify its social identity, in other words, the real decision might not
be equal to the hypothetical decision (Champniss et al., 2015).
Declared preference is a choice model that represents the decision between switching to a new
alternative or maintaining the existing choice (Ben-Akiva & Morikawa, 1990), in other words, one
model for identifying user preferences or possible actions in response to changing supply conditions
(Senna, Toni and Lindau, 1994), the behavior they would have if the choice were real (Brownstone,
Bunch & Train, 2000; Earnhart, 2002). The basic principle of declared preference is to present the
respondent with a set of hypothetical options from which he chooses one. This choice made by the
individual represents his preference for the attributes of one alternative over the others (Adamowicz,
Louviere & Williams, 1994).
Revealed preference has two advantages over declared preference data: i) greater reliability and ii)
greater validation. Reliability defines the idea that repeated measurements of a choice will lead to
similar results; the validation refers to the relationship between what was observed to be chosen and
what was actually chosen (Louviere, Hensher & Swait, 2000). Another advantage is the incorporation
of restriction applying to one choice
However, one of the major drawbacks discussed in the literature is that revealed preference in
relation declared preference is its limitations of alternatives, attributes and attribute levels
(Morikawa, 1989; Louviere et al., 2000). Once the revealed preference data are collected in the real
world, the alternatives analyzed will be restricted to those available at the time of
observation/collection.
Another important point is that revealed preference data (for example socioeconomic data, credit
card transactions, loyalty programs) are relatively expensive to obtain and require considerable time
collection (Louviere et al., 2000). The major contribution of this paper is to provide one alternative
for collecting and analyzing declared and revealed preferences.
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3. Method
Sequential mixed method approach as stated by Creswell (2010) was used, this process was quoted as
triangulation by Goldenberg (2004). Three phases were done in the following order: exploratory
qualitative research; quantitative – what is said; quantitative - was is done.
In the Qualitative phase, a phenomenological inquiry identifies the essence of the consumption
experience as described by the consumer. Creswell (2010). So, we describe consumers' perceptions of
the gas station, filling the tank, lifestyle. Six In-depth interviews conduced in one convenience sample.
Three men and three women with an average duration of 50 minutes were interviewed. Data was
recorded and transcripted.
The interview guide was composed by seven theme blocks concerning personal data, vehicle and daily
routine, main car care, processes of filling the tank, choice of the gas station, last filling and gas stations'
brand evaluation.
Preliminary analysis uses the software ATLAS.ti, Flick (2004) explains that one analysis tool alone is not
sufficient, so we also apply one discourse analysis (Shreier, 2012) in order to have one complete
interpretation of the data. The discourse analysis to not represent reality but contribute to building it.
Upon these results, the qualitative approach was elaborated.
The second phase we measure preference and declared intentions for gas station. In this quantitative
step named “what is said" one survey was carried on using a Computer Assisted Telephone Interview
(CATI). The questionnaire was composed of 37 open and closed questions asking about gas supply
frequency, service station brands, preferred gas stations and intentions to buy and use gas stations
service. \besides this we asked them to rank factors influencing their choice. The judgment sample was
collected upon one consumers’ data bank, this list is sold by one market research company. The
interviewee should drive and available to install one App that was going to be used in the third phase.
We had 97 consumers who owned a car, were responsible for filling up the car’s tank, 12 were
considered inadequate to analysis due to lack of answers.
In the third phase, we verify what was is done by the person interviewed in the second phase. One app
for smartphones was installed on their phone and they get incentives to send a picture of their bill at
the gas station. 75 individuals send pieces of evidence of their actions. There are more than 168 million
of smartphones in Brazil (Pesquisa Anual de Administração e Uso de Tecnologia da Informação nas
Empresas, 2016). Couper (2016) states that mobiles are being preferred research tools to investigate
consumer behavior.
The app allowed to identify the place, brand of the gas station, sort of fuel purchased and Money spent
during three weeks. Whenever consumers were filling the tank they should open the app on their
smartphones, insert information about the gas station, type of fuel, value in Reais (R$) only in the filling
tank activity and take a picture of the tax coupon. All the quantitative analyzes were performed with
SAS software version 9.4 and Dell Statistica in version 13.

4. Results
Results from the qualitative research pointed out that it is normal to fuel once per week but the ways
are different. One way is more fragmented, going more often and spending less money and the other
is fill the tank up and spend more. The reasons associate with this behavior are not only economical
but also beliefs related to car category and performance, as exemplified by the following extracts:
 “So, if it's a week that I don’t have money, I do not fill up the tank, I put what I have and
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then I'll fill again another day." (Interviewn: Claudia)
“I think the car gets too heavy if the tank is full.” (Interviewn: Kevin)
"If the tank is in the middle I fill it up. I’ve got problems with a tank which level was too low.
And my car is still under warranty, if something happens they won’t cover the damage”.
(Interviewn: Gustavo)

The following factors were cited as differentiators to choose fuel stations, not necessarily exposed
here in order of relevance. They are Brand; Confidence; Price; Location; Promotion; Safety; Services
and Service.
The attributes Brand and Trust seemed to be deeply related when they mention the category of a gas
station. The concern with adulteration is the most important point and it works as a protagonist in
the consumer relationship with this sort of service. Sometimes these brands are used as a differential
factor for the gas station. The credibility that seems to come from it for the product offered. In this
sense, we quote some excerpts from the interviews that confirm the above:
 “(The flag of the gas station) is extremely important because it conveys confidence. I'll never
stock up on a gas station without a flag, only if I'm on the road and in need. Because the fuel
can be adulterated." (Interviewn: Gustavo)
 “Today we cannot rely too much on the gas station because it comes mixed, adulterated
and everything (...). One day my cousin went to fuel at a station where her father had already
told her not to refuel because it was being "tempered" with ... She chopped on her car's
engine and had to fix it. No way, sometimes you get cheaper gas and get expensive
consequences." (Interviewn: Kevin)
 I see a lot of problems (in white-flag stations, those with unknown brands) because usually
when I pass and I see one interdiction signal, it is a white flag. It gets marked in your head, I
cannot trust them.” (Interviewn: Aparecida)
There is a feeling of insecurity because the fuel can damage one expensive product - the car.
Apparently, the gas station brand is extremely important. Price is also mentioned, as one important
factor to choose the station, there is an interval in which the price is acceptable. However, is still
related to the brand and confidence, if the price is too low consumers will mistrust the station.
The location is always very relevant and they are always on their daily route. Nevertheless, there is
the security concern especially in women such as illumination and aspect of the station itself.
Customer service like offering to clean the window or checking the tires are well seen. The
convenience store is used only once in a while as a differentiation point.
The second study had the sample composed of 46,67% females, 53,5% of males; 77,33% were
between 20 and 45 years old; 30,67% were bachelors, 64% married and 4% divorced. All of them were
working with revenues, 38,67%, between €1500 and €2200. 48% had two vehicles and 68% had
owned their main vehicle for 3 years.
Confirming the finding of the first phase filling up the tank occurs less frequently, in 42.67% of the
interviewees. 96% go to the gas station more than once a week and have more interaction.
Brand and trust are of extreme relevance to choice making, as already stated, due to the history of
adulterations in the sector. According to the 97.33% of the sample, it is preferable to suffer the
burden of a higher price to submit to the risk of fueling at an unreliable gas station.
In addition, it is noted that 86.67% of our sample claims to be faithful to the gas station and only
13.33% say that they will supply at any establishment. Consumers were also unwilling to use new
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brands, given that 72% prefer not to take risks.
At this point, it is interesting to highlight that for 69.33% of interviewees the brand of the gas station
is more important than the station itself. What’s more, the price loses relevance in relation to the
trust and brand of the gas station, since the vast majority of respondents, 97.33% mentioned they
prefer to supply in places of well-known brands that cost more to risk to supply in cheaper places.
The factor analysis revealed eight factors explaining 72% of the variance in consumption choice of
gas station. 25 statements were grouped into Trust, Brand, Personnel, Safety, Location, Price, Services
and Promotion). At this point, there was no stimulus for any gas station.
In the third phase, we had 244 transactions, an average of 3,25 transaction per individual. Shell brand
was preferred for fueling with 35,25% coupons. 28% interviewees presented the same preferred
choice made for a gas station. That means only 28% of individual fill the tank with the gas station
brands they declared before.
When we contrast this index obtained with similar indices derived from work with other categories of
consumer goods, we understand that for fuel stations the correspondence of say-do seems to be lower
than for categories of consumer goods, which presents correspondence higher than 50% (Porto, 2009;
Janarelli, 2006).
Thus, discussing the research as a whole, the analysis presents important indices obtained in the two
quantitative phases: the first, referring to the consumer's declared preference and the second revealed
choice (phase 3).
Table 1: Declared and Revealed Preferences

Brand
Shell
Ipiranga
BR
Ale
Others

2nd phase – Declared preference
Preferred brand
Fueling frequency
Intention
n
%
n
%
n
%
23
30,67
25
33,33
33
44
27
36
25
33,33
45
60
22
29,33
20
26,67
29
38,67
3
4
5
6,67
8
10,67
0
0
0
0
4
5,33

3rd phase
Revealed behavior
n
%
38
50,67
33
44
29
38,67
6
8
15
20

The results support the findings of prior studies conducted on the Intent-Behavior relationship (Fiske
& Taylor, 1991; Gollwitzer, 1999): in general there is a low rate of prediction of declared preference.
There is a divergence between the consumer's declared preference and actual behavior as shown in
the table below
The largest discrepancies appear with brands occupying opposing positions on a hypothetical
informative reinforcement scale: on one hand Ipiranga (no correlation, coefficient of -0.1888) and on
the other the white flag posts (no correlation, coefficient of 0.178).White flags are denomination for
gas stations that have no known brands. As already explained, in the category of gas stations there
are consequences regarding the utility of the good. Remembering that the product offered are
essentially the same since it comes from the same refinery, the state-owned Petrobras.
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Table 2: Correlation coefficient between intentions and purchase among brands
Intention
Shell
Ipiranga
BR
Ale
Other

Shell
-0,092
0,283
0,126
-0,177
-0,241

Ipiranga
0,113
-0,188
-0,263
-0,045
-0,091

Effective
BR
-0,097
-0,134
0,382
-0,097
-0,067

Ale
-0,063
-0,06
-0,234
0,535
0,149

Outros
0,094
-0,136
-0,26
0,151
0,178

In this way, it is possible to understand that the relevant consequences that may contribute to the
history of consumer learning, and converge with the consumer scenario, to generate new purchasing
behaviors are informative.

5. Final Remarks
Declared and revealed preference was measured and the actual consumption behavior was proved
by the invoices sent through the app in order to understand convergences and divergences between
the discourse and the effective action of consumption. As shown, only 28% of the individuals in the
sample had total say-to-do correspondence in the choice of fuel brands, thus confirming the main
idea raised for the project: that the consumers say about the intention to supply in a brand of Fuels
is not proven by the fact that they are done in practice.
The inputs obtained in the quantitative phases of the project, both in the declared and revealed
behavior allowed to analyze the brand as one important factor. It works as an endorser of functional
attributes linked to fuel quality and reliability. The price factor is not so relevant in the research
environment at the moment of the consumer's verbal statements, but it gains relevance at the
moment of consumption, or during the moment of doing.
The theory of the Behavioral Perspective Model (Foxall, 1998) helps to understand reasons of the
discrepancies of say-doing, or declared and revealed. The gas station brands with high information
reinforcement tags there is no significant correlation in the say-do (Correlation Coefficient: Ipiranga
= -0.188; Shell -0.092). This seems to be due to the fact that consumers in self-reporting techniques
may offer responses that they believe are more socially desirable or confer status. And they will not
necessarily make their say in their actions, as endorsed by Davies, Foxall and Pallister (2002). For
those with intermediate information reinforcement tags, the say-to-do correlation behaves as
follows: in Ale there is a significant correlation of say-doing (Correlation Coefficient = 0.535); In BR
there are indications of possible correlation (Coefficient of Correlation = 0.382). It is inferred that this
occurs due to the fact that if the consumer is not influenced by the level of reinforcement and claims
to consume brands of lesser prestige, they tend to correspond to their doing in saying and consume
the brands initially mentioned. The brand requiring low information reinforcement tags, there is no
significant correlation between the say-do (Correlation Coefficient = 0.178). It is believed that this
occurs, for the same reasons exposed for high information reinforcement brands, but in this case,
what is observed is that the consumers say do not mention low information reinforcement brands,
with high rejection rates, but make them stand out, most probably due to the Price factor, since the
consumer associates price competitiveness to these stations.
The results indicate that there is a need to better understanding consumers' revealed and declared
preference in other business segments, where there is a more significant difference among products
offers. Moreover, the low correspondence of the say-do needs to be better understanding of
consumer scenario and consumer learning history variables. Depending on their past contingencies
new consumption behaviors might appear, which were not evaluated in this paper.
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The use of mobile phones with special apps was received by consumers as they saw one advantage
in downloading it. Thus, it is interesting to note that both the academic and organizational
environments must be attentive to the development of new research methodologies about consumer
behavior that are less and less limited to the statements or say of the individuals, but consider for the
prediction of their behaviors the contingencies The specificities of the market to be analyzed and the
consumption scenario in which the behavior may occur.
For future studies seeking a greater prediction of behavior may be interesting to apply Apps in the
methods to increase details and specifications of behavior; to seek spontaneous statements about
choices and not stimulated; and provide questions that expose correspondences between situations
(in case of situation X, what would you do) landing in this way, do it in more tangible situations for
individuals.
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Abstract
Only because of the enormous growth rate in knowledge the world is focused on innovation as the
main pillar of business success. Innovations and developments have become part of any modern
organization and now symbolize the so called “knowledge share culture“. Based on this interpretation,
the main aim of the article is to analyze the knowledge capital in relation to methods of employee
performance evaluation with the emphasis on streamlining the overall process of the performance
management and increasing the organizational competitiveness in the market. In order to examine the
presented concept of knowledge management was identified a set of 12 variables and investigated on
the research sample consisted of 203 business entities operating in the Slovak Republic. For the
purposes of identification of links between established factors resulting from factor analysis and
verification of links between assessment methods and variables was applied Cramer's contingency
coefficient V.
Keywords
Knowledge management, performance, evaluation, business entities
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1. Introduction - The Reasons for Examining the Issue of Knowledge Management
All organizations in 21st century found themselves surrounded by the global competition. The shift
from an industrial to a knowledge-based society and the growth of the human capital mean a challenge
to stay competitive. Changes in demographics, globalization and especially the lack of highly qualified
workforce, have a significant impact on the ability to maintain its stability (Laprade, 2008). Emerging
technologies also contributed to the fact that the change has become a permanent part of the life of
any organization. These changes require organizations to identify and implement new strategies
regarding acquisition and development of employees. Employees must have manifold skills that allow
them to cope with new technologies in today's high-performance organizations (Fernandez, 2001). It
is now standard that "best practices" can increase knowledge and skills, reduce turnover, increase
productivity and thus performance (Combs et al., 2006). Collins and Clark (2003) examined the
determinants and outcomes of organizational competence to support and create new skills and
knowledge. They focused on how HRD practices may support the creation of knowledge and whether
the ability to create such knowledge is linked to the company performance. Based on the study of
relevant literature he developed a prescriptive model of knowledge creation capabilities. On a sample
of 78 companies from the field of High-Tech he tested the link between four HRD configurations
(acquisition, development, commitment and willingness to stay in the company) and the ability to
create knowledge, and thus their impact of these practices on the three characteristics of labor: human
capital, motivation of employees and employee turnover. Knowledge management is a process that is
closely related to the processes of corporate learning. Knowledge management and corporate learning
have a common goal - knowledge - especially what employees need to perform their work (Cunderlík,
2010). Dransfield (2000) states that people and their intelligence are a key source of knowledge
economy (modern economy where highly qualified and experienced staff mostly work with
information and communication technologies and contribute to the national production).
According to the study carried out by Towers Perin (1990, In: Briscoe, 2012), the future of the concept
of knowledge management in comparison with the current situation lies in the following knowledge
and skills:









The ability to influence and educate line managers about the importance of corporate
policies and practices.
Computer and technology skills so employees are able to create and use databases and
social networks for to transfer knowledge and decisions.
Be able to anticipate future developments in terms of availability of global talents.
Focus on the question of the quality of services in international business.
Define visions for the future and its presentation throughout the vertical management
of the organization.
Be prepared to take the corresponding risk resulting from innovative practices in the
management of the organization.
Be able to present the financial impact of policies and practices on organizational
effectiveness.

1.1. The advent of knowledge management
Traditional factors of economic development - land, labor, capital now recede into the background and
the foreground belongs to knowledge. Also in businesses shift their focus it from traditional tangible
assets, such as machinery, equipment and buildings, to intellectual capital. Knowledge management
and intellectual capital resulting product- become a source of competitive advantage. Compared to all
other forms of capital its advantage is that it does not depreciate over time; if properly managed it
develops over time, and it is more difficult to imitate by other. Thus, it is true that people and their
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skills are the most important asset. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze current trends and implications
that this entails for human resource management.
Knowledge management is the creation, sharing and use of knowledge, tacit and explicit, at the
individual, group and organizational level, through managing people, processes and technologies to
benefit all those who are involved or influenced by the process. It is a continuous cycle of creativity
and innovation moving forward thanks to action learning knowledge of employees. In contrast to
previous practice, when trends were influenced by older managers, knowledge management offered
only minimum opportunities for its further guidance. The complexity of the issue of knowledge
management stems from the fact that it is a phenomenon that is multicomponent, realistic and
abstract, implicit and explicit, verbal and encrypted (Thite, 2004).
Especially tacit knowledge has a cognitive dimension and includes intuition, good feelings, values,
beliefs and mental models about which an individual may not be aware. Prominent management
theorist argue that it is not technology, but it is a way of managing people which is a challenge for
managers. If the primary concern of the organization is the knowledge management, it must be
defined in the form of knowledge and social processes within the context of their cultural values,
attitudes, competences and obligations. Only in this case it becomes a source of competitive advantage
that is difficult to imitate.
One of the many definitions characterize knowledge as interpreted information processed in a way it
is easy to browse through them, take stances towards them, analyze them, but above all, combine
them in order to boost innovation (Pačaiová et al., 2017). The above definition reflects the same
interconnection between the sharing of knowledge among employees in enterprises and new and
beneficial kinds of changes identify as innovation (West et al., 2008). Creativity, learning and
innovation are increasingly appearing in connection with the term knowledge society. The main
emphasis in modern strategic thinking is placed on creativity and innovation and the role they play in
companies (Graf & Mertesacker, 2010). Based on the above we can conclude that companies that
operate in globalized market can be successful only if they can produce knowledgeable workers and
innovations.
Fundamental "cornerstone" of innovation is creativity, i.e. in order to promote innovation it is
necessary to understand and support the process of creativity. Innovative companies are able to adapt
quickly. Such companies are supported by innovators who provide an environment able to respond
and make changes (Klijn & Tomic, 2010). Young companies that have a strong culture based on
innovation tend to operate at international level better than internationally oriented businesses that
lack innovation culture. According to the authors innovation culture leads to better leadership
(Cavusgil & Knight, 2004).
1.2. The relationship between knowledge management and performance
The relationship between knowledge management and organizational performance was also
examined in terms of small and medium-sized enterprises. Authors divided the concept of knowledge
management into the four dimensional constructs: knowledge acquisition, knowledge conversion,
knowledge application, and knowledge protection while organizational performance were divided into
two dimensions namely, non-financial performance and financial performance (Shiaw-Tong Haa et al.,
2015).
Another authors examined the consequences of knowledge management (KM) strategies on firm's
innovation and corporate performance. Organizations are not aware of the real implications that KM
may have. Based on an empirical study consisted of 310 Spanish organizations and structural equations
modelling, results show that both KM strategies (codification and personalization) impacts on
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innovation and organizational performance directly and indirectly (through an increase on innovation
capability). The results demonstrated that all four dimensions of knowledge management capabilities
have direct and a significant relationship with organizational effectiveness. They suggested that
knowledge and learning activities are necessary for organizations to improve their effectiveness
(López-Nicolás & Meroño-Cerdán, 2011). Staats, Valentine and Edmondson (2011) analyzed how
Knowledge Management Affects Team Performance. The study focused on overall usage of the
knowledge base and its effect on performance, examining such factors as frequency of use, team size
and experience level, and types of projects and their complexity.
Liu and Deng (2015) found that each dimension of knowledge management capability has a positive
effect on business process outsourcing performance. Knowledge application was found to be the most
significant dimension correlated to business process outsourcing performance. They concluded that
knowledge management capability is an effective tool to enhance performance as it provides
organizations with competitive advantages that their competitors difficult of imitate.
Different constructs have been associated with organizational performance, with different levels of
relevance. Yang et al. (2009) shows that organizational structure and knowledge management culture
are associated with organizational performance such as innovativeness, finance, and customer service.
Another study investigated the impact of intellectual capital on organizational performance. The aim
of this research was to confirm the relation between the intellectual capital and the organizational
performance in four companies operating in the distribution of drinking water, between 2010 and 2014
(Gogan et al. 2016).
In addition, Kimaiyo, Kapkiyai and Sang (2015) mentioned that all processes of knowledge
management are very important for enhancing firm performance. Firms are suggested to apply
knowledge management continuously by creating new knowledge, converting knowledge into new
design or strategy, learning from previous experience, and protect their knowledge in order to achieve
better performance.
1.3. Justification for the purpose of studying the relationship between knowledge and performance
Currently, the focus on issues relating to the performance evaluation in organizations, irrespective of
the sector, is highly topical, thus justifying the need for the implementation of the research, mainly on
the grounds that competitive pressure on the quality of personnel in the knowledge-based and
globalized society is continuously increasing. This ultimately increases the possibility of streamlining
processes in this area.
The research portfolio in this context is definitely very broad, which is also confirmed by the summary
of the theoretical results and the above-mentioned documents.
Despite the fact that the object of interest is the overall prosperity and improvement of the
performance of organizations across vertical management, research studies worldwide carry elements
of fragmentation over the issue of linking knowledge management and performance. Another fact is
that while there is a range of studies aimed at finding a link between these two variables, research
focusing on local situations showed no statistically significant relationship between knowledge capital
and selected methods of performance. Accordingly, we formulated the following question which in
turn gave rise to the research:
Is there a link between knowledge capital and individual performance evaluation methods?
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2. Materials and Methods
The research sample consisted of the set of small, medium and large companies. The selection criteria
consisted of the number of employees/size of the company and the type of equity, i.e. multinational
organizations or organizations locally active. The research sample consisted of 203 companies. The
highest number of responses was recorded for the option "more than 500" (28.57%; N = 58). The
second most numerous group consisted of business entities employing from 251 up to 500 employees
(27.58%; N = 56), followed by the third most numerous group consisting of business entities employing
from 1 up to 50 employees (23.15%; N = 47). The smallest group consisted of business entities with 51
up to 250 employees, accounting to one fifth of cases (20,69 %; N = 42).
The research used mathematical and statistical methods. To simplify and reduce the original amount
of data, while maintaining a substantial part of the information, the analysis applied the multivariate
statistical method of factor analysis. While the uses of Factor Analysis including hypothesis testing,
have been discussed in detail in the class, one aspect in Factor Analysis that needs mention in detail
includes KMO & Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity.
KMO & Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity is a measure of sampling adequacy that is recommended to check
the case to variable ratio for the analysis being conducted. For Factor Analysis to be recommended
suitable, the Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity must be less than 0.05. Further in the paper is used
contingency table statistics to summarize the relationship between several categorical variables. A
contingency table is a special type of frequency distribution table, where two variables are shown
simultaneously.
2.1. The basic evaluation of primary data
In order to carry out the comparative analysis of the presented issue, the following hypothesis has
been formulated.
H:

There is a statistically significant association between the degree of importance of subjectively
perceived knowledge capital of the individual and methods of performance evaluation.

The following table shows the value of KMO and Bartlett's test of sphericity. In our case, the value of
KMO amounts to 0.853, which can be regarded as a good result, and we can thus assume the existence
of a common cause. Bartlett's test outcome is at a significance level of 5% equal to 0.00, which is <
0.05, and we reject the null hypothesis, i.e. the input data are suitable for the factor analysis.
Table 1: Table with custom numbers
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.

,853

Approx. Chi-Square
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

683,004

Df

105

Sig.

,000

Source: output from the program STATISTICA 12 CZ

In order to test the presented concept of "knowledge capital" we identified a set of 12 variables/factors
listed in table 2. Subsequently, in order to reduce the set of variables/factors we used Kaiser Rule in
which the factors are considered relevant if their number is greater than 1. As shown in the table
below, there are tree common factors behind the matrix of 12 variables. This means that the variability
of respondents' answers can be explained by the following three factors.
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Table 2: Extraction, Main component - Eigenvalues (H1)
Value

Eigenvalue

% of the total
Variance

Cumulative sum of
eigenvalues

Cumulative
(%)

Factor 1

4,588404

30,58936

4,588404

30,58936

Factor 2

1,367402

9,11601

5,955805

39,70537

Factor 3

1,154839

7,69893

7,110645

47,40430

Source: output from the program STATISTICA 12 CZ

In the table below we examine the correlation of chosen factors with indicators. As can be seen, in this
case none of the factors is trivial, and therefore we do not plan to reduce the number of factors.
Table 3: Factor Score Coefficients (H1)
Variable

Factor loading (normalized Varimax) extraction:
main components (the selected loads are >0.6)
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Quality / accuracy of work

0,316760

0,488128

Quantity of work

-0,040047

0,346336

0,584946

Customer orientation

0,132327

0,654584

-0,028551

Performance orientation/result

-0,021150

0,737496

0,200956

Orientation on corporate values

0,405790

0,401351

0,108593

Team work

0,686304

0,269423

0,039829

Adaptability, flexibility, mobility

0,681932

0,148705

0,048723

Punctuality/sticking to deadlines

0,148998

0,581516

0,301021

Communication skills

0,626901

0,171930

0,192385

Stress resistance

0,672875

-0,001684

0,035516

Knowledge

0,023577

0,133513

0,754854

Career development potential

0,338050

-0,098329

0,668285

0,107893

Source: output from the program STATISTICA 12 CZ

Factor 1 significantly correlated with the four indicators, namely the ability to work in a team,
adaptability, flexibility, mobility, communication skills and stress resistance. This factor is called soft
skills.
Factor 2 correlated significantly with the two indicators, namely with customer orientation and a focus
on performance / result. This factor is called proactivity.
Factor 3 correlated significantly with the two indicators, namely with knowledge and career
development potential. This factor is called intellectual/knowledge potential.
Due to the result of the factor analysis, we can conclude that the variables - performance indicators,
are underpinned by three factors, namely:
Factor 1: Soft skills
Factor 2: Proactivity
Factor 3: Intellectual/knowledge potential
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After the identification of links between the factors resulting from the factor analysis in relation to the
selected identifiers, we will also focus our attention on verifying links between methods and variables
that determine the above factors. In order to determine the strength of association of row and column
variables in the pivot table we will use Cramer's contingency coefficient V, on the condition that the
correlation less than 0.1 is trivial, correlation between 0.1-0.3 is small, correlation between 0,3- 0.5
medium and over 0.5 is great.
In the table below we see that a strong correlation (0,5 and above) between method’s variables and
criteria set accordingly is not present. Therefore, we marked the most significant correlations of the
average values. Moreover, we further described and interpreted the methods which showed the most
significant correlation with respect to the selected performance indicators (Knowledge – Career
development potential). The table marked 3 most important variables for each category.
Table 4: The Cramer contingency coefficient V / methods/ variables I.
Variables

Knowledge

Career development potential

Management by Objective (MBO)

0,2577

0,3860

Rating Scales

0,3456

0,2945

Ranking

0,2762

0,2723

Interview

0,3459

0,3466

Checklist Method

0,3019

0,1967

Paired Comparison Method

0,3396

0,2382

Critical Incidents Method

0,2765

0,2456

Essay Method

0,3074

0,3339

BARS

0,2903

0,3406

360-Degree Feedback

0,2521

0,3034

Self-Appraisal

0,3125

0,2764

Assessment Centre

0,2779

0,2776

Balanced Scorecard

0,2302

0,2482

Benchmarking

0,2444

0,2986

Source: output from the program STATISTICA 12 CZ

Knowledge: Knowledge has become the most important form of capital for any organization without
distinction. Knowledge potential of individuals is therefore highly rated priority. From the table it can
be seen that the most important method is in terms of this indicator is the rating scale (0.3456), the
second most important method is the method of the evaluation interview (0.3459), the third method
is the comparison with others (0,3396).
Career development potential: Education and development of human potential in the organization,
as the most important capital a company has, is already commonplace nowadays. Accordingly, it is
the most important variable correlating with the method MBO (0.3860), the second one is the
method of evaluation interview (0.3466), the third is the BARS method - Behaviorally anchored rating
scales (0.3406). The lowest correlation follow in case of method Checklist Method (0,1967).
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Based on the results of testing using Cramer contingency coefficient V, we have decided to accept the
alternative hypothesis H1, which means that between the degree of importance of subjectively
perceived knowledge capital of the individual and methods of performance assessment exists a
statistically significant relationship.
2.2. Discussion of results
Determining the extent to which an organization is successful and its processes efficient,
unconditionally requires a comprehensive evaluation of the status of its performance. The presented
concept constitutes an important input, which is helpful for the development of an organization as a
whole, including the development of its employees, i.e. the development in the entire vertical of its
management. Main aim of presented paper was to analyze the discrepancies or association between
the degree of importance of subjectively perceived knowledge capital of the individual and methods
of performance assessment in business entities. Results of the research confirmed formulated
hypothesis. Moreover, the most significant correlation we have found out between
Intellectual/knowledge potential and Management by Objective (MBO).
Based on the previous findings and from the point of view of efficiency assessment the most
statistically important method is MBO (management by objectives) which in all criteria showed median
values – Cramer’s test V, with the exception for reproducibility criterion. Since the method itself
belongs to the group oriented towards the future and future goals, we believe that its suitability and
applicability is justifiable due to the progressive nature of the sectors such as industry and information
services.
After confirming all of these relationships, we can conclude that they are indeed complex and effective
methods of knowledge management as well. However, we need to take into account that this method
is time-consuming (requires a constant flow of information between the individual and the evaluator)
as well as costly with regard to the process of implementation and maintenance, but from the
perspective of achieving organization-wide efficiency it is the most adequate. The concept of managing
and evaluating knowledge by MBO method requires a systematic approach. The most effective method
is MBO for which was consequently formed a set of implementation recommendations that are to be
used in the field of corporate practice. Therefore we formulated a set of recommendations for
implementation in case of MBO method in business entities:











Adequately chosen method for large and medium-sized companies with a
standardized system of knowledge evaluation;
Focusing on knowledge evaluation of employees in managerial and specialized groups;
An excellent degree of integration of employees, their cooperation in implementation
and optimization of the desired future goals in the area of intellectual development;
Selecting and implementing measurable criteria (quantitative and qualitative
performance indicators);
Linking objectives with strategic plans of business entities;
Implementation of action plans - specific actions for achieving objectives and
timetables set for their implementation.
A sufficient degree of feedback and link to staffing practices such as remuneration,
motivation, education and the like;
Motivating employees to achieve better performance and set goals
Strengthening orientation to teamwork and interpersonal skills that the method fails
to take into account.
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3. Conclusion
Currently, the focus on questions relating to the issue of knowledge management in all sorts of
companies can be described as necessary and highly relevant, justifying the need for such studies due
to the fact that competitive pressure on the quality of personnel in the conditions of a globalized world
continuously increases, which ultimately increases the possibility of streamlining processes in this area.
Only those companies or organizations are successful that continually produce new knowledge. The
bearers of knowledge capital are employees with above-average intelligence and broader knowledge,
ie employees who actively use their knowledge. Thanks to globalization knowledge of is one of the
main factors for the development of human resources. This increases the importance of human
resources as creators of new values. Knowledgeable employee who performs his work using his
knowledge has recently came to the forefront.
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Abstract
The University experience is evolving and changing based on the new generation of students. Teaching
and learning is required to evolve to meet the new demands of the current and future generation of
students. This means the classroom environment and thus the way we teach is required to evolve. At
the University of Guelph-Humber we have met this challenge by creating a learning lab for the Early
Childhood Studies program. The learning environment was created to facilitate an inclusive space for
everyone to learn in a way meaningful to them. The Early Childhood Studies students are learning how
to work and engage with children. Creating a space that encourages the use of technology and
inclusive, high impact practices allows the students to learn in a new way, allowing them to collaborate,
create and research with peers. This learning space also allows the instructors to modify and change
the way they teach. Offering students, a more collaborative and interactive learning experience. This
research focuses on the perception and experience from the students and instructors who have learnt
and taught in this innovative space. Sharing their insights of what is important in teaching and learning
for the future generation of students.
Keywords
Teaching and learning, classroom environment, experience of students, experience of instructors
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Abstract
A traditional University education in which students learn by being lectured too is not effective for this
generation of students within the North American society. The expectations of a University education
today are linked to employment upon graduation. Universities are expected to report and share the
percentage of student’s employed upon graduation during the recruitment stage of admissions. Thus,
highlighting the importance of the functionality of a University undergraduate degree. At the
University of Guelph-Humber experiential learning, learning by doing, is built into each of the seven
programs. Within the careers services department, the students have field placement experience in
each program ranging from 100 hours to 850 hours over the course of the 4 years. The courses in the
programs also engage in high impact and experiential learning within the classroom. This provides the
students with unique University learning opportunities in Early Childhood Studies, Justice Studies,
Media Studies, Psychology, Family and Community Social Services and Kinesiology programs. The
impact on teaching and learning in this new higher education framework is complex. This research
examines the use of experiential and high impact practices within the classroom and degree programs
to engage and prepare the next generation of students within a changing society.
Keywords
Higher education, teaching and learning, experiential learning, field placement
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Contrasting the Effects of General-Observable and Product-SpecificUnobservable Segmentation on Transactional and Relational Outcomes for
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Abstract
Whereas general/observable approaches to segmentation based on demographic characteristics are
often used to segment novice customers, product-specific/ unobservable approaches based on values,
attitudes and life styles are considered normative ideals for segmenting long-tenured customers
distinguished more so by how they feel about and respond to brands and vendors. Using data from a
nationally representative consumer panel, six hundred and thirty-one credit card households were
split into novice (i.e., less than two years) and long-tenured customers (i.e., two years or more), a
distinction that coincides with reduced churn, increased engagement, and the onset of customer
profitability. Segmentation solutions were developed by clustering novice and long-tenured
households on demographics and psychographics, respectively, and the effects of these segmentations
on transactional and relational response differences were examined with multivariate analysis of
covariance (MANCOVA). The variety of segments elicited by clustering and the features of individual
clusters suggest that the face validity of the demographic and psychographic segmentations was quite
high. Novice customers segmented on household size, age, income and household debt differed
systematically in terms of overall and branded credit card use. Segmenting long-tenured customers
on the basis of product-specific financial risk, money savviness, indebtedness and deal proneness
values elicited statistically significant, but somewhat less powerful effects on customer satisfaction
and cross-buying. When household size and income were accounted for in the psychographic
segmentation, however, the effect on relational response differences was magnified threefold.
Practical and strategic implications of segmenting financial services markets on the basis of customer
tenure are considered.
Keywords
Segmentation, demographics, psychographics, customer tenure, financial services
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Abstract
The paper is devoted to the role of information context in dynamics of consumption/savings decisions.
The basis for the study was a selection of news from major Russian TV channels for 2006-2016. The
news available to ordinary viewers of the three main Russian television channels was analyzed. News
was defined as negative or positive special program tools of sentiment analysis. Increased uncertainty
(the spread of positive and negative news) leads to choice of consumption to the detriment of savings,
which, thereafter, reduces the investment base of the economy. The authors analyze the connection
of the tonality of news and its changes with the business cycle. The authors found an information cycle
that, with some lag, correlates with the cycle in consumption/savings decisions in the Russian
Federation. The deviations from the traditional model of rational expectations are investigated, the
hypotheses of the “rational inattention” is testing. Based on the study, recommendations are offered
for the public policy adjusting.
Keywords
Cycles, information imperfectness, bounded rationality
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we analyze decisions of representative household about consumption and
savings/investments. For household’s decisions, the crucial thing is how it forms expectations about
future, on the one hand, and which parameters it holds for real (as an opposite to nominal) and
common for all participants of economy (as an opposite to its own particular circumstances) – on the
other. Distribution, quality of information and household’s ability to process it could significantly
affect these decisions.
The theory of rational expectations still plays a leading role in macroeconomic models. Though in
many aspects it does not reflect behavioral traits of real-life households and bounded rationality of
their decisions, it remains quite fruitful. The first reason is that rational expectations theory suggest
quite straightforward interpretation of behavior and quite simple to make predictions. Then, even not
counting for certain deviations, it is still useful on reasonable level of abstraction. The other reason is
that rational expectations theory deals with households on average. That is, if deviations in behavior
of particular households are not correlated, the assumption of rationality is still valid for households
sector as a whole. Hence, to make a step further, it is necessary to find a case, when, on average,
households deviate from rational expectations in one certain direction, and suggest clear
interpretation of it (which is not that clear, because while the interpretation of rationality is
straightforward, deviations from it are usually vaguer and not common for all).
In our work, we attempt to look at decision-making not as built upon rational but upon procedurally
rational expectations. To proceed more rational, an individual should process more information, which
generate cost of such processing (time, efforts, etc.). If she refuses to process all relevant information,
she risks to deviate from rationality and to face missed benefits. Then, an individual encounters a
trade-off between maximization of the gain from more or less correct decision, and losses imposed by
information processing costs.
Essentially, that deciding how to allocate income between consumption and savings/investments,
household should not be indifferent, whether to consume more or less, then rational. Indeed, future
consumption is less precious than current one, then (except for extreme cases of very low discount
factor or enormous interest rate) it is better to consume more now than equally more in the future.
Then, it is better to mistake in the direction that increases current consumption, than in direction than
increases saving.
Then, when information is costly, the economy would face underinvestment. To test this hypothesis,
we consider information availability for households. As a proxy, we use “sentimental” information
(see below in section 3) about economy that generate media through their new messages, which is
information with relatively neglect able cost of processing. When, media generates more information
it is easier for households to process information, and more closely should be the behavior to the
rational expectations theory’s prediction. Otherwise, the less information is generated by media the
greater is underinvestment.
In the next section, we make very brief discussion of the related literature. Then, we describe the
analyzed sample and descriptive statistic of it. In the fourth section, we check correlation and Granger
causality between cyclical components of information and savings. We find that that cyclical
component of information growth rate is a leading indicator against cyclical component of ratio of
savings in disposed income of households. However, the significance level is quite low to be too
confident in the result. Better specification could be achieved by changing the filter from HodrickPrescott to Butterworth. Under such specification, unexpected deviations in information growth rate
cycle are cause for that of saved ratio of disposed income. In their turn, such deviations depends on
M2 and GDP dynamics.
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2. Related Literature
Our research relates both rational expectation and bounded rationality literature. The key assumption
of rational expectations theory is that mistakes of individual decisions are not correlated and their
expectation is equal to zero (Muth, 1961). Lately, experimental studies showed, that this assumption
not very well feats actual decision-making (e.g. Hommes, 2011; Heemeijer et al., 2009). In our research
we rely on bounded rationality, or more precisely, procedural rationality intuition. That is, individual
balances probability of incorrect decision with cost of accurate decision-making. Recently, within
rational inattention concept was proposed an approach to formalization of such type of bounded
rationality. The main idea of the approach is that an individual solves optimization task, such that more
accurate decision (greater probability of correct decision) demands for more information (interpreted
as reduction of initial Shannon entropy of decisions), processing of which is costly (see, Sims 2003,
2006; Sims et al., 2010). The features of such optimization leads to greater probability of mistakes in
a particular direction, while reduction of information processing costs makes decisions more and more
close to ones, built upon rational expectations. This leads to important implementations for
macroeconomic policy. While view of “new classics” imposes neutrality of money, and individual
reaction on monetary stimulus only due to information imperfectness (Lucas, 1972; Sargent &
Wallace, 1976), rational inattention demonstrates information problems more straightforward
(Martins & Sinigaglia, 2009) and reveal some effects of monetary policy (Alvarez, Lippi & Paciello,
2015).

3. Sample and Descriptive Statistic
It is difficult (if possible at all) to consider all information and processing costs, which influence a
household’s decisions. To make a proxy for informational conditions of a household’s decision-making,
it is necessary to find such messages, which are commonly known and sufficiently cheap in processing.
As such messages, we use the attitude towards economic news that translate leading Russian
television media. The case of Russian television media is quite convenient, since they have excessively
large trust and audience, comparing to Internet news, radio or newspapers. Moreover, three federal
TV channels accumulate significantly larger audience, than other channels, which offer economic
news. For instance, according to the Russian Center for the Public Opinion Study, the most well-known
center for the public opinion investigation in the Russian Federation (www.wciom.ru), the rating of
trust for the TV-news was not less than 50%, compared to less than 20 % of Internet-news confidence,
while the absolute outsider is foreign TV -news, newspapers, magazines and so on. The index of trust
lies deep in the area of negative values. In 2017, according to Mediascope research agency
(mediascope.net), the audience of these channels is 98.5% of Russia's population and more than 50
millions of viewers in the CIS and Baltic countries. At present, the main Russian TV-companies - VGTRK,
ORT, NTV, RTR - either through their «nationalization» or by transferring ownership to affiliated
financial and industrial groups are taken under control of the authorities.
On the other hand, the attitude towards translated economic news is something that lies at emotional
level and understanding of it is a great deal easier, than insight into the economic meaning. Therefore,
information about attitude is very cheap information. Together with large audience and trust, it allows
us to expect that most of households process this information, received from federal TV channels.
We form the sample as follows. Three federal TV channels, - “Channel One”, “Russia” and “NTV”, was in the scope. For the period from January 2006 to September 2016, we aggregated monthly
economic messages. To be precise, for every channel in every month we randomly picked three days,
then we took texts of all messages for these dates, labelled with tag “Economy”, from the web sites
of the channels. To measure the attitude of an author of a message towards a reported news, we
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applied so-called sentimental analysis of the text of message. To realize such analysis, we used
analyzer, provided by Eureka Engine (http://eurekaengine.ru). This analyzer measures positive and
negative attitudes in a text. Difference between them, was used as a measure of attitude, as a whole.
As a result, 6 071 messages were analyzed (1 132 from “Channel One”, 2 860 from “Russia” and 2 089
from NTV). For every month, we estimate average attitude and dispersion. Then we compared them
with normal distribution, with zero average and dispersion equal to 0,35 (attitude estimates for
particular messages weren’t greater than 1,75 at absolute value, and 0,35 is roughly a dispersion of
normal distribution in the interval [-1,75 ; 1,75]). The sense of such comparison is to ensure, that the
observed attitudes are not actually a “white noise”.
The finding is that average attitude only in 55 months (42,6 % of months in the sample) significantly
was significantly differ from zero. But in 122 months (94,6 %) dispersion was significantly different
(except for the one case – significantly less), than dispersion of the normal distribution of mentioned
properties. We could conclude that if economic news have an impact on households’ decisions, than
this impact is not through positive or negative attitude, but through greater or smaller dispersion.
This result is not unexpected. From the point of view of Shannon information theory information is a
reduction of entropy, and for a continuous distribution entropy (or differential entropy for this case)
is directly associated with dispersion. So the next step was to estimate information, associated with
diminished (at respect to normal distribution) dispersion of attitude towards economic news.
We consider information as reduction of entropy from the level, corresponding to the normal
distribution in the interval [-1,75 ; 1,75], to the entropy of normal distribution with dispersion equal
to such of attitude of economic news within a month, that is:

I i  0,894 
where





1
ln 2e i2 ,
2

2

Ii

(1)

is amount of information, translated in month i, i stands for dispersion of attitude of
1
0,894  ln 2e  0,35
2
economic news messages in i’s months.
, that is the differential entropy of
normal distributions with dispersion equal to 0,35, which corresponds to the normal distribution in
the interval [-1,75 ; 1,75]. The last term in (1) is differential entropy of normal distribution with
dispersion equal to the dispersion of attitude of economic news messages in i’s months.
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Figure 1: Dynamics of information, translated by attitude of economic news messages in Russia in the
period January 2006 - September 2016. Blue line presents a trend, isolated with Hodrick-Prescott filter
(   14400 ). a) Amount of information, estimated according (1), b) growth rate of the amount of
information.
a)
b)

The results of our estimations are presented of Figure 1. There is hardly any trend in the information
dynamics, especially in terms of information growth rate, while dispersion of the values is quite
significant. Hence, cyclical dynamics of information should matter in affecting on household’s
decisions.

4. Interactions between Cycles
To see, whether information dynamics could affect households’ decisions about consumption and
saving/investment we start with correspondence between cyclical components of the parameters. Of
course, such approach does not reveal decision-making process directly, but allows to estimate,
whether the effect is significant, and whether it follows in the direction consistent with our intuition.
Using Hodrick-Prescott filter (   14400 ) we isolated cyclical component of part of household’s
income which was saved monthly in the period January 2006 - September 2016. Data were aggregated
from Russian official statistic (www.gks.ru). To eliminate seasonal fluctuations, we operated not with
share of income, but its increment at respect to the same month of previous year. Also we made
correction on the monthly obligatory payments and saved part of the remaining income was taken
into consideration.
First, consider whether information fluctuations are going ahead fluctuations of the saved share of
income. Statistically significant, coefficients of correlation are presented in the Table 1 (we analyzed
correlations only within two years: one year forward and one – backward).
Table 1: Correlation coefficient between cyclical component of ratio of savings in disposed
income of households, and cyclical component of information growth rate, taken with lag
Lag
t-11
t-8
t-7
Corr. Coef.
- 0,2678***
0,2086**
- 0,2781***
* 10 % significance level, ** 5 % significance level, *** 1 % significance level.

t+11
0,1715*

We conclude that cyclical component of information growth rate is a leading indicator against cyclical
component of ratio of savings in disposed income of households. Indeed, though correlations is not
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too strong, they have sufficient statistical significance. Cyclical component of ratio of savings in
disposed income of households in period t is negatively correlated with cyclical component of
information growth rate, taken with lag of 11 and 7 month, and positively – with that of 8 month
(though in this case correlation is weaker, and the coefficient less significant). On the contrary, the
only noticeable correlation of cyclical component of information growth rate with lagged cyclical
component of ratio of savings in disposed income is obtained, when the latter is taken with lag of 11
month. However, this correlation is hardly statistical significant.
Negative value of the most statistically significant coefficients in Table 1 is consistent with our
hypothesis the greater information availability leads to less savings. However, correlation does not
mean causation. Then, the next step we did was to check Granger causality between cyclical
components.
To do so we estimated regression of cyclical component of ratio of savings in disposed income of
households on itself, taken with all lags up to 12 month, and excluded step-by-step that lags, which
coefficients of regression were not statistical significant. After this, we added lags of cyclical
component of information growth rate, from 1 up to 12, and repeat the same procedure of exclusion
of “needless” lags. The results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Estimations of regression coefficient for cyclical component of ratio of savings in
disposed income of households as dependent variable
Cyclical components
Savings in disposed income (t-1)
Information growth rate (t-6)

R2

Coef.
0,5647***
0,3188

Stand. error
0,0733

Coef.
0,5693***
- 0,0115*

Stand. error
0,0743
0,0064

0,3386

* 10 % significance level, *** 1 % significance level.

It could be seen, that 6-months’ lag of cyclical component of information growth rate is statistical
significant. Moreover, the Wald test shows that it could not be excluded from regression with p =
0.0696 (  (1)  3,2920 ). Again, the negative value of regression coefficient of this lag is consistent
with our leading hypothesis. However, the significance level is quite low to be too confident in the
result.
2

We found, that better specification could be achieved by changing the filter from Hodrick-Prescott to
Butterworth. Though Butterworth filter is not quite usual for economic studies, in our case it could be
fruitful. Naturally, information and saved share of income fluctuates in the given interval (i.e. they
have fixed maximum and minimum), and there is not unrestricted trend, which isolating is the main
goal of Hodrick-Prescott filter. Rather, there is some wave with bounded diapason, which isolating is
closer to engineer tasks, and the main goal of Butterworth filter. The results of such filtration are
shown on the Figure 2.
The trends on the Figure 2 themselves contain fluctuations, so the direct economic sense of such
division of cycle and trend is not obvious. But since Butterworth filter aims just to remove unwanted
fluctuation in order to make frequency response maximally flat, we could concentrate on unexpected
deviations from this unwanted component. It is seductive to link this unwanted component to any
characteristics of microeconomic indicators’ dynamics. Since the main problem for a household is to
distinguish between real and nominal parameters of current macroeconomic conjecture, movements
of real indicators should increase certainty of decisions, while movement of nominal (mostly
monetary) indicators should increase their uncertainty. We estimated autoregressive model of the
type:
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12

Inf t   at  x GDPt  x  bt  x M 2 t  x  ct  x et  x   et ,

(2)

x 1

where Inf – cyclical component of information growth rate, GDP - cyclical component of GDP growth
rate, M2 - cyclical component of M2 growth rate, and e stays for error, a, b and c – for coefficients of
regression. All cyclical components were isolated with Butterworth filter. Date for GDP and M2 were
obtained from official Russian statistic and seasonally adjusted.
Figure 2: Dynamics of information, translated by attitude of economic news messages in Russia in the
period January 2006 - September 2016. Blue line presents a trend, isolated with Butterworth filter. a)
share of savings in disposed income, b) growth rate of the amount of information; data with isolated
trend - up, cyclical component - down.
a)
b)
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The best specification of the model (2) shows that coefficients for all errors are statistical significant,
and also statistical significant are some coefficients for lags of GDP and M2 growth rates cycles (see
Table 3; to save the place we present only a and b’s).
Table 3. Estimation of equation (2)
Value
St. error
a(t-1)
6,8443***
1,9043
b(t-5)
3,9877**
1,9171
b(t-9)
- 13,5684***
2,1997
b(t-11) - 15,0659***
2,3819
** 5 % significance level, *** 1 % significance level. As to c’s, they are all significant at 1 % level, and lie into the interval [29,3322; - 0,3311]. c(t-5), c(t-6) have the most absolute value. R 2  0,999

Using the results of estimation of the equation (2), we determined unexpected component of the
information growth rate cycle as an error in the regression (
and estimate

et

). Now, return to the Granger causation

12

Savt   d t  x Savt  x  g t  x et  x    t ,
x 1
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where Sav - cyclical component of ratio of savings in disposed income of households, e is the error
from equation (2), d, g – coefficients of regression.
The result of estimation of the equation (3) shows that all d’s are significant at the level 1 % at lies at
the interval [- 28,1875; - 0,7214], the most absolute values – for d(t-5) – d(t-7). Excluding step by step
e(t-x) with insignificant g(t-x), we found, that only g(t-11) is statistically significant at 1 % - level (g(t2
11) = 0,0265 with standard deviation 0,0074). R  0,989 , and the Wald test denies the null-

hypothesis of g(t-11) = 0 with p = 0,0001 (  (1)  14,6796 ). Therefore, we could conclude that
unexpected deviations in information growth rate cycle are cause for that of saved ratio of disposed
income.
2

Again, additional information increase savings, which corresponds to our leading hypothesis.
However, that part of information is not determined by GDP or M2 dynamics! Possibly, it could be
seen as some “pure” information that does not double statistical reports.

Discussion: Political Implementations
Our findings could infer political implementations that could be partially related to macroeconomic
policy of “new classics”, while partially could be seen as alternative to it. The part of information that
is unconditional on GDP and M2 decisions, affects (with lag) household’s decisions about consumption
and savings. So macroeconomic policy should count for such influence, since it could lead to over or
underinvestment. When this unconditioned part of information grows, it is possible to neutralize it by
increase of other part of information growth cycle, through (according (2)) current decrease of M2
growth or increase of GDP growth (if it is possible through budget and fiscal policy). If GDP growth rate
falls M2 growth rate should also be decreased, and vice versa.
On the opposite, manipulations with M2 growth could affect savings, and hereby reduce interest rate,
which, in its turn, stimulates economic growth. But increase of GDP growth could ceteris paribus
reduce the amount of information, additional to that, which produced by GDP and M2 dynamics. Then,
households will cut back their savings in future periods, which provokes rise of interest rate, and
constrain further economic growth and so on. So a cyclical dynamics is produced.
However, the best evidence for such logic was obtained through Butterworth filter, which restrains
the absolute value of described effects. In could be seen from Fig. 2, that most of savings per income
ratio fluctuations falls in the trend while cyclical component is relatively small.
Moreover, though the effects, we found, corresponds to our initial intuition, that less information
makes a household preferring mistakes in sake of consumption, our estimations do not capture the
choice directly. This demands for an explicit model of decision-making under costly information
processing.
At last, production of economic news messages was out of our research. Large scope of questions
arises here, first of all, a backward influence from household’s decisions on information dynamics. The
audience reaction could also limit “sentimental” characteristics of news messages. The estimation of
information, as well, could be more detailed, e.g. different economic topics could produce different
effect etc.
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Income Inequality in Latin America and Central and Eastern Europe through
the Great Recession: An Ordered Probit Analysis
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Abstract
Income distribution directly affects the spending patterns in an economy. Expanding on Chen and Tsai
(2012), this paper employs an ordered probit panel to measure the effect of the Great Recession on
income inequality in Latin American and Central and Eastern Europe. Focusing particularly on financial
crisis of 08-09, the results suggest the crisis increased inequality in studied countries overall. However,
those countries with low levels of inequality saw their Gini coefficients decrease, while the crisis
increased inequality in countries with already high inequality. Additionally, the results show that
European Union (EU) membership on average contributed to lower likelihood of high Gini coefficients.
Furthermore, marginal effects lend evidence of convergence for the EU countries as they generally
show negative marginal effects for countries with initially high inequality and positive for those with
low Gini coefficients. Finally, we find no evidence that FDI and capital incentives have direct impact
on inequality, while export and GDP growth, poverty, and export incentives are associated with higher
income inequality.
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Banking in Poland under Conditions of Integration and Globalization of
Financial Market
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Abstract
The main research problem which will be undertaken in the article is to show the consequences of the
financial globalization and integration within the EU for the Polish banking sector.
The most important changes in the process of integration will be presented - the new legal framework
for the operation of banks in the EU (the directive CRD IV and the regulation CRR) and the creation of
the banking union. The process of financial globalization will be shown and the main changes in it which
we can observe for a few years. The present situation in the banking sector in Poland will be described
and the perspective for the development of Polish banking sector in the future. Qualitative method
will be used in the paper which will be supported by the presentation of statistical data showing the
level of development and the degree of security of the banking sector in Poland. The study will be
based on the latest statistics describing the Polish banking sector introduced by the National Bank of
Poland - NBP and the Polish financial market supervisory authority - KNF.
Keywords
Banking system, Poland, financial globalization, banking union CRD/CRR, financial integration
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Challenges of Shifting Towards Sustainable Packaging in the Cosmetic Industry
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Abstract
The cosmetics industry has drawn the current lines of their process maps in ways that are
unsustainable. As a result, there is currently an unacceptable level of waste being deposited in landfills
from consumer products around the world, many of which are condemned to a cradle-to-grave life
cycle, especially cosmetics. This goes against the second principle of The Natural Step: "nature is not
subject to systematically increasing waste concentrations of substances produced by society." For
example, the amount of lotion bottles sold from a single US brand that if put end to end would stretch
1355 kilometers, the distance from London to Rome. Although the movement towards sustainability
has been in progress for more than four decades, the adoption of eco-friendly practices in the cosmetic
industry still lags. Using relevant sustainability principles such as Cradle-to-Cradle, Natural Step, and
currently applied frameworks of sustainability, this paper compares different cosmetic firms to identify
practices that may be applied across the industry. This paper assesses the value chain of established
practices of cosmetic manufacturers in an effort to increase sustainability efforts, decrease financial
and product waste, and promote environmental consciousness. Although the proposed models serve
to primarily lengthen the useful lifetime of product packaging, it is a pertinent initial step to decrease
waste now while more advanced sustainability efforts are developed. Recommendations are made
with economic feasibility and psychological behaviors in mind to realistically improve practices that
benefit for the company, the consumers, and the environment. Recommendations are made for future
research.
Keywords
Sustainability, cosmetics, packaging, waste
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Abstract
Scholars and practitioners recognize crowdfunding as a new and important way of financing of new
business ventures. Contrary to the more traditional mechanisms of financing, such as venture capital
or angel investments, crowdinvesting involves a larger number of individual investors in funding the
new business venture. The newly gained network of crowdinvestors may represent an important social
capital, as crowdinvestors are likely to possess valuable and strategically relevant resources, that can
have positive effects on the start-up survival and performance.
But, how do start-ups harness this power of the crowd? Does the crowd-investor network represent
social capital for the funded ventures? This study builds on the extant evidence of the social capital
literature, and argues that crowdinvestors may represent entrepreneurs’ social capital. However, an
important determinant may be how entrepreneurs interact with the network and how strong are the
newly created social ties.
Based on the qualitative research design this study attempts to capture the processes and interaction,
which take place after the successfully crowdinvesting campaigns. The sample of firms originate from
Austria, a country with one of the most advanced legal frameworks for crowdinvesting. The first
empirical results indicate that much of the entrepreneurs’ effort focuses on advertising of the
product/service to crowd-investors, and on leveraging upon their role as product/service advocates.
The awareness regarding skills, knowledge and resources available within the network is limited. We
find no evidence that entrepreneurs harness the valuable resources among the crowd mainly due to
resource issues.
The study contributes to two areas of research: In general, it extends the social capital theory by
placing it within the new context – crowdinvesting. The study also extends the relatively young field of
crowdinvesting research, by examining the post-investment phase, and how entrepreneurs interact
with crowdinvestors and what effects do crowdinvesting have on start-up ventures.
Keywords
Crowdinvesting, social capital, start-up finance, crowdfunding
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In the globalized economy and under the increased presence of multinational corporations (MNC) in
the world and in Russia, in particular, human resource management becomes increasingly important.
Multinational environment of transnational corporations requires new tools and practices of HR policy.
The success of international corporations proves that good management in international environment
of a company may have relatively more advantages than in a mononational company. Different
cultures and business traditions open new opportunities for company. Multinational staff can combine
a variety of professional experience and education, historical and cultural traditions, mentality and
attitude to work. All of these internal factors affect the company's operations in general and on internal
communication in particular.
Building an effective and mutually beneficial communications with the involvement of the
representatives of different cultures require managers and staff to apply knowledge from the field of
cross-cultural management, cultural tolerance, interest in cultural interaction for the overall result.
Here it would be useful to figure out how the nature of internal corporate communications changes
under the influence of the factor of multinational environment. Practical experience of implementing
communications, which MNC accumulated in the last decades, can be useful for the formation of the
theoretical foundations of cross-cultural management.
Sociocultural differences have a direct impact on internal communication. We believe that this effect
deserves a separate study. Consideration of the cultural and national aspects, which are obstacles to
internal communications, will allow us to formulate general guidelines for companies for minimizing
barriers and effective use of intercultural differences in the interaction of staff. So, internal
communication represents the information flows exchanged through the staff of company. These are
(Figure 1):
1) Horizontal ones are when the information shared between colleagues in a company;
2) Vertical communication is between superiors and subordinates. They have two directions of
information flow:
 Top-to-down – information, going from management to subordinates,
 Down-to-top – information from subordinates to high management.
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Figure 1: The structure of internal corporate communications
Internal corporate
communications
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The role of communication is impossible to overestimate. In addition to the main goal of information
flow that is informing, communication also serves to obtain feedback, improve the internal linkages
within the team and form a unified view of the company, its mission, strategies etc., to increase loyalty
of staff.
Continuing the topic of internal communications we review the quality of information flow:
 The uniqueness of the data;
 Specificity, completeness richness of information;
 Timeliness of information delivery;
 Information should include feedback from the recipient.
Surely, in internal corporate communications there are frequent failures due to the fact that information is presented to the recipient in a distorted form, or perceived and interpreted in a wrong
way. Such problems in a multinational environment are particularly noticeable. In practice, many of
the difficulties in international business are resulted from cross-cultural differences. The success and
effectiveness of internal communication depend on the cultural adaptation of the staff.
Let us consider the barriers (Adler, 2008) that have the greatest impact on the construction of internal
corporate communication:
 Physical distance;
 The difference in time zones;
 Cultural factor;
 Ethnocentrism;
 Language competence.
In transnational corporations well-built system of internal communications becomes more important
than for companies operating within one country. This is because communication affects the branches
and subunits outside national boundaries. The geographical factor itself affects the communication
and can lead to inconsistent actions. Taking into account the factor of physical distance between the
headquarters and branches conflict resolution becomes more serious challenge and requires more
effort and time from management. Actually, the physical distance between various units of
corporation is the problem for such role of internal communication, as creating a unified view of the
company, ownership and involvement of all staff in the company's success.
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The geographical factor is, in its turn, manifested not only in physical distance between the units of
the MNCs, but also in the difference in time zones, which also creates difficultness in time
management. Communications become irregular and time-conditioned that could create a feeling of
isolation among branch staff. The quality of the information flow is reduced because the instant
feedback between the recipient and the sender is impossible. Using only indirect channels to transfer
information (email, Fax) also complicates communication, because in this case the counterparts do not
have the ability to read facial expressions of each other, read body language that hinders the
interpretation of information. Indirect communication spends more time than direct dialogue face to
face that slows down the decision-making process.
The physical distance between subsidiaries and headquarters makes impossible non-formal
interpersonal communication, which are one of the most important and informational channels within
corporation. Also, upward communication from the staff of the branch to the top management of
corporation is hampered by distance and lack of direct interpersonal contact.
The most important factor, which is sometimes the most insurmountable barrier to internal
communication, is the cultural factor. Undoubtedly, the process of globalization is erasing some
differences, making a kind of mono-environment for economic activity (Figure 2). But some
characteristics of the mentality of certain nations, cultural behavior continue to influence on the
character of cross-cultural communications. The strict hierarchy of the Eastern business groups may
come into conflict with democratic structures, typical for Western society. The ability to take risks, to
take full responsibility for yourself as the qualities of western manager are not globally accepted and
should be balanced with such qualities as a desire for stability, some conservatism and collectivism of
other cultures. Also transparency and secrecy of staff, attitude to time, to guide and to work itself
which, of course, vary in different countries, are very important.
Figure 2: The model of cross-cultural corporate communications

Inattention to cultural differences, the desire to impose one style of behavior are typical for
ethnocentric position in building internal corporate communications. The root of the problem here is
that location of corporation as a specific culture is implied as the most effective for it had already made
the company a huge corporation expanded its sphere of influence beyond its borders. Top
management often does not admit that this culture and business style may be inappropriate and
ineffective in foreign units. Thus, one reality is forcibly carried to another cultural and economic reality
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that creates problems. Ethnocentrism is also evident in the fact that often 100 % of top management
of MNCs consists of representatives of the headquarters’ nation, which would undoubtedly be
perceived by the management of foreign branches as a violation of their rights, closeness of company
and impossibility to influence on the process of making the most important decisions.
Language difficulties also pose problems for internal corporate communications. The global spread of
English as a communication tool in corporations still does not eliminate misunderstanding, incorrect
interpretation of information. Transnational corporations, which started its history in English-speaking
countries, still publish important documents on its titular language. Translating or forwarding of
information to employees with language skills again takes time and slows the decision-making process.
Not only vertical communication experiences problems. Horizontal informal communication between
colleagues-speakers of different languages is also difficult.
Thus, internal communication in a multinational environment is influenced by a variety of barriers due
to sociocultural differences and physical factors of time and distance. Experts from the Economist
Intelligence Unit (www.eiu.com) has published in 2012 a report according to which 61% of multinational
companies have problems in entering new markets due to cultural and language barriers. About 50%
of respondents noted that mutual misunderstanding was the barrier to the conclusion of international
transactions and eventually led to significant losses. Factors of influence on cross-cultural
communication in this survey were as follows (Table 1).
Table 1: Factors of influence on building internal communications in multicultural environment (%)
The staff with necessary linguistic, communicative and business skills

43

The creation of adequate organizational structure

34

Top management support

27

Team leaders who are aware of the importance of cultural peculiarities

22

Reliable corporate technologies

20

One language for international corporate communication

19

Effective training for working in multicultural teams

13

Adequate and fair financial incentives

9

An established process of conflict resolution

3

Others

1

No answer

1

As we see from the results of the Economist Intelligence Unit (www.eiu.com) research sociocultural
factors are of primary importance in the organization of intercultural dialogue in a multicultural
environment of MNCs.
To build efficient information flow all these factors and their effect must be taken into account and
skillfully used. Thus we shall consider the possible strategy of building internal communications
according to specific influence of above mentioned differences.
An internal communication strategy in MNCs should be constructed in accordance with the objectives
and participants of such communications. The main objective should be the creation of a unified
information space, forming common values and understanding the mission of the company for
employees. Considering the distance and difference in time zones between subsidiaries and the
mother company, it is necessary to use appropriate channels of communication that will help mitigate
the impact of these factors, for example, videoconferences in real time. This channel of communication
will allow managers of the various units to participate directly in the decision-making process at the
highest level and offer their own solutions to problems. It also saves the company's budget, because
it will reduce costs of foreign business trips.
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Another effective channel of internal communications is Intranet using a single language (mostly
English). Single server, where staff from different countries and different departments can quickly add
information and set tasks, makes communication simpler and more transparent for all parties.
As for the difference in time zones, this barrier can't be eliminated, but its influence can be levelled.
For example, creating an operational group within the mother company who work during the time of
foreign units. Also pre-scheduled on convenient for all the participants time video conferences can
help to solve the most important issues.
Sociocultural barriers for communications are more amenable to overcome than physical ones
because they involve personal characteristics. To overcome cultural differences and ethnocentric
trends is possible by deepening and expanding interpersonal contacts, cross-cultural training, and
multinational team-building practices.
Language barriers are significantly mitigated by the transition and translation of the corporate
documents into English. In the case where English is not the native language of the parent company, it
can also serve as a sort of equalizing factor, for in this case, branches and the headquarters are in equal
conditions of usage of foreign language. Here we should consider the attitude of culture to non-verbal
communication signals (low- and high-context cultures by E. Hall, 1959), because in some cultures the
facial expressions and body language carry more information than the verbal form.
The analysis of barriers for cross-cultural communications may allow theorists of human resources
management to prepare the knowledge base needed to create practical tools of implementation in a
modern business environment. Becoming a proper management instrument, internal communications
are keystone of competitiveness of the company and its prospects.
In international corporations, internal communications are becoming more complex features due to
the multicultural environment of firm. The combination of different cultures within the staff serves
both an obstacle and a potential for further development.
For overcoming and eliminating the influence of physical and cultural barriers management of
corporation needs to build a system of internal communications taking into account all the differences
between branches and mother organization. Such a system should not introduce uniform culture of
business process organization inherent to the country of mother company culture. Strategy and
internal communications system should be synthesized on the basis of harmony of interests, cultural
characteristics, tolerance, and equality of mentalities. Only in this case, cultural differences will enrich
the internal interaction and not complicate it. In its turn successful internal communication would lead
to successful business operations in general.
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Abstract
We investigate the revenue impact of the inverse correlations between oil price and the US dollar
exchange rates for the following five key Sub-Saharan African currencies: Angolan Kwanza, Ghanaian
cedi, Kenyan shilling, Nigerian naira, and South African rand. The existence of a negative relationship
suggests that falling oil prices lead to two interrelated outcomes: lower oil export revenues in US dollar
terms and greater purchasing power of the denominating currency, which is also the US dollar. For the
oil-producing countries in our sample, we find evidence of a revenue dampening effect in that reduced
dollar receipts during periods of falling oil prices were dampened by rising revenues, after conversion
to the local currency. We also find evidence of both short-run and long-run reverse causality between
oil price and exchange rate. But this only exists for the currencies of the oil export-dependent
economies in the region. On that basis, we recommend a policy direction that emphasizes domestic
resource utilization as the key to exploiting the benefits of the oil-dollar inverse correlations.
Keywords
Exchange rate, oil price, cointegration, causality, Sub-Saharan Africa
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Abstract
The environment in which business operates on the one hand gives them specific conditions for
activities that enable them to pursue their autonomous goals, but on the other hand, they also face
certain requirements that companies must meet to ensure the sustainability of their existence. Rapidly
changing technological, social, economic and environmental environments make companies operate
under uncertainty, instability or even turbulence. Companies are forced to adapt to changes in their
macro and micro environment, which has a major impact on the organization their processes and
internal functions, and consequently on their economic performance. Rapid response to external
impulses will allow the company to survive on the market and even maintain a competitive position.
A deliberately shaped competitive advantage is the effect of two-way evolution in strategic
management: a market-based view, and a resource-based view. At present, the source of competitive
advantage is seen by companies in the resources and skills that are appropriately configured for key
competencies (as described by Hamel and Prahalad) and in resources with strategic characteristics
(according to VRIN model by Barney).
The main part of the conducted discussions in the paper is analysis of survey results conducted on a
sample of 63 companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange. The research carried out using the
confirmatory analysis concerned the relationship between the environment, resources and economic
performance of the company. Environment related variables include the type of the micro and macro
environment (in a four-step scale from stable to variable unpredictable) and monitoring of micro and
macro environment. Resources of companies were classified according to the VRIN criterion proposed
by J.B. Barney. The economic results are illustrated by variables such as: total assets, ROA, ROE, net
profit and revenue of sales.
Keywords
Company’s resources, environment, economic performance
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Abstract
Key persons in safety activities at enterprises are top manager, his representatives, working
environment specialist, all acting for the employer; and working environment representatives,
selected by the workers and holding the workers’ rights in safety and health (OHS) area. The aim of
the paper was finding the possibilities to raise the employers’ interest for improvement their
knowledge in safety and through this to raise the safety level. Safety level in 15 Estonian enterprises
was investigated. Some of the firms have implemented OHSAS 18001 or belong to the foreign
companies. One of the ideas to improve the safety level at enterprise is “learning through auditing”.
The auditing interview is based on OHSAS 18001. Safety performance key elements were divided into
three parts: formal, real, combined ones. Three hypothesis (H1, H2, H3) were formulated and
approved. H1) Standard OHSAS 18001 has an impact on Formal safety performance in companies (p<
0.013) if the responsibilities in OHS are committed to the employer (revising safety policy, personnel’s
responsibilities in OHS are clearly defined). H2) OHSAS 18001 has an impact on Real safety
performance (p< 0.013) if OHSAS 18001 is implemented and top manager promotes dissemination of
safety policy; resources and meetings in OHS are arranged by the manager. H3) OHSAS 18001 has an
impact on Combined safety performance (p< 0.007) if the manager is participating in the preparation
of safety policy and is reviewing the safety policy. The manager is informing the external bodies about
the company’s safety policy’s effectiveness and arranges the safety training for all of the personnel.
Keywords
Occupational health and safety management system, health and safety audit, OHSAS 18001, learning
through the auditing, MISHA method
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1. Introduction and Theoretical Basis
The work environment is a large term and it occupies not only the physical work environment, but also
the psychological and psychosocial elements that are depended on the people’s character and
attitudes. There are different key persons in the enterprise who have to take care of occupational
health and safety (OHS): the employer, the working environment specialist (safety engineer) and
working environment representatives. All these people have the possibility to improve the safety and
health at workplaces. The roles of these key-actors in different countries are different (Paas, 2015;
Hrenov, Paas, Tint & Reinhold, 2016).
The number of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Estonia is over 5000. Not all these
enterprises can allow themselves the job with the designation of work environment specialist (WES)
or safety engineer. Therefore, these SMEs need very good descriptions of safety and health activities
at the workplace and the information for the possibilities for improvement the safety level at these
enterprises. The inspectors from the National Labour Inspectorate of Estonia never reach the SMEs
unless an accident happens. In SMEs, the employer has to deal with the safety questions himself or
these obligations are delegated to some of the top management’s representative as an extra work.
The main possibilities to influence on the safety level in the firm have the working environment
specialists, as they are more educated and supported by the law in the work safety and health (OHS)
area.
A safety management system in the standard OHSAS 18001 (OHSAS 18001:2007) is designed in order
to deal with occupational health and safety (OHS) in a systematic way by the following activities: setting
company’s safety targets and objectives; designating roles and responsibilities for safety personnel;
planning and performing the hazards mitigations; monitoring, measuring and improving the on-going
system and its effectiveness (Robson & Bingelow, 2010). Although the implementation of safety
standards, particularly OHSAS 18001 usually declines the number of accidents and occupational
diseases in the enterprises, it has not leaded to larger interest to use the OHS systems in some
countries (Kim, Park & Park, 2016).
In the previous studies, the authors of the current paper have carried out the investigations in different
workplaces (Paas, 2015; Hrenov et al., 2016; Paas, Reinhold & Tint, 2015a; Paas, Reinhold & Tint,
2015b) and determined the nature of the real, formal and combined safety elements. The importance
and possibilities to use the safety progress derived by the successful in OHS companies (e.g. enterprises
which possess OHSAS 18001) for the companies without any systematic work in OHS was determined.
The role of the workers’ representation in OHS activities has been investigated (Hrenov et al., 2016).
The conclusion was: the position of safety representative has often a low status in the company;
working environment specialists do not have enough time to fulfil their safety functions to keep
employees safe. It was also postulated that the employers had limited understanding about the role
of working environment representatives (WER). The WER are elected formally, there is no practical
value of them. From this investigation arise the research questions of the current paper: how it is
possible to enhance the interest of the employers towards safety matters and what role plays in this
process OHSAS 18001 implementation? What are the main obstacles for the employers to show more
interest against health and safety in managed by them companies?
There are different new models and methods for investigating the safety level at enterprises
(Muthuviknesh & Kumar, 2014; Zin & Ismail, 2012; Gautam, Maiti, Suamsundar & Sarkar, 2017).
Gautam and others (2017) present a new scheme for measurement of safety performance in work
systems using segmented point process models that can capture the topics of changes in the working
conditions as well as variations in safety actions. The findings of the case study application showed
that the injury happenings data fit the models for all accidents and first aid cases.
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The risk assessment is one of the main areas, where the inquiries are carried out and it is also very
important and the basis for the development of safety and health developments in the enterprises.
Risk evaluation depends on the exposure limits recognized in the country (Isik & Atasoylu, 2017) and
also the world-wide rules have to be monitored (Tompa et al., 2016). In the study of Isik and Atasoylu
(2017), the main objectives were to determine the employer’s consciousness of the OHS law and to
find out to what extent the employers realize their duties to conduct risk assessments. This was
possible through the interviews and written surveys of employers of small and medium-sized
enterprises. One of the hypothesis in the paper (Isik & Atasoylu, 2017) postulated that risk assessments
are unproductive. The hypothesis was not approved: on the contrary, the risk assessment are always
effective if reasonable limitations are settled.
New tool for risk assessment (RA) of psychological risks is presented lately. This area has been always
the rigid area in RA. An original approach is presented by Kyaw-Myint, Strazdins, Clements,
Butterworth and Gallagher (2017) to identify serious exposure levels or health-based targets of job
control using the benchmark dose (BMD) method, which enables to determine the critical exposure
levels for job control.
The current study is mainly committed to small and medium-sized enterprises, where there are fewer
resources to improve the safety and health (Gopang, Nebhwani, Khatri & Marri, 2017).
The OHS activities in the Nordic countries are organized (Karlsen & Lindoe, 2016), joining a top-down
and bottom-up methodology to the organization of OHS activities. The overall responsibilities rests
with the employer, who seeks for the support both from the professional staff and from the
participants in the OHS organization of the company. The OHS activities in the Nordic countries are
organized (Karlsen & Lindoe, 2016), combining a top-down and bottom-up approach to the
organization of OHS activities. The overall responsibilities respites with the employer, who seeks for
the support both from the professional staff and from the participants in the OHS organization of the
company.
The method for assessment of safety management system in the enterprise, worked out by Kuusisto
(2000), is used by the authors of the current study in the previous investigations: the MISHA method
that bases on the OHS standard OHSAS18001 (Paas, 2015; Hrenov et al., 2016; Paas et al., 2015a).
Spear (2010) denotes to process indicators when describing key performance indicators such as safety
audits, behavior-based safety, safety perception surveys, safety training, and helpful action
measurements. Principal indicators are not so much the opposite of covering indicators, but are
instead a plane of safety likely to be present prior to an unwanted event (Hale, 2009; Harms-Ringdahl,
2009). Podgorski (2015) provides key performance indicators (KPIs) for measuring OHS management
systems operational performance. The final set of KPIs contains 20 sub-sets (like OHS policy, evaluation
and improvement of OHS training programmes, OHS goals and improvement plans, risk assessment
process, management of change, management system audit, management review; actions for
improvement: preventive and educative actions, repetitive improvement etc.).
The MISHA method (Kuusisto, 2000) has four areas: A) organization and administration, B)
participation, communication, and training; C) work environment, D) follow-up (accidents investigation
etc.).
The safety key elements in MISHA method are divided into three parts (Paas, 2015): formal safety
elements, like safety documents, content of the policy (R=0.895: the correlation between the safety
activities and the implementation or non-implementation of OHSAS 18001), revising the safety policy
(R=0.972), written safety policy (R=0.964), assignment of tasks and responsibilities (R=0.885).
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The real safety elements include the top management’s, line management’s and supervisor’s safety
knowledge, their commitment to the safety policy, communication, participation in workplace design
etc. In this part of the key elements, OHSAS 18001 implementation influences on the resources
(R=0.968), top management’s commitment to the safety policy (R=0.964), and the dissemination of
the safety policy (R=0.929).
In the part of combined safety, OHSAS 18001 has the strongest influence on the safety policy (R=0.888),
workplace hazard analysis (R=0.737) and assessment of the work environment (R=0.805) (Paas, 2015).
Very often the enterprises implement integrated management system: ISO 9000, ISO 14000 and OHAS
18001 (Kadir et al., 2015) are all taken into consideration.

2. Material and Methods
Fifteen Estonian enterprises (Table 1) were examined with modified MISHA method (Kuusisto, 2000)
for clarifying the role of the employers in OHS matters as well as for studying the perspectives to
improve the safety level of the enterprise through more effective employers’ activities. The enterprises
were from the manufacturing industry (chemical, plastic, food and metal), construction, agriculture
and transport. These enterprises agreed to carry out the MISHA-questionnaire-based investigation
(the length of the questioning is over 2 hours).
Five (5) of the enterprises (group 1) had implemented OHSAS 18001, three (3) were belonging to the
foreign corporations (group 2), in the last their own rules on safety were compulsory and implemented
and seven (7) enterprises represented the locally owned companies who had not implemented OHSAS
18001 (group 3, some of them even did not have knowledge about existing OHSAS 18001).
The qualitative study was carried out in these 15 companies in the form of interviews of employers
(active managers, production managers). The interviewing of the employers gives the information
about the present and possible role of the managers. The interviews were assessed by the first author
of the paper. The interviews were taken as the basis for the quantitative study.
For assessment to the MISHA questionnaire, the Likert scale (1- poor, 2- average, 3- good, 4- very good,
5- excellent) was used. The questions from the MISHA questionnaire that concern the employers’
activities, analyzed in the current study, are as follows:
o A1.2. Top management commitment to the safety policy: has company’s top management (factory
manager, managing director) committed itself to the goals of the policy? Is the commitment visible
in the management’s everyday activities?
o A1.4. Assignment of tasks and responsibilities: are the tasks and responsibilities assigned to the
top management?
o A1.5. Participation in the preparation of the policy: has the top management participated in the
preparation of the safety policy?
o A1.6. Initial status review: is the current safety management system operating effectively?
o A1.7. Safety documents: the employer is responsible? Are the responsibilities shared by the
employer?
o A1.8. Revising the safety policy: has the employer defined, how often the policy is revised?
o A1.9. Dissemination of the policy: has the company defined how the policy is made available to
the personnel? How the revised versions of the policy are distributed?
o A1.10. Informing external bodies about the company’s safety policy (how the temporary workers,
sub-contractors, clients can have access to the company’s safety policy)?
o A1.11. Safety policy’s connections to the company’s other activities (to the company’s quality and
environmental policy).
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

A2.1. The top management’s safety knowledge (is the top management aware of OHS
implementation in the company, what are the indicators of OHS in the company?)
A2.4. Does the company has a safety committee or some other cooperative safety teams? Does
the employer is included to the safety committee and does he take part in the meetings?
A2.8. Resources: does the company has the resources for OHS improvement?
B2.1. Does the manager arrange the information meetings on OHS?
B3.1. Does the employer affords the safety training for all the personnel on a regular basis?
C2.3. Does the personnel’s responsibilities and authorities are clearly defined?
C3.1. Are the workplace risk analysis carried out on a regular basis? Are the results looked through
by the manager? Are the reduction means financed by the manager?
C3.2. Does the top manager enters into a contract with the occupational health services? Does he
reviews the results of the medical examinations?
C3.3. Does the activities of the safety organization are discussed with the top management?
D1.1. Does the top manager is aware of the statistics on work accidents and occupational diseases?
D1.2. The reduction of accidents: has the plan been elaborated and presented to the top manager?
D1.3. Does the company make statistics on absenteeism rates and summaries on absenteeism
causes? Are the statistics available to the top management?
D2.1. Does the company has the system for redesigning the work or workplace of a person who
has difficulties in coping with the work?
D2.2. Does the company measure the employees’ mental work ability on a regular basis? Is the
manager aware of the results?
D3.1. Does the company have a system for measuring the social climate (social relations between
the workers if some problems have observed)?

The statistics used in the paper involved IBM SPSS Statistics 22.0 and R.2.15.2. The following statistical
methods were used: correlation, MANOVA, factor analysis, principal component method, independent
T-test [18].

3. Results
The results of the quantitative analysis are given in Table 1. In the second column the characterization
of the investigated enterprises is given. The interviews in the companies were carried out with the
employer (if it was possible), but mainly with the production manager, who was mainly present in the
workplace from the top management representatives (column 5). The total average score by MISHA
method is presented in column 6.
The total MISHA score for the companies of group 1 was 78-90; for the group 2 it was 78-85; for the
group 3 the total score was 30-65 from the 100 possible. It shows that the implementation of OHSAS
18001 helps to upgrade the safety level at enterprises. The corporated companies also have their own
rules to keep the safety and health matter on a comparatively high level.
The safety key elements mostly correlated with the employers’ activities at enterprises in the safety
and health area are presented in Table 2, 3, 4 (column 1). The results of the statistics between these
connections in the real, formal and combined safety area (sum of squares by KMO and Barlett’s test
and p value are presented in the columns 2 and 3).
3.1. Hypothesis H1
Factor analysis were carried out with KMO and Bartlett’s test (Field, 2016). The alpha correction
(ANOVAs with Tukey’s HSD post-hoc tests) was implemented and so the H1, H2, and H3 were
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confirmed. Three hypothesis were formulated and the area in which they are proved concerning
employer’s activities were as follows:
H1) Standard OHSAS 18001 has an impact on formal safety performance in the companies. If OHSAS
18001 is implemented, then: the assignment of tasks and responsibilities in OHS is committed to the
top management (p=0.000), the employer is revising the safety policy (p=0.000), the personnel’s
responsibilities and authorities in OHS are clearly defined (p=0.013). The lower p-value (p=0.072) have
the following activities, which are dependent on the top manager’s activities: the top manager is aware
about the statistics of accidents and occupational health diseases and the rates of absenteeism are not
directly committed to the manager. These obligations are usually more directed to the safety manager
in the company, if the company has the job of safety engineer or working environment specialist. The
small enterprises have no resources to hire the safety manager, therefore these obligations have to be
held by the manager him(her)self. The lowest score (p=0.241) have the safety documents
responsibility, these documents are usually hold also by the safety manager, particularly in mediumsized companies.
Table 1: The characterization and results of the quantitative study using MISHA method (N=15)
ID

The activity area

1

2

I

Chemical industry

3

OHSAS
company/corporated
company
4

50-249

+/-

Size,
employees

The person interviewed
5
Management’s representative, 45;
External auditor, 34

Total score
(100max)
6
87
78
88

II

Chemical industry

50-249

+/-

Management’s representative, 55
External auditor, 34

III
IV

Metal industry
Metal industry
Agriculture farm
(milk production)
Agriculture farm
(grain production)
Construction
Transport
Plastic industry
Electronics
Electronics
Food industry
Food industry
Textile industry
Printing industry

50-249
>250

-/-/+

Safety manager, 64
Safety manager, 35

78
62
85

<50

-/-

Employer, 50

46

<50

-/-

Employer, 56

60

<50
50-249
50-249
>250
>250
>250
>250
>250
<50

-/-/+/-/+
+/-/+
+/-/-/-

Active manager, 40
Personnel manager, 45
Safety manager, 62
Safety manager, 42
Safety manager, 39
Safety manager, 37
Safety chief specialist, 68
Safety and health manager, 67
Production manager, 41

50
65
78
82
90
78
80
53
30

V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII
XIV
XV

Table 2: Correlation between the formal safety elements hypothesis H1
Safety key element
A1.4. Assignment of tasks and responsibilities to the top management
A1.7. Safety documents: the employer is responsible?
A1.8. Revising the safety policy: has the employer defined how often
the policy is revised?
C2.3. Does the personnel’s responsibilities and authorities are clearly
defined?
D1.1. Does the top manager is aware of the statistics on the work
accidents and occupational diseases?
D1.3. Does the company make statistics on absenteeism rates and they
are available to the top management?
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SUM of squares
(KMO) and Barlett’s test
13.375
1.299

p-value
.000
.241

25.688

.000

4.576

.013

21.007

.072

5.458

.072
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Table 3: Correlation between the real safety key elements hypothesis H2
Safety key element
A1.9. Dissemination of the policy: has the employer defined how the
policy is made available to the personnel?
A2.1. Top management’s safety knowledge
A2.8. Resources: does the company has the resources for OHS
improvement?
B2.1. Does the manager arrange the information meetings to the
employers on OHS?
D2.1. Does the company has the system for redesigning the work or
workplaces of a person with disabilities?
D2.2. Does the company measure the employees’ mental work ability
on a regular basis? Is he aware of the results?

SUM of squares
(KMO) and Barlett’s test

p-value

21.007

.000

3.005

.039

22.688

.000

2.896

.006

0.047

.013

1.188

.148

3.2. Hypothesis H2
H2) Standard OHSAS 18001 has an impact on real safety performance in companies. If OHSAS 18001 is
implemented, then: the top manager promotes dissemination of the safety policy: the policy is made
available to all the personnel (p=0.001); the resources for improvement of OHS activities are arranged
by the top management (p=0.000); the top manager arranges meetings in OHS (p=0.006); in the
company there is a system for redesigning the workplaces for the persons who have difficulties in
coping with the work (p=0.013). The top management’s safety knowledge has to be advanced
continuously. The employees’ mental work ability is not measured even in OHSAS 18001 implemented
companies (p=0.39). This standard OHSAS 18001 has to be modified in this area.
3.3. Hypothesis H3
H3) Standard OHSAS 18001 has an impact on combined safety performance. If OHSAS 18001 has been
implemented, then: top management is participating in the dissemination of the safety policy (0.001),
top manager is reviewing the safety policy, is it operating effectively? He is informing of the external
bodies about the company’s safety policy (p=0.001); the top manager arranges safety training for all
the personnel (p=0.004); there is a plan for the reduction of accidents: it has been elaborated by the
top manager (p=007); the company has a system for measuring the social climate in the company
(p=0.000). OHSAS 18001 does not influence on the organizing the safety committee work (p=0.214)
and the top manager is not making the contract with the occupational health services influenced by
OHSAS 18001 (p=0.340); not all activities in the safety area are consulted with the top management
(p=0.143).
Table 4: Correlation between the combined safety key elements hypothesis H3
Safety key element
A1.6. Dissemination of the policy: has the employer defined how the
policy is made available to the personnel?
A1.10. Informing external bodies about the company’s safety policy
A2.4. Does the company has a safety committee or some other
cooperative safety teams?
B3.1. Does the employer affords the safety training for all the
personnel on a regular basis?
C3.2. Does the top manager enter into a contract with the occupational
health services?
C3.3. Does the activities of the safety organization are discussed with
the top management?
D1.2. The reduction of accidents: has the plan elaborated and
presented to the top manager?
D3.1. Does the company have a system for measuring social climate?
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SUM of squares
(KMO) and Barlett’s test

p-value

13.375

.001

17.241

.001

3.200

.214

2.854

.004

0.611

.340

1.965

.143

4.125

.007

19.125

.000
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3.4. Comments to top management’s activities in OHS
Usually the incorporation to the foreign firms influences positively to the management’s attitudes to
the safety activities. In one of the investigated firms, after the incorporation, the management started
to implement the corporation-based safety system and first, the safety audit was conducted.
The result was: safety did not came important at once. Safety took the first priority only 10 year after
the incorporation. After that, quality was emphasized even more. Now it could be said that “safety
comes first”. The working environment representative’s comments:
1. “The management’s attitude to safety has not reached the ordinary workers yet. We have not
really understood that safety is the priority in our department. Often we feel we have to rush in
order to meet the production deadlines. Yes, we know that management declares safety is very
important, but in practice, there are some safety flaws occurring. I personally work with an outdated equipment and there is no hope to receive new one in near future”.
2. The other WER from the same company, however, presents a slightly different opinion: “I think
the safety level in our company is very good compared to my first employer. Here, everything
concerning safety, is documented.”
So, there are different perceptions on safety, concerning industrial workers. In OHSAS 18011
implemented companies they have more knowledge on safety matters compared for example with
small enterprises were even the manager does not know that the Occupational Health and Safety act
(OHS Act, 1999) exists in Estonia.

4. Discussion
Our study revealed that management plays an essential role in OHS improvement in the company. By
O’Toole (2002) it is also postulated that the leadership’s position is influencing the employee’s
perceptions of the safety management systems. Those perceptions appear to influence on the
employee’s decisions that relate to at-risk behaviors and decisions on the job. Organizational
commitment did affect the perceived safety at work, but not on work accidents (DeJoy, Della,
Vaderberg & Wilson, 2010).
In the current study, it was declared that the plan for reduction of accidents if it is worked out by the
employer, has very strong influence on the combined safety at enterprises. If the Standards (OHSAS
18001 etc.) are implemented then the organizational climate will also be better (Neal, Griffin & Hart,
2000).
The MISHA method is not the only method for assessment and showing the improvement’s points in
safety and health at enterprises. By Arghami et al. (2014), the safety climate questionnaire is built up
on another basis. It contains seven (7) different factors: management commitment to safety and
personnel collaboration (the influence of total safety level R=0.954), safety communication (R=0.830),
supportive environment (R=0.793), work environment (R=0.803), formal training (R=0.774), priority of
safety (R=0.740), personal priorities and need for safety (R=0.547). So, the results are comparable with
the results in the current paper: the safety policy might be worked out very properly and on the high
level, but the safety policy usually do not reach the personnel, from up to down, there are difficulties
as in OHSAS-implemented as in non-implemented enterprises.
In the current study the implementation of OHSAS 18001 has a strong impact on the improvement of
safety level at enterprises.
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5. Conclusions
OHSAS 18001 implementation helps to improve the following formal safety elements where safety
manager is involved: to write the safety policy, the description of tasks of the personnel in safety area,
the responsibilities of the safety personnel are clearly determined.
OHSAS 18001 implementation helps to improve the following real safety elements: dissemination of
the safety policy, the safety personnel is advising the top management in safety and health questions,
the safety manager instructs thoroughly the personnel in safety matters, the safety personnel is
advising the top management how to allocate the resources.
OHSAS 18001 implementation in the firm helps to improve the following combined safety elements:
safety manager compiles the initial safety review, the safety training needs of the personnel are
determined, workplace hazard analysis are carried out.
The hypothesis H1, H2, H3 on the influence of the firm type (OHSAS-implemented or nonimplemented) has an impact on the employer’s activities in occupational safety and health area.
The general conclusion is: if the standard OHSAS 18 001 is implemented, then then the OHS tasks and
responsibilities are under the surveillance of the top manager. The employer is always revising the
safety policy, the safety policy is available to every worker, the top manager arranges the OHS meetings
if needed and the top manager is participating in the work-out of the safety policy, he(she) is
continuously reviewing the policy, policy is effective and training in OHS is available to every worker.
The employer is in the key position in the enterprise in occupational safety and health improvement
means and also it is positive if he has the resources to perform the changes. The three investigated
small enterprises (the number of the workers under 50), the safety knowledge of the active manager
is extremely important.
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Abstract
This study indicates that the retail sector in Brazil will undergo profound transformations in the way it
markets its products. The survey reveals that the physical store remains an important reference for
contemporary retail. However, stores will begin to interact with more affordable and consumerfriendly digital technologies such as smartphones, tablets, connected clocks and virtual reality glasses.
The aim of this article is to recognize which are the improvements and innovative changes in Retail in
Brazil and compare with Global Startups related to Retail.
Keywords
Retail, Brazil, startups
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Introduction
The expression Retail 4.0 denotes the integration between offline and online point of sales. Due to
recent development on digital innovation, the shopper experience has changed. Today competitive
markets challenge firms to face new ways in doing business. Greater intelligence is enabling firms to
offer facilities, to achieve new market frontiers, and succeed in a shrinking and changing market.
This article aims to identify how these changes can be seen in Brazilian retail. The study points out that
Brazilian startups are extremely focused on innovation. Through a mandala, it was possible to figure
out those changes with seven axes and fifteen categories used to classify the type of innovation in
store 4.0 and the business in which each of the 115 startups surveyed acts to improve the shopping
experience.
Innovation has been the way industry is improving and offering new products and experiences to
consumer. Not only in manufacturing have we watched innovation. Retailers must follow those
changes moving from Multichannel to Omni channel. Physical stores is no longer the space to improve
sales and, with new apps, will be not only a show room. Those changes faces some difficulties like how
to promote greater experience to shoppers? How millenniums and baby boomers deals with those
changes? Witch strategies can succeed?
This paper is structured as follows. The first section attempts to present and analyze recent data in
Brazilian Economy. Second section provides a map of Brazilian startups. Third section provides some
further evidence about United States. The last section summarizes and present some conclusions.

Retail | Store 4.0 in Brazil
The diversification of Brazilian store formats has attracted the attention of researchers (Machado &
Crispim, 2017). The startups has been the driver for a structural transformation worldwide (Dent,
Karahan, Pugsley & Sahin, 2016). The reasons for diversification and differentiation are associated with
innovative technologies and prospects for greater profit or for market share disputes in more
competitive markets. The convergence between real and virtual words has created new markets for
industry. In a market with surplus capacity, the creation of new markets is a space of survival, value
creation and growth
The joint application of digital solutions in the physical space represents the concept of "Retail 4.0". In
Retail 4.0, the complete integration of all available channels for purchasing has increased significantly
the amount of data and diversified the data sources. Jayaram (2017) and Lee (2017) studied the
important connection between Retail and Analytical Intelligence models and optimization with big
data analysis. The emergence of this new form of relationship with the consumer in retail is associated
with the change in the profile of the consumer who, at present, already has at hand, via smartphone,
a series of tools that brings him closer to e-commerce and the marketplace.
Smartphones is increasingly popular in Brazil. In 2015, according to Euromonitor, more than 60% of
households had smartphones being the fourth biggest market. China, India and USA are the greatest
markets according to the same source. Demography and income can explain these data. However,
Brazil has lower population and per capita income. The explanation for these is that owning a
smartphone is a status symbol and a life style, a way of being connected with friends and family.
Brazilian consumer lifestyle is changing. The online retail markets in Brazil are set to benefit
significantly from the growing popularity of the Internet via wireless digital devices.
Store 4.0 facilitates the shopping experience through its "digital intelligence" and can create a virtual
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copy of the physical world. Last year, the Pokémon Go game fever illustrated this off-line / online
consumer integration with its favorite brands.
Technology will always be a means to bring the product and service closer to the end consumer. What
you want is for the customer to be satisfied with the purchase they made, thus improving their
experience in acquiring goods and services. With digital intelligence, the consumer can shop at home
and go to the store just to get the product, avoiding queues, empty shelves and still receive offers of
what really matters to them.
The impeachment of 2014 marks a significant change in the conduct of economic policy. The option of
austerity after years of stimulating demand growth resulted in a fall in real wages, partially offset by
falling prices. The household indebtedness, resulting from the measures implemented as part of a
wage-led growth strategy, still limits the budget and consumption expenditures. The recent crisis in
Brazil has significantly affected the Brazilian retail. After 2014, we can see a significant decline.
Figure 1: Sales Volume in Retail - Brazil (14 = 100)
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Rezende, Aranha, Zambaldi and Goldsmith (2007) proved that Electricity consumption can be a
predictor of household income. So, using electricity consumption as a proxy to household income, in
April of 2017 income was 11% lower compared to January 2015. A more dramatic picture can be
showed with Family Consumption data (Figure 2).
Figure 2: GDP Household Consumption - Chained, w / Adjustment (95 = 100)
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Source: Ibge, 2017

Retailing has undergone changes in the world scenario, but in Brazil, due to the crisis, the changes
accelerate as a strategy of competition in an increasingly smaller market. During recession consumers
are more prone to saving Money looking for better prices, saving time and distance to buy, and for
new brands and experiences. In times of adversity in the economic environment, it is more evident the
need for retail organizations to be innovative, productive and reach satisfactory levels of
competitiveness.
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The next section is dedicated to map innovation in Brazilian startups related to retail.

Startups as a Driving Force for Retail Revolution
The study presents the existence of 115 Brazilian startups that are already creating software and
hardware for retailers in the country. They are solutions that involve the internet of things, virtual
reality and augmented reality, robotics, artificial intelligence, applications, consumer engagement and
operations. The research surveyed the databases of accelerator Liga Ventures, of ABS - Brazilian
Association of Startups, with a 100 open startups ranking and used the Retail Laboratory of Positivo
University.
CB Insights (2017) has identified startups enhancing the in-store experience with digital tools. We have
classified the Brazilian Startups in macro trends and innovation categories that are impacting the
shopping experience in the physical store (7 macro trends and 15 categories). The classification of the
macro trends was based on the studies and reports of Gartner (2016) on the technologies that will
influence the innovation in the organizational context in 2017.
The classification of innovation categories was based on the CB Insights global study. The database to
consult Brazilian startups was as follows: Positivo University Retail Laboratory, ABS - Brazilian Startups
Association, Open 100 Startups Ranking and the Accelerated Liga Ventures.
For the startup to be eligible and indicated in the study the evaluated criteria were: i) a minimum of
one year with active CNPJ1; ii) has had minimum monthly revenue; iii) had at least one retail customer
testing or implemented technological innovation; and iv) had not received investment from large funds
or co-accounts.
Figure 3: Overview of the Store of the Future and Digital Startups in Brazil

Source: Brazilian Association of Startups, Authors elaboration

The mandala is divided into the following axes: 1. Artificial intelligence, 2. Platforms and means of
1

CNPJ is the acronym of National Register of Legal Entities. It is a register where all legal entities and individuals in Brazil
(individuals who exploit individually for profit) are required to register before starting their activities.
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payment, 3. Consumer Engagement: Loyalty ; Marketing, CRM; 4. Internet of Things : Beacons Analytics and Marketing; Corridor and Interactive Display; Indoor Mapping & Analytics; Music brand;
Wi-Fi guest shopper, Convenience; 5. Mobility, Contact Us, Cloud : Focus on the collaborator; Store
Management; Omni channel; 6. Operations | Smart Point of Sale; Promotions and Rewards; 7 VR | AR
| Virtual / Augmented Reality.
Axis 1 – AI | Artificial Intelligence shows applications that can act as digital shop assistants, guiding
customers throughout their journey. They allow customers to ask questions in natural language about
the features of in-store products, as well as services and facilities, and then receive a personalized
response. They are dedicated to the difficulty of the seller to perform personalized and standardized
service in the store.
Axis 2 – Privacy Policy | Platforms and means of payment manages and automates payments for
consumers, provides infrastructure for transactions and digital options for customers in a physical
store. Addressed to cure the "pain" of Rows in stores, Buy-out at cash point and Restricted forms of
payments
Axis 3 – Consumer Engagement | Loyalty / Consumer offer incentive programs to engage customers
for loyalty and recurrence of purchases. Those are looking for solutions for low participation and
consumer adherence to current relationship programs.
Axis 3 – Consumer Engagement | Marketing | CRM provides applications that help in the
dissemination, brand building and customer activation, as well as providing solutions for capturing
information and customer feedback, data analysis and CRM. Gives solutions to Lack of standardization
of retail brand campaigns; Low customization of campaigns, Campaign turns commodity action and
Lack of digital generation engagement.
Axis 4 – IoT - Internet of Things | Beacons - Analytics and Marketing Provides hardware and software
to help stores keep track of visitors. They concentrate on collecting data for internal analyzes, such as
merchandise monitoring, promotions, etc. Those are addressed to lack of customization of the offline
promotional campaign | Difficulty measuring the success rate and conversion of marketing actions in
the physical store.
Axis 4 – IoT - Internet of Things | Corridor and Interactive Display Solutions that make the Store
Corridor and Displays more interactive and tangible, delivering an immersive and enriching experience
during the customer journey. Apps that outdated Offline Communication , Lack of standardization in
communication , Difficulty measuring sales conversion with offline campaigns and Low interactivity
and customer attraction
Axis 4 – IoT - Internet of Things | Indoor Mapping & Analytics shows applications that, through
connected devices, create detailed internal maps of the stores and route of passage of the consumer.
They bring a map of heat and insights about distribution of products and services in physical space.
They can help with the exposure of products in the store made without historical basis of the
customer's offline journey, improve Customer buying path in store when this is unknown and Analyzes,
studies, and exposure planning based on empirical and unsystematic observation.
Axis 4 – IoT - Internet of Things | Music brand They help stores manage their in-store music playlists
and consumer reactions. They help to deal with musical repertoire misaligned with brand value
proposition, absence of sensory marketing strategy and low in-store customer retention
Axis 4 – IoT - Internet of Things | Wi-Fi guest shopper | Convenience Solutions that provide
convenience to the customer inside the store with the purpose of causing a stay experience beyond
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the expectations of the purchase. Used when Consumer has limited access to internet data package,
difficulty accessing digital channels and information inside the store or it does not access digital
promotions due to data limitation.
Axis 5 – Mobility | Contact Us | Cloud | Focus on the collaborator Tools that serve as a communication
channel and digital training for retail employees. They provide solutions when there is High Turnover
of Shop Staff or Need for constant training.
Axis 5 – Mobility | Contact Us | Cloud | Store Management Commercial automation system that
manages in a simple and effective way the control and registration of all movements occurring in
stores. Used to help with operational inefficiency, lack of standardization, control and management of
processes and systems deficit.
Axis 5 – Mobility | Contact Us | Cloud | Omni channel Platforms that integrate physical stores, ecommerce, relationship and promotion tools Online to Offline - O2O for a more appropriate and
integrated shopping experience. Cures the "pain" in asymmetry of offers, availability and service
between the online and offline channels of the retailer and Low repurchase rate with retail brand.
Axis 6 – Operations | Smart Point of Sale Solutions that help consumer goods brands monitor
merchandise exposure on store shelves and track product turnaround, as well as generate price and
position insights. Helps to monitor inventory and optimize inventory operation. Dedicated to help with
situations like long hours in inventory counting , Operational inefficiency, Manual count error , High
cost, breaks at the point of sale , loss of sale (lack of product supply) and Replenishment without
demand forecast planning
Axis 6 – Operations | Promotions and Rewards Applications that bring together purchase actions, price
comparisons, cashback and bookings, rewarding the customer with discounts and advantages. Helps
when Consumer sees no advantage, to Scattered Scoring in Various Reward Programs and with
Difficulty in tracking punctuation history.
Axis 7 – VR | AR | Virtual / Augmented Reality Provides new customer service interfaces and customer
relationships that help retailers in store layout, product experimentation, and promotional display
design. Those are addressed to changes in consumer buying behavior, access to digital channels for
purchase, to next generation digital consumption requirements of new purchasing interfaces.
The omnichannel strategy is an approach that is being widespread in the Brazilian retail scenery, as it
is an accepted hypothesis that the customer increasingly tends to shop in integrated environments,
that is, utilizing several purchase channels and being able to combine the online and brick and mortar
experiences. Although omnichannel is acknowledged as a promising strategy for retailers, the effect of
these actions on consumers, per the varying shopping environments, remain an object of study.
Despite the growing presence, few studies were published on the subject and only three had been
published on ominichannel in Brazil (Morais et al., 2016).
Paes (2016) examines the impact of the online and offline channel integration (ICO), defined as the
understanding of buyer preferences, performed by means of experimental research with customers
who made purchases in three environments, the physical store, the online store and the integrated
store, evaluating direct and indirect effects, such as the perceived quality of service, risk perception,
purchase intent as well as new products intention research. The method applied to analyze the buyer’s
decision taking, within the defined criteria, was the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). The experiment
was performed at the Retail Lab in Positivo University, a brick and mortar, including the development
of an online and an integrated store, within the scope of this dissertation. It was therefore evidenced
by the results that the consumer prioritizes integrated and physical environments as opposed to
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exclusively online ones.
Concrete data on the impact of startups on sales or retail billing are hard to come by because they are
strategic data. Sensitivity is associated with differentiation and competition for differentiation,
possible as a function of startups. Data dissemination can stimulate direct competitors to use
equivalent tools, reducing gains in differentiation. Commercial relations between Startups and Retail
are protected by confidentiality clauses. However, the impact of startups can also be measured by the
new jobs generated. On average, Startups generate around eight new jobs. The specific object of this
study, the 115 new Brazilian companies, generated approximately one thousand new jobs between IT
vacancies and marketing and management. The average salary is US $ 1,000.00 or three times higher
than the national salary floor, varying according to the region of the country. This information is only
an estimate based on union agreements and floors of professions.

International Comparison
The driving force for those changes are not exclusive due to crisis, but also to “help retailers bridge the
gap between digital and physical commerce, and keep up with e-commerce competitors” (CB
INSIGHTS, 2017). The Global survey considered 151 startups, while Brazilian research identified 115
equivalent companies.
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Figure 4: STORE 4.0 - STARTUPS IN THE RETAIL: BRAZIL X GLOBAL
STUDY STORE 4.0 COMPARISON STARTUPS RETAIL BRAZIL X GLOBAL
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Some categories have a higher number of global startups when compared to the number identified in
Brazil. Artificial Intelligence, Analytics and Marketing (Beacons), Corridor and Interactive Display, Music
Brand, Wi-fi guest shopper | Convenience, Focus on the collaborator, Smart Point of Sale, Virtual and
/ or Augmented Reality are these categories. But the global number includes startups at USA, UK,
Canada and Germany. The GDP of those Countries is about fourteen times the Brazilian GDP (World
Bank, 2015). So, it’s expected to found a positive difference between the Global and Brazilian startups
number.
What catches our attention is the opposite findings. In 43% of the categories, Brazilian Startups
outnumber Global Startups. Payments, loyalty or consumer loyalty, CRM, Indoor Mapping & Analytics,
Store Management, Omnichannel, Promotions and Rewards are the categories which have more
startups in Brazil compared to those ranked by CB Insights (2017). We can ask why, despite the
comparative market size, those categories has attracting efforts, talents and money?
The development of the financial sector in Brazil may have facilitated the creation of startups with
payment solutions. The crisis, in particular the economic crisis faced by Brazil from 2014 onwards, may
explain the interest and effort in seeking solutions that optimize existing resources, increase market
reach (geographic or number of consumers), or add value ( Increased loyalty). The present study did
not seek to identify the motivations for the appearance of startups, but the results found suggest ways
for future research.
This survey also observed the presence of global startups in categories for which we did not find
correspondents in Brazil.
Figure 5: Global categories and startups that were not indicated in the study representing Brazil
Categories

Number
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2
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2
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4
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8
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Sources: Brazil: http://liga.ventures/insights-varejo; Global: https://www.cbinsights.com/blog/retail-store-tech-startups2016/; Author’s elaboration.

Particularities of Brazilian consumer behavior, the cost of implementing new technologies and the
scarcity of qualified resources, may explain the absence of startups in the categories of Figure 5. Again
we are faced with possibilities for future research.

Conclusions
The development of the present study allowed the elaboration of a map followed by an analysis of
how the Brazilian startups are divided specifically associated with the sales in the retail. This work
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sought to fill a gap in the bibliography presenting the main startups linked to Brazilian retail. In the
mapping, it is observed that the largest number of startups is related to store management and to
consumer engagement and loyalty. Both indicate that the crisis and increased competition in a
shrinking market are great motivators for the emergence of new retail-related solutions.
In general, startups are mostly associated with consumer engagement, the internet of things, and the
provision of smart apps. It is clear from this picture that it is necessary to follow new ways of operating
in retail, identifying cases of success and replicable competitive strategies. The absence of specific data
on the results associated with the different startups prevents more conclusive analyzes. It is
understood to be a promising space for future research.
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Abstract
Uncertainty about the economic and technical value of future technologies is growing because science
and technology as well as economy and society are growing at a very rapid pace these days. The
appearance of future society is determined by the interaction between economy, society and S&T.
Therefore we need reliable information to make a strategy to secure managing future society and
innovation.
We have come up with this project every year, since 2009. This year, the core issue of "Living and
Environmental Pollution" has been selected. Living pollution includes sensory hazards, information
pollution on the internet, etc. Environmental pollution includes air, water and soil pollution, etc.
The process of 10 future key technologies extraction was consisted of two courses: future demand
analysis and selection of future key technologies. For the future demand analysis, we derived future
detail issues and needs about the pollution by literature analysis, feedback from the experts, social big
data analysis, and mobile citizen survey. To select 10 key technologies, we used candidate pool of
future technologies and we derived future key technologies through technical evaluation that expert
participated. After selecting the 10 technologies, we conducted a detailed analysis of the 10
technologies especially about technology development trend, market forecast, and patent.
We believe that the development of technologies for solving pollution is ultimately economically
beneficial and very important for the sustainable management in our society because it can reduce the
cost of damages, and is essential for improving the quality of ecosystem and people's lives.
Keywords
Living pollution, environmental pollution, 10 future key technologies, sustainable development and
management
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Abstract
With the increase in business accelerators being offered in Silicon Valley and sustained attention to its
uniqueness as a start-up Mecca, there comes an increased need to identify whether Silicon Valley
actually delivers on its high-tech promise to improve business success for entrepreneurs based in other
business environments such as Europe. Austria has been investing in high-tech start-up entrepreneurs
who visit Silicon Valley for the past seven years through a program entitled “Go Silicon Valley.” This
paper analyzes data collected from 96 participants of Go Silicon Valley between 2010 and 2017 as the
first phase of a longitudinal field experiment. The results indicate key factors for successful innovation
and commercialization in correlation with participation in an international business acceleration
program between Austria and the United States, with a particular emphasis on Silicon Valley and hightech start-up businesses. The results of this study give a snapshot regarding the success factors of
internationalization and mentoring via business development programs in the specific business ecosystem Silicon Valley.
Keywords
Offshoring, internationalization, business eco-system, high-tech, start-up
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Introduction
International business development programs like incubators and accelerators are facing a new global
boom and transition (Theodorakopoulos, Kakabadse, & McGowan, 2014). Universities, corporations
and private investors aim to profit from the new public attention to „start-ups“ and roll out additional
international business development programs. In the center of this fervor for start-ups the two words
‘Silicon Valley’ are ubiquitous worldwide. The immense success of the high-tech industry in Silicon
Valley dwarfs the rest of the world. However, the answer to whether adequate cost/benefit value is
provided for sponsoring governments and institutions to send their start-up managers to Silicon Valley
for incubation of their organization is disputable. Therefore, the purpose of this research is to identify
the long-term effects of international business development programs on ‘business success’ factors
with a focus on start-ups that receive acceleration funds and support from government initiatives. The
focus of this paper is on survey data taken over a seven-year period on 96 entrepreneurs participating
in an Austrian government initiative. This research will enhance the ability of business organizations
and policy makers to improve their setup and efficiency of International Business Development
Programs similar to the “Go Silicon Valley” program in Austria.

1. Literature Review
1.1. Defining a ‘start-up’ before sending a manager overseas
As Mintzberg (2002) indicates, start-up managers need a more profound understanding of
globalization which should be as authentic as possible, for example through cross-cultural experience.
Governments like Austria are willing to support start-up entrepreneurs with financial and other
resources. But what exactly is a start-up, and at what stage of the start-up is optimal to send the
management to Silicon Valley for this cross-cultural authentic experience that is so beneficial according
to the literature?
The term start-up has no homogenous definition. There are different approaches to distinguish a startup from other company types, but there are still central elements that are attributed to start-ups. The
EU-Legislation L 187 defines a start-up as a small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) not older than
five years and whose business purpose is new to the enterprise and its stakeholders. According to
Marmer (2011), one important characteristic of a start-up is the notion of innovation. Due to its small
size and being at an early stage, the company has to reach early traction (revenue) and roll out
innovative ideas and business models for services and products in order to reach market share. The
Startup Genome Report divides the start-up life cycle into six phases: discovery, validation, efficiency,
scale, profit maximization, renewal. Within each of the phases, there is potentially an optimal
experience waiting for the entrepreneur, but this is unknown to the sponsoring government as well as
the entrepreneur.
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Figure 1.1: Characteristics of Start-up life cycles

Source: Marmer, 2011

One of the main challenges when supporting entrepreneurs on accelerator programs is knowing the
optimal time and the right entrepreneur, and start-up phases as well as other conceptual analyses of
‘start-up’ do little to assist decision-makers who must choose which start-up managers to send abroad
based on high-quality, relevant data. For example, referring to the chart above, ‘partners’ appear in
the validation stage yet in most cases it is perhaps some sort of ‘partner’ that established the first
$227,000. Furthermore, the question of whether a new business can sustain itself when the
CEO/Founder is abroad is difficult to answer, yet this would probably have less effect on the outcomes
of the intervention when the start-up is in the ‘scale’ stage. Nevertheless, it is not only the government
that determines the fit of an entrepreneur for an international business development program,
because each entrepreneur acts within an ‘eco-system’ where multiple structures and actors share in
the creation of new business.
1.2. Start-ups inside an “entrepreneurship eco-system”
If the definitions of a start-up by staging and sequencing (time appropriacy) offer minimal assistance
in choosing whom and when to send an entrepreneur to Silicon Vally for an accelerator, then perhaps
an improved understanding of the supportive areas of a given society towards entrepreneurship can
provide a clearer understanding of which factors would contribute to each entrepreneurs’ success
after the intervention. Enter an ‘eco-system.’ What has been accepted as an Entrepreneurship Ecosystem (Isenberg, 2011) is a complex and non-hierarchical system that includes the necessary actors
and systems which function together to benefit entrepreneurship. The following chart shows the vast
networked functionality of an entrepreneurship eco-system:
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Figure 1.2: The entrepreneurship ecosystem strategy as a new paradigm for economic policy: principles
for cultivating entrepreneurship

Source: Isenberg, 2011

Isenberg (2011) suggests an Entrepreneurship Eco-system has four main characteristics:
 It contains six domains (see chart above).
 Each Entrepreneurship Eco-system is unique and cannot be copied.
 There are no general causes that can be solely attributed to the development of an
Entrepreneurship Eco-system.
 Entrepreneurship Eco-systems become self-reinforcing as soon as all six domains are strongly
present.
In relation to acceleration, then, the eco-system contains ‘causes’ yet these are not ‘general causes’
for entrepreneurship so it is a logical impossibility that an effect of entrepreneurship (the need for
acceleration) can be reduced likewise to general causes. It is more likely, according to Isenberg’s
considerations of causality, that the ‘incubation’ and ‘acceleration’ features of enterprise-building will
be found in specific domains, such as educational, non-governmental, and government institutions. In
the United States, for example, corporations have had incubator programs for over a decade, but this
domain in Europe is more recently expanding its offering of accelerators to entrepreneurs (Scott,
2013), hence a history of development and ‘learning from the other’ across eco-system domains found
in across the USA and Europe and particularly in Austria.
1.3. Business incubation and acceleration within an entrepreneurship eco-system
The theorized domains of the Entrepreneurship Eco-system described above work for Austrian
entrepreneurship development, and include the domain of support and infrastructure (Isenberg,
2011), which contain business incubation and acceleration. Although the definition of an incubation
centre is not standardized, it bears common characteristics and a tendency of expanding their intensity
of operation.
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A closer look shows that the expectations towards business incubation have been growing (Error! R
eference source not found.) and that they have gone from affordable infrastructure, in the first
generation, to additional support services, in the second generation. In the third generation, additional
proactive support, coaching and acceleration services are expected.
Figure 1.3: The evolution of business incubators from first to third generation

Source: Theodorakopoulos, Kakabadse, & McGowan, 2014, p. 606

1.4. Going offshore
Offshoring can be defined as the outsourcing of an enterprise’s processes to abroad premises. The
enterprise remains the process owner (Lachhammer, 2012). Going offshore has attracted companies
looking for the benefits of lower costs and bigger markets in the past decades. Approximately15 % of
the German medium/large-sized industry outsourced parts of their production from Germany to sites
abroad, with 20 % production reallocated to Germany within five years (Kinkel & Spomenca, 2009).
These results and further studies (Lachhammer, 2012) show that offshoring has not always had the
positive long-term effects that were expected.
Later studies confirmed Lachhammer’s findings for the German industry by exploring differences in
the approach to outsourcing and offshoring by multinational corporations. Comparing German and
UK-headquartered organizations in the transport and engineering sectors, German organizations were
less inclined to outsource, while the UK businesses were less risk-adverse and seemed to be more
flexible in their sourcing policies, being prepared to outsource, offshore and partner or acquire. The
relationship with work council was found to be very different, with reluctance of management in
Germany to progress radical initiatives. A favorable economy in Germany has also created an
environment in which overseas expansion could take place without a significant loss of jobs at home
(Mitchell, 2015).
As the literature consulted for this thesis indicates, off-shoring is more a concept corporations or startups are involved in in their later phase, as it implies the outsourcing of larger scale resources like
production or management. The general term of “internationalization”, meaning access to foreign
markets for sales, know-how transfer and human capital interchange, can be applied more accurately
to start-ups.
Success measurement
A crucial point for consideration is the definition of success, as such a definition makes success
measurable and comparable. A company has many outputs, which can be perceived as success
outcomes. To achieve a simple and concrete instrument for measurement, the output revenue and
number of employees is chosen (Jacobsen, 2003, p. 45), including the condition of the company still
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being in operation. Growth, a synonym for success, is operationalised in the way of growth in turnover
and the way of growth in employment (Groenewegen & de Langen, 2012).
Looking closer at the segment of start-ups literature, different factors correlating in a different way
with the different growth concepts are found. Both growth in employment and in turnover are
positively related to a thorough business plan and more than 75,000 euros seed capital. The
uniqueness of the advantages of innovation, customer pro-activeness, multiple founders and a
relevant social network had a positive influence on turnover growth, but not on employment growth.
For turnover growth, the uniqueness of the advantages of the innovation and more than 75,000 euros
initial capital had a high significance. There seems to be a positive relation between employment
growth and external advice and investor capital, but not with the turnover growth. Only a thorough
business plan, external advice, 75,000 Euro initial capital and using investors capital had a positive
significant influence on employment growth. Other conclusions are that, depending on the criteria
used for growth, the significant factors differ, and that, in general, the employment growth smaller by
a factor of 4 than the turnover growth (Groenewegen & de Langen, 2012).
Further research has demonstrated that psychological strengths have important inﬂuences on
entrepreneurial behavior, and that the interaction between entrepreneurs’ positive psychological
capital and start-up capital is leading to entrepreneurial success. Focus is on how owners of small-scale
enterprises use their psychological strengths to achieve their business goals. Here, optimism is the
component of psychological capital that signiﬁcantly moderates the relationship between start-up
capital and entrepreneurial success. Both start-up capital and psychological capital are signiﬁcant
predictors of entrepreneurial success, leaving psychological capital to be the better predictor (Baluku,
Kikooma & Milly, 2016).
Another study carried out with a sample of 517 in the process of setting up a business over a threeyear period showed that 195 start-ups were successful and that 115 start-ups were abandoned. The
research focused on estimating the relative importance of a variety of approaches and variables in
explaining pre-start-up success. These inﬂuences of new venture creation suggest that start-ups differ
in terms of the characteristics of the individual(s) who start the venture, the organization they create,
the environment surrounding the new venture, and the process by which the new venture is started.
The results (see Error! Reference source not found.) point out the importance of perceived risks of the m
arket as a predictor of getting started versus abandoning the start-up (Van Gelderen & Bosma, 2005).
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Table 1.1: Logistic regression results for the sample

Source: Van Gelderen & Bosma, 2005

More recent studies have shown the impact of early foreign market entry on new ventures’
performance outcomes. Results from a sample of international new ventures in China found that the
earliness of internationalization positively contributes to ﬁrm performance in terms of sales growth,
but not innovation and proﬁtability. The performance advantage of early internationalization becomes
obsolete as young ventures become mature, especially among those with a low level of international
commitment (Zhou & Wu, 2014, p. 132).
1.5. Implications for this research
Studies imply that the Uppsala Model (Johanson & Vahlne, 1977, p. 23) applies to incremental global
market access or they show the approach of corporations towards internationalization (Bloodgood,
Sapienza, & Almeida, 1996), but not NTVs. NTVSs have other implications than corporations regarding
resources and market speed. Results of a meta-analysis (Song, Podoynitsyna, Bij & Halman, 2008, p.
16) show that the factor of internationalization is not clear for NTVs, and that more thorough research
has to be performed.
More recent studies have shown that the speed of internationalization or their early decision to enter
foreign markets (Chetty, Johanson & Martin, 2014, p. 633) has an important influence on international
performance, especially on start-ups, because of their limited financial and human resources (Zhou &
Wu, 2014, p. 132).
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2. Theoretical Framework, Model, Hypothesis
2.1. Framework
Stakeholders and partners for the field research
The “Go Silicon Valley Initiative” was established in 2009 by the internationalization department of the
WKO and supported by “go international” funds. To achieve a high level of quality for the theoretical
basis and the field work data, the following high-level stakeholders were considered for information
input.
On the national level:
 Austrian Federal Economic Chamber (WKO), http://www.wko.at
 go International Initiative - http://www.go-international.at/English_Version.html
 Austrian Private Equity and Venture Capital Organization (AVCO)
On the European level:
 European Association of Chambers of Commerce and Industry (Eurochambres)
 European Private Equity and Venture Capital Association (EVCA)
On the international level:
 National Venture Capital Association (NVCA)
 International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
Companies that met certain criteria were able to apply for a pitching slot. After evaluating all pitches,
the international jury, consisting of representatives of the incubators running the IBDP, decided which
company fit best and had development opportunities for participating in the programme. This
procedure has been repeated every year, to select 10-20 companies each year, for participation in a 3month program. After participation, the companies received a feedback form of which 96 participants
responded.
2.2. Outcomes of literature research
The offshoring of start-ups to a suitable Entrepreneurship Eco-system including an International
Business Development Program (IBDP) at least for a limited time, has an effect on their business
culture, market accessibility, funding, human capital reach-out (Isenberg, 2011) and, in consequence,
on their mid-term success.
The main goal of this thesis is to elaborate significant differences of mid-term entrepreneurial success
between start-ups offshoring and start-ups not offshoring to an Entrepreneurship Eco-system and
spending time in an IBDP.
Start-ups have been selected since 2010 to participate at the business accelerator “Go Silicon Valley
Initiative” financed by the Austrian government’s “Go international” initiative. The program included
a one to three-months usage of office space infrastructure, mentoring and training program during an
IBDP in the Silicon Valley area in California, USA. Expenses of travel and room and board were born by
the start-ups. To meet the main goal of the thesis, the characteristics and entrepreneurial success of a
representative part of the 96 participating companies and a representative part of the 200 nonparticipating companies will be analyzed.
The following questions will be refined and reformulated according the research model.
 To which extent are the findings regarding offshoring by medium and large-sized companies
applicable to start-ups?
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What were the reasons for going to the US? Who was the initiator? Would you have gone
anyway (without the initiative)?
What effect did the visits to the US have on the participating companies?
Which domain of the Entrepreneurship Eco-System or IBDP contributed most to success?
Which branches of the enterprise (management, sales, research & development) stayed in the
US?

2.3. Research model
The research model focused on survey results analyzed through an analysis frame developed from the
literature. Significant differences in reaching business goals between companies exposed and not
exposed to the Entrepreneurship Eco-system and participating in an IBDP are measurable, for example:
o Revenue after 3 years
o Exit after 3 to 5 years
o Presence in new markets
o Increased market presence
According to the definitions and the cumulative findings of literature (see References, p. 278), the
following model was defined.
Figure 2.1: Draft model for inputs and results of a start-up

Contextual
and
Personal
Factors

Results

Startups

World
Marketplace

External
Support

Source: own construction based on pre-research results

2.4. Definitions of the model
The model applies to a company that is
 active on the market;
 an Austrian Start-up;
 has at least two employees;
 has a new disruptive or ready-to-file-for patent idea in the IT area that has already passed the
first test as a prototype or on the market;
 in Silicon Valley for an IBDP for the first time for such a period;
 has one or more employees with authority to decide in the Silicon Valley during this period;
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has excellent speaking skills in English;

and is looking for boosting its business by
 reflecting its business idea through financing and involving industry experts to enter the US
market,
o finding new strategic business partners who share their know-how and resources,
o gaining market access through strategic or whole-sale channels;
 scaling up its business idea or product through accessing venture capital investment.
2.5. Hypothesis
The above-mentioned model is grounded on the following hypothesis:
HB0: “Participating Austrian technology start-up companies in international business development
programs in the Silicon Valley Business Eco-System does not promote their long term success”
Basic Hypothesis HB:
HB: “Participating Austrian technology start-up companies in international business development
programs in the Silicon Valley Business Eco-System promotes their long term success”
The aim of this research is to determine if the two sets of data are significantly different from each
other. This refers to the sets of companies participating in IBDP and other companies not participate.

3. Research Description
The research design for the empirical study measuring the impact of IBDP participation on business
success is based on a field experiment. Austrian companies, meeting the defined model criteria (
2.4. Definitions of the model, p. 273) were questioned. As participation in an IBDP was limited, they
all received the same questionnaire including a set of questions regarding the IBDP participation. This
approach enables separate analysis of data (sets), split up into intervention group and control group,
later on.
Figure 3.1: Structure of the empirical field experiment
Austria

IBDP participation

Austrian
startups
matching IBDP
participation
criteria

Measurement of
success
indicators

no IBDP
participation

Abroad

Silicon Valley

Measurment of
success factors
after time t

Austria

Measurment of
success factors
after time t

Abroad

Silicon Valley

Source: pre-research results
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3.1. Measurement of start-up success
Variables 2009-2016:
Independent:
 Participated in an IBDP
Dependent:
 Revenue
 Employees
 Export share at revenues
 Number of subsidiaries
 Research & Development rate
A questionnaire (see Annex) was developed on basis of the variables to measure and the “go
International study” (Christen, et al., 2015) and the survey was realized in German, as the defined
target companies were Austrian companies.
Reliability, validity and representativeness of the chosen empirical methods
For validity in the first step, it is necessary to address appropriate indicators to the variables which
allow for measuring the characteristics as they are understood. This has already been laid out more in
detail in the chapters 0 and 0 on how the author is going to measure the independent and dependent
variable. For the declaration of reliability in measurement, science in empirical research has developed
the so-called reliability coefficient. Its results, in general, come from the quotient from error variance
of the measurement and total variance of the complete data set of a research problem (Hoeckel, 2015,
p. 85). As the variables are measured directly, without using the deviation of an indicator, a high
reliability is automatically implied.
The participants for the empirical experiment were selected among founders or managers of start-ups
who meet the criteria (mentioned earlier this paper). The managers were full-time practitioners in
running their companies who have great interest to scale up via internationalization. This interest is
measured, because they directly express it in the survey, which guarantees a valid measurement of
the variables.
The following two definitions highlight, from a validity and reliability perspective, why the field
experiment is preferred to other options.
 First, the better external validity, which marks the comparative advantage to a lab experiment.
Field experiments take place in normally occurring social settings.
 Second, larger-scale settings are possible, which enables to do field experiments in large
institutions, such as in schools or workplaces in which many people interact, which is not
possible in laboratory experiments (ReviseSociology, 2016).
Representativeness
The representativeness of empirical experiments asks for isomorphism or at least homomorphism of
the research situation and compares this to reality. This means that tasks which are conducted in a
laboratory experiment should show high similarity to tasks in reality, and people conducting the task
should have the same engagement as in reality (Witte & Hauschildt, 1972).
As the experiment was conducted with participants in a “real” setting, the author expects participants
to show real efforts and data. The research design is well-constructed so as to receive accurate
business numbers. As all participants of the IBDP “Go Silicon Valley” are were surveyed, expecting a
marginal “no-answer rate”, a high representativeness of the results for the program itself can be
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expected. However, findings are tentative for this study, and further comparison of the results to other
IBDPs in the next stage of research needs to show whether the sample has the same structure as other
IBDP samples.
3.2. Planning and organization of the empirical field experiment
Structure of the participant group
The author selected the participants of the “Go Silicon Valley” program to be the survey takers for the
field experiment to ensure internal comparability and relation to reality. The author is aware that there
is the risk that participants from this program could behave differently from those of other programs,
especially as the setting of other programs may vary. As the acquired data is based on hard facts and
includes business-related cases, this justifies the setting.
Organization of the field experiment
To conduct the field experiment, an electronical survey was published and its link was emailed to the
participants of the “Go Silicon Valley” initiative. In the first step, the participants were asked to fill out
the form section by section and, at the end, they received the chance to leave a contact in case they
were interested in receiving the results of the study. Then, the participants were instructed to not
forward any information on the survey, so as to eliminate any risk of influencing other participants.
3.3. The variables
After the hypothetical constructs (hypotheses) has been described on a theoretical basis by the
construction of the theoretical causal model, and the layout of the research design for the field
experiment has been completed, the next step is to complete the scientific evaluation. However, the
quality of the results to falsify or support the hypotheses is strongly influenced by the measurement
of the variables. It is not necessary to operationalize the research variables, as the formulation of the
measurement model for the exogenous and endogenous variables allows direct measurement.
The exogenous (independent) variables
The IBDP participation is the independent variable.
The endogenous (dependent and intervening) variables
In this context, the company’s success represents the dependent variable. As already discussed in a
more elaborate way (in chapter 0), the determination of success is made by measuring revenue and
number of employees, and is determined by its growth before and after participating at an IBDP.

4. Findings and Conclusion
4.1. Results of pre-research
So far a pre-research was performed. The results of the general monitoring of 96 participants of the
“Go Silicon Valley Initiative” since 2010 showed the following results (WKO, 2016):
 90% satisfaction rate, meaning having a very positive learning curve because of finding
strategic partners, having begun a market entry or market feedback, pivoted or received
relevant feedback for their business model
 20 founded a subsidiary
 8 found an investor
 2 exits were performed
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A detailed first pre-research questionnaire 2015 (see Annex) shows the following significant factors.
The three questioned participants of “Go Silicon Valley” were asked to rate the importance of 27
different factors before and after the stay:
 Market inquiries concerning the offered product or service increased by more than 53 %.
 The importance of finding suitable sales partners increased by 46.6 %
 The learning effect for the company’s strategy was rated 20 % increase.
Concluding the results of the pre-research the Hypothesis HB was not falsified and HB0 was not
verified.
The pre-results show that “Go Silicon Valley” participating companies made significant progress on
business and learning level. The business market opportunities and the Entrepreneurial Eco-System
the US offers compared to Austria, bring measurable benefit or at least new insights to Austrian
companies, as expected.
Analyzing the results deeper, the 90% satisfaction rate shows the biggest impact, although the
expectation for that was lower. The expectation level was higher on finding funding or succeeding with
exits, but met on founding subsidiaries. Comparatively Austria has much lower funding opportunities
than the United States, but exceeds in governmental subsidy programs similar to the Go Silicon Valley
program in this research.
The main takeaway can be described as the learning effects being surpassed by the exit or investment
rate. The challenged expectations reveal, that long-term effects play a bigger role, than short-term
ones. This seems to be disappointing on a program result level, but very interesting on a government
policy result level. These Know-How improved and improves the entrepreneurial Eco-System in Austria
(describe in figure above) enriching economic and technological value-added in Austria on the long
term.
4.2. Suggestions derived from research results
The pre-results and conclusion of the study show, that there are positive effects of IBDP participation,
missing concrete micro-economic results of participating and non-participating companies. More
research has to be carried out as described in the research model touching the reasons why
participants of international accelerator programs perform better and to which degree KeyPerformance-Indicators as revenues and employment rate are being influenced.
Furthermore, the research showed that the relevance and correlation of the following factors with an
IBDP programme should be further considered:
 Social competence (inter-cultural)
 Market competence
 Business competence
In accordance to the hypothesis the following data is envisioned for the extended proposed study:
 Contribution of Training or Development programs or internationalization coaching
 Demographic data from the participants of the empirical study
 Testing of the hypotheses concerning the impact of IBDP participation on business success
 Comprehensive explanation and discussion of the experimental research findings
 Impact of the research results on IBDP participation for an internationalization and off-shoring
approach
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Limitations
The study identifies, draws together and integrates existing theories and research, which will then be
applied to the evaluation of a quantitative survey carried out among start-ups participating in an IBDP.
These start-ups were surveyed within an extended time frame, are located in a defined geographic
area and participated in a defined program. However, each start-up has different characteristics such
as management personality and existing infrastructure that create different variables. This results in a
reasonable mix of internal and external validity. Further studies are recommended to gain a more
global and time-precise validity of the new indications and factors put forward in this study.

Conclusion
The results of this research indicate key factors for successful innovation and commercialization in
correlation with participation in an international business acceleration program between Austria and
the United States, with a particular emphasis on Silicon Valley and high-tech start-up businesses. The
novelty of this research is marked by a new model, which was developed to address empirically the
effect companies’ participation in International Business Development Programs has on successful
development of high-tech start-up enterprises. The next stages of this longitudinal research will further
develop this inquiry into the field experiment research in cross-cultural management development,
showing to what extent ‘business success’ is achieved over the long-term when directly connected to
an international start-up development project originating in Europe and aimed at Silicon Valley.
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Abstract
Development of academic employees is topical theme, but Åkerlind (2005) critically points out that a
vast amount of studies and literature are focused on improving teaching methods used by academic
employees. Wider approach on employee development is needed because the expectations towards
faculty members have changed dramatically. Current paper aims studying what aspects of professional
role are important to consider when planning development initiatives for academic employees and
how different subgroups stand out here.
103 academic employees participated in our study carried out in 2014 in two Estonian universities. The
questionnaire based on items used in the previous studies (Rizzo et al., 1970; Bauer & Simmon, 2000;
Hamilton, 2012; Vanishree, 2013; Tang & Chang, 2010).
Our analysis revealed differences in role perception (and behavior?) among different employee groups
depending their tenure; teaching load; profession etc. thus providing the ideas that could be for the
basis of development activities in university. The study confirmed that the role concept is relevant in
faculty members’ development programs: clarifying role expectations influence other role related
aspects and that knowledge can be used in development programs. Employee’s role perception is
related to understanding how to achieve the aims, which means that role is a pivotal in management
by aims approach. Broader understanding of roles also influences students and vice versa. Lastly, we
discovered some issues connected to the role ambiguity and therefore it is important to clarify role
expectations of academic employees because it enables to support self-efficacy. Academic employees’
roles are quite diverse and unified development programs might not meet the needs of different
academic employee categories.
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Abstract
The article considers the main approaches to use various indicators of innovative development to
assess the achievement of goals declared by state authorities. The authors propose own definition of
the concept of innovative sustainability of the socio-economic system. The need to create a methodical
support for the estimation of the level of innovative sustainability at the state level is substantiated. A
system of indicators and thresholds have been developed, based on international and Russian
experience for criteria and indicators of innovation capacity and criteria and system of indicators for
estimation the results of innovation. Approbation of the developed system of indicators for an
estimation of a level of innovative sustainability of the Russian Federation is carried out.
The practical significance of the research results is in the possibility of their use by state and regional
government authorities for monitoring innovative development, adjusting the tools and methods of
the innovation policy being implemented, and also as a methodological basis for carrying out mediumand long-term development forecasts in the field of innovation.
Keywords
Innovative sustainability, innovative development
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Introduction
Scientific research on the ways of transition to the innovative type of development and the emerging
of an innovative economy began appeared in Russia in the last century. The peculiarity of the
innovative economy, according to scientists, is the ability to ensure the reproduction of a social product
based on the production of science-intensive goods and services. The transition to the innovative of
development presupposes the expansion of the competitive potential of the domestic economy by
increasing its comparative advantages in science, education and high technologies; by transformation
of innovations, intellect, and creative energy of an individual into the main source of economic growth
[1].
This transition to an innovative development path is accompanied by the changes taking place not only
in the economic, but also in the political, scientific, technological, educational, cultural spheres,
institutional structures of the state and the society. However, after having determined the path of
development, it is impossible to expect an immediate and effective return and a quick solution to the
problem. Since the creation of a fundamentally new stage of the economy – the knowledge economy,
the innovation economy is a complex, multi-stage process, creating an entire institutional
infrastructure aimed at monitoring and continuous monitoring of the consistent and, most
importantly, safe implementation of this transition, ensuring sustainable innovative development are
needed.
According to the authors, the innovative sustainability of the regional socio-economic system is
defined as the ability of the system to generate the creation of intellectual property objects with their
subsequent commercialization into the production sector with the aim of significantly changing the
structure of industry and developing new technological structures.
The scientific understanding of innovative sustainability and the study of its significance for successful
innovative development of the state allow identifying factors of deterrence, formation and
development of the innovation economy. In this regard, the issue of estimating the innovative
sustainability of the socio-economic system has been becoming particularly relevant.

Methods and Materials
In general, the estimation of innovation activity of the state can be based on several parameters:
o dynamics of innovative indicators;
o comparison of existing indicators with threshold values;
o indices of innovative development that determine the country’s position relative to other
countries.
An estimation of the dynamics of innovative indicators is a convenient way to assess the pace of
innovative development of the state. However, in this case problems of adequate perception of
indicators arise: how to interpret growth rates, except stating the actual state – a decline or growth.
In addition, the dynamics of innovative indicators in estimating the innovative development of the
state in reality cannot be the basis for determining the level of innovation sustainability. This is due to
the lack of a proper basis for comparison, the so-called benchmark value of the indicator, when
compared with which one can assess the actual state of innovation development in the country.
Consequently, the dynamics can give an estimate of the pace of development, but not the level of the
state of innovation sustainability.
Many Russian economists use various international indices to estimate the level of innovative
development of the country [2, 3, 4]. To date, a large number of indices have been developed, for
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assessment of the level of innovative development of countries, like: Global Innovation Index INSEAD,
The Global Competitiveness Index The IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook. International
organizations, for example, the World Bank, large analytical companies, for example, RAND
Corporation, are engaged in measuring the innovative potential of the countries of the world, for
example, the World Economic Forum (WEF), the UN Development Program (UNDP), the UN Industrial
Development Organization (UNIDO), EU Commission European innovation and many others. The
differences in these indices cause the use of different indicators and, accordingly, different ways of
grouping these criteria, as well as the system for calculating the final indices, which allow ranking the
countries under study.
Global Innovation Index INSEAD is calculated by the method of the French business school INSEAD in
80 different variables [5]. When generating this index, a final rating is used, which is defined as the
average value of the two sub-indexes – innovation resources and innovation results (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Structure of the Global Innovation Index
Global innovation index (average)

Innovation efficiency (ratio)

Innovation resources

Innovation results
Business development

Institutes

Infrastructure

Development of
the internal market

Development
of technologies
in knowledge
economy

Development
of creative
activity

Human capital
and science
Source: [6]

The Global Competitiveness Index is calculated annually by the World Economic Forum methodology,
based on a combination of publicly available statistics and the results of a global survey of company
executives – an extensive annual survey [7].
The annual rating of the global competitiveness (The IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook) is a global
study and the accompanying rating of the countries in the world in terms of economic competitiveness
according to the Institute of Management [8]. To date, this rating carries out one of the most
comprehensive studies on the problems of competitiveness of states and regions. In a number of
countries, the results of this study used to build the state policy to increase the competitiveness of the
national economy.
The main differences in the ratings used are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Generalized characteristics of innovation development ratings *
String name
Title
Sections

Number of
indicators
Type of
research

Institute of Management
Development
The IMD World
Competitiveness Yearbook
1. The state of the
economy.
2. Government efficiency
3. The state of the business
environment.
4. The state of
infrastructure

INSEAD

World Economic Forum

Global Innovation
Index
1. Available resources
and conditions for
innovation
2. Achieved practical
results of innovations

The Global Competitiveness Index

333

80

1 Expert Analytical Study
2. Rating

1.Experimentalanalytical research
2.Rating
3.Index

1. Quality of institutions
2.Infrastructure
3.Macroeconomic sustainability
4.Health and primary education
5. Higher education and professional
training
6.Efficiency of the market of goods and
services
7.Efficiency of the labor market
8.Development of the financial market
9. Level of technological development
10. Domestic market size
11. Competitiveness of companies
12.Innovative Potential
114
1.Experimental-analytical research
2.Index

Compiled by the authors on [5,6,7,8]

In accordance with the information presented in Table 1, the conclusion can be made that international
indices of the level of innovative economic development as a whole constitute an aggregate estimate
based on two main indicators:
o conditions promoting the development of innovative economies;
o the results of innovation.
This approach allows reasonably assessing the level of development of the Russian economy relative
to world leading countries, notice the distance separating the country from economically developed
countries, and as a result, outline the range of tasks to improve the national innovation system.
The most impressive, from the point of view of determining the level of innovative sustainability of the
country, is the method of comparing actual indicators of innovation development with threshold
values. Moreover, from the point of view of ensuring the state of sustainability, not only compliance
with the threshold value, but also improvement of the indicators in the dynamics is a necessary
condition. This method is also the most time consuming. The problem lies in the absence of the
developed system of criteria and indicators with established thresholds at the state level.
The system of threshold values has become widespread in determining the level of economic security
of the state [1, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Failure to reach thresholds indicates that there are certain problems
(threats) that need to address to improve the level of economic security of the socio-economic system.
Relying on the theory of economic security, it is expedient to determine the criteria and indicators for
ensuring innovative development, as well as their admissible values, compliance with which gives
grounds for asserting the existence of sustainability. The reliability of the estimation depends on the
correctness of determining the quantitative parameters of the threshold values. In this case, the
plurality of threshold values, different in their content and nature, requires practically the same
plurality of methods for calculating them. Depending on the specific economic situation, they must
change under the influence of circumstances in the same way as the list of threshold values and
methods for calculating them. Certainly, the general methodological approaches to the definition of
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threshold values can and should be sufficiently rigorous, concretizing with reference to groups of
threshold values that express the essential aspects of the state and development of the innovation
sphere.
In the most general form, the following methodological approaches are used [13]:
o calculation methods, when the calculation is based on natural standards (for example, the
average) and thus determine the threshold values of indicators;
o the method of analogies, when the threshold values are determined in the same way as in
foreign or domestic practice, but for other purposes;
o the expert method, when threshold values are determined based on the opinions of the expert
group;
o the determining method, when the threshold values are set based on the economic policy
pursued to achieve certain goals.
The above methods can be used in combination, since most threshold values are interrelated and
interdependent. This interdependence is based on objective balance relations, which makes it possible
to verify the calculations of the interconnection of individual threshold values. Based on these
methodological approaches, the authors propose the following system of criteria and indicators with
consideration of their threshold values (Table 2).
Table 2: System of criteria and indicators of innovation sustainability of the state *
Indicator Name

Indicator characteristic

Threshold

1
Innovation potential
Share of domestic expenditure
on research and development in
GDP,%

2

3

Share of state financing of
internal expenditures for
research and development,%

Expenditure on education, share
in GDP%

Relative share of organizations
under funding from the budget
in the total number of
organizations that carry out
technological innovation,%
Results of innovation activities
The volume of innovative goods,
works, services in the total share
of goods shipped,%
Relative share of innovative
products in the export of
industrial goods %
The number of patents granted
for 10 000 people. Population,
units

Reflects actual costs on research
and development inside the
country regardless of the funding
source
Characterizes the role of the state
in research stimulating, knowledge
creating and disseminating;
In developed countries, the value
of this indicator is low (compared
to the costs of business)
Reflects the priorities of the state
in ensuring accessibility of
education, quality of training thus
affecting their results
Determines the measure of state
support for organizations that carry
out technological innovation

One of the main indicators of the
effectiveness of innovative
development of the country
Characterizes the country's
competitiveness in the world
market
Assesses the effectiveness of a
country's research resource or, in
other words, quantifies the
technological results of research
and development
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2

35

5.5

25

15

15

6

Justification of threshold
value
4
System of economic security
estimation by V.K.
Senchagov [11]
Average estimated value
per countries of the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and
Development
Average estimated value
per countries of the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and
Development
Average estimated value
per countries of the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and
Development
The system of economic
security estimation by
Senchagov V.K. [11]
The system of economic
security estimation by
Senchagov V.K. [11]
The average estimated value
for the leading world
countries (the G8 countries)
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The number of domestic patent
applications for inventions filed
in Russia, per 10 thousand
people. Of the population

Coefficient of inventive activity of
domestic researchers

5

The share of organizations that
carried out technological
innovation in the total number
of organizations surveyed,%

Characterizes the innovative
activity of business in the country

30

Average estimated value
per countries of the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and
Development
Average estimated value per
countries of the
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and
Development

Compiled by the authors on [11,14,15,16]

The classification of threshold values is presented by sources and results of innovative activity.
Estimation of the effectiveness and efficiency of innovation at the macro level can be based on the
analysis of the following indicators:
o analyses of the dynamics of indicator values for several years, which characterizes either
positive (growth) or negative (recession) changes in the innovation activity of the country’'s
economic factors;
o comparative analysis of indicator values of the state innovation system with similar indicators
of developed countries, as well as countries – leaders in international ratings of an innovative
nature - the definition of threshold values.

Results
Based on the developed criteria for determining the level of state innovation sustainability, current
innovation sustainability in the Russian Federation was estimated (Table 3). As noted above, the actual
threshold values were not only compared, but also to considered in dynamics.
Table 3: Estimation of the level of innovation sustainability of the Russian Federation *
Indicator
Innovation potential
Share of domestic expenditure on research and
development in GDP,%
The share of government funding for domestic
expenditures on research and development
Expenditures on education in GDP,%
Relative share of organizations received funding from
the budget in the total number of organizations that
carry out technological innovation,%
The share of organizations that carried out
technological innovation in the total number of
organizations surveyed,%
Results of innovative activities
The volume of innovative goods, works, services in the
total share of goods shipped,%
Relative share of innovative products in the export of
industrial products,%
The number of patents granted for 10 000 people.
Population, units
The number of domestic patent applications for
inventions filed in Russia, per 10 thousand people. Of
the population
* Compiled by the authors on [17]

Threshold

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2

1.02

1.05

1.06

1.07

1.10

65.6

66.0

65.8

67.1

67.5

4,1

4,2

4,4

4,3

25

20.6

23.1

22.9

23.9

30

8.9

9.1

8.9

8.8

8.3

15

6.3

8.0

9.2

8.7

8.4

15

9.2

12.6

14.1

11.9

9.4

6

3.4

3.3

3.5

3.7

3.3

5

1.85

2.00

2.00

1.65

2.00

Not higher
than 35
5.5
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The analysis of the results presented in Table 3 justifies the fact that the level of Russia's innovation
sustainability is not satisfactory: no indicator satisfies the established threshold value within the entire
period under review.
However, positive dynamics of growth in the costs of research and development to the gross national
product is identified: in 4 years the indicator grew by 8%. Nevertheless, the positive dynamics does not
allow reaching the threshold value. If we consider the average growth for 5 years at the level of 10%,
then it will take about 40 years to reach the reference value.

Conclusion
According to the authors, the proposed methodological approach to assessing the level of innovation
sustainability of the state has the following advantages:
1. Integrity the evaluation is based on the number of indicators characterizing the innovative
development of the system in various aspects. In this regard, the set of indicators can vary
based on the goals and objectives of the study.
2. The possibility of making short, medium and long term estimations, depending on the planning
horizon and the scale of the objectives of public authorities.
3. Objectivity estimation is carried based on official statistical information.
4. The opportunity to use the results obtained by public authorities to monitor sustainable
innovative development, as well as to adjust the tools and methods of the implemented
innovation policy.
Thus, the proposed methodological approach will allow not only estimating innovative development,
but also determining the level of state sustainability.
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Abstract
The strategic orientation of a company is currently a recurring theme. Different strategic orientations
drive the activities of the companies, regardless of size, activity, or operation segment. Strategic
orientations are related in this study through a model proposed and tested based on the relationship
between market information, open-mindedness, and radical innovation. From the revised theory,
three hypotheses were formulated and subsequently tested through a model of the relationships
between the constructs. The research method was based on a quantitative descriptive study using the
method of structural equation modeling. Data collection was based on a sample of 361 organizations
from different sectors, with at least 100 employees. The proposed theoretical framework has achieved
good indices of adjustment, indicating confirmation of the tested research hypotheses, and validity of
the measuring constructs, using the measurement model. The study showed a positive and significant
influence between the investigated constructs. The relationship between open-mindedness and
market information showed that, with a more flexible stance, organizations become more empowered
to seek market information. The relationship between market information and radical innovation
revealed market information as important and essential for organizations to innovate radically.
Furthermore, the relationship between open-mindedness and radical innovation showed that, by
questioning their beliefs and routines, companies break barriers and paradigms, and thus can innovate
radically.
Keywords
Strategic orientations, market information, open-mindedness, radical innovation
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Abstract
Since the beginning of the crisis situation, unlike several savings banks and some banks that were
managed in such a way that their annual accounts became very fragile -which led to a dramatic process
of restructuring and recapitalization involving both State aid and European Community aid-, Spanish
credit cooperatives have been able to stabilize their sales volumes and reduce their levels of bank
default. In any case, the European and Spanish banking crisis has left a new scenario that has required
to financial entities to strengthen solvency, to decrease risk exposure and to increase both dimension
and core capital in order to improve their efficiency and productivity. However, there have been
practically no studies on cooperative banks´ productivity change, and the existing studies only measure
the total productivity in their financial activity without considering aspects of their social activity
(Pasiouras & Sifodaskalalis, 2010; Wheelock & Wilson, 2013). For these reasons, this study aims to
estimate the overall productivity change of Spanish credit cooperatives, as well as the evolution of the
productivity in their two differentiated activities - financial and social dimensions - during the recent
financial crisis. To achieve these objectives, both the Malmquist Productivity Index (MPI), based on the
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) methodology, and the bootstrap re-sampling technique, are applied
from a sample of Spanish cooperatives in the period 2008-2014. Our results show that there has been
an increase in the financial productivity of these entities during the crisis situation, while the
productivity of their social activity has decreased.
Keywords
Cooperative banks, DEA methodology, financial and social productivity, malmquist productivity index,
Spain
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Abstract
What if the Rational Expectations Hypothesis (REH) did not hold up in practice? What if the models
that assume the REH of the agents exhausted their power of analysis? Experiments in macroeconomics
have raised facts against the REH. The crisis of 2008 showed that dynamic stochastic models, which
assume REH, have limits of performance when the crisis arrives the result of these models become
fragile. In this paper, we examine one macroeconomic agent-based model (MABM) with a monetary
authority. An MABM uses agents with limited rationality, with a high level of heterogeneity among the
agents. It is useful because this instrument may reproduce economies with periods of great volatility,
i.e., crisis into the product, the employment rate, and the inflation level. The MABM explored here has
a central bank which uses the interest rate to influences the economy. It uses Taylor’s rule to decide
what risk-free interest rule to apply. We explore the combinations of possibilities available to this
authority and the impact of their behavior on the economy. It was noticed, for example, if the
monetary authority pursues a combination of parameters which dispensed attention only to the
inflation it has a negative impact on the total periods of crisis and when the authority uses rules which
also respond to the product deviation the total period of crisis is lower.
Keywords
Macroeconomic agent-based models, macroeconomic policy, financial crisis
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1. Introduction
The 2008 financial crisis made the world remember times like the great depression of 1929. It was at
that time when Keynes begins with his work and show a little after their theory. The aim was to
understand macroeconomic, its movements, with its implications for the GDP, inflation, and
employment. The huge level of unemployment achieved at the time of the great depression makes the
economist realized that sometimes things could get wrong if the economy is driven only by herself.
There is space for some policies which could mitigate these situations. This idea evolved through the
time. In our days the models based on the hypothesis of rational expectations, the models of dynamic
general equilibrium (DSGE), is what has the mainstream attention. (e.g., Clarida et al., 1999; Gertler et
al., 2016).
The 2008 crisis reveals a blind spot at these models. They fail to produce consistent predictions when
the movements in the economy increase quickly. It happens because this family of models utilizes
representative agents, with low levels of heterogeneity among them, e.g., using one family with a
utility function to represent all families of an economy. The stochastic presumption of these models
almost always led the model to a Gaussin behavior, that is, with a few levels of volatility. Then, when
the crisis arrives and the behavior of the entities of an economy start to behave erratically, i.e., with
high volatility, the model fails to replicate that behavior.
But, in parallel, there are works that consider the agents with limited rationality. In Simon's (1956)
"Rational choice and the structure of the environment", there is a collection of works carried out at
the time, which demonstrates the existence of research since the first half of twenty century in this
direction. In this literature, not only is the rationality of agents are limited, but the behavior of agents
is also adaptive, responding to the environment in which it is subjected. The rationality is limited
because it is assumed that the agents are not able to process all the information received or the
information set is not totally available to the agents, thus discarding the optimal decisions. Rules of
thumb arise, imitative behavior, selection of strategies via genetic algorithm, etc. (Hommes, 2014;
Assenza et al., 2014)
This perception that agents have limited rationality induces new challenges. Representative agents are
not part of this literature. Plurality is the rule. With the popularization of computers came the
possibility of using computational force to model the behavior of these agents. In Santa Fe, USA, a
group of economists has been working on this approach since the 1980s, e.g. Anderson and others
(1988) and Arthur and others (1997). These early models become known as agent-based
computational economics (ACE), are characterized by heterogeneous agents that choose their
strategies through a mechanism of evolution, i.e. known strategies that offer the best performance
are preferred to the detriment of the less efficient strategies. From this dynamic emerges a bottomup economy, built from the interaction of its parts, recreating microeconomic environments with
heterogeneous firms and consumers, the macroeconomic aggregates appear as an emergent property
of the system.
It was the base for the modern models’ agent-based macroeconomics (MABM). A summary of the
work produced in the first decade of the 21st century can be found in Gatti and others (2011). The first
models had families that offered work and consumed the products produced by firms, which used only
labor as an input. The next step was the introduction of firms that produce capital goods, which enter
into the production process of firms that produce consumer goods. Families are divided between
workers and capitalists. Currently, agent-based macroeconomics contains job market, where residents
are looking for work find firms which offer positions; capital goods market; credit market, with banks
receiving deposits from residents and offering loans to firms. Such a model is found in Assenza and
others (2015). Is from here this work starts. In Assenza and others (2015), e.g., there is only one
financial institution. Therefore, there is no interbank credit system. Or a central bank that regulates
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the financial system. This paper shows an MABM with a monetary authority. The authority uses the
risk-free interest rate to manage this MABM. A central bank will follow Taylor’s rule (Taylor, 1993) to
define which free-interest rule to apply. We study the consequences of different preferences of the
monetary authority and its impact on the economy, unemployment, inflation, real GDP. The monetary
authority may behave in a way to give attention to the product and or inflation changes. We study
theses combinations of possibilities, e.g., full attention to the product and reject inflation level, or give
the same response to both, etc.
To fulfill our objectives in this work is divided as follows: a section to describe the model, a short
version, a full detailed version is available in the supplementary file1; a section which shows and
describes some of our core findings; and to conclude a final section with our final comments and
conclusions.

2. Modeling a Macroeconomic From the Bottom-Up
In this section, we see the construction of our model. A detailed description of the model was built
using the ODD’s protocol (Grimm at al., 2010), it is available in the supplementary documents together
with the code source and a full robustness check. This MABM is made by households, firms, bank, and
a central bank. It is a medium MABM with 3000 workers, 250 capitalists, 200 consumptions goods’
firms, 50 capital good’s firms, one commercial bank, and one central bank.
There are a labor market, a consuming market, a capital market, and a credit market. The workers offer
labor in the labor market and consume the goods offered by the consumption firms (C-Firms). The CFirms also need capital to produce their goods, so they access the capital market and bought capital
goods from the capital goods production (K-Firms).
The commercial bank receives deposits from all agents of this economy. He will do not target for this
service, but it will receive interest for the loans it created. The capitalists have direct contact with the
firms; each firm was one owner. Always one firm goes bankruptcy is their owner who capitalizes the
firm and starts a new one. Thus the number of firms is constant during the simulations.
Figure 2.1: Agents and markets; production sector with firms that produces capital goods (K) and
consumption goods (C). The central bank receives information from the labor and consumer market
and decides the risk-free interest rate which is used for the commercial bank.

1

Available at http://modelingcommons.org/browse/one_model/5070#
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The initial conditions for the parameters were set using real data from the FRED’s database from the
Federal Reserve of St. Luiz among the years of 1955 to 2013 and the previous framework of Assenza
at al. (2015), they are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Parameter and initial conditions
Parameters
𝐻𝑊
𝐻𝑐
𝐹𝑐
𝐹𝑘
𝑍𝑒
𝑍𝑐
𝑍𝑘
𝜀
𝜏
𝜒
𝑟
𝜌
𝜂
𝜇
𝛼
𝜅
𝛾
𝜁
𝜃
𝛿
𝜈
𝜔
̅
𝑤
𝑓
𝐷1
𝐾1
𝑌1𝑐
𝑌1𝑘
𝐸1𝑏
𝐸1ℎ
𝑟∗
𝜋∗
𝛼𝜋
𝜶𝒀

Description
Number of workers
Number of Capitalists
Number of consumptions firms
Number of capital goods firms
Number of firms visited by unemployed workers
Number of consumptions firms visited by a consumer
Number of capital goods firms visited by a C-Firm
Memory parameter, human wealth
Dividend payout ratio
Fraction of wealth devoted to consumption
Initial risk-free interest rate
Quantity adjust parameter
Price adjust parameter (random variable)
Bank gross mark-up
Productivity of labor
Productivity of capital
Probability of investing
Bank’s loss parameter
Installment on debt
Depreciation of capital
Memory parameter (investment)
Desire capacity utilization rate
Wage
Initial liquidity of all firms
Initial capital
Initial production (consumptions firms)
Initial production (capital goods firms)
Initial equity of the bank
Initial households’ assets
Natural interest rate
Desire inflation for the monetary authority
Taylor’ rule parameter for inflation
Taylor’ rule parameter for product

Value
3000
250
200
50
5
2
2
0.96
0.20
0.05
0.01
0.90
U(0,0.1)
1.20
0.50
1/3
0.25
0.002
0.05
0.02
0.50
0.85
1.00
10
10
5
2
3000
2
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00

Below is described how which one of the markets works in this model. In an MABM the macro series
we observe arise as an emergent property of the system. That is, there no function to define, for
example, the unemployment. Instead, we compute the unemployment each turn as the number of
workers that did not find a job position. There was settled only the rules for the individual behavior
and all the macro properties arrive as an emergent property of the system.
2.1. Job market
The unemployed workers will visit a restrict number of firms by period trying to find a job position. The
wages are homogenous, so the worker will accept the first job offer he receives. The productivity of
labor is homogenous among the workers, and through the time, then the firms will contract the first
worker who applies for their vacancy position.
2.2. Consumption market
The households have a certain amount of money he needs to consume in each period; they will visit a
restrict number of firms and try to buy their goods at the firm with the lowest price. In case that the
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firm with the better price will not have enough quantity desired, he will buy in the next firm. When
there are not enough goods in all firms visited, the household will save money.
2.3. Capital market
The consumption firms will need to combine labor and capital in a way to produce goods. The capital
and the labor are perfect complements. The consumption firm will visit the capital producer’s firms
and try to buy capital goods for the lowest price, like the behavior of the households in the consumer
market.
2.4. Credit market
Sometimes the firms will need to access the credit market. So, the firms will ask the commercial bank
for a loan. The bank will measure if it has enough available money for that firm which is asking for a
loan, and the bank will decide which interest rate he will apply for that loan.
2.5. Central Bank behavior
The central bank in this model will pursue a Taylor’s rule (Taylor, 1993):
𝑟𝑡 =  𝜋𝑡 + 𝑟 ∗ +  𝛼𝜋 (𝜋𝑡 −  𝜋 ∗ ) +  𝛼𝑌 (𝑌𝑡 − 𝑌̅), (1)
with this rule, the central bank may respond to variations in inflation, (𝜋𝑡 −  𝜋 ∗ ), or product, (𝑌𝑡 −
𝑌̅), with different degrees. Through this rule the central bank defines the free-interest rate for the
period t, 𝑟𝑡 , using yet a natural free-interest rate 𝑟 ∗ . For example, if the central bank wants to fully
respond to variations in the product but ignore the inflation rate, it could use 𝛼𝜋 = 0 and 𝛼𝑌 = 1. In
the next section presents the results. It was explored how the economy responds to different
combinations of these parameters.

3. Results
This session will evolve into two parts. First, we must check the proximity of our model to the real
world. Later, we analyze our results and try to learn from them. To validate our model we used data
from a real economy, in this case, from the FED of St. Luis. In this part, we try to verify if the model
does correspond to some stylized facts. After we look deep into the outputs of the model that could
teach us something. It was run ten simulations for each parameter combination. A single simulation
has 2500 periods, but only the last 2250 periods are used to compute statistics.
The stylized facts we use to check our model are the GDP, the investment, the consumption, and the
unemployment. This series was collected at the site of the FED of St. Luis under the respective codes:
GDPC1; LRUN64TTUSQ156N; DPCERO1Q156NBEA; B006RO1Q156NBEA. These series are all
quarterlies ones. We are interested in knowing some keys statistical properties of these series, for later
we compare with the series generated by our model.
The period for these series comprehend the years from 1955 to 2015. To isolate the cyclical
components of the series the HP-filter was applied to them before the statistical was measured. The
results resumed at the table below.
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Table 3.1: Standard deviation and the first lag autocorrelation of the cyclical component of the
observed time series. The data have been downloaded from FRED; quarterly data range from 1955 to
2015.
Observed series
GDP
Investment
Consumption
Unemployment

Standard
deviation
2.22
11.32
1.68
16.81

First lag
autocorrelation
0.798
0.738
0.747
0.842

It is perceived that the standard deviation from the unemployment is higher than the investment. The
consumption is the series wich has the lower standard deviation, that means it is the component which
tends to fluctuate less through the time. Also, all series presents an elevated first-autocorrelation.
When we check the artificial series was found a similar pattern that the relative high firstautocorrelation are present. The standard deviation of unemployment is bigger than the investment.
The same is for consumption and GDP when the consumption tends to oscillate less than the real GDP.
Table 3.2 resumes the results for the artificial time series for the cases which the central bank are on
and off; it is, the behavior of the series when a central bank is present, and when it is not.
Table 3.2: Standard deviation and the first lag autocorrelation of the simulated time series. Both, the
autocorrelation, and the standard deviation are the average over ten runs. Each run has 2500 periods,
but only the last 2250 were used to compute statistics. The (*) means that the model was running with
a central bank.
Simulated time series
GDP
Investment
Consumption
Unemployment

Standard
deviation
2.189
15.155
1.266
21.650

Standard
deviation (*)
2.005
13.302
1.108
18.220

First lag
autocorrelation
0.680
0.695
0.688
0.692

First lag
autocorrelation (*)
0.616
0.650
0.599
0.631

A great part of our attention will be devoted to times in which the economy had trouble; the crisis is
the focus of our work. Our definition of a crisis (as in Assenza et al. (2015)) depends on the
unemployment rate. When the unemployment rate reaches 15%, we would say our economy is in a
crisis. The Figure 3.1 through Figure 3.4 show samples of the dynamic in the artificial time series.
Figure 3.1: Samples of real GDP, simulations were randomly selected with a presence of the Central
Bank, it responds to movements in inflation and product.
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Figure 3.2: Samples of a series of consumptions, simulations were randomly selected with a presence
of the central bank, it responds to movements in inflation and product.

Figure 3.3: Samples of unemployment series, simulations were randomly selected with a presence of
the central bank, it responds to movements in inflation and product.
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Figure 3.4: Samples of loans, simulations were randomly selected with a presence of the central bank,
it responds to movements in inflation and product.

During the construction of the model, we checked for the key statistical properties of the series and
the presence of the crisis across the simulations. It was noticed that a crisis scenario appears in our
results after the inclusion of the mechanism of interest rate update utilized by the commercial bank.
After the step which the price decision was included in the model the crisis did not have noticed yet.
Even after an inclusion of the commercial bank, which means we start to have credit in this economy,
the crisis did not be present. It is, the economy had credit but did not have a dynamic interest rate
rule. Just after the inclusion of the rule to update the interest rate the crisis begins to appear in our
results. And the crisis still present after the inclusion of a central bank.
Table 3.4: Resume of a robustness check, few submodels selected. There is a crisis with at least one
period the unemployment rate is above about 15%.
Submodel inclusion
Price Decision
Commercial Bank
Interest Rate Update
Central Bank

Crisis
x
x



First Autocorrelation
(GDP)
0.309
0.414
0.692
0.616

Now we start to explore our results more carefully. The first intent is to see how the dynamic of this
simulated economy works. The Figure 3.1 till Figure 3.4 shown samples of the artificial series extract
from simulations. The sample was randomly selected with the purpose to explain what is happening
in the model. There is a positive feedback into the credit market; the credit restriction increases during
a crisis because of the commercial bank extent to all firms the bad moment of some of them. As the
firms have a lack of available credit their situation degenerated, then the investment goes shrink, and
employees get fired. With an elevated unemployment rate, the consumption goes down. The GDP has
influence from both, reduced consumption and less investment. This dynamic was well exposed in Silva
et al. (2017).
To verify the impact of the monetary authority’s behavior we first check what happens to the product,
it is, we look if it was possible to perceive impact to the different response of the central bank into the
product. For that, we computed the mean real GDP at the end of a simulation. For each set of
parameters was run ten simulations, and each simulation has 2250 useful periods.
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Figure 3.5 resumes the findings. At the top left of Figure 3.5 is showing the situation where the central
bank gives no response to the product deviation, it only responds to the inflation. The inflation
response is shown at the x-axis of the figure. The response to the product is higher at the top right of
the figure and reaches the maximum at the bottom right. There was no clear variation at this analyzes.
If computed in this way one could say that no matter how the monetary authority decides to behave.
But, when we look at the extent of the crisis, that is, the total periods of each simulation the economy
stays with an unemployment rate of 15% or more, then there is a clear difference between the
monetary authority’s choices.
Figure 3.6 shows the same dynamic of Figure 3.5, but the y-axis measures the total periods of crisis
instead of the mean real GDP.
Figure 3.5: Distribution of real GDP per different responses of the central bank to inflation and product.
To the first to the last quadrant, central bank zero attention to product fluctuation (𝛼𝑌 = 0), until
central bank maximum attention to the product (𝛼𝑌 = 1).

Figure 3.6: Distribution of total period categorized as “in crisis” per different responses of the central
bank to inflation and product. To the first to the last quadrant, central bank zero attention to product
fluctuation (𝛼𝑌 = 0), until central bank maximum attention to the product (𝛼𝑌 = 1).
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4. Concluding Remarks
This work analyzed an MABM with a presence of a central bank. The central bank followed a Taylor’s
rule, and as pointed out by Taylor (1993) we study a role of policy that cannot and should not be
mechanically followed by policymakers. Anyway, your job is to provide the policymakers with news
tools, which time more consistent and more precisely. The MABM had started his way into this
challenge. The claim is not to substitute the DSGEs models but work together in a complementary way
to test monetary policies.
Was noticed, during the exploration of this work, that if we look only for the mean of the product
during a certain time, it could not be verified differences between a central bank that respond more
to inflation than to the product. But, if we look at the total periods which the simulated economy stays
in crisis, i.e., with low real product level and high unemployment rate, it is easy to see the implications
of such central bank behavior. A central bank which gives more attention to inflation would lead an
economy to stay more periods with the status crisis than a central bank which dispensed attention also
to the product.
Moreover, as reported by Gertler and others (2016) one important point of the 2008 crisis was the
interbank credit market. The actual MABM could be extended to include an interbank market and
allow the central bank to practice conventional policies, such as we had done here controlling the riskfree interest rate, but also non-conventional policy. After the 2008 crisis, many central banks utilized
instruments such a quantitative easing to help get out the crisis. An extend model could help to analyze
it.
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Abstract
In fact, the competitive pressures in retail are relatively commonplace in all European countries.
(Barros, 2006). Yet only 11 years later the competitive pressures have intensified and new challenges
are threatening all organizations in retail by uncovering merciless which organizations fail to structure
and produce efficient. In accordance to (Thomas, Barr, Cron & Slocum, 1998) there is a paucity of
research on the measurement and evaluation of individual store productivity within a large, multistore multi-market chain operation. Even though, many papers on chain comparison emphasize on
overcoming these limitations in future studies.
A main point of this study is the focus on relative efficiencies, in other words the benchmarking against
achieved values just as Farrell quotes already 1957 to compare performances with the best actually
achieved than with some unattainable ideal. This paper will discuss on economic and management
challenges. The area of research is the Austrian supermarket sector. The methodology is based on the
estimation of a non-parametric model. The empirical analyses applied to panel data on a sample of 28
supermarket outlets in shopping centers for the year 2015. The input variables used cover: Floor Size
(m²), Customers, Working Hours, Labor Costs, Transactions Size, Productivity and Inventory Loss. Two
Turnover variables are used for output in the model. Subsequently the DEA results of Austrian
supermarkets are put to context to the principal-agent theory. Leading to Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) as an instrument to uncover inefficient agents and hidden-information problem. The DEA Scores
showed that the sample operates at high efficiency level (mean 91%).
Keywords
Organizational efficiency, data envelopment analysis, Austrian supermarket sector
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1. Introduction
Efficiency in organizations is attracting considerable interest in management science. A cause for
importance from a practitioners approach is namely globalization and increased competition. In fact,
the competitive pressures in retail are relatively commonplace in all European countries (Barros, 2006).
Yet, only 11 years later the competitive pressures have intensified, and new challenges -such as digital
economy- are at the forerun. Threatening all retail organizations by uncovering merciless which
organizations fail to structure and produce efficient. The importance of organizational design and
efficiency came shockingly visible in the Austrian supermarket sector with the bankruptcy of Zielpunkt,
a player with a market share of slightly above 4%, yearly Turnover of 493 Mio. Euro, 229 Outlets and
2400 employees. The stationary food retail is not in fear of extinction, however according to Darwin’s
survival of the fittest theory, inefficient outlets must be identified and strategically over thought to
ensure maximum efficiency of the whole organization. The topic is as important to economists,
managers, as well as to researchers. Productivity has its importance on micro level as well as on macro
level. Following the thoughts of (Pritchard, 1995), the effects on productivity can be broken down into
effects at the national, industry, firm and individual level. Thus, at a national level the productivity
growth is a factor for controlling inflation. It is certain to all economists, that higher wages in a national
economy must be offset by increased productivity. Similar thinking applies to the productivity and
productivity growth importance within an industry and the individual firm. If a firm’s productivity
growth is higher than its competitors, the firm survives better. Furthermore, this leads to lower costs
which can mean higher margin or lower prices, all leading to higher competitiveness. Overall efficiency
of a firm is of equal importance as efficiency of each unit of a firm. The higher the overall level of a
firm’s efficiency is, the more necessary is the benchmarking for inefficient decision-making units
(DMUs) to continue to increase the competitive advantage. Certainly, efficiency and productivity do
have the same basic assumptions and are obviously intercorrelated. Another aspect of efficiency and
productivity from a psychological point of view, at the individual level, productivity and the central
aspect of self-fulfillment and self-respect correlate with better use of our time as well as more leisure
time. Transferred to a hypothetical society it would mean: the higher the efficiency, the more leisure
time. Within the last few years Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) has become an important component
in this field. Between 1987 and 2007 more than 4000 papers have been published on efficiency related
research based on the Data Envelopment Analysis. (Emrouznejad, Parker & Tavares, 2008). However,
previous work has mostly focused on the efficiency of companies in a market, in common parlance,
the meta-analysis. In accordance to (Thomas, Barr, Cron & Slocum, 1998) there is a paucity of research
on the measurement and evaluation of individual store (outlet) productivity within a large, multi-store
multi-market chain operation. However, outlet/store efficiency will be needed to further understand
the characteristics of efficiency in depth and to address new hypotheses in the field of efficiency. The
consideration of each supermarket “outlet” as a DMU, was proposed in many suggestions for further
research. A main point of the efficiency model presented in this paper is the focus on relative
efficiencies, in other words the benchmarking against achieved values just as (Farrell) quotes already
in 1957 “to compare performances with the best actually achieved than with some unattainable ideal”.
Having defined the objective of this paper, the paper is organized as follows. In the next chapter, DEA
methodology is discussed. In the third section, the sample and model are described. The results
obtained, are descriptive and statistically elaborated and finally the discussion is shown together with
the previous mentioned in Section 4. Finally, conclusions, limitations and the main implications for
management are presented in the last section.

2. Efficiency - Data Envelopment Analysis – A Literature Review
“To manage organizations well, managers require a clear sense of how to identify and secure
effectiveness” (Daft, Murphy & Willmoth, 2010, p. 50). The managers in this context might be the
principal as well as the agent of a DMU. Within management science it is widely discussed on, that an
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organization is to be structured to achieve high performance, effectiveness and efficiency.
Performance is widely expressed in profitability in terms of net income, earning per share or return on
investment. Efficiency is a more limited concept that refers to the internal workings of the
organization. Organizational efficiency can be measured as the ratio of inputs to outputs. If one
organization can achieve more output with the same resources as another organization, it would be
described as more efficient. Retailers and Academicians have used significant methods for measuring
retail productivity (Mishra & Ansari, 2013, p. 349). Discuss that significant methods are; executive
opinion survey, ratio analysis, Cobb-Douglas model, data envelopment analysis (DEA) and structural
equation modelling (SEM). This underlines the importance of the research approach. For this study,
the efficiency with ratio values such as, cost, turnover, working hours is of interest. Therefore, DEA
occurs to be the best choice. Interestingly, despite the different methods used, the input and output
variables used are mainly correlated in the groups of variables like labor for input and turnover (sales)
for output. The difference is rather in the extrapolation of values i.e. ratio numbers such as wages
versus likert-scale questionnaire numbers. And even more in the repeatability of the model. A purpose
of this study lies within its repeatability, so to be efficient the study must be repeatable easily.
Therefore, it seems, objective data warehouse information is more efficient than a field research
processes (questionnaire) to receive the variables.
Data Envelopment Analysis is concerned with evaluations of performance, especially with activities of
organizations such as business firms. A commonly used measure of efficiency e.g. cost per unit is
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
. A “productivity” ratio is e.g. output per working hour. Such measures are referred to as “partial
𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡
productivity measures” to distinguish them from “total productivity measures”. The latter attempt to
obtain an input-output ratio which considers all inputs and all outputs. Total productivity has a
significant point, to avoid causal relationship between one factor whilst some other is attributable. For
instance, in a single output to input ratio misperception, a gain in output resulting from an increase in
capital or improved management might be mistakenly attributed to labor even though the
performance of labor might have deteriorated. In Mintzbergs definition of how organizations function,
efficiency is of interest for Middle Line as well as to Support Staff and Technostructure. (Mintzberg,
1979). DEA, as a method, includes opportunities for collaboration between analysts (Support Staff) and
decision-makers (Middle Line) (Cooper, Seiford & Tone, 2000, p. 1-3).
DEA is a non-parametric data analytic technique that is extensively used by various research
communities. Based on the original research by (Kooopmans, 1951) and (Debreu, 1951) (Farrell, 1957)
delivered methods for multiple inputs to output performance measurement. The revolutionary
research of Farrell received a renaissance by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes in 1978 who built the final
foundation for Data Envelopment Analysis.
a) Charnes–Cooper–Rhodes (CCR) model
Charnes and others expanded Farrell’s efficiency measurement concept of multiple inputs and single
output to the concept of multiple inputs and multiple outputs, utilized linear combination to convert
it to single virtual input and output, estimated efficiency frontier from the ratio of two linear
combinations, and measured the relative efficiency of each DMU in constant returns to scale (CRS)
which is between 0 and 1 and can determine whether a DMU is in constant, increasing or decreasing
returns to scale (Charnes, Cooper & Rhodes, 1978).
b) Banker–Charnes–Cooper (BCC) model
Banker et al. widened the CCR model ratio concept and application scope in both Farrell and CCR
models; efficiency was supposed to measure in CRS, but inefficiency might not have allocative
efficiency, proper scale, and technical efficiency. Therefore, BCC changed CCR to variable returns to
scale (VRS) hypothesis, broke down technical efficiency into pure technical efficiency and scale
efficiency, and measured its efficiency and returns to scale (Banker, Charnes & Cooper, 1984).
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Within the DEA optimization settings, we can distinguish between minimizing inputs (to seek to
minimize inputs to produce the same outputs) and maximizing outputs (to seek to maximize outputs
given the current inputs). To elaborate the difference between input and output oriented models one
could compare the Austrian supermarket sector to hospitals. Hospitals are output oriented as a certain
number of doctors and nurses must be available to perform within the disciplines, thus the aim is to
have as many patients as possible given the current input. Retail is opposite, given a certain number
of households and buying power a retail firm must seek to serve its clients by minimizing inputs to a
maximum factor to reach efficiency.
Next to input and output orientation, the settings for DEA returns are relevant. Constant returns (CCR
mode) meaning outputs directly reflect input levels (i.e. doubling input produces exactly double
outputs – versus varying returns (BCC) meaning outputs fall off as input levels rise (i.e. doubling input
produces less than double outputs). Besides the two models which are the mainly used ones within
the literature, so called BCC and CCR, new models are brought to the community such as the Concave
Frontier (Fcon) as described in (Benicio & de Mello, 2015). For a more comprehensive look on the
different streams in DEA theory and methodology as well as applications, one should consider
proceedings of international DEA conferences, such as, June 2002, Moscow, Russia (Emrouznejad,
Green, & Krivonozhko, 2002).There must be discussion by the distinct specialists of modelling and
programming techniques.
Following the evolution of DEA, it is interesting to notice that in 2008 Emrouznejad et al. showed with
an extensive literature search that more than 4000 research articles were published in the 30 years
until 2007 (Emrouznejad, Parker, & Tavares, 2008, p. 152). On the other hand, this number would
increase to over 7000 if unpublished dissertations etc. were included. Worth mentioning in the
distribution is the increased number of publications in the years 2004-2006 at approximately 360 per
year. They conclude that DEA will continue to be a primary area of research as on the one hand
measuring efficiency of large organizations is a non-trivial exercise with complex multi-input/output
structure and on the other hand by the number of real-world applications involving efficiency
measurement.

3. Sample, Variable Selection and DEA Model,
3.1. Sample
The Austrian food retail is defined by outlets which cover a typical food assortment including NonFood articles. Specialty Shops such as BIO Supermarkets, Ethnical Shops, Liquor Stores, Butcher Stores
etc. as well as wholesale and Cash & Carry are excluded from the population. The two hard discounts
Hofer and Lidl are calculated by the cash slip method (CSSI).
All following Turnovers are subject to a calendar year and gross (including vat). Revenues from
gastronomy and travel are excluded. The total sum of outlets is per end of year 2013. The below
definition is based on the AC Nielsen definition found in the “AC Nielsen Basisdaten Report 20131”
Hypermarket - Hypermarkets are defined as outlets with a selling space of more than 1000m² a sub
definition is made for hypermarkets between 1000m² and 2499m² and hypermarkets above 2500m².
Supermarket - Supermarkets are defined as outlets with a selling space from 400m² to 999m².
Large food retail outlet - Large food retail outlets are defined as outlets with a selling space from 250m²
to 399m².
1http://www.nielsen.com/at/de/insights/reports/2014/nielsen-booklet-handel-in-osterreich-zeigt-basisdaten-2013-und-

konsumententrends-2013-2014.html
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Small food retail outlet - Small food retail outlets are defined as outlets up to 249m² selling space.
Hard discount - Hofer, Lidl
Table 3.1: Number of Outlets per Store Type (2009-2013)
Number of Outlets per store type

Hypermarkets
≥ 2500 m²
Hypermarkets
1000 - 2499 m²
Supermarkets 400
- 999 m²
Large food retail
outlet
250 - 399 m²
Small food retail
outlet
up to 249 m²
Hofer / Lidl
Total

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Variation
09/13

Total
Share
2013

74

79

79

82

83

9

1%

286

289

289

297

308

22

6%

2616

2612

2636

2672

2716

100

49%

685

657

633

630

605

-80

11%

1553

1461

1377

1305

1240

-313

22%

619
5833

628
5726

638
5652

640
5626

646
5598

27
-235

12%
100%

From Table 3.1 the following conclusions can be drawn. First that the Austrian market and the store
size ranging from 400 – 999 m² has undergone the highest absolute increase by 100 outlets within 5
years and secondly that the total share of this outlet format is by far the most widespread. For this
reason, this paper will focus on the technical efficiency within the supermarket sector.
Figure 3.2: Number of Outlets per Million Population

Number of outlets over 400 m² per million population
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From Figure 3.2 the following conclusions can be drawn. First that the Austrian market has the second
highest density of total outlets per population behind the Netherlands. Secondly the store size ranging
from 400 – 999 m² - supermarket sector – has a higher share as in the Netherlands. Therefore,
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competition and efficiency can be expected as high, as higher competition creates higher pressure
which leads to higher efficiency.
3.2. Identifying input/output variables
The choice of input/output variables for the DEA model is crucial. Results of two researchers may vary
according to the variables chosen. It is widely acknowledged, in the literature of retail efficiency,
(Sellers-Rubio & Mas-Ruiz, 2006; Perrigot & Barros, 2008; Mostafa, 2010) that the choice of input and
output variables is controversial. Obviously, it depends on the objectives of the analysis. Several
limitations for the input and output factors must be respected. The DEA model excludes the option
that outputs are generated without the usage of input factors. Furthermore, the following has to be
confirmed for the input and output variables. a) Stability, b) Statistical foundation, c) Empirically
complete. With reference to Scheel empirical completeness is given if the model on input and output
variables is working itself (Scheel, 2000). So, the choice of the input and output variables in this paper
are referenced with the objective of the analysis and the previous research.
The decision on input and output variables must be done within the consideration that all relevant
input resources for creating the output have to be pictured. It must be forbidden to delete relevant
input variables by the researcher at a random basis. As the amount of input and output variables duly
influence the fit of the model and within the model the relative efficiencies Dyson and others (2001)
confirms that at least 2 x m x n sample data of DMUs is needed for a good fit within the model.
There were 7 input and two output variables identified during the data collection stage. They include,
Customers, Transaction Size, Floor Size (m²), Labor Costs, Working Hours, Productivity, Inventory Loss.
Two output variables include the total Turnover separated into two departments.
Detailed Description of Input Variable 1 – Customers
Customers is a scale interval number of people buying in a supermarket. The number of customers
depend on the location. A supermarket next to a school or a public building is expected to have more
customers than a supermarket in a sub-urban area. The more customers visiting a shop, the more
turnover potential a shop has. There are studies on the decision process of customers which shop they
will visit. Even if, the latent decision might be due to a myriad of factors e.g. commercials, there is also
an influence of the shop to this variable. A good assortment, friendliness of employees, might keep a
customer or scare off if opposite.
The efficiency of an outlet therefore depends both on the seller and the buyer. Still, differences
between outlets with means to customer input are very difficult to measure (Kamakura, Lenartowicz
& Ratchford, 1996, p. 333-334).
Detailed Description of Input Variable 2 – Transaction Size
Transaction size a scale interval number of the average amount in Euros people spend in a
supermarket. The variable Transaction Size depend on the location. A supermarket next to a school or
a public building is expected to have a lower Transaction Size than a supermarket in a sub-urban area.
As customers will have diverse needs. The more Transaction Size an outlet has, the more customer
needs are served.
Detailed Description of Input Variable 3 – Floor Size (m²)
In agreement with previous research, a traditional correlate of productivity is inventory investment.
Nooteboom referred to shop size as economies of scale (Nooteboom, 1983, p. 649). The rationale
behind this measure is, the outlet with more inventory or square meter will be able to provide more
selection. A product assortment in, more width and/or depth. Thus, a customer will find the item or
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the bundle of merchandise he or she is seeking. Furthermore, this will increase labor productivity as
employees are not directly needed to increase sales.
However, in line with Sellers, assortment decisions should be considered. As inventory carrying costs,
due to maximizing assortment and minimizing stock out may not be the most profitable decision. Still,
it is in the managers main role to identify consumer needs and plan the right assortment at the right
place (Sellers & Mas, 2009, p. 6).
Detailed Description of Input Variable 4 – Labor Costs
Another economical correlate of technical efficiency is labor costs. The wage level, as (Sellers & Mas,
2009) argue, is needed to consider the various levels of professional qualifications of employees. A
greater wage level makes it possible to attract skilled labor force, reducing turnover and by this foster
team work. All leading to the positive relationship of labor costs and productivity. (van Dalen, Koerts
& Thurik, 1990) confirm the hypotheses that higher wage rates stimulate labor productivity. Still, labor
costs are a sensitive topic with respect to efficiency. Given the basis, that labor or any other unit of
input can be saved directly by reducing the manhours needed (Cox, 1948, p. 438).
Detailed Description of Input Variable 5 – Working Hours
Working Hours is the total number of recorded hours in a supermarket. Working Hours are also
partially defined a priori by the shop managers schedule that fits the expected turnover. Also Working
Hours cannot be reduced to zero, as a certain number of people must be present in a supermarket.
Also, there might be law reasons or labor union interests affection this variable.
Detailed Description of Input Variable 6 – Productivity
𝑋
𝑋
Labor productivity is simply 𝐿 , output per hour, is a function of 𝐻, where 𝐻 = 𝑁ℎ, the product of the
number of employee’s times average hours per worker. (Oi, 2006, p. 3). Later, is a valid measure if
employee hours are homogenous. However, labor productivity is related to worker characteristics such
as sex, age, and education. Also, employees on piece rates work harder, is more productive, and
realizes a higher rate of pay than one who is paid by the hour (Oi, 2006, p. 15). Still, Labor Productivity
is a KPI in the practitioners area. Thus, to make the model repeatable and meaningful, this variable has
a foundation.
Detailed Description of Input Variable 7 – Inventory Loss
Inventory loss is the discrepancy between physical and recorded inventory levels, and is a norm in
retailing rather than an anomaly. Partly it is associated with theft or transaction errors. But on the
other hand, it is associated with living products (e.g. Bananas) where stock-outs lead directly to lost
sales, reduced profits, and the potential loss of customers, and over stock leads to inventory loss due
to waste. However, Inventory Loss is preordained for benchmarking. As experience and the myriad of
factors associated must be uncovered.
Detailed Description of Output Variable 1 & 2 – Turnover Dept. 1 & 2
Thurik divides the output in their study to value of annual food sales, and value of annual non-food
sales (Thurik, 1984, p. 22). This separation into relevant departments is used for the segmentation of
this paper as well. To distinguish assortment 1 to assortment 2, it is referred to e.g. Coke being within
assortment 1. With this product, a relevant buying influence is price which is made at the corporate
level. The store manager’s influence concerns KPI such as: availability of the product always (out of
stock, out of shelf), accessibility of the product and highlighting the product in promotion. There is a
mutual understanding with the importance of products within assortment 1, as selling these products
are the base service of a supermarket and assortment 1 contributes highest to total turnover. Products
of assortment 2 are e.g. fresh pastry or fresh fruits and vegetables. A warm and fragrant pastry out of
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the oven, the juicy red apple that catches the eye, combined with skilled employees with sales skills
are performance drivers of assortment 2 and therefore the store manager has sufficient influence.
3.3. Visualization of the DEA Model
Figure 3.3: Efficiency Model for DEA

4. Results
4.1. Descriptive
28 Austrian Supermarkets have been analyzed in the present study (n=28). The variable Floor Size (m²)
has a min of 463,45m² and a max of 878m² and is therefore well in the AC Nielsen definition of a
supermarket. The Mean has a value of 690,80m² which is very close to the mean of the definition of a
supermarket 400m² to 999m² hence 700m². For the analyzed period, the mean of the supermarket
had 296.510,79 customers in the period for 2015. The standard deviation is 140.362,41 which reports
that 50% of the sample had customers of 156.148,38 to 436.872,89. The transaction size is diverse as
well, with a range of EUR 15,57. The outlet with the highest transaction size has EUR 20,92 in average,
whilst the outlet with the smallest transaction size only scored EUR 5,35 in average. Labor Costs scored
a median of EUR -435.452,10. The labor productivity level can be reported as 184,40 at a maximum.
The Mean is at 83% of the maximum value at 153,16. The variable inventory loss is at a median of EUR
-104.142,02 which is around 3,36% of the combined mean of both turnovers.
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Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics on Variables used
Variable
Floor Size (m²)
Customers
Transaction Size
Labour Costs Working Hours
Productivity
Inventory Loss Turnover Dpt. 1
Turnover Dpt. 2

Min
Max
Range
Mean
463,45
878,00
414,55
690,80
71.354,00
683.275,00
611.921,00
296.510,79
5,35
20,92
15,57
12,27
245.835,32 - 1.267.334,02 - 1.021.498,70 - 496.058,16
8.685,99
60.265,19
51.579,20
22.274,31
104,03
184,40
80,37
153,16
72.063,21 - 184.682,25 - 112.619,04 - 107.022,55
770.074,09 4.691.195,49 3.921.121,40 2.410.419,25
152.245,98 3.079.345,75 2.927.099,77
980.725,47

SD
Median
93,57
708,90
140.362,41
267.963,00
3,89
11,75
216.422,53 - 435.452,10
10.385,16
19.795,85
21,71
156,43
29.757,04 - 104.142,02
895.079,56 2.262.182,10
569.777,95
837.001,38

N
28,00
28,00
28,00
28,00
28,00
28,00
28,00
28,00
28,00

4.2. Statistics - Correlation Analysis Method
When the variables are continuous, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was often used
as the index of their correlation. Higher correlation coefficient means closer relation between two
variables whilst lower correlation means they are less correlated. The general sense is shown in the
below table.
Table 4.2: Explanation on Degree of Correlation
Correlation coefficient
> 0,8
0,6-0,8
0,4-0,6
0,2-0,4
< 0,2

Degree of correlation
Very high
High
Medium
Low
Very low

Table 4.3: Person Correlation
Correlations

Working Hours Floor Size (m²)
Working Hours

Pearson Correlation

1

Sig. (1-tailed)
Floor Size (m²)

Productivity

-,491**
,004

-,025

,184
1

-,030

-,491**
,004

-,030

-,025

Sig. (1-tailed)
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (1-tailed)
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (1-tailed)
Turnover Dept. 2

,177

-,093

Pearson Correlation

Turnover Dept. 1

,426

Pearson Correlation

Sig. (1-tailed)

Inventory Loss

,037

,318

Sig. (1-tailed)

Pearson Correlation

Labor Costs

-,093

1

Sig. (1-tailed)
Transaction Size

,777**
,000

,177

Pearson Correlation

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (1-tailed)

Technical Efficiency
Score(CRS/CCR)

Pearson Correlation

Pure Technical Efficiency
Score(VRS/BCC)

Pearson Correlation

Sig. (1-tailed)
Sig. (1-tailed)

Scale Efficiency Score (SE) Pearson Correlation
Sig. (1-tailed)
N (for all Variables)

,318

Labor Costs

,419*
,013

,419*
,013

Sig. (1-tailed)

Transaction
Size

Productivity

,777**
,000

Pearson Correlation

Customers

Customers

,184

,439
1

,439

-,994**
,000

-,379*
,023

-,396*
,018

-,387*
,021

,167

,449

,198

-,468**
,006

-,762**
,000

-,071
,361

,699**
,000

,451**
,008

,078

,349*
,035

,373*
,025

-,007

,347
-,070

-,076

,449

-,468**
,006

,451**
,008

1

,426
-,994**
,000

-,396*
,018

-,762**
,000

,078

-,070

,347

,361

-,379*
,023

-,387*
,021

-,071

,349*
,035

-,076

,361

,167

**

*

,037

**

,351

,699
,000

,373
,025

,266

,198

,980**
,000

,363*
,029

,763**
,000

-,007

,072

,487

,358

**

-,103

**

**

,752
,000

,298

,838
,000

,510
,003

,301

,486
,004

Pure
Technical
Technical
Efficiency
Efficiency
Turnover Dept. Turnover Dept. Score(CRS/C Score(VRS/
Inventory Loss
1
2
CR)
BCC)

,086

,062

,838**
,000

,266

,980**
,000

Scale
Efficiency
Score (SE)

,510**
,003

,176

,363*
,029

-,103

,182

,301

,177

,259

,763**
,000

,486**
,004

,195

,483**
,005

,752**
,000

,311

,487
,072

,298

,185

,160
,054
,146

,510**
,003
-,128

,750**
,000
,295

,361

,351

,086

,358

,062

,229

,064

1

,351*
,034

-,853**
,000

-,974**
,000

-,505**
,003

-,189
,168

-,503**
,003

,351*
,034

1

-,162

-,320*
,048

,143

,156

,134

,234

,214

,249

**

**

,754**
,000

**

,205

-,853
,000

-,162

-,974**
,000

-,320*
,048

**

-,505
,003

,143

1

,832
,000

,756
,000

,286

,832**
,000

1

,581**
,001

,225

**

**

1

*

,415
,014

,995**
,000

,205

,234

,756
,000

,581
,001

,070
,125

,579**
,001

,311

,146

-,189

,156

,177

,160

,054

,229

,168

,214

,070

,125

,415*
,014

1

,185

,327*
,045

,510**
,003

-,128

,750**
,000

,295

,249

,754**
,000

,579**
,001

,995**
,000

,327*
,045

1

,064

-,503**
,003

,134

,259

,483**
,005

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

,176

,182

,195

,286

,225

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).

As seen in the above Table, many variables showed significant correlation to technical efficiency. Even
more, the Table shows significance between the variables.
There was a significant relationship between the number of working hours and technical efficiency, r
= .51, p (one-tailed) < .01. The variable Customers was significantly correlated with technical efficiency,
r = .49, Productivity was significantly correlated with technical efficiency, r = .75; Labor Costs was also
correlated with technical efficiency, r = -.51 (all ps < .01).
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4.3. Data envelopment scores
The sample was analyzed via Data Envelopment Analysis software MaxDea. As DEA suggest 3 Efficiency
scales such as CCR, BCC and SE, all 3 are tested to finally confirm the most suitable model. The choice
on scale on the relevant DMU is based on researcher’s knowledge of the DMU sample.
Table 4.4: Descriptive on Efficiency Scales
Technical Efficiency
Score(CRS/CCR)
0,61
1,00
0,39
0,91
0,11
0,96
28

Min
Max
Range
Mean
SD
Median
N

Pure Technical Efficiency
Score(VRS/BCC)
0,95
1,00
0,05
0,99
0,01
1,00
28

Scale Efficiency Score
0,63
1,00
0,37
0,91
0,11
0,96
28

The CRS/CCR model has the lowest minimum respectively the highest range of efficiency scores. Also,
the mean has, even though at a very high level of 91% efficiency and only 9% inefficiency, the lowest
value in the CCR Model. Therefore, the CCR Model seems most suitable as the most implications to
improvements can be made. Therefore, all further results are show for the CCR Model only.
Following the 3 heads of (Mittal, Gupta & Patl, 2013), highly efficient firms are having an efficiency
score of 1, efficient firms are having efficiency score of 0.7 – 0.9, and less efficient firms are having
efficiency scores of less than 0.7.
Table 4.5: Efficiency Scales CCR/BCC/SE
Firm´s Efficiency
Highly Efficient
Efficient
Less Efficient
Total

CCR

BCC
10
16
2
28

SE
22
6
28

10
16
2
28

The distribution with the used variables under CCR assumption will look the following
Figure 4.6: Distribution of Efficiency (CCR)
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In general, it must be underlined, that the efficiency in the Austrian supermarket is high. With only 9%
inefficiency in the outlets. The interesting analysis starts with the discussion on each DMUs efficiency
score the possible proportionate and slack movements and the projected value for the DMU to achieve
efficiency. As well as which DMUs are used as benchmark. This will be discussed in general in the next
section of this paper.
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4.4. Data envelopment analysis – scores
The evidence from this study suggests potential variance for all input variables. A major point of DEA
is to give exact feedback on the gap between efficient and inefficient units. It is not a vague information
without direction. Even more, it is always a concrete information based on a given observation. The
final decision, if that the transformation from inefficiency to efficiency is achievable, or to what point
it is realistic, lies in the hand of the deliberate decision maker (principal and/or agent).
The Scores can be interpreted as following; the Floor Size should increase by 45m² in mean. With
respect to the different parties involved, vendor and renter, it might not be possible to achieve that in
the market. Still, decision makers should be aware of the projection size of 736,06 m² for supermarkets
in shopping centers. The variable customers shows the highest potential increase of 79%. These results
need to be interpreted with caution. As the customer segmentation might not be changeable. Still, the
Manager/Principle, must address thoughts to benchmarking DMUs and to which extend they might be
representative. Evidence was found, that Working Hours could be reduced by 7% in mean, equal to
EUR -1.578,64 in the period. This knowledge on Working Hours and the benchmark can be relevant for
employee schedule plans or best practice discussion between efficient and inefficient DMUs principle
and agent. Interestingly, the variable Transaction Size, increased by 53%. This result must be taken
with caution, as the desired direction of Transaction Size is obviously positive, but due to customer
segmentation and orientation maybe not achievable at all. Inventory Loss, as expected, revealed
potential for decrease. The projected mean value for inventory loss lies at an EUR 20.287,26 improved
point of EUR -86.735,29. The variable labor productivity, which is used in the model, which is as well a
KPI for retail personnel, increase to 179,66. This equals to the logic that each working hour should
generate EUR 179,66 total turnover.
Table 4.7: DEA Scores
Data Envelopment Analysis - Scores
Floor Size
Variable /
Floor Size
Mean

Proportionate

Mean
Mean

-

Slack

Projection

18,17

27,09

72.771,46

160.116,28

1.466,53 -

112,11

Mean

33.616,69

5.131,80

Mean

1,48

4,98

Mean

6,55

19,95

Mean

10.300,81

9.986,45

Mean

-

Mean

-

12.802,60

Original Value

Diff

736,06
690,80
45,26
Customers
529.398,53
296.510,79 232.887,75
Working Hours
20.695,67
22.274,31 - 1.578,64
Labor Costs
- 457.309,67 - 496.058,16
38.748,49
Transaction Size
18,73
12,27
6,46
Productivity
179,66
153,16
26,51
Inventory Loss
86.735,29 - 107.022,55
20.287,26
Turnover Dpt. 1
2.410.419,25 2.410.419,25
Turnover Dpt. 2
993.528,07
980.725,47
12.802,60

Variance
7%
79%
-7%
-8%
53%
17%
-19%
0%
1%

5. Conclusion
In summary, the purpose of this paper has been to estimate a measurement concept of efficiency in
the Austrian food retailing industry. Using a non-parametric design with 7 input and 2 output variables.
The empirical analysis was done with a sample of 28 supermarket outlets all located in shopping
centers for the year 2015. There is evidence to support the hypothesis that Austrian supermarket
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outlets operate under high levels of technical efficiency. The mean value of technical efficiency (CCR
Model) was 0.91. Many of input variables have shown significant correlation to technical efficiency.
The results obtained have significant implications for management in retailing. The analysis of the
determinant factors of efficiency for 28 different outlets may be used for benchmarking. The process
of benchmarking requires measuring the difference between the current performance level of an DMU
and the best possible practice. (Camp, 1989). The essence is to then make the improvements necessary
to reach the standards of the best practices. (Bhutta & Huq, 1999). However, benchmarking is also
referred to as a hands-on experience. And it is important to remember that improvements are
continuous and therefore benchmarking is a revolving process. In terms of efficiency, the
benchmarking process implies that an inefficient outlet or the principal/agent of it, should examine
the reasons why other outlets are more efficient. This, might also be relevant in the hierarchical
understanding of management with the principal-agent theory. The factors of efficiency may also be
used for overcoming the information asymmetry between management (principal) and outlet (agent).
The results show a positive impact of labor related variables on technical efficiency, highlighting the
importance of labor, in a labor intense field. Labor Costs, and working hours have a positive effect on
technical efficiency, this shows the importance of correct staffing of outlets and the correct mix of
employees due to wage level. Furthermore, there is a positive correlation between customers and
labor costs. Thus, it can be said, customers seem to visit outlets with an adequate amount of
employees. DEA calculated the proportionate and slack movement for each inefficient DMU.
Interestingly, e.g. the variable inventory loss has a mean of EUR 20.287 in potential savings.
The limitations of the study include the generalization of the conclusions to the entire sector, which
must be done with due care, since only supermarket outlets situated in shopping centers have been
analyzed. However, the findings of significance of input/output variables used on outlet level are in
line with studies on supermarket chains (meta-level). Also, the study is limited in its sample size, so
future studies might include a larger sample to confirm the findings.
Lastly, it would be possible to include other relevant variables in the DEA Model for assessing efficiency
in supermarket outlets. Future research lines should try to overcome these limitations.
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Business Models of Collaborative Economy. Analysis of Polish Sustainable
Consumption Related Initiatives in Food Consumption and Distribution
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Abstract
The aim of the presentation is to show the results form analysis of Polish business models in food
consumption and distribution related to sustainable consumption in terms of their affiliation to
collaborative economy. For the purpose of the analysis the author uses the “Sharing Business Model
Compass” elaborated by Boyd Cohen and Pablo Muñoz.
The compass is a useful tool due its complexity and integration of a wide variety of business models
forms within the collaborative economy.
The analysis indicates that even in such narrowly defined area of research there is a number of specific
characteristics and differences among analyzed initiatives. Moreover, despite the variety of initiatives,
they still have features that allow to qualify them for the collaborative economy business models.
Keywords
Collaboration economy, business models, sharing business model compass, sustainable consumption,
food industry
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Global Perceptions of Team in Project Management
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Abstract
The importance of team and teamwork has always been emphasized. This is particularly true in Project
Management. The employers are increasingly interested in graduates with good teamwork skills for
not only co-located teams, but also virtual teams. It is expected that virtual teams be more common
as technology is facilitating expansion and internationalization of the firms. The institutions of higher
education have responded to the high demand of teamwork sills by emphasizing teamwork in their
curriculum. The accreditation bodies and programs’ model curricula are emphasizing teamwork to be
an integral component of curriculum. More online courses are offered providing students
opportunities to work and experience working in a team in virtual environment.
There are many factors which determine makeup of the team including background and culture which
consequently determines the value of team and teamwork. Geert Hofstede introduced four
dimensions explaining national culture which was later expanded by two more dimensions. The
dimensions of the new framework are: Power Distance, Uncertainty avoidance, Individualism versus
Collectivism, Masculinity versus Femininity, Long Term versus Short Term Orientation and Indulgence
versus restraint. The focus in this research is on Individualism versus Collectivism dimension.
Individualist cultures preference is independence rather than dependence with weak integration. The
preference is to have loose or no ties to others.
Purpose
The purpose of this research is to examine differences between students from different counties about
team and teamwork based on the Individualism versus Collectivism proposed by Hofstede. The
research question is aimed to determine if there is a difference between the students of different
cultures about importance of teambuilding and teamwork. This difference is examined at the
beginning and end of the project management course.
Participants
The students with different nationality in project management course were surveyed. The countries
currently represented in the data collection are Canada, China, Germany, India, Mexico, Morocco and
United States. The intention is to further expand representations and invite more students from more
countries to participate in this research.
Method & Data Analysis
A pre-post survey method is used in this research. The survey instrument was administered at the
beginning and end of the project management course which included components of demographics
and project management topics and skills. A five-point Likert scale from strongly agree (5) to strongly
disagree (1) was used for each item of second component. The survey items were derived from the
skills and competencies of effective project managers identified by the PMI and Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) and those identified by previous researchers. The list of topics and skills
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included: Globalization and International Environment, Leadership, Teambuilding and Teamwork,
Collaboration and Communication.
Results
The hypotheses are rejected that international students are the same about teambuilding and
teamwork, and the research question is answered that students of different cultures are different
about the importance of teambuilding and teamwork. Further, the perceptions of students remained
the same at the course end. The findings of this research support the Individualism and Collectivism
dimension of Hofstede.
Keywords
Teambuilding, teamwork, project management, culture
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Abstract
The study explores the phenomenon of personal branding on social media and in particular, examines
how YouTubers create their personal brands on-line. The explorative and inductive approach has
involved qualitative content analysis of a total of 72 videos produced by four successful YouTubers
during several years of their social media presence. The findings reveal three major stages of the
personal branding process, which are not sequential, but rather, were found to run in parallel over
time: loyalty to personal brand profile, promotion of multiple social media accounts and addressing
the audience and encouraging co-creation. The personal brand content is found to comprise such
elements as personality of the YouTuber, typical topics, tone of voice, environment (setting) as well as
product brands. Among its key features are clarity, consistency and authenticity, resembling those of
a product/service brand. The study proves the applicability of classical principles of product branding
and typology of consumer-brand relationships as well as brand meaning co-creation to the personal
branding phenomenon, while at the same time highlighting the complex nature of this phenomenon
as being “born global”, purposeful and highly interactive. Thus, personal branding might be seen as a
re-invention of the traditional branding but on a completely different level of interaction and visibility.
Among managerial recommendations is the need for managers to closely monitor and analyze what is
being said about their brands by the famous personalities on-line as these individuals are capable to
influence the consumers’ perceptions about brands and companies.
Keywords
Personal branding, YouTubers, online branding, social media, brand relationships, value co-creation
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1. Introduction
The globalized world we live in today has created pressures such as fiercer competition in most aspects
of our daily lives, which require people to ‘stand out’ from the crowd (Brooks & Anumudu, 2016;
Shepherd, 2005). Hence, the idea of differentiating ourselves is becoming a more common notion. As
a response to these pressures, personal branding has taken hold among professionals. Most of the
personal branding literature suggests that branding yourself is the key to personal and professional
success (Gehl, 2011; Khedher 2013; Gandini, 2016; Harris & Rae, 2011; Schwabel, 2011; Lair, Sullivan
& Cheney, 2005). Moreover, the argument that “if you don’t brand yourself, others will” (Kaputa, 2003;
cited in Shepherd, 2005, p. 590) seems to have led to the increased interest in personal branding that
we have seen over the past two decades.
Personal branding has traditionally been the domain of celebrities, politicians or professionals who
strive to succeed in their careers (Labrecque, Markos & Milne, 2011). However, with the introduction
of Web 2.0 and the concurrent rise of social media, personal branding has evolved into a phenomenon
not exclusive to professionals and celebrities. Social media has enabled personal branding to take a
new form, in which people brand themselves through the content that they share on their personalized
profiles. One platform on which personal branding is especially evident is YouTube - the currently
leading video sharing website. According to Fortunelords (2017, n.p.), “[m]ore than 400 hours of videos
[are] uploaded to YouTube every minute” and interestingly, some of the most popular YouTube
channels are not maintained by corporate brands or celebrities, but by ‘ordinary people’ online.
YouTube allows its users, also known as YouTubers, to promote their personal brand via their channels,
which include the YouTuber’s name, avatar and videos. All these features make YouTube a relevant
platform for self-presentation (Pace, 2008).
The literature on personal branding on social media draws on both the pre-social media studies by
Peters (1997), arguing that every person has the possibility to be a marketer for himself/herself and
post-social media authors, such as Shepherd (2005) and Arruda (2005), contending that personal
branding is similar to product/service branding. As far as the studies in the social media context are
concerned, the focus is on conceptualizing the branding process as such (Khedher, 2015) and
identifying the motivations for engaging in personal branding (Gandini, 2016; Lair et al., 2205; Nolan,
2015). Moreover, in most studies, the context is the professional domain. Hence, the major focus is on
professionals deliberately using social media to achieve successful careers. However, the rise of social
media has made it possible for virtually anyone with internet access to brand oneself. In fact, most
famous YouTubers have risen to popularity for other purposes than career advancement and their
material success is an outcome, rather than the initial goal of their self-exposure on social media.
Moreover, many of them are neither unique nor particularly creative in the topics they highlight in
their videos. There is clearly a need to increase our understanding of the type of content they are
creating and sharing with their followers and the actual process of content creation. What can we learn
from these “ordinary” people who have built themselves into successful personal brands about the
“winning content formula”?
The purpose of this paper is to identify the key features of the “branded” content and the process of
content creation that allow for “ordinary” people to be successful on social media. The focus is on
YouTubers and the process of creating the “branded” content and succeeding with it online.

2. Literature Review
Since the beginning of the 1990s, personal branding has primarily been the domain of self-help
consultants, experts and practitioners (Peters, 1997; Shepherd, 2005; Lair, Sullivan & Cheney, 2005;
Chen, 2013), although the original idea of marketing people had already appeared in 1969 (Kotler and
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Levy, 1969). While much research has been undertaken on the phenomenon of branding on social
media (Barware & Meehan, 2010; Holt, 2016; Gensler et al. 2013; Singh & Sonnenburg, 2012), it is only
recently that branding from a personal perspective has sparked an interest among academics.
Most practitioners argue that branding of humans is similar to the branding of products and services,
which is also supported by academic research viewing this phenomenon through the prism of
marketing theory (e.g. Labrecque, Markos & Milne, 2011; Shepherd, 2005). Accordingly, Arruda (2005)
conceptualizes personal branding as a three-stage process: “extract, express and exude”, which
involves: i) exploring the unique value or key differentiation the person has; ii) developing a strategy
to communicate the unique value; and iii) implementing a strategy for making the personal brand
visible to the outside world. Another stream of literature (e.g. Nolan, 2015; Khedher, 2015) explores
personal branding from a sociocultural perspective and argues that this phenomenon is much more
complex. Khedher (2015) applies a multidisciplinary approach, arguing that personal branding is a
three stage process of 1) defining the brand identity, based on Bourdieu’s (1983) theory of social and
cultural capital; 2) brand positioning, based on Goffman’s (1959) theory of self-presentation, and 3)
brand image, based on Schön’s (1983) theory of reflexivity. What the abovementioned studies (Arruda,
2005, Khedher, 2015) have in common is the assumption that personal branding is motivated by career
advancement and, for this reason, it constitutes a planned process through which individuals
strategically manage their personal brand. As far as the elements of the personal brand are concerned,
many authors have highlighted the importance of emphasizing one’s strengths, values, goals and
personality (Rampersad, 2008; Montoya, 2005). Moreover, Rampersad (2008) proposes that an
individual should formulate a clear brand promise and a personal brand story in order to “produce a
positive emotional reaction”. In other words, similar to traditional branding, personal branding also
entails the act of defining and communicating the brand identity (Labrecque, Markos & Milne, 2011;
de Chernatony & McDonald, 2003). Additionally, the importance of communicating one’s uniqueness
is emphasized (Peters, 1997; Rampersad, 2008; Montoya, 2005) which can be related to the
importance of a clear brand positioning (de Chernatony & McDonald, 2003) Lastly, a personal brand is
also created based on the public perception of the personality and the abilities of the branded
individual to build up relationships with the audience (Rampersad, 2008; Gandini, 2016). For this
reason, personal branding also involves the person's reputation, i.e. her/his personal brand image
(Holloway, 2013; Gander, 2014).
Furthermore, according to Arruda (2009) there are three key qualities of a strong brand, whether it
is personal or corporate: clarity, consistency and constancy. Arruda (2009, p. 410) illustrates this point
by referring to perhaps one of the most successfully personal branded persons to this date: “One of
the most successful, visible, and constant personal brands, both commercially and personally, is
Oprah Winfrey. With her weekly television show, book club, magazine, numerous media
appearances, and casual appearances in grocery stores and restaurants, Oprah is consistently visible
and has maintained an incredibly strong brand over a very long career.” Additionally, authenticity is
considered an essential aspect of personal branding (Labrecque, Markos & Milne, 2011; Rampersad,
2008; Arruda, 2009; Montoya, 2005). To summarize, it would appear that in incorporating all
elements of personal branding and communicating them to the audience, this means that an
individual manages her/his personal brand strategically (Rampersad, 2008).
Social media has enabled individuals to create personal profiles on various sites, through which they
can construct and present themselves to broad audiences (Labrecque, Markos & Milne, 2011; Holt,
2016). According to Labrecque, Markos and Milne (2011), this can then be understood as a way for
individuals to build their personal brand identities. Indeed, they suggest that “[i]n an online context,
personal brand identity relies on self-presentation as identities are created in computer-mediated
environments using social networking profiles, blogs and personal Web pages.” For instance,
politicians, celebrities, professionals on LinkedIn and even teenagers on YouTube are making great
effort to stand out by tailoring their social media accounts so that their voices are heard among various
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audiences. Thus, it is clear that the social online forums support the concurrent growing phenomenon
of personal branding (Khedher, 2015; Chen, 2013).
The content plays an important role when building and promoting a brand on social media (Gensler et
al, 2013), whereby it should be relevant to the target audience, consistent and valuable as well as
including some call for action. For example, research has shown that the branded content that tends
to create positive engagement among users in the form of “likes”, “comments”, “sharing” and
increased sales (for product-related content) is informative (Ashley & Tuten, 2015), vivid and
interactive (de Vries, Gensler & Leeflang, 2012). In addition, the richness of the content, i.e. the
inclusion of images and videos, has been found to have a positive impact on consumer engagement
(Sabate et al, 2014) and sharing (Berger & Milkman, 2012). However, there is no real consensus in the
literature as to what constitutes effective consumer engagement branded content. Regarding which,
many researchers seem to agree that entertainment has a positive effect on consumer engagement
online (Ashely & Tuten, 2015; Gensler et al., 2013; Barwise & Meehan, 2010; Aguilera-Moyano, BañosGonzález & Ramírez-Perdiguero, 2015; Muntinga, Moorman & Smit, 2011).
On the whole, the cited theories are used in this paper as a toolbox for a deeper understanding of
the personal branding phenomenon as regards its essential features and process.

3. Method
The study is explorative in nature and involves applying a grounded theory design that advocates a
comparison method, i.e. looking at a phenomenon in different situations to find an arising pattern to
develop a plausible theory (Glaser, 1965). The aim is to uncover the key elements of personal
branding and based on these insights, build a conceptual framework. Qualitative content analysis of
online videos of four successful YouTubers was carried out in the spring of 2016. The selected
YouTubers had at least 1 million subscribers and had been active on YouTube for at least 3 years.
Among the featured YouTubers were: 1) Jenna Marbles, a comedian and entertainer with more than
15 million subscribers in 2013 (Marbles, 2016b); 2) Bethany Mota, a young girl talking about beauty,
fashion and DIY, with nearly 10 million subscribers (Mota, 2016); 3) Tyler Oakley, talking about issues
of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender communities, with 7 million subscribers (Oakley, 2016),
listed as one of the most influential YouTubers (Time, 2015); and 4) Casey Neistat, talking about his
hectic life as a husband, father, adventurer and filmmaker, with 2.7 million subscribers (Neistat,
2016).
A total of 72 videos, covering 2-3 years online, were viewed, transcribed (texts), described (gestures,
appearances) and categorized in the period of March – May 2016. The themes related to brand
identity, positioning, image as well as the brand-building process were identified and categorized
with the help of an empirically-based coding manual. Finally, the specific themes or patterns related
to personal branded content and process were identified and analyzed, thereby allowing for the
subsequent conceptualization of personal brand content and process.

4. Findings
The empirical material revealed three themes that were occurring in the content of all four YouTubers:
Loyal to Personal Brand Profile, Promotion of Multiple Social Media Accounts, and Addressing the
Audience and Encouraging Co-creation.
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4.1. Loyal to Personal Brand Profiles
Despite all the focal YouTubers’ profiles varying in terms of topics, there is a common pattern among
all of them: they are all very loyal to their profiles. They would appear rarely to stray away from the
category of topics they talk about, the environment where they film the video, or the tone of voice
used when talking about the topic. For example, Casey Neistat is consistent in being adventurous and
sporty, while showing his love for New York City (Figure 1). Jenna Marbles (Figure 2) is consistent in
being sarcastic and unconventional when sharing her opinions about men and women. Bethany Mota
is unwavering in being positive and ‘proper’, while providing tips related to fashion and beauty. Tyler
Oakley, on the other hand, is consistent in being open and somewhat brazen while sharing detailed
personal stories relating to being openly gay. In other words, they all produce content that is aligned
with their ‘brand profile’, and they stick to it without exception. Even though the YouTubers have
matured with age, the personality, values and opinions that are communicated via the content have
remained the same from the oldest to the most recent videos.
Figure 1: Casey Neistat – adventurer

Figure 2: Jenna Marbles – breaking the taboos

Moreover, by being consistent in the way they create content as well as with the content itself, all the
YouTubers have been able to create certain ‘trademarks’ for themselves. What can be drawn from this
is that by being consistent with their brand profiles, the YouTubers are also clearly able to showcase
their brand personality, values and ‘trademarks’, thereby giving the viewers a clear idea of who they
are, what they stand for, and perhaps more importantly, a good understanding of what to expect from
their content.
Figure 3: Features of the Four YouTubers’ Brand Profiles
Features

Jenna Marbles

Bethany_mota

Tyler-Oakley

Casey Neistat

Unconventional, funloving and provocative

‘Proper’, iinocent with a
passion for fashion and
beauty

Open, personal, antidiscrimination activist

Adventurous
and active.
Loves NYC.

Fashion, beauty, deign
and cooking tips

Intimate/detailed
personal stories

Daily life
activities

Positive and joyful

Brazen and immodest
attitude

Laid-back and
humble

Environment

Various rooms in her
home

Adapted according to the
topic of the video,
although most of the
time in her bedroom

His bedroom

On the move or
in his office

‘Trademarks’

Dogs

Music clips

Personal stories

Skateboard and
sunglassess

Personality

Typical topics

Tone of voice

Things to do while being
drunk; things to do
instead of…; opinions on
men and women
Exaggerated, sarcastic,
self-ironic
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4.2. Promotion on Multiple Social Media Accounts
One of the most visible patterns is in relation to the promotion of the social media accounts of all
four YouTubers. All of them promote their multiple accounts at the end of each video either by saying
it explicitly or by adding a textual form that encourages viewers to subscribe to their YouTube, Twitter
or Instagram channel. Examples of how they promote their social media accounts via their content
are shown below.
Figure 4: Promotion of Bethany Mota’s Twitter Account

Source: Mota, 2014a

Figure 5: Promotion of Casey Neistat’s YouTube and Instagram Accounts

Source: Neistat, 2015

Tyler Oakley and Jenna Marbles follow the same trend, however, in a slightly different style. For
example, Jenna Marbles also promotes her YouTube channel explicitly in all her videos by saying:
“Make sure to subscribe to my channel, I put up new videos every Wednesday.” Moreover, three of the
YouTubers - Bethany Mota, Casey Neistat and Tyler Oakley also do so-called ‘giveaways’, which means
giving away presents to their viewers. Lastly, all four YouTubers indirectly promote their social media
accounts as communication channels, where their viewers can propose topics for their upcoming
videos, ask questions and share responses to videos in the form of a picture or simple texts, often using
several platforms at the same time.
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4.3. Addressing the Audience and Encouraging Co-creation
The third pattern revealed is that all YouTubers are frequently involving and addressing their
audience in different ways. Firstly, all of them always give the impression of communicating directly
with their audience by looking into and talking at the camera, while regularly saying ‘you’ and ‘you
guys’. This is illustrated with the following examples:
 Jenna Marbles (Video no. 4, 2011): Sluts on Halloween
“So, what I want to say to all the girls out there is that I challenge you! I dare you! I double
f****** dog dare you to go out on Halloween, see a girl who looks f****** cute and just go
up to her and be like: You know what, you look hot. I appreciate the fact that you probably
went on a diet and you probably exercised your tiny little butt off to fit into that.
Congratulations!”
 Bethany Mota (Video no. 11, 2014): Spring/Summer Clothing Haul!
“I hope you guys enjoyed it. If you like it give it a thumbs up. Let me know which clothing item
is your favorite and if you don’t like any it is also cool. Anyways guys, I love you so much.
Thanks a lot for watching.”
Secondly, all four YouTubers create videos that are made for the purpose of interacting with their
viewers and they also often acknowledge the people who asked questions:


Casey Neistat (Video no. 9, 2015): My Biggest Failure
“John wants to know who you would love more than anything to get a compliment from. You
know John, I have a rule. And that is to ignore praise and embrace criticism. So, I’m really not
... I never tried to seek compliments; it is generally a dead end.”

Furthermore, all the YouTubers address and involve their audience in other ways as well, such as
showing the presents they have received from their fans, or asking the viewers to share their opinions
and tips with them. For example, Casey Neistat asks his viewers to give feedback on the quality of the
video: “How does the picture quality look? It’s a new camera; I just picked it up today.” (Video no. 12,
2015). Additionally, all the YouTubers tell their viewers when and where they can meet them in
person, thus inviting their viewers to have even closer interaction with them. In the picture below
(Figure 6), Bethany Mota promotes her meet-up at the end of Video no. 11 (2014).
Figure 6: Promotion of Meet-up

Source: Mota, 2014b

Another way, in which all YouTubers involve their audience, is by encouraging content co-creation. For
example, the YouTubers frequently ask the audience to leave a comment containing the wishes for
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topics in subsequent videos or they explicitly mention in the video that the topic they are talking about
has been requested by the audience:
 Bethany Mota (Video no. 15, 2015): Desk Makeover: DIY Organization + My Essentials!
“Hope you guys enjoyed that fun little organizational desk makeover. If you guys want me to
do another one of these, but focused on a different part of my bedroom, whether it be closet,
bookcase ... a different area of your room you want me to focus on? Also thank you to
everyone who requested this video. I always read you guys’ tweets and comments, especially
when you request a video, because I love knowing what you want to see.” [In the video
appears the text and screenshots with some of the people’s comments] “If there is some
video you want to see in the future, just let me know and I will do it.”
Moreover, the YouTubers frequently ask their viewers to comment or create a video response
relating to the topics they are talking about and to share it with them. Tyler Oakley says: “So this week
on Twitter, Tumblr and Facebook I asked you guys, if you could add a ridiculous rule to how to be a
man to this list, what it would be? And these are some of my favorite responses. [A collage of different
comments from Facebook and Tumblr shows on the screen] (See Figure 7).
Figure 7: Followers’ responses to Tyler Oakley’s Tattoo Question

Source: Oakley, 2012

There were also multiple examples of consumers collectively praising or criticising particular product
brands featured by the YouTuber, although only three of the four have directly promoted product
brands in their videos. In summary, the empirical findings clearly illustrate that the YouTubers are
conscious about engaging their viewers, whereby they actively encourage co-creation, request
feedback from their viewers and address them directly by talking to the camera. Moreover, the
examples show that there is ongoing interaction between YouTubers and their audience.

5. Discussion and Contributions
The findings show that YouTubers are actively involved in personal branding and they undertake the
stages similar to those deployed by conventional product or service brands: building the brand,
enforcing the brand and maintaining the brand (see Figure 8). However, for personal brands on social
media, these stages are not distinctively separated in time, as suggested in the literature (Arruda, 2005;
Khedher, 2015), but instead, overarching. In other words, when a personal brand is born online, its
enforcement and maintenance become critical immediately. There is an interesting similarity between
the personally branded individuals on social media and “born global” firms that develop a global brand
from the beginning in contrast to the traditional firms that build theirs gradually (Luostarinen &
Gabrielsson, 2006; Altshuler & Tarnovskaya, 2010).
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Figure 8: The stages and key features of personal branding on social media

In each of three stages, the key features of brand content were identified (highlighted in italics below).
In the first stage of building the personal brand, it is essential for the person in question to have a clear
brand profile and stay loyal to it. The personal brand profile comprises such elements as personality of
the YouTuber, typical topics, tone of voice, environment (setting) as well as product brands being used
by some of them (see Figure 9). The content is aligned with the profile and communicated in a clear
and consistent way to the audience. Thus, YouTubers are not building brands by just “being
themselves”, as some literature suggests (Labrecque et al., 2011), but rather, via a planned and
strategic decision to build a clear identity (Arruda, 2005), thus drawing close parallels between
individuals as brands and product (service) brands (de Chernatony & McDonald, 2003). Moreover, by
investing in their social (networks) and cultural (knowledge, experience) capital (Khedher, 2015),
YouTubers increase the probability of standing out from the crowd. Among other factors facilitating
the identity building is authenticity achieved via the disclosure of personal stories and personality
traits. While authenticity has been pointed out as being a key factor for successful online branding by
many authors (Fournier & Avery, 2011; Barwise & Meehan, 2010), some of them (e.g. Chen, 2013;
Shepherd, 2005) have warned that whilst branding in this manner their authenticity might be
purposefully manipulated by the individuals.
Figure 9: Elements of a Personal Brand Profile
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In the second stage of enforcing the personal brand, it is essential to promote it via multiple social
media accounts to increase the visibility of the individual brands in question. All YouTubers were
promoting themselves on sites such as Twitter, Facebook and in this way constantly staying at the front
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of the minds of their users. Their striving constantly exposed to their target group resembles the
attempts of product brands to maintain the “mind share” of their audiences (Holt, 2016).
In the third stage of maintaining the personal brand, it is essential to develop and maintain close and
personal interactions with the audience to encourage the co-creation of new content. This is also
essential for personal brands to remain relevant to their audience. Brand relationships are given much
attention in the literature in relation to the complexity and multiplicity of brand-consumer
relationships. According to Fournier (1998), four elements should be in place to foster relationships in
the interpersonal field: mutuality, purpose, complexity and an evolving nature. The YouTubers have
mastered their relationships with the users across all these dimensions, achieving what Fournier (1998,
p. 362) calls “best friendships” (voluntary union relying on reciprocity principle, ensured through
continual provision of positive rewards; symbolized by the revelation of honesty, true self and
intimacy). However, there are also multiple examples of different kind of “brand dependencies”
developed by the users (obsessive, highly emotional, separation anxiety and high tolerance of
relationship transgressions).
Through building close relationships, the YouTubers have managed to involve their audiences in the
active co-creation of content, for example, by responding to their demands to include some topics in
the show, calling on them for action and publicly thanking them online. These findings add to the
literature on brand value co-creation in the online context (Healy & McDonagh, 2013; Payne et al.,
2009). However, unlike brand communities, where value co-creation relies on the sharing of
information and the making of social relationships, meaning and knowledge among members, and
constitutes a somewhat democratic process leading to consumer empowerment (McAlexander et al.,
2002; Merz et al., 2009), personal branding online by individuals is of a more totalitarian nature,
whereby they act as the key “providers” of branded content, while users play the roles of
“beneficiaries” mostly contributing to the status and increasing the popularity of the branded persons.
Hence, there is an implicit and explicit exploitation of users going on adding to their dependency upon
the branded individual. This process has been featured in the literature (Cova & Dalli, 2009; Zwick et
al., 2008) and requires a closer focus and attention.’
On the whole, the study advances our knowledge of personal branding in social media by uncovering
the dynamics of this process and key features of successful content creation online. It provides
evidence of the applicability of classical principles of product branding and typology of consumerbrand relationships as well as brand meaning co-creation to the personal branding phenomenon, while
at the same time highlighting the complex nature of this phenomenon as being “born global”,
purposeful, and highly interactive. Thus, personal branding might be seen as a re-invention of
traditional branding, but on a completely different level of interaction and visibility. The outcomes of
this study have multiple managerial implications, as managers are encouraged to stay aware of the
increasing influence of successful YouTubers as personal brands in the Internet. It is important that
managers monitor and analyze what is being said about their brands by the famous personalities
online, as these individuals are capable of influencing consumer perceptions about brands and
companies.
The study has involved focusing on just four branded individuals and hence, the findings cannot be
generalized to other online individuals or brand communities. However, the identified patterns of
personal branding online might be applicable to a broader spectrum of on-line brands.
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Abstract
Internships are increasingly important in the world of business education. Colleges and employers seek
a strong link in assuring students are properly prepared in the application of academic learning in a
business setting. In addition, students, schools & employers benefit from the internship perspective
derived from this transitional learning experience. 360 degree feedback from student intern field
experience provides insight into the effectiveness of the internship experience in developing key
business skills. Utilizing input from students, faculty, staff and employers, I compiled and analyzed
certain data about internships at Florida Southern College (FSC) in the Barney Barnett School of
Business and Free Enterprise (BBSOBFE) over five academic years (2011 - 2015). Student scores on Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs), text analysis of survey responses by employers & students and
qualitative data indicate internships positively impact student skill sets and self-confidence, thus,
providing a bridge between education and a job setting.
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Introduction
Internships are a major focus in business education. This paper analyzes the impact of internships from
the specific to the generic. I examined the impact of internships at Florida Southern College in the
Barney Barnett School of Business and Free Enterprise (BBSOBFE) for five academic years (2011-2015)
utilizing input from employers, students, faculty, staff and other sources. At BBSOBFE, the data on
internships illustrates the positive impact on student skill sets and self-confidence. Results indicate
internship provides an important bridge between education and a job setting.
Recent studies point to a significant gap between job skills and education. Recent college graduates
believe they are prepared to enter the real world, but, surveys of management in organizations reveal
a much less optimistic answer. “When it comes to the skills most needed by employers, job candidates
are lacking most in written and oral communication skills, adaptability and managing multiple
priorities, and making decisions and problem solving” (The Chronicle of Higher Education [The
Chronicle], 2012, p. 12). The gap between new graduate perception and employers is sizable, for
example “while 59% of students said they were well prepared to analyze and solve complex problems,
just 24% percent of employers said they had found that to be true of recent college graduates
(Association of American Colleges and Universities, 2015, p. 12). Faced with this large perceptual gap,
and the mission of business schools to prepare students for the real world, what tactics work? What
are employers looking for to help close the gap between college and business ready new graduates?
Internships are the number one item employers are seeking when they review candidate resumes.
“Employers place more weight on experience, particularly internships and employment during school
vs. academic credentials including GPA and college major when evaluating a recent graduate for
employment” (The Chronicle, 2012, p. 11).

Methods
The analytic approach to examining internships at BBSOBFE
I examined key dimensions of internship performance as indicated on our statistical base of data from
employer evaluations of student interns as well as student survey data. Examination of the data will
draw statistical and qualitative inferences on key questions: How do students perform across key
performance indicators (KPIs)? Do students have marked differences in performance within select
KPIs? Are some KPIs stronger than others? Are there distinct levels of performance among KPIs? What
does the evaluation data indicate about hard skills (functional/technical) and soft skills
(behavioral/emotional intelligence)? Do employer comments on evaluations offer further insight on
the internship bridge to employment? What do students conclude about the impact of internship in
post-evaluations? Are students and employers agreed in the value of the experience? Can we infer any
implications about the generally strong performance of BBSOBFE interns about our pedagogical
approach in methods and practices? BBSOBFE is a recognized institution for our approach to
experiential, engaged learning (small class size, team based projects, living case studies, oral and
presentation requirements in testing/evaluation). Does the experiential, engaged learning approach
benefit outcomes in internships? Beyond the specific answers, this BBSOBFE internship examination
discusses outcomes in the broader context. A review of the most recent NACE Internship survey
illuminates how BBSOBFE fits in the national internship picture. Does BBSOBFE experience align with
the national trends?
The case study of BBSOBFE internships and consideration of the broader questions, lead to powerful
indications of the positive, bridge building value of the internship experience in higher education. The
experience complements the classroom and campus experience of today’s college business student.
Internships provide an opportunity for both students and employers to benefit from a rich experience,
explore capabilities and interests, build relationships/networking and gain important perspective on
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issues of culture and fit. The perspective gained by the students is invaluable as they take their first
steps into the business world beyond college.

BBSOBFE Situation
BBSOBFE at Florida Southern College is an AACSB accredited program located in Lakeland, FL. BBSOBFE
has a long history of business education in Accounting, Business and Economics. In the past ten years
Florida Southern College (FSC) leadership has strategically increased the focus on BBSOBFE as a
premier program of the college, through investment in faculty, staff, curriculum, physical plant,
resources and AACSB accreditation. In addition, as part of an award winning college for experiential
education and engaged learning, BBSOBFE has increased focused on internships. In 2010, FSC began a
“guaranteed internship” program for all students with good academic standing. BBSOBFE faculty and
staff heartily subscribed to the program and began a push to build a stronger culture of internship in
the business program. Number of interns in the business program increased dramatically in the 20112015 period. This is notable in light of significant course requirements (66 credit hours) for the business
administration major. Internship is a business elective. As an outcome of the increased focus and
participation among business students, BBSOBFE has assembled a data set of internship evaluations.
Also, my focus on the three “Ps” of internship (Preparation, Promotion and Perspective) has benefited
students and employers. Each student works with the FSC Career Center and Internship Coordinator
on the important elements of preparation (resume, cover letter, interview skills, research et al) in
advance of actively promoting internship interests among employers. The self-promotion skills
(research, networking, applications, interviewing, follow up & closing) are critical for the long term.
Finally, the perspective gained in the internship experience is the payoff for our students. They fulfill a
‘field tested’ experience, gain self-awareness and learn how their interests align with the reality of the
job. BBSOBFE gets overwhelmingly positive response among students and employers. Also, the
program seeks opportunities for continuous improvement through our formal and informal feedback
mechanisms.
The BBSOBFE student intern profile is dominated by upperclassmen & assignments range across
industries. BBSOBFE has Business & Accounting Interns and they predominantly (over 90%) are of
Junior/Senior status. The program achieves a broad sample of internship assignments across industry
groups and job functions as well as global geography. Firms & job functions encompass accounting
firms, financial services, marketing & advertising organizations, NGOs, healthcare, manufacturing,
distribution, retail & agricultural businesses. Examples of firm intern placements include Publix, Price
Waterhouse Coopers (PWC), Lockheed-Martin & GEICO. Minimum work requirement for students to
earn four academic credits at BBSOBFE is 160 hours. Also, less than 10 percent earn 2 credits for 80160 hour assignments. Students have reporting/feedback requirements to coordinators in addition to
evaluations. Summer session interns generally have significantly more hours of experience than
fall/spring interns due to availability & geographic flexibility. Coordinators encourage a summer
internship experience and have a large number of students in the field across the US and Continents
in the summer months.

BBSOBFE Feedback/Evaluation Methods
Employers file midterm and final evaluations for each intern. Employer midterm and final evaluations
offer us valuable quantitative, statistically valid feedback on our student interns. The evaluation tools
are consistently applied and required for each intern as part of the grading process. Also, faculty and
staff regularly communicate with both employers and students on the internships. Finally, students
have post internship survey input, journaling and final oral presentations where they reflect on the
experience and provide feedback to instructors.
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Evaluation Measures offer a 360 degree view of the internship experience:
 Employer intern evaluation ratings across 10 KPIs (Appendix)
 Employer Survey comments & qualitative feedback.
 Student surveys, final orals, journals, coordinator meetings
 Qualitative input from Faculty, Coordinators & Career Center Staff

Results
Evaluation Results Indicate Positive Outcomes
Employer statistical input. Employer evaluations demonstrate extremely positive results. The
evaluation instrument has four performance choices for employers to rate students: superior, very
good, average and low. Instructors provide guidelines for employers for each rating. For example,
superior is equivalent to employee performance at a high level deserving of promotion and/or merit
increase. The scores are on a sliding point scale for grading purposes. Superior is 10, very good is 9,
average is 7 and low is 6. The scalar point approach is easy to apply and readily converts to a letter
grade. Overall, intern midterm and final evaluation scores are high, superior rating by employers across
key measures is the most frequent rating. Statistical analysis allow us to tier the key evaluation
measures at a 95% confidence due to the benefit of our sample size (n= 215). The chart below
illustrates the statistically different tiers of performance on the KPIs seen in employer evaluations.
Scores are determined based on the average rating for each KPI (see Appendix for statistical detail).
Table 1: Employer Evaluation Student Scores on KPIs by Tier
Employer Evaluation Scoring Level
By Statistical Tier
Tier 1

Key Performance Indicator Dimensions
(KPIs)
Ability to Accept Supervision, Organization & Planning, Reliability &
Dependability

Tier 2

Progress Toward Goals, Quality and Quantity of Work, Evidence of Self
Confidence

Tier 3

Oral & Written Communication, Skill Level

Tier 3 level skills retain strong overall ratings, but, are the statistically lowest average dimensions.
These scores may indicate a need for further academic development. Or, it may take more time for
students to acquire skill in business vernacular and business communications style & methods.
Differences in Behavioral versus Technical Elements. Looking across the evaluation scores we see the
strongest
performance
in
behavioral
measures
(accepting
supervision,
on
time/reliability/dependability, organization, goal orientation). Technical/functional scores are
statistically lower (albeit at a high level of performance). Oral and written business communications,
skill level, Quality and Quantity of work are all a notch lower than the higher attitudinal/behavioral
scores. These scores can be reasonably expected in a new work environment as a natural function of
the learning curve. They evidence learned/acquired job skills as opposed to attitudinal measures which
are “bring to the party” behavioral skills. Evidence of self-confidence is the one behavioral dimension
in the tier with the weaker technical measures. This is likely attributed to the experience reaching
beyond the student’s comfort zone into a new professional work environment. There is only directional
improvement midterm to final, but, verbatim and qualitative feedback indicate these measure will rise
in line with the learning curve. Midterm to final scores exhibit directional progress on all 10 key
evaluation measures. Two measures stand out as statistically valid improvements from midterm to
final at the 95% confidence level (see Appendix):
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Organization and Planning
Oral Communication

These two measures may indicate increased familiarity with work flow and the business
vernacular/communication style and culture of the workplace. Predominantly, students are emerging
from the “bubble” of college campus experience and trying on their business persona for the first time.
From the positive directional trend of the midterm to final evaluation, students are encouraged and
engaged with the experience. There is no evidence of a turn-off or shut-down due to a less than ideal
experience. A few students return from the experience with a new perspective that the firm or the
industry type is “not for me” and would like to try a different job experience, yet, they still function at
a high level, exhibiting professional behavior and results.
Employer comments. Review of employer comments in evaluations point to strong performance and
relationship building. Employer comments on evaluations (n=209) were input into a text analysis tool
to generate a Cloud Map. A Cloud Map is a visual depiction with text scaled according to the frequency
of use by respondents.

Pleasure to Work Great Worker Skills Tremendous Help

Great Help Easy to Work Improved Dedication

Asset Clear Excellent Outstanding Intern

Tasks Quick Learner Job Student Learn
Operations

Team Work Ethic Reliable Good Worker

Projects Exceptional Young Needed Hard Worker
Open end comments are highly positive. The most frequent comments referred to job performance
(22%), with the following rounding out the top five mentions: task orientation (12%), learning (10%),
excellence (9%) & teamwork (8%). Here is a sampling of the employer comments:
• Helpful covering different tasks. He is bright and got along well with others.
• Extremely pleased with her and her effort.
• Strong candidate I would hire.
• Great intern, worked well with team, willing to take on any task. Tremendous job, works with
little direction and gets it done correctly.
• Strong employee. One of the best interns we have had. Had profound effect on our clients.
Comments reflect the dialogue BBSOBFE maintains with internship employers. BBSOBFE Internship
coordinators and Career Center staff meet regularly with employer’s human resources and hiring
managers to discuss the internship program and student performance. The employer feedback is
positive and instructive. The opportunity we see is to partner for further technical skill development
for select job functions. For example, we are building intermediate/advanced Excel skills training for
financial analytics internships. Our students’ non-technical and attitudinal skills are perceived
favorably in discussions with employers. The impact of a pedagogical approach focused on engaged,
experiential learning is manifest in the strong intern KPI scores for relational skills.
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Student feedback. Student feedback is consistent and points to the critical confidence-building impact
of the internship experience. The FSC Office of the Provost began administering post internship student
surveys across the college in 2012. Our conclusions reflect the results of Business and Accounting
students (n=93) surveyed over the 2012 to 2014 period. Preparing for the internship and the internship
experience itself built confidence and esteem among students. Students came away feeling very or
somewhat confident on all the key preparation elements of the job search. The positive impact was
felt across the board. Both “on the job” skills and job search skills for future employment were all
perceived as improved by the students. Importantly, underlying student confidence in the ability to
successfully execute a full time job search was extremely positive. Students perceived the internship
experience to be a confidence builder across key job search preparation skills, including conducting
information research about: internships, summer jobs, post-graduation jobs. Other preparation
elements scored high confidence by student interns: networking, resume & cover letter writing,
communicating effectively with potential employers & completing a job application.
Responses to assessment of eighteen functional and soft skills gained during the internship were highly
positive. Ninety percent of the responses were positive and only ten percent were negative or neutral.
Three dimensions had modestly higher non-positive scores (“very little”, “none” or “na”): using
equipment not found at FSC (75%), importance of ethical conduct (80%), utilizing different computer
software (81%). The technical scores are reasonable given the range of internship assignments, for
example sales and non-technical support positions may not utilized firm software as part of the
experience, hence “na”. Our experience indicates the ethics score may relate to a lack of confronting
ethical dilemmas during the internship. On the upside, several dimensions scored extremely high for
positive impact: time management (95%), defining and solving problems (96%), working independently
(95%), able to integrate other's feedback to improve work (94%). These critical thinking & selfmanagement skills are a tremendous perceived benefit to students emerging from an internship and
are closely aligned with employer evaluation feedback. The balance of the dimensions queried all had
ratings approaching 90% positive. Here are the other skills surveyed: Leadership, Written
communication, Oral Communication, Innovative Thinking, Working as Part of a Group, Ability to
Analyze Data, Self-confidence, Clarification of my Career Path, Tolerance for Obstacles, Ability to
Evaluate and Give Constructive Feedback & Becoming Familiar with New Ideas and Developments in
my field of interest. Two thirds of the negative/neutral comments (across the 18 queried dimensions)
were driven by only 16% of the students surveyed. The vast majority of students had little or no
negatives to report about the intern experience. Only two of ninety three (2%) respondents would not
recommend their internship to another.
Text analysis of the elements of the internship students found most challenging. Sample textual
comments illustrate the effect of the learning curve. Challenging (46%) and learning (17%) are the most
common mentions in student feedback. Here are some sample comments about the challenges met
by interns:
 Working under a lot of pressure, and learning how to negotiate with clients, selling strategies
 Understanding all the contracts was challenging at first, but I soon got more comfortable with
them the more I worked.
 I found the oral communication and presentations were challenging
 The internship was very fast paced. At first I found that a little difficult to get used to but then
I got the hang of it and enjoyed it.
 The software used to prepare tax returns presented a huge learning curve.
The student comments reflect their climbing the internship learning-curve. Also, they show the value
of student commitment to managing the workload. The student feedback points to a healthy, positive
stress, contributing to student development and growing confidence.
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Students acquired new job skills over the term of the internship. The following student comments are
illustrative of the skills acquired during their internship:
 This internship helped me to realize that I really want to study finance, I like the negotiation
with clients and be active every moment. It helped on my communication skills, I'm more
confident in myself and my choices.
 I learned to understand content better through real-world dynamic applications. Unlike book
scenarios, the real world can be unpredictable and give you a broader way of learning
 I believe I gained a better understanding on how to manage time and organize events. Also
how to market events through social media and also word of mouth.
Student discover enjoyment during the internship experience. Comments indicate that students find
fulfillment and satisfaction in their internship. When queried on what they enjoyed from the internship
experience, the highest student mentions were for Enjoyed Working (26%), Learning (16%), Business
(14%) and Experience (14%) as seen in the text cloud map:

Field Writing Great People Single Company
Flexibility

Experience Absolutely Learning

Actually Working

Enjoyed Working

Involved Business Ability Sports Networking

Meeting Process Friendly Supervisor Kids
The following are sample comments about what students enjoyed:
 I enjoyed the work and feeling of accomplishment in completing clients' returns.
 I enjoyed absolutely everything about my internship.
 I loved having a job in the sport industry and it was exciting to go to an office job that was
related to a major interest.
 The atmosphere, actually working on financials.
 The field of work and people I developed relationships with
Student intern survey feedback reflects a high degree of enthusiasm for hard and soft skill
development. The net effect of intern skill development and practice in preparation for the job search
paints a picture of a confident and motivated student emerging from the experience. Further, the
student perspectives align with the positive evaluation scores reported by employers. The confidence
reported by student interns is likely aided by the positive, developmental feedback loop in the
employer evaluation process. The intern experience is somewhat analogous to “Dumbo’s Feather” in
the Disney classic, when the student is given a reason to believe in their abilities and has a positive first
experience it can lead to a marvelous take-off in the workplace. In the career sense, business students
emerge from internships with the confidence they are capable of bridging from academics into a new
world of career opportunities.
Faculty & Staff feedback. FSC professionals indicate the internship experience creates critical teaching
moments. Both Faculty & Career Center staff witness the positive student impact in the search process
through to the conclusion of internship. In Final Oral Presentations - the concluding element of the
academic intern experience – faculty see students in a new light. The same students that were hesitant
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and unsure in other course oral presentations emerge from internships with a positive energy charge.
Students speak confidently and enthusiastically to their professors and peers about the intern
experience. They see clearly advantages and gains, as well as weaknesses and developmental needs.
Occasionally, we see a shift in perspective, when a student concludes from the experience that their
dream career was not what they imagined and they need to pursue a new direction. In all orals, we
applaud candor and the value of perspective gained. At FSC, the Career Center staff view the internship
search process as an invaluable teaching moment. Students come to the Center with a clear goal in
mind versus an ‘assignment’. The highly successful internship placement outcomes are in large part a
result of the partnership of student and Career Center professionals. Center staff see a wide difference
between the internship experienced student and the late-comers to the professional job search
process when students move into full time job search mode.

BBSOBFE results align with broad market internship observations seen by NACE
2014 National Association of Colleges and Employees (NACE) Internship and Co-op Survey results show
employers continue to prefer ‘high touch’ methods for recruiting interns reflecting the value of direct
contact and engagement at a personal level (National Association of Colleges and Employers [NACE],
2014, p. 3). Nationally, interns recruited convert and retain at a high level with employers making job
offers to 65% of interns and 51% converting to employment (National Association of Colleges and
Employers [NACE], 2014, p. 4). Internship is clearly seen as the way ‘in the door’ to successful
employment. Thus, emerging from a successful internship experience is clearly advantageous to
students seeking full time employment. In the NACE Job Outlook 2014 leading attributes employers
seek on a candidate’s resume include: communication skills (written and verbal), leadership &
initiative, analytic/technical skills, strong work ethic, ability to work in a team, detail orientation and
adaptability (National Association of Colleges and Employers [NACE], 2013, p. 30). The desired
attributes list closely parallel the skill building witnessed in the internship experience we have
documented at BBSOBFE. Further, the high value BBSOBFE places on engaged learning in small classes
with many team based projects, pays dividends when students put behavioral skills to work in an
internship.

Discussion
From a 360 degree view (employers, interns, faculty & staff) Internships contribute to an important
bridge from the educational setting to the workplace. Student interns gain valuable experience,
acquire/develop applicable job skills, build self-esteem and contribute to an effective transition to full
time employment. Through both our quantitative and qualitative analysis, specific strengths are
observed:
 Job Performance
 Positive attitudinal & behavioral measures
 Technical/functional skill development
 Hiring Potential and desirability among employers
 Increased self confidence in preparing for full time job search

Going Forward
From our study of the data on both evaluative and projective dimensions we see a beneficial impact
of the internship experience for the students and the businesses served. Our BBSOBFE internship
experiences may be especially strong on non-technical, relationship building dimensions due to the
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nature of our program and the ongoing focus on engaged learning methods and practices. We continue
build on our culture of internship among BBSOBFE students and business community partners. The
360 degree view indicates all the players in the internship loop highly value the experience, benefit
from KPI assessment and development. Students and employers emerge from the experience with
strong relationships. Student gain great confidence as they cross-over the bridge to employment and
bright career prospects. We have initiated graduate survey tools to gain insight into workplace
outcomes. Also, this will enable us to delineate outcomes among interns and non-interns in future
analysis. Ongoing monitoring, preparation and refinement of the internship program will lead to
continued student success across KPIs and favorable employment outcomes.
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Appendix
Statistical analysis of Employer Evaluations of BBSOBFE Students, period 2011-2014 on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Final Evaluations
#
Criteria
Superior %
Very Good %
Average %
Low %
Average Score
Std Dev
byby
Category
Variance
Category
1 Organization / Planning
147 0.684
64 0.298
4 0.018605
9.64651 0.5846 0.34175
2 Oral Communication
140 0.651
70 0.326
5 0.023256
9.60465 0.61673 0.38035
3 Skill Level
138 0.642
72 0.335
5 0.023256
9.59535 0.61824 0.38222
4 Quality of Work
149 0.693
59 0.274
7 0.032558
9.62791 0.6565 0.43099
5 Quantity of Work
145 0.674
65 0.302
4 0.018605
1 0.005 9.61395 0.70033 0.49046
6 Written Communication
136 0.633
67 0.312
12 0.055814
9.52093 0.76627 0.58718
7 Reliability and Dependability
173 0.805
35 0.163
6 0.027907
1 0.005 9.72558 0.71306 0.50845
8 Evidence of Self-Confidence
150 0.698
58 0.27
7 0.032558
9.63256 0.65557 0.42978
9 Progress Toward Goals
159 0.74
53 0.247
2 0.009302
1 0.005 9.69767 0.63888 0.40817
10 Ability to Accept Supervision
184 0.856
30 0.14
1 0.004651
9.84651 0.39821 0.15857
Sample size:
Average:
Std Dev:
Variance:

215
96.51162791
5.877933124
34.5500978

Midterm Evaluations
#
Criteria
1 Organization / Planning
2 Oral Communication
3 Skill Level
4 Quality of Work
5 Quantity of Work
6 Written Communication
7 Reliability and Dependability
8 Evidence of Self-Confidence
9 Progress Toward Goals
10 Ability to Accept Supervision
Sample size:
Average:
Std Dev:
Variance:

Superior %
Very Good %
Average %
Low %
Average Score
Std Dev
byby
Category
Variance
Category
104 0.605
60 0.349
8 0.046512
9.51163 0.7294 0.53203
106 0.616
53 0.308
13 0.075581
9.46512 0.84046 0.70638
104 0.605
58 0.337
9 0.052326
1 0.006 9.47093 0.8613 0.74184
110 0.64
51 0.297
11 0.063953
9.51163 0.79831 0.63729
116 0.674
45 0.262
10 0.05814
9.55233 0.78184 0.61128
103 0.599
50 0.291
17 0.098837
9.40588 0.91985 0.84612
139 0.808
25 0.145
6 0.034884
1 0.006 9.70349 0.77941 0.60747
117 0.68
45 0.262
8 0.046512
1 0.006 9.55233 0.84649 0.71654
122 0.709
42 0.244
8 0.046512
9.61628 0.72011 0.51856
144 0.837
28 0.163
9.83721 0.37025 0.13709

172
95.51744186
6.192311623
38.34472324
Skill Tiers by Average Competency
Tier 1:
Ability to Accept Supervision (9.85)
Reliability and Dependability (9.73)
Progress Towards Goals (9.70)
Tier 2:
Organization/Planning (9.65)
Quality of Work (9.63)
Evidence of Self-Confidence (9.63)
Quantity of Work (9.61)
Tier 3:
Oral Communication (9.60)
Skill Level (9.60)
Written Communication (9.52)
Comparison of means between midterm and final evaluations
The presence of statistically significant evidence is indicated by P(T<=t)
being less than or equal to 0.05, corresponding to a 95% confidence level.
Does organization/planning ability increase?

Mean
Variance
Observations
Hypothesized Mean Difference
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Variable 1 Variable 2
9.646512 9.512
0.341752 0.532
215 172
0
324
1.971106
0.024781 Yes, statistically significant evidence to suggest
1.64957 this ability increases.
0.049562
1.967313

Does oral communication ability increase?

Mean
Variance
Observations
Hypothesized Mean Difference
df
t Stat
P(T<=t) one-tail
t Critical one-tail
P(T<=t) two-tail
t Critical two-tail

Variable 1 Variable 2
9.604651 9.465
0.380352 0.706
215 172
0
305
1.820306
0.034846 Yes, statistically significant evidence to suggest
1.649865 this ability increases.
0.069692
1.967772
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Abstract
This paper attempts to give an explanation as to when brands become cults and what it takes to make
them so. No company can create cult brands. Cult brands happen and only consumers can make them
so. It may not necessarily be a big brand, but a brand that can evolve a passionate appeal amongst its
consumers almost to the extent of exclusion of everything else. In most cases, cult brands are obscure
and not so well known but among its consumers it is thought of in glowing terms and makes a meaning
to their life style and a connect between such consumers.
Cult brands need to be good quality products, but always a good quality product need not be a cult
brand. It must have that ‘extra’ to fire the imagination of their consumers and incite that passionate
desire to consume the product. Most consumers of cult brands are ardent votaries of the brand and
probably the best ambassadors for their brand. People consume cult brands to express their
individuality and yet belong to an exclusive like-minded group of consumers. It is this seeming
contradiction – to belong and yet be different, that draws a cult brand consumer on to the product
and makes them fiercely loyal.
The paper does give some guidelines as to the directions companies could take towards making of the
cult brand but beyond a point, it all depends on its consumers whether a cult brand is created or not.
Keywords
Cult brand, commitment, passion, customer loyalty, maverick
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The word cult comes from the Latin word ‘cultus’ meaning worship or religious practice. Initially it
referred to religious groups, ethnic groups (freemasons) – the private secretive international society
which originated with masons (Sridhar, 2011) A cult is defined as a group or movement exhibiting a
great devotion or dedication to some person, idea, or thing. It ideology is distinctive and it has a welldefined and committed community. It enjoys exclusive devotion (that is not shared with another
group), and its members often become voluntary advocates (Atkin, 2004).
They attract people who see themselves as different from the masses in some fundamental way.
Contrary to stereotypes, most cult members aren’t emotionally unstable—they’re just normal people
searching for a sense of belonging. A cult brand is one "for which a group of customers exhibit a great
devotion or dedication. Its ideology is distinctive and it has a well-defined and committed community.
It enjoys exclusive devotion (that is, not shared with another brand in the same category), and its
members often become voluntary advocates. A cult brand attracts certain customers for a variety of
reasons and rewards them in a variety of ways but it is important to keep in mind that few brands
possess the power to do so. Also, that a cult brand is not necessarily a consumer product nor even a
physical object. It can also be a uniquely enjoyable experience (e.g. Starbucks) or even a way of life
(e.g. Harley-Davidson). They offer a membership in a community of shared values and interests, giving
a unique and satisfying personal identity, and inspire uncommon loyalty.
Members of cults do so to express their uniqueness and originality. Rather than joining others in order
to conform, people do so to express, indeed to affirm their individuality. Apple is only one of several
companies which have cleverly leveraged the feelings associated with the cult paradox to elevate its
brand to cult status: alienation and rejection, followed by validation that in turn sets the stage for selfactualization. Cult brands are not to be confused with fads. Fads take off like a rocket, peak and fizzle
out fast. Cult brands by contrast, start out small and may take decades to get established. The
multilevel sales organization, Amway took decades to get established. Today, it is present in 86
countries and is a 5 billion dollar business (Wells, 2001)
Cult brands move away from the logic of ‘bigger is better’. Most cult brands are small, sometimes
unheard of by the masses (Business Week, 2004). This is considered as an advantage and not
necessarily a weakness. It is quite likely that for some cult brands it may not have been widely known,
but for the select consumers, it has a special mention that kindles desire with passion. A hundred
monkeys is not a brand that many people would have known of. It is into the business of brand naming.
Being successful, obscure and different makes them a brand worth knowing. It is this differentiating
factor that creates the buzz on this brand (Somma, 2015). What is important is that the brand users
must be closely knit as a community and share an almost fanatical belief in the brand. This takes some
doing. This seismic shift in clout from companies to their customers is creating opportunities for
younger brands to create a niche and an identity of their own and build strong user communities
(Moore, 2009).
Herb Kelleher, former CEO and Chairman Emeritus of South-west Airlines, once said during a
conversation with David Neeleman, then working for Southwest Airlines and currently CEO of JetBlue.
"I don't care about my shareholders." Neeleman was shocked. What did he mean? Was Kelleher really
serious? "Because I just take care of my employees. I know if I take care of my employees, they'll take
care of my customers, and my customers will take care of my shareholders." Long before Neeleman
went to work for Southwest Airlines, Kelleher once observed "You can get the same airplane. You can
get the same ticket counters. You can get the same computers. But the hardest thing for a competitor
to match is your culture and the spirit of your people and their focus on customer service because that
isn't something you can do overnight and it isn't something you can do without a great deal of attention
every day in a thousand different ways. That is why I say that our employees are our competitive
protection."
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Cult brands cannot be created. They just happen. Harley-Davidson and Starbucks were not created
with the intention of becoming a way of life. But they have. In the Indian context, we cannot claim to
have any cult brand in the last 50 years, although certain brands like Waghbakri Tea and MTR foods
come very close to it. The Royal Enfield ‘Bullet’ is probably another example of being an Indian cult
brand with its distinctive sound of the engine. Bullet owners do not care about the mileage, or the
looks. All that they care is the satisfaction of owning a Bullet, that instantly puts them in a select group
of motorcycle owners and distinguishes them from others. There seems to be a certain level of
‘madness’ that has to exist among the consumers and the brand owner for brands to achieve cult
status – something which most Indian companies would be averse to, given our natural penchant to
be conservative and doing the ‘right thing’ by the firm. ‘Daring to be different’ is against the grain of a
normal Indian manager. You need to be a maverick to be able to do this. Cult brands draw their
consumers with propositions that go against the mainstream (Nadkarni, 2007)
Cult brands “dare to be different.” They sell lifestyles not just a product or a service. It must be
emphasized here that this route in marketing is not for every brand or company. It involves taking
great risks to get high payoffs – a trait usually absent in most companies. Cult brands welcome change.
They like to shake things up when people are feeling most cosy. Since customers are passionate about
such brands, marketers would be well advised to welcome and encourage the criticism (hate mail)
however bitter it might be to swallow. It is only then that the brand can take steps to move in line with
customer expectations or even anticipate it. The truth is that the criticism is because the customers
love your product, not hate it. They are merely reacting to your actions on the brand they feel is making
it lose its cult status – which is the reason they were customers of the product/service in the first place.
People like to be different, yet they would want to belong to a group that acts different. All these
brands help give people an identity. At the same time they would like to be a part of a group that acts
different. Cult brands hit on that fine line (Ragas, 2002). The customer loyalty is not only about getting
a customer to consistently choose your brand over another. It is for that same customer to always
believe that the company’s brand has no equal. This is when the customers form a cult. The paradox
of cults is that people do not join to belong. They join to be more individualistic (123helpme.com,
2016).
Cult brands invoke a sense of passion far beyond the realms of normal satisfaction or engagement.
Customers simply know a lot more than what they used to. The internet has been responsible for the
customers to be on top as far as the company or the goods owner is concerned. They are no longer
willing to be passive consumers. Their expectations from the brand, has gone beyond the reliabilityquality dimension to being a part of themselves and an outlet for their self-expression. Customization
of products and services has led to companies scrambling to differentiate their offerings. If things do
not go their way they have the power to revolt or if they like what they are getting, it can lead to
positive buzz for the brand further swelling the ranks of customers for the product. Peter Weedfald,
Senior Vice-president of Samsung Electronics, North America puts it: “Consumers are empowered in a
way that’s almost frightening (Business Week, 2004).”HSBC jumped from rank 33 to 15 in the Business
week’s rankings in one year merely by localizing its strategy as the “world’s local bank”.
Warren Buffet once said that ‘price is what you charge for what you sell, but value is what the customer
thinks it's worth’. Only the marketplace can determine which ones are cult brands and which are not.
Be prepared to accept and (yes) celebrate the fact that your organization -- rather than any product or
service it offers -- may well prove to be your most powerful brand. Marketers of cult brands don’t
target imaginary perfect customers with ‘exclusive’ products. Cult branders sell real products to real
customers that fulfill real wants and needs. Cult brands are inclusive, not exclusive. The customer base
is diverse, cutting across ages, races, gender and socio-economic backgrounds.
Cult brands have a sharing and collaborative culture with their customers. They are willing to listen
and more so when the brand owner is willing to act upon some of these suggestions making the
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customer responsible and ‘owning’ the brand. Advertising messages of cult brands encourage
openness and inclusiveness to include anyone and everyone. No one is left out. Volkswagen, the
German carmaker does not target the Beetle to any specific segment. It caters to a certain aspiration
and a certain lifestyle. Anyone and everyone are welcome to it. That is why it never has any models as
drivers of the car in its advertising. The company wanted at all times that the car should be the focus
of attention (Ragas & Bueno, 2002).
The goal is to foster a sense of shared experience and of belonging. Consumers are passionate in their
consumption and look for more than just consuming the product. A Starbucks consumer is just not
there because of the coffee. She is there because she feels she belongs there and the outlet is part of
her. She has very strong opinions about how she wants to live and what she wants from life. Cult brands
are self-consciously different from rivals. They beget customers who would do much more than merely
consume such products – voluntarily and enthusiastically. They become owners as well as customers.
There is a reason brands regard word-of-mouth as the ‘holy grail’ of marketing, more so with cult
brands, since usually they are unadvertised. Brands have to be remarkable. Remarkable brands are
those brands that
a. make a value promise that gets consumer talking
b. deliver on their promise to win customers who would pay a premium and refuse to accept
substitutes
c. elicit both praise and criticism from customers who care enough to tell them. (Howard, 2014)
‘True customer loyalty is not only about getting a customer to consistently choose your brand over
another. It’s for the same customer to always believe that your company’s brand has no equal this is
when customers form a cult.’
Cult Brands need to do several things to remain as cult brands (Bueno & Jeffrey, 2014).
a. Differentiate. Customers want to be exclusive and yet be part of a crowd receiving the social
support of like-minded individuals. This group is unique, often outside of mainstream society.
Ikea caters to a select group of homeowners who need furniture with minimalist charm and
easy to assemble. Not everybody would like use furniture from Ikea, but the Ikea user would
swear by it.
b. Be courageous. Cult brands dare to be different. They believe in themselves, their service and
their customers. They are the brand who would not like to be conventional. Patanjali, the Rs
5000 crore group brand promoted by Baba Ramdev and having its origins from ancient
Ayurveda and herbal sources, promises to be one such brand, taking on the mighty MNC
FMCGs.
c. Promote a lifestyle. Cult brands offer an experience. It’s a lifestyle. “Vipaasna’ The program
which promises to rid the body of toxicity in the body, encourage ascetic behavior and spartan
living encourages hordes of consumers, often the rich and mighty to be part of this movement.
Camps run by these organizations are booked months in advance.
d. Listen to your customers. Your customers would be the sources for improvement in your
product and service to bring in strong, enduring loyalty. Amazon.com introduced a yearly fee
for transportation which entitled customers to free transportation of their orders for the year.
They were put into a separate category called Amazon Prime Members. Sales, on an average
was 150% of the non-prime member.
e. Support customer communities. They build strong ongoing relationships with their customers.
They are willing to invest in supporting customer communities to generate long-term goodwill
for their business and brands.
f. Be open, inviting and inclusive. You don’t have to be defensive. All customers are invited to be
part of it. If they like it, good for them; If they don’t, they are free not to be part of it. Naturally
only like-minded consumers gravitate towards the brand.
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g. Promote personal freedom. The need for freedom is with all consumers. They should be able
to grow and express their own unique identity and world view without fear of consequences.
Cult brands empower customers to do this.
Not every brand that aspires to be a cult brand can become one. In fact there is very little that the
brand owner can do to promote itself as a cult brand. It is the customers who decide which brand can
become a cult. To achieve the balance of not being popular, yet be appealing and creating the passion
among customers to live, breathe and die for the brand is tricky. The normal principles of growth and
market expansion which most marketers have been trained to think is likely to be antithetical for
establishing and maintaining a cult brand.
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Abstract
With a greater focus on one customer at a time, Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) increasingly gains
importance as a measure of performance at individual level and represent a significant measure which
evaluates and stimulates customer centric approach in creation of marketing strategies. This
manuscript provides insights into customer–oriented profitability metrics. We have systematized
development of the CLV through two phases. Afterwards we analyze models and approaches for
measurement of CLV. Then we introduce two new approaches to CLV measurement at a company
level: Proactive/ Reactive CLV and Dynamic/ Static CLV. Finally, in conclusion we state challenges and
proposals for future research.
Keywords
Customer lifetime value, customer equity, proactive CLV, reactive CLV, dynamic CLV, static CLV,
valuation of the customer
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1. Introduction
Customer centric approach generally implies (see Rust, Moorman & Bhalla, 2010): (a) a shift from
focusing on product profitability to focusing on customer profitability, (b) change from sales as a
performance metric toward using customer lifetime value as performance metric, (c) changing from
measuring success by brand equity toward using customer equity for measuring performance, and (d)
shifting from market share toward customer equity share as relative performance measure. With a
greater focus on one customer at a time, increasingly enabled by technological developments,
Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) increasingly gains importance as a measure of performance at
individual level. Such change is fundamental as the world is shifting from aggregate measures (such as
market share, sales, etc.) toward understanding and serving clearly identified, and well understood,
customer. This leads to companies’ strategies to shift from having product/brand equity in its core
toward focusing on customer equity as a key target for performance.
Trend of big data has facilitated such focus on an individual. With the increase in the amount of data
on each person, companies are able to better understand and cater to their expressed, but also latent,
needs. With a greater availability of data, models to evaluate CLV are becoming increasingly complex,
and predictive power of those models is increasing. Developing CLV models for an
industry/market/organization implies high complexity due to its multi-disciplinary requirements
(integrating marketing, accounting, finance, econometrics, psychology, IT, etc.).
The aim of this paper is to provide a multifaceted perspective on this complex, yet important,
individual-level measure. Firstly, we synthesize key stages in development of CLV. Then we analyze and
present approaches for calculating CLV, and finally discuss possible caveats to consider in measuring
CLV at a company level. In conclusion, we outline challenges and topics for further research.

2. CLV Development
2.1. Customer lifetime value
Increasing recognition of customer importance in businesses and in academia has led to diverse
approaches to defining and measuring their impact on past, present and future performance of
organizations. Literature has been discussing several concepts, such as customer valuation, customer
profitability metrics, customer profitability measurement, etc. Evaluation of customer value has been
primarily in the focus of Accounting and Marketing fields.
In Accounting, the two key approaches (Weir, 2008) are Customer Profitability Analysis (CPA) and
Customer Segment Profitability Analysis (CSPA). In Marketing, Customer Accounting Profitability (CAP)
can be considered as a generic approach to defining monetary value of an organization’s customers
(see Foster & Gupta, 1994). However, as customers are key focus of marketing, the marketing
literature has further developed methods to evaluate the value of customers. Two notable measures
include Customer Lifetime Value (CLV), broadly perceived as the total monetary value an organization
can expect from a customer during his/her/its “lifetime”, and Customer Equity (CE), broadly defined
as the total monetary value of all customers of an organization over each customers’ lifetime.
Traditional marketing metrics like brand awareness, market share, sales etc. are not sufficient for
insights in return on marketing investment. Those measures are based on historic data meaning that
they give insights in historical performance. When it comes to evaluation of potential future value of
customers, traditional and commonly used measures include measures such as: RFM (Recency –
Frequency – Monetary value), PCV (Past Customer Value) and CSS (Customer Spending Score). These
measures are built to incorporate historical transaction data, assuming that behavioral patterns will
repeat in the future. For example, RFM concept assumes recency, frequency and monetary value of
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customer’s purchase, in order to determine future value of the customer. PCV doesn’t consider factors
which have impact on future customer behavior and also neglects future costs of customer
relationship. Simple assumption that past behavior will be repeated in the future, represent a
restriction in using PCV as a key measure in the process of defining marketing strategies focused on
customers. CSS is focused solely on customer spending (revenue for a company) and disregards costs
of customer acquisition and retention.
Unlike those traditional measures, CLV is developed to factor in the probability of each customer’s
actions in the future, the future contribution margin and marketing cots of customer retention. Such
characteristics make CLV a superior measure characterized by expected outcomes, and a variance. Key
value arises from a marketer’s ability to identify assumptions behind likely future behaviors of
customers, and ability to transfer those assumptions into probabilities of future behaviors. If well
developed, CLV enables marketers (and companies) to better plan their investments in innovation as
well as their investments in markets/customers to enhance future probabilities of certain behaviors
(which translate into amounts). This puts focus on a customer, instead on a product, as a profitability
driver. Customers become the key “resource” a company can have – and companies structure their
activities around the “VRIN” resource (see Barney, 1991).
The importance of CLV has evolved from a new measure with an importance which had to be proved,
all the way to the way of thinking and doing business (Kumar, 2008). CLV has developed into a
fundamental quantitative measure incorporating consumers into financial outcomes of company, thus
an important measure for financial markets (see Gupta & Lehmann, 2003).
With an increasing accessibility of the data and information on a level of each individual customer, CLV
seems destined to play an increasingly vital role in a corporate and a marketing strategy of the future
(Gupta & Lehmann, 2003). Trend of increasing data accessibility is part of the general trend of digital
transformation ranging from individual companies, over industries to the level of the entire economy.
With the development of digital technologies, concept of customer centricity has been regaining
importance as customer-centric approach is expected to bring 30% or higher ROI than marketing
approach which is not customer centric (Marcus & Collins, 2003).
Simple calculation of CLV-a can be presented with the following formula (see Berger et al., 2006):
n

𝐶𝐿𝑉i = ∑
t=1

(𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑡 −  𝑓𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑡 )
(1 + 𝑟)𝑡

i = customer customers,
t = time index,
n = forecasting horizon, and
r = discount rate
Future gross profits = Expected net sales minus cost of goods
Future costs = Future costs relate costs linked to individual customer

By following a time value of the money, according to the financial experts, future customer revenues
are discounted and potential customer profitability is presented in monetary units. This approach and
logic are characteristic for all analyzed calculations of CLV. Time period which is taken in calculation
depends on the company and specifics of the business company is in. Usually a selected time period
represents the best possible forecast of an average potential duration of a relationship.
An important idea for CLV is that both products and customers have different purchase/sales cycles
whereas firm’s and customer’s goals can be unaligned at distinct points in time (Weir, 2008). Therefore,
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some models include a changing behavior in order to ensue even more precise estimation of the
customer behavior. Such models include: retention-based and migration-based models.
Migration-based models assume that customers have several suppliers and chose when a transaction
with a particular supplier will take place. Retention-based models, measure how many customers stay
loyal to a company in a given period., Customer stay in a relationship with a company due to the cost
of switching to a competitor (e.g. familiarity with a product or service) or due to a high level of
satisfaction with the existing relationship. Ideally, a calculation should be done on a level of an
individual customer, but as such a detail data could be inaccessible, alternative approach is calculating
customer value for an “average” customer by using average parameters (Blattberg et al., 2008).
Customer Life Time Value (CLV) for an “average” customer is a current value of all future profits coming
from customers. If we know for how long a customer will stay in a relationship with a company and
generate profits for the company, then for that future we take all the profits and discount them for
that period of time. (Jain & Singh, 2002):
n

𝐶𝐿𝑉 = ∑
t=1

𝑚𝑡
(1 + 𝑖)𝑡



Where m, stand for a marginal contribution of each customer in each given period (e.g. year), i stands
for a discount rate, and n period in which customer stays active.
Generally, with every customer there is a probability of switching or deserting to another competitor
in any point in time. That fact increases complexity for calculation of a more realistic CLV, and modeling
of switching between different states becomes a requirement. In order to simplify, two main states of
a customer (active or inactive) are analyzed and used for calculation. If r stands for a probability of
retaining a customer in a period j, probability that a customer is still in an “active” state with company,
at the end of a time period t is (Gupta & Lehmann, 2003.):
𝑡

∏
𝑗=1

𝑟𝑗

Therefore CLV formula can be modified into (see Jain and Singh, 2002):
n
𝑚𝑡 ∏𝑡𝑗=1 𝑟𝑗
𝐶𝐿𝑉 = ∑
(1 + 𝑖)𝑡
t=1



Although the above formula seems simple, in reality it is quite complex in terms of data requirements.
Marginal contributions per period are required as well as retention rates. Additionally, n as a duration
of a forecasting period is left for a subjective estimation or according to the industry norms. Therefore,
a set of assumptions are integrated in the model in order to simplify and ease the calculation. Final
result is a more advanced formulation of CLV which enables results even with a publicly available data
on customers.
2.2. Customer equity
Development of CLV has led to greater focus on an impact of customer profitability, through CLV, on
the value of a company. In this phase of CLV development, new models have been introduced. Next to
measuring a value of customer lifetime, those models tend to maximize it. The link between CLV and
a company value in a form of Customer Equity (CE) has been analyzed by Blattberg and Deighton (1996)
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and according to them CE can be defined as a sum of discounted individual lifetime values of future
and current customers for a time period in which they will continue transactions with a company.
CE has been discussed through a value-based approach. Rust and others (2000) argue that a long-term
value of a company, is primarily determined by the value of the relationships between a company and
its customers, and name it Customer Equity. Their definition of CE is: CE of a company is a total sum of
all discounted lifetime values of all its customers. Hence, CE can be used as a measure to quantify a
value of a company (Gupta et al., 2006).
CE is based on CLV, but it considers bigger groups of customers and establishes a link to a company
value. Therefore, we argue that CE represents a bridge between marketing and finance functions in a
company, as powerful metric which represents an alternative and a reference point to a Market
Capitalization (MC).
Calculation starts from an assessment of CLV of each customer of a company. Then CE of existing N
customer or retained customer (CER) is calculated by summing up CLV of each of those customers
(Kumar & Shah, 2009):
N

CER = ∑ CLVi
i=1

Total CE of all customers will be a sum of CER and CEA (stands for sum of CLV of all M newly acquired
customers:
CE=CER + CEA

3. Measuring CLV
3.1. Specific measures of CLV
CLV can be measured through two main approaches (Kumar, 2008): Top-Down Approach and Bottomup Approach. We have analyzed both in the next two sub-chapters.
Top-Down Approach is based on estimation of an average Customer Equity. Drivers of CE are Brand
Equity, Value Equity and Retention Equity (Rust, Zeithaml & Lemon, 2000). Those drivers are measured
based on customers subjective scores for each of them. Most usually method of measurement is
through a questionnaire, so it is not feasible to measure for each individual customer (especially in
cases of big companies with millions of customers across different locations). Therefore, the
measurement is usually done on a smaller sample of customers and then extrapolated on the entire
population in order to get CE at the company or segment level. CE of a company can then be divide
with a number of customers of a company. Resulting in an average CLV.
Key advantage of this approach is no need for detail customer data for each customer. That makes
calculation of both CE and CLV-a quite simple and pragmatic. On the other hand, a disadvantage is that
a resulting CLV is equal for each customer of the company, whereas in reality it differs between the
customers. Calculation of CLV for each individual customer would allow much more efficient and
effective segmentation.
Bottom-up Approach starts from a level of a customer and calculates CLV of each individual customer.
Afterwards each CLV is summed up in order to get to the total CE of a company. This approach is more
demanding in terms of data requirements as data is needed for each individual customer, which
represents a significant challenge for a number of companies. Increased data requirements also imply
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need for more resources (time, money, people), especially in big companies with millions of customers.
However, this approach allows deep insights at the level of a customer, thus allowing more précised
findings and conclusions needed for a decision making (not possible in the Top-down Approach).
According to the model by Kumar and Shaha (2009) there are three main groups of characteristics
which make CLV drivers. Those are transaction, demographic and firmographics. Transaction
characteristic consists of variables like: willingness to buy, contribution margin (including past level of
customer spend), behavior related to cross-buying, buying frequency, buying regency, past buying
behavior and marketing contacts of the company. Demographics variables like: age, gender, place of
residence, income, type of accommodation, marital status. Firmographics variables like type of the
industry, no. of employees, yearly revenue, yearly growth rate, no. of outlets and other domestic and
international KPIs. Those three types of characteristics enable variability at the level of an individual
customer, thus support measurement of CLV (Kumar & Shah, 2009.)
CLV is typically defined and assessed at the level of an individual customer or at the level of a customer
segment. That allows a company to differentiate between customers which are more profitable than
the others. Additionally, CLV considers possibility for customers to desert to a competitor in the future.
CLV for a customer is (Gupta et al., 2006):
n

CLV = ∑
t=0

(𝑝𝑡 −  𝑐𝑡 )𝑟𝑡
− 𝐴𝐶
(1 + 𝑖)𝑡



pt = price paid by the customer in a time t,
ct = direct cost of customer service in a time t,
i = discount rate or cost of capital for a company,
rt = probability of customer’s repeat buying or state of customer “live” in a time t,
AC = cost of acquisition, and
T = time horizon for estimation of CLV.

Despite the simple formulation, researches have been using different variations in modelling and
estimating CLV. Some researchers have been using arbitrary time horizon or expected life time of a
customer, while the other have used infinitive time horizon. Using of the expected lifetime of a
customer in general, overestimates CLV, and sometimes significantly. According to Gupta and Lehman
(2003) if:
a) Average margin (p-c), (in their calculation marked as m) stays constant through the time
b) Retention rate stays constant through the time
c) Infinite time horizon is used,
Then it is possible to simplify CLV calculation and do it with a publicly available data. Under such
assumptions CLV can be simplified into (see Gupta & Lehhmann 2003):
∞

∑ 𝐶𝐿𝑉 =
𝑡−1

𝑚 ∗ 𝑟𝑡
𝑟
= 𝑚(
)
(1 + 𝑖 − 𝑟)
1+𝑖−𝑟

CLV is then equal to margin (m) multiplied with a factor r/(1+i-r), which is called a margin multiplicator.
Table 1 shows that for typical values of retention rate and discount rate, the margin multiplicator
amounts from 1.07 to 4.50. Margin multiplicator is low when the discount rate is high (for risky
companies), and retention rate is low.
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Likewise, vice versa same logic applies, so multiplicator is high for a low risk companies with a high
retention rate. When the retention rate amounts 90% and discount rate 12%, margin multiplicator is
around 4 (Gupta & Lehmann, 2003.).
𝑟

Table 2: Margin multiplicator 1+𝑖−𝑟
Retention rate
60%
70%
80%
90%
Source: Gupta & Lehmann (2003)

Discount rate
12%
1,15
1,67
2,50
4,09

10%
1,20
1,75
2,67
4,50

14%
1,11
1,59
2,35
3,75

16%
1,07
1,52
2,22
3,46

In Gupta and Lehmann’s model (2003) the importance of customer retention has been emphasized.
The importance of customer retention has been covered and stressed out in multiple studies, and
Gupta and Lehmann’s research (2003) shows a significant increase of the CLV by 22%-37% in case of
5% increase in customer retention. Those results could be used as guidelines for investments in
customer retention, and development of optimized loyalty programs as well as other relevant
initiatives for increasing customer satisfaction.
Besides this approach, Kumar and others (2008) have discussed a model for measuring CLV which
considers contractual specificities (focusing on IBM). Always a share approach assumes that in
company-customer relationship customer actually never ends the relationship, but rather only
sleepiness period of the customer. This assumption enables a customer to get back into buying from
the same company after a certain period. When the customer is back into this relationship, he keeps
the memories of the past relationship with that company. In calculation, they also define CLV as a net
present value of customer’s future cash flows, for the period of three years (36 months). Period of
three years is taken here due to the assumption that in that period a business environment will not be
significantly change.
Formula for calculation of CLV in IBM is as follows:
𝑇+36

𝐶𝐿𝑉𝑖 = ∑
𝑗=𝑇+1

𝑝(𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 1) × 𝐶𝑀𝑖𝑗 𝑀𝑇𝑖𝑗 × 𝑀𝐶
−
(1 + 𝑟)𝑗−𝑇
(1 + 𝑟)𝑗−𝑇

CLVi = lifetime value for a customer i,
P(Buy)ij = forecasted probability of customer (i) buying in a period j.
CMij = estimated marginal contribution of a customer i, in a time period j,
MTij = estimated level of marketing contacts or touchpoints with a customer in a time period j,
MC = average cost of a single marketing contact (assumption of the study was 7 dollars),
j =index for a time periods, in this study it was for months,
T = marks end of a calibrating or analyzing time period, and
r = monthly discount rate (0.0125 in this study = yearly rate of 15%).

Parameters were estimated based on the data for the last 54 months, and then those were used to
calculate CLV for the next 36 months (Kumar et al., 2008).
3.2. Reactive and proactive CLV
In order to provide a more comprehensive view on a company based on individualized measures,
Proactive CLV and Reactive CLV should be considered as two different approaches to measurement of
CLV at the company level. We put in focus a company’s approach to measurement of CLV as well as
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situations in which proactive or reactive approach is used. Traditionally CLV was not analyzed from the
perspective of the company’s approach to calculation of the measure, but rather various models and
possibilities of CLV calculation (i.e. increasing measuring precision). Conceptual frame for modeling of
CLV has been illustrated in a Figure 1, whose variations have been used by various researchers, and in
this form it was introduced in a study by Gupta and others (2006). This frame is the broadest one for
analyzing CLV, and it shows how companies’ initiatives and marketing activities have impact on
customer behavior (acquisition, retention, cross-selling), which has an impact on CLV, thus on
profitability of a company. Finally, CE forms a replacement for a company value or price of company’s
share. CLV is here considered at the company level, however in this paper we put it in a discussion at
the level of a company.
Figure 1: Conceptual CLV framework

Source: Gupta et al. (2006)

Gupta and others (2006) discuss if CLV is the right measure to be maximized, if certain assumptions for
a particular market are applied. E.g. in a new and growing market, companies are focused on a
customer acquisition which leads to increase of a market share. In those circumstances, a question
arises: Is CLV of acquired customers a proper measure of the achieved results, especially when there
is a lack of longitudinal data (or market insights) for a reliable estimation of CLV? Is CLV a useful concept
only in cases of a mature market?
In this paper, we introduce theoretical approach to measurement of CLV which tries to answer those
questions. We argue that there is an appropriate approach for estimation of CLV in the abovementioned market conditions. We call it “Proactive CLV”, which is based on expectations in cases
lacking longitudinal data. Proactive CLV could be appropriated approach in situations of launching a
new product or in process of innovation. Therefore, we define Proactive CLV as an intuitive approach
to CLV, which is based on expectations, and is used in cases lacking reliable reference points and/or in
cases of new product/service launch as well in process of innovation. Benefit of the Proactive CLV is
the possibility to estimate CLV in situations when there are no historical data to be used for a
calculation of a probability.
On the other hand, “Reactive CLV” is an approach for estimation of CLV, based on known historical
data. Reactive CLV is characteristic for companies which are already present at the market and have
available set of historical data on their business. Majority of models for calculation of CLV would fit
into this approach. E.g. Kumar and others (2008) have used Reactive CLV approach, estimated
parameters by using historical data, and then used them to calculate CLV for a future time period.
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3.3. Dynamic and static CLV
Model of Reinartz and Kumar (2003) describes and analyzes how and why is a duration of relationship
between a customer and a company systematically different between the customers. They refer to the
model as to a dynamic one, because it uses longitudinal information form the customers. Mentioned
example can be characterized as a dynamic approach at the customer level, whereas in this paper we
move the focus to a company level, and we shift the focus from the duration of a relationship to a time
aspect of the CLV measurement.
Frequency of updating CLV depends also on the dynamics of a particular market. For example, in
markets where margins and retention rates can differ drastically in a short period of time (e.g. due to
competitors’ activity), it could make sense to update CLV even more frequently (Gupta et al., 2006).
Frequency of measurement in order to ensure adequate and timely reactions, is one of defining
elements of Dynamic/ Static CLV. Success of the mechanism of relationship management is changed
during a duration of the relationship. Therefore, there is a need to integrated dynamic effects of a
duration of relationship between customers and a company into measurement of CLV.
Proposed Dynamic/Static CLV, focuses on a time aspect of measuring CLV, and how frequently a new
estimation of CLV is done respectively. Hence, Dynamic CLV stands for a continuous review of CLV in x
time intervals, in time period t. On the other hand, Static CLV is measured at one point in time, and
used as such as a reference point which is not reviewed according to an upfront determined plan. For
example, a company can calculate CLV for a time period of three years, and rank customers as well as
allocate resources based on CLV results (during that period of next three years, CLV is not reviewed).

4. Concluding Remarks
CLV is a key measure of customer profitability, especially at the level of each individual customer,
hence it represents a foundation for development of CRM strategies. Renartz and Kumar (2003.) argue
that further development of new possibilities in customer management, which enable customers to
achieve competitive advantages, will be one of the new frontiers of modern management. In this
paper, we have presented two new approaches to measurement of CLV at the company level:
Proactive/Reactive CLV and Dynamic/ Static CLV. We have identified following challenges related to
CLV, which represent subject of further studies and research: a) Cost allocation, b) Decrease of a
customer base, c) Role of competitors.
a) Cost allocation – CLV calculation consists also of costs of each individual customer. How to
allocate company costs to the level of an individual customer represents a significant
challenge, especially considering that accounting usually tracks costs at the level of company
functions. How to precisely allocate exact costs related to each individual customer? How to
allocate complex cost of distribution which differ between different customers?
b) Decrease of a customer base – In case a company decides to end relationships with nonprofitable customers, a decrease in market share could follow, leading to decrease in
revenues. Additional risks are jeopardizing image or market positioning, and potentially even
causing negative effects in financial markets. Lower number of customers might also increase
risk of doing business due to higher dependency on a lower number of customer (e.g. if a B2B
company does majority of business with two or three major customers).
c) Role of competitors – CLV calculation currently doesn’t include changes caused by activities of
competitors. Reinartz and others (2005). Have addressed challenge of competitors by using
“share-of-wallet” measure in situation where no other relevant data on competitors were
available.
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Finally, despite the above challenges which are in front of CLV, research on CLV is developing strong
conceptual foundations, and has shown significant implications in several industries (see for example
Kumar et al., 2008). From the existing papers which systemize available research on CLV (e.g. Gupta et
al., 2006), we conclude that CLV is a cross-disciplinary topic. Further cross-disciplinary research should
bring accounting, finance, marketing, mathematics as well as computer scientists together in order to
come to a more accurate, realistic and implementable CLV models which will allow CLV to become a
standardized marketing metric across different industries.
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Abstract
The paper deals with the attitude to social responsibility from university students of business and
economics, future managers. The aim of this paper is to research how the students’ knowledge of the
course of Corporate Social Responsibility has shifted towards socially responsible activities. The
assumption was that students at the beginning of this course are not able to identify activities that
need to be focused, supported and implemented in managerial practice. And at the same time, as
future managers, they recommend a lower number of socially responsible activities for business
practice. The results of the research show that students with higher level of education had better
knowledge of social responsibility and environmental responsibility. The average number of activities
that students recommended for business practice after completing the course was higher.
The research is based on primary data gained through an electronic questionnaire during the summer
semester 2017 (before and after the course of Corporate Social Responsibility). This paper is a part of
a broader research – project IGA (Internal Grant Agency) No. PEF_TP_2017002 conducted by the
authors at the Department of Management, FBE, MENDELU in Brno.
Keywords
Social responsibility, questionnaire, university students, education, business
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Introduction
Organizations and their behavior involve social, economic and environmental issues. After financial
and economic crisis that affected our world in the first decade of the 20th century, business schools
came under pressure of criticism. The reason for it was that the main management theories and
models the business schools teach–with the dominating theory of maximization of stakeholders’
value–have helped the managers of banks to make decisions, which–among others–caused the crisis
(Prandini & Isler & Barthelmess, 2012; Ghosal, 2005).
In 2002, the United Nations (UN) established a Decade of Education for Sustainable Development with
the objective to promote education as a core part of developing of sustainable human society and to
integrate the concept into education systems at all levels (Setó-Pamies et al., 2011). In 2005, EU
member states adopted the strategy of The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE)
with the main aim to equip people with knowledge and skills in sustainable development (Education
for Sustainable Development, 2017). In 2007 UN launched the Principles for Responsible Management
Education (PRME) that provide a structure for advancing social responsibility into curricula and
research of academic institutions. It is obvious that the concepts of social responsibility
and sustainable development are very popular themes last years and that they are becoming a part of
educational institutions. It cannot be forgotten that the students of business schools are future
managers of organizations and future business practitioners and therefore they will influence the
orientation our society will tread in the future.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the attitude towards corporate social responsibility of university
students studying business program as they will become managers and decision makers in the future.
The research focuses on the students of a Corporate Social Responsibility course and investigate
attitudes of these students towards socially responsible behavior of companies in two phases. Before
they take the course in the first phase and after they complete the course in the second phase. The
aim is to find out if the knowledge of investigated students shifts towards more socially responsible
thinking. The aim of further research would be to find out what sense the students see in the course
and how effective it is.

Literature Review
The practice of the last decades shows that corporate responsibility becomes an irreversible part of
the corporate activities of a growing number of companies. This fact raises the interest of
governments, international institutions, scientific institutions, scientists and researchers. The interest
in CSR has increased the requirements of companies towards the education and preparation of experts
with the requisite skills, knowledge and competences (Slavova & Bankova, 2015). Students are
perceived as future managers of the corporate world and their perception about CSR is deemed
important to business organisations (Jain, Kumar Datta & Ankur Roy, 2014). Leaders of the 21st century
make decisions that are sustainable on an ethical and strategic level (Prandini & Vervoort Isler &
Barthelmess, 2012).
According to Vazquez, Lanero and Licandro (2013) there are three reasons for introducing CSR training.
The first reason is the development of the concept of CSR itself and its impact on business in the world,
which raises the demand for educated professionals who are able to lead companies responsibly. The
second reason is that CSR is becoming more and more popular outside the private sphere and it is
getting slowly but surely into the state sphere. CSR has been a frequently discussed theme at
government meetings, transnational organizations, social organizations and other institutions. These
two reasons go into the third, when universities have to think of their own responsibility and engage
in the education and training of students, future managers (Vazquez & Lanero & Licandro, 2013).
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On the other hand, Ghosal (2005) presents that business schools do not need to create new courses
to prevent morally unethical behavior of future leaders. They should simply stop to teach some old
ones.
The number of business schools integrating the social, environmental and economic realities of
business into management teaching and research is increasing. The Beyond to Grey Pinstripes study
found out that the percentage of schools surveyed that require students to take a course dedicated
business and society issues has increased significantly from 34% in 2001 to 79% in 2011 (Aspen
Institute, 2012). Another study made on the web-based content analysis of 642 business schools have
investigated differences between European and American sustainability-related curricula. While
European business schools prefer an elective-oriented approach and teach the sustainability-related
courses at the graduate level, American schools focus more on the undergraduate level and require
compulsory courses (Yen-Chun Jim Wu et al., 2010). The main drivers of CSR education at business
school in Europe have been individual faculty members so far. Although there is a need for more
institutionalized support which is critical for the future success and efficiency of CSR education (Matten
& Moon, 2004).
A study made by Saxena and Mishra (2017) investigates management students from India and
Mauritius. The study brings out findings that the students across the globe feel similar towards
Corporate Social Responsibility–they are aware of the connection between CSR and company’s
performance. They also perceive CSR as more important in terms of the long term success of company
in comparison to short term success and profitability.
As stated by Formánková, Stevik and Kučerová (2016), leaders and managers are very often graduates
of higher education institutions with economic specialization. It is important that these graduates have
good knowledge about business ethics and corporate social responsibility. Giacalone and Thompson
(2006) discuss the contemporary organization-centered worldview (OWV) which all of management
education is based on. According to OWV students are toughed that everything is subordinate to
profitability. Organizations’ stakeholders stand in the background within the economic context.
Authors give an example: “we do not simply teach students about job satisfaction, but about how
satisfaction impacts performance, ultimately focused again on financial matters.” In the case that there
is a motivation to advance ethics and social responsibility in management education, authors propose
that students should be provided with a human-centered worldview where ethics and social
responsibility are a priority. Otherwise the students will perceive these themes as subsidiary and
useless (Giacalone & Thompson, 2006).
Kučera (2012) states that due to the phenomenon of globalization, as a main challenge for the current
economic environment, managers need to manage and control still more complex and unpredictable
space. Therefore it is important that student of business schools understand historical consequences
of one-sided oriented education (Kučera, 2012). Prandini and others (2012) discuss two approaches
for the responsible management education of business schools’ students enhancing their long-term
thinking and responsible behavior as a future leaders. The two approaches the authors present are
real-life case studies and real-life student projects additionally supporting the cooperation of students,
faculty and company partners.

Methodology
The paper deals with the attitude to social responsibility from university students of business and
economics, future managers. At this point there is a group of university students who attended the
course of Corporate Social Responsibility. Students were currently in the second or third year of
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bachelor study. Students filled out an electronic questionnaire at the beginning and at the end of the
course during the summer semester 2017. 53 students completed the electronic questionnaire at the
beginning of the course and 37 students completed the electronic questionnaire at the end of the
course. Subsequently, the data was evaluated using graphs and tables in Microsoft excel.

Results
For the purpose of this research, two questions were selected and evaluated. In the first question, the
students should decide on the basis of two predefined statements with which of the statements they
agree more.
The statements were:
A: "Companies should focus on making profit, paying taxes and compliance with applicable laws."
B: „Companies, in addition to economic activities should strive to create the higher ethical standards,
to contribute to improving the environment and to promote community development.
They can choose one of these options.
 I agree with statement A
 Rather agree with statement A
 I agree with both of them
 Rather agree with statement B
 I agree with statement B
 I do not agree with none
The results are in the following Figure 1.
Figure 1: With which of the following statements do you agree more?
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with both
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Source: own research

The graph compares students' views before and after the course. The assumption was that before the
course there will be those students who agree with the statement A and after the course, students
lean more towards statement B. As the results show, before and after the course, most students
tagged option I agree with both of them. According to the assumption, before the course, there were
students who tagged the option Rather agree with statement A - 3.77%. Those who tagged the
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statement B before the course, so the options Rather agree with statement B or I agree with statement
B, was a total of 30.19%. According to the assumption, after the course, there were more students
who tagged the options Rather agree with statement B or I agree with statement B. It was a total of
37.84%. None of the students after the course tagged the options Rather agree with statement A or
I agree with statement A. We can say that the assumption has been fulfilled.
In the second question, students should imagine that they are the managers of the company and have
the competence to make decisions about engaging in CSR activities. The question was which activities
would they as future company's managers implement most likely. For each CSR area were offered
options. Students could tag any number of activities with option Yes. The results, before and after the
course, for each CSR area are in the following tables (see Table 1, Table 3, Table 5).
Table 2: Social area
Before the
course

After the
course

26

23

30

22

Philanthropy, sponsorship and volunteering, support volunteer activities of employees
Listening and dialogue with interested partners and parties (suppliers, customers, banks,
creditors, shareholders, ...)
Care about the education and retraining of employees
Support the surrounding community (cooperation with schools, with non-profit
organizations, with the local authority)
Assistance with the further application of the dismissed employees, their retraining
(outplacement)
Work life balance of employees (provision of sporting and cultural activities for employees,
reduction of overtime)
The health and safety of their employees
I would not carry out any activity of this pillar

17

18

18

21

36

26

25

14

8

15

36

19

37

18

0

0

Other (please specify what)

0

0

233

176

4

5

Social area
Compliance with equal opportunities and diversity in the workplace (gender, ethnic
minorities, the disabled and the elderly)
Ethics and corporate culture

Together
The average number of marked activities
Source: own research

According to the marked activities, we can compile the list of the most preferred activities in the social
area that students would recommend as future managers of the company. The results change before
and after the course. While before the course there are clear differences between the activities, the
most preferred activity has 37x Yes, the least preferred activity has only 8x Yes. It can be assumed that
the students at the beginning of the course did not have knowledge about which activities belong to
the social field, what they mean and why it is beneficial and desirable to realize them. After the course,
the results of each activity are approximately the same. The most preferred activity has 26x Yes and
the least preferred activity has 14x Yes. The resulting ranking from the most preferred activities to the
least preferred activities can be seen in Table 2. Options I would not carry out any activity of this pillar
and Other (please specify what) were not marked. The assumption was also that students would
recommend fewer activities before the course. On average, they marked before the course 4 activities,
after the course 5 activities. On average, the number of recommended activities increased by 1.
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Table 3: Preference recommended activities
Before the course
1.

After the course

The health and safety of their employees

1.

2.-3.

Care about the education and retraining of
employees

2.

2.-3.

Work life balance of employees (provision of
sporting and cultural activities for employees,
reduction of overtime)

3.

Ethics and corporate culture

4.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Compliance with equal opportunities and
diversity in the workplace (gender, ethnic
minorities, the disabled and the elderly)
Support the surrounding community
(cooperation with schools, with non-profit
organizations, with the local authority)
Listening and dialogue with interested partners
and parties (suppliers, customers, banks,
creditors, shareholders, …)

5.

Philanthropy, sponsorship and volunteering,
support volunteer activities of employees

Assistance with the further application of the
dismissed employees, their retraining
(outplacement)
Source: own research

Ethics and corporate culture
Listening and dialogue with interested partners
and parties (suppliers, customers, banks,
creditors, shareholders, ...)
Work life balance of employees (provision of
sporting and cultural activities for employees,
reduction of overtime)

6.-7.

Philanthropy, sponsorship and volunteering,
support volunteer activities of employees

6.-7.

The health and safety of their employees

8.

9.

Care about the education and retraining of
employees
Compliance with equal opportunities and
diversity in the workplace (gender, ethnic
minorities, the disabled and the elderly)

9.

Assistance with the further application of the
dismissed employees, their retraining
(outplacement)
Support the surrounding community
(cooperation with schools, with non-profit
organizations, with the local authority)

Table 4: Economic area
Before the
course
17

After the
course
16

Rejection of corruption, fraud, and unfair competition

40

33

Protection of intellectual property

22

9

After-sales service for customers

24

12

Fair trade

34

28

The transparency of the activities of the organization and the results of its business

10

8

Creation of employment opportunities in the region in which the organization operates
Maintaining good relations within the supply chain, loyalty to the organization, correct
relations with the owners of the organization
I would not carry out any activity of this pillar.

26

20

44

31

0

0

Other (please specify what)

0

0

217

157

4

4

Economic area
The provision of information to its stakeholders (customers, suppliers, banks, ...)

Together
The average number of marked activities
Source: own research

According to the marked activities, we can compile the list of the most preferred activities in the
economic area that students would recommend as future managers of the company. The results
change before and after the course. While in the social field there were greater differences between
preferred activities only before the course, here, in the economic area, there are significant differences
even after the course. The most preferred activity before the course has 44x Yes, the least preferred
activity has only 10x Yes. The most preferred activity after the course has 33x Yes, the least preferred
activity has only 8x Yes. It is possible to conclude that for students is very difficult to understand to
activities in economic area than in other areas. It is recommended to devote more time to the
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economic area than the other areas. The resulting ranking from the most preferred activities to the
least preferred activities can be seen in Table 4. Options I would not carry out any activity of this pillar
and Other (please specify what) were not marked. The assumption was also that students would
recommend fewer activities before the course. On average, they marked before the course 4 activities,
after the course 4 activities. On average, the number of recommended activities has not changed. This
result was supposed to be due to the previous results. Even after the course is not clear individual
activities in the economic field and therefore the number of recommended activities does not change.
Table 5: Preference recommended activities
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Before the course
Maintaining good relations within the supply
chain, loyalty to the organization, correct relations
with the owners of the organization
Rejection of corruption, fraud, and unfair
competition

After the course
1.

6.

Maintaining good relations within the supply
chain, loyalty to the organization, correct
relations with the owners of the organization
Fair trade
Creation of employment opportunities in the
region in which the organization operates
The provision of information to its stakeholders
(customers, suppliers, banks, ...)
After-sales service for customers

7.

Protection of intellectual property

8.

The transparency of the activities of the
organization and the results of its business

2.

Fair trade
Creation of employment opportunities in the
region in which the organization operates

3.

After-sales service for customers

5.

4.

6.

Protection of intellectual property
The provision of information to its stakeholders
7.
(customers, suppliers, banks, ...)
The transparency of the activities of the
8.
organization and the results of its business
Source: own research

Rejection of corruption, fraud, and unfair
competition

Table 6: Environmental area
Before the
course
14

After the
course
13

46

33

27

18

Reducing the consumption of material, energy, water

30

22

Education of our employees in the field of environmental protection

27

23

Eco-friendly products or services

19

20

Protection of used natural resources

23

15

Identifying the origin of the use of resources

12

14

The use of renewable natural resources
I would not carry out any activity of this pillar

32

26

0

0

Other (please specify what)

0

0

230

184

4

5

Environmental area
Ecological means of transport
Reduce the waste and total waste management, recycling, use of recycled paper in
the offices of the organization
Reduction of CO2 emitted into the air

Together
The average number of marked activities
Source: own research

According to the marked activities, we can compile the list of the most preferred activities in the
environmental area that students would recommend as future managers of the company. The results
change before and after the course. While before the course there are clear differences between the
activities, the most preferred activity has 46x Yes, the least preferred activity has only 12x Yes. It can
be assumed that the students at the beginning of the course did not have knowledge about which
activities belong to the social field, what they mean and why it is beneficial and desirable to realize
them, as well as in the social area. After the course, the results of each activity are approximately the
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same. The most preferred activity has 33x Yes and the least preferred activity has 13x Yes. The resulting
ranking from the most preferred activities to the least preferred activities can be seen in Table 6.
Options I would not carry out any activity of this pillar and Other (please specify what) were not
marked. The assumption was also that students would recommend fewer activities before the course.
On average, they marked before the course 4 activities, after the course 5 activities. On average, the
number of recommended activities increased by 1. The result is the same as in the social area.
Table 7: Preference recommended activities

5.

After the course
Reduce the waste and total waste management,
recycling, use of recycled paper in the offices of
the organization
The use of renewable natural resources
Education of our employees in the field of
environmental protection
Reducing the consumption of material, energy,
water
Eco-friendly products or services

6.

Protection of used natural resources

6.

Reduction of CO2 emitted into the air

7.

Eco-friendly products or services

7.

Protection of used natural resources

8.

Ecological means of transport

8.

Identifying the origin of the use of resources

9.

Ecological means of transport

1.
2.
3.
4.-5.
4.-5.

Before the course
Reduce the waste and total waste management,
recycling, use of recycled paper in the offices of
the organization
The use of renewable natural resources
Reducing the consumption of material, energy,
water
Education of our employees in the field of
environmental protection
Reduction of CO2 emitted into the air

1.
2.
3.
4.

9.
Identifying the origin of the use of resources
Source: own research

In the social and environmental areas, we can assume from the results that knowledge has shifted in
these two areas and the students understand them more. These two areas are closer to them from
everyday life, so they are better able to understand them. The area for improving knowledge remains
in the economic area where knowledge has not changed.
In the following years it would be possible to examine whether the average numbers are rising, falling,
or are the same according to individual CSR areas. It would also be possible to examine the order of
preferred activities. Whether, for example, the first places change, remain the same and the
differences before and after the course according to the individual CSR areas.

Conclusion
For the purpose of this research, two questions were selected and evaluated. In the first question, the
students should decide on the basis of two predefined statements with which of the statements they
agree more. In the first question, the assumption has been fulfilled. None of the students after the
course tagged the options Rather agree with statement A or I agree with statement A. After the course,
students lean more towards statement B. Students have learned to distinguish between socially
responsible and irresponsible behavior. This was thanks to the discussions in the course. Gordon (1998)
is coming to the same conclusion, that students can become more aware of CSR after extensive
readings and class discussions. In the second question, students should imagine that they are the
managers of the company and have the competence to make decisions about engaging in CSR
activities. In the social and environmental areas, we can assume from the results that knowledge has
shifted in these two areas and the students understand them more. These two areas are closer to them
from everyday life, so they are better able to understand them. The area for improving knowledge
remains in the economic area where knowledge has not changed. The recommendation is therefore
to pay more attention to the economic pillar and its activities.
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There are also some limitation of the research. The first limitation of the research is that this
questionnaire was filled in for the first time. Therefore, there are no data that can be compared. The
second limiting of the research is that the questionnaire was not filled by all the students of the course
and that the questionnaire did not fill the same number of students. 53 students completed the
electronic questionnaire at the beginning of the course and 37 students completed the electronic
questionnaire at the end of the course. The third limitation of the research is the small amount of
respondents, caused by the limited number of students who took the course, can be taken as a limited
sample, where the differences between the first and the second phase are not visible very well. The
low number of answers is also a limit for further and statistically deeper data processing at this point.
In connection with the limitation of research, this questionnaire would be filled out regularly by
students of the course and the results would be compared over time. It would be research how the
student´s knowledge of the course of Corporate Social Responsibility has shifted towards socially
responsible activities not only before and after the course but also in individual years. It would be
investigated whether the differences are significant or not. The course is taught annually and the
number of students is more or less the same. In further research, emphasis would be on ensuring that
all students complete a questionnaire at the beginning and at the end of the course.
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Abstract
South African Pharmaceutical companies appear to be at a loss as to why there is dissent and hostility
towards the sector, given the large amount of philanthropy that the companies engage in.
The inherent assumption in this research is that pharmaceutical corporations are attentive and aware
of the many socio-economic problems that face South Africa today, but are unaware of the specific
demands that they could, and would, address in order to further their sustainability efforts. Implicit is
the notion that these organizations contribute company resources like product, time, and money, to
social causes, which attain less real impact than imagined. Often, these acts of altruism are misaligned
with what communities actually need from the companies. This results in frustration from both parties,
which harms company reputation and leaves communities in despair. There is a lack of research in
South Africa to determine what the greater community’s corporate responsibility expectations are of
large corporates. To counteract stakeholder dissatisfaction and inform innovate engagement
approaches, the real expectations of communities need to be formally explored.
The research thus attempted to identify the corporate responsibility expectations of the public by
using the media as a proxy for public opinion. A mixed method design was adopted by collecting South
African news reports from credible media sources which were then analyzed using hermeneutic
content analysis.
The results could aid in reconciling misaligned expectations and can potentially save companies time,
money and energy by redirecting their CSR initiatives to build stronger stakeholder engagement, and
invest in innovative stakeholder engagement approaches, which would ultimately aid in positioning
the Pharmaceutical sector in a positive light.
Keywords
Corporate responsibility expectations, social responsibility, stakeholder engagement
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Abstract
Several authors have distinguished between Supplier Integration (SI) and Customer Integration (CI)
and investigated the impact of integration on innovation. However, the way these integration activities
“combine” and whether such combinations can create an additional effect on innovation performance
beyond their separate effects has not been examined. This study explores how the separate and
combined effects of SI and CI contribute to the achievement of radical and incremental innovation.
Based on ambidexterity theory, two combined effects identified here as the balanced dimension and
the complementary dimension of SI and CI, are examined. The research is based on triadic data drawn
from a sample of focal firms, supplier firms, and customer firms operating in the heavy industrial
manufacturing sector. The findings indicate a direct, positive relationship between SI and CI and radical
and incremental innovation. Regarding the combined effect of SI and CI, our analysis shows that the
complementary dimension is positively associated with radical and incremental innovation, while the
balanced dimension is not associated with radical and incremental innovation. Regarding outcomes,
we show radical and incremental innovation improve firm performance independently, however,
incremental innovation has a much greater impact on firm performance than radical innovation in the
heavy industrial manufacturing sector. This research is the first to provide novel insights into how the
firms’ level of innovation can be facilitated by SI and CI and their complementary effects on radical and
incremental innovation. This study opens up new research avenues for supply chain integration and
suggests directions for future research and practice.
Keywords
Supply chain integration, ambidexterity, innovation
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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to provide a literature review of the FSCM concept by scrutinizing both
theoretical and empirical research contributions.
Design/methodology/approach – A review and analysis of selected, up to date theoretical and
empirical literature is provided in order to prove the significance of this discipline in modern
management theory and provide useful conclusions. Moreover, an emphasis is given on the
contemporary aspects of FSCM in terms of collaboration among companies, suppliers and financing
institutions.
Findings – The field is a relatively new one. Despite the crisis-enhanced research interest and the
growing importance of FSCM, academic contributions and discourse on the subject remain fragmented
and vague. Mainly conceptual approach dominates; research methods employed are mostly empirical
surveys and case studies, with the main focus given on the manufacturing industry while the bank
“dimension” in the FSCM equation is neglected. At the same time, scarce research efforts have been
identified towards the systematic documentation of the core concepts and formative elements of
FSCM in the direction of building a “general theory of FSCM”.
Originality/value – The paper provides a literature review of the FSCM discipline, identifies gaps and
challenges in the field while providing insights on a future research agenda, thus preparing the ground
for FSCM standardization and hopefully initiating a fruitful academic dialogue on the subject.
Keywords
Financial supply chain management, financial performance, supply chain management, logistics, crisis
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1. Introduction
In spite of the fact that supply chains have existed ever since companies have been organized to bring
products and services to customers, the notion of their financing and consequently financial supply
chain management (FSCM) is a relatively recent thinking in management literature. Although research
interests and the importance of FSCM are constantly growing, scholarly materials remain scattered
and unclear while no research has been directed towards a systematic identification of the core
initiatives and constructs involved in FSCM. Major Interest in FSCM has steadily increased since the
past decades and especially during the recent global financial crisis, when firms saw the benefits of
collaborative relationships within and beyond their own organization. Companies worldwide discover
that they can no longer compete effectively in the current complex business environment apart from
their suppliers or other entities within the supply chain process. The comparative advantage of a
linkage among firms’ supply chain strategies and their overall business plans is also considered a top
priority so as to achieve a successful FSCM practice. This paper aims to redefine the concept of FSCM
and review both theoretical and empirical research, while underlying the existing research gaps thus,
laying the ground for a fruitful dialogue among the various stakeholders. The main goal of this paper
is twofold: to provide a literature review of FSCM, both theoretical and empirical, while underlying the
existing research gaps thus, laying the ground for future research. At first, the main elements that
constitute the term FSCM are defined so as to analyze and decode its inner meaning. Moreover, an
emphasis is given on the contemporary aspects of FSCM in terms of collaboration among companies,
suppliers and financing institutions. Afterwards, a systematic review of both theoretical and empirical
literature is provided in order to prove the significance of this discipline in modern management theory
and provide useful conclusions. This is achieved by analyzing, except from the theoretical research
contributions, several empirical studies that justify the theoretical background. Finally, certain
suggestions are proposed for all the involved parties to get the best out of FSCM, hopefully initiating a
fruitful academic dialogue on this critical issue.

2. Financial Supply Chain Management (FSCM): Definition, Core Elements & Contemporary Aspects
Supply Chain Management (SCM) is nowadays well established within large organizations as a major
tool which offers competitive advantage in terms of cutting down the cost of goods and simultaneously
improving customer service. Traditionally SCM was referred to the functions of logistics,
transportation, purchasing and supplies. However, the evolution of SCM has moved to focus on
integration, visibility, cycle time reduction and streamlined channels. A required condition for the
application of a successful SCM strategy is the efficient cooperation among various, previously
independent functions such as sales division, marketing and logistics. The financial factor has not been
heavily integrated in these aforementioned procedures, but in the modern globalized economy, which
is characterized by high levels of competition and harsh financial conditions, firms are engaged in an
endless fight for cost cutting while struggling to gain access to the required funds in order to achieve
their goals. The birth of the term FSCM comes from the necessity to identify supply chain management
as a single entity and the primary objective of maximizing profit across the whole range of its activities.
And the main task of FSCM is to save the capital cost by means of integrated relationships of partners
and advanced financing activities in supply chains. Financial Supply Chain Management is generally
defined as a set of business and financial processes that link the various parties involved in a supply
chain – i.e. the buyer, the seller and the financing institution - with a view to reducing financing costs
and ultimately achieve improved business efficiency. The next figure introduces the FSCM “pyramid”
in order to offer a brief, simplified view of its main components and to serve as a future research
reference:
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Figure 1: The FSCM “pyramid”

FINANCING
INSTITUTION

FSCM
BUYER

SUPPLIER

The concept of FSCM stems from the introduction of supply chain financing programs from the
financing institution with new forms of payable processes and payment terms among business
partners. The financial services provided by large participants and external financial providers help on
increasing supply chain efficiency, as a whole, while remaining competitive. It essentially minimizes
the complexity of payable processes via open accounts and in the meanwhile allows small participants
to benefit from large participants’ optimal credit ratings to reduce their costs of capital. Overall it
improves short-term liquidity in the value chain and consolidates long-term supplier-buyer
relationships. In Figure 2, the “circuit” of FSCM is presented so as to provide a simplified illustration of
the main flows and the involving parts:
Figure 2: The “circuit” of FSCM

The main focus is given on financial flows and what matters the most is that there is an informed view
of the impact an alteration in working capital management processes in one organization can have on
the rest parties across the supply chain and on final costs. As suppliers suffer by delayed payments
which squeeze liquidity and affect negatively their cash conversion cycle, they rely on short-term
borrowing, at rates which are higher than those the buyer could attain, in order to be able to operate
properly. So due to the fact that suppliers’ cost of capital is higher than that of the buyers (it is
estimated to 3 - 4%) the overall financing cost of the whole supply chain will increase and as these
additional costs tend to find their way back to the buyers later, the latter have the incentive to pull this
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kind of cost out of the chain by helping their major suppliers get better terms (lower lending rate,
discount policies etc.) and improve processes. This helps in the direction of creating a “circle of trust”
among the involving parties (byers – suppliers - banks) and setting the framework for a win-win
situation. For banking institutions on the other hand, FSCM was initially seen as a marketing “vehicle”
to expand traditional financial products and get access to a broader client base, but nowadays they
have managed to identify those elements which are necessary in order to better address their
customers supply chain needs through proper business tools provided by FSCM, such as Reverse
Factoring. And due to the fact that these products offer increased reliability, which in turn reduces the
required liquidity thus, improving their capital adequacy ratios, it is of major importance in view of the
application of the stricter rules of Basel III (fully operational from 2019). The key elements of FSCM are
presented in the next figure, where six interconnected sub-categories are identified: process
improvement (automation of transactions, elimination of paperwork), cash management (payments),
risk management (mitigation of risks), working capital management (cash flow, inventories etc.) and
MIS (visibility control).
Figure 3: Key elements of FSCM

Source: Fallon, Sergeant & Ensor, 2007

It is common sense among the research community and companies worldwide the fact that FSCM is a
vital step towards the achievement of efficient supply chains. While back in the 1990s optimizing the
physical product flow along supply chains was enough to give firms the desired competitive advantage,
nowadays some firms reach their limits as further improvement potentials of the physical supply chain
are increasingly difficult to identify and achieve. However, one area still abundant of potentials is FSCM
since it considers the physical and financial flows simultaneously and with a holistic approach, i.e.
planning, managing, and controlling of all processes and transactions related to financial flows along
the entire supply chain. FSCM helps firms identify further means of reducing their working capital and
improve processes along their supply chain, resulting in increased revenues and thus, profits. In
addition, FSCM takes into account the needs and behaviors of employees and departments in the
organization. As a result new tasks at the intersection of finance and supply chain management create
new business areas for banks as well as financial and logistics service providers. The aim is to look
behind the traditional “operation” FSCM approach. Moreover, FSCM is put at the epicenter of
attention, contrary to the prevailing “process” conceptual framing and theories related to transaction
cost, economics and competitive advantage. The main focus is on managing the financial flows of
supply chains in order to achieve business value-added, with the terms of liquidity and profitability
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been the key issues along with cost reduction. Additionally, the banking factor, as the main financing
source, is examined thoroughly concerning its interaction with the operation of the firms and also risk
(financial, credit etc.) is addressed. Traditionally supply chain decisions are usually close to operational
management instead of financial management. However FSCM is a financial solution to develop the
supply chain management, and in return the improved supply chain efficiency will enhance financial
performance and subsequently business efficiency. Following the burst of the global financial crisis and
the severe negative impact on economic conditions, the management of working capital has become
critical due to the provoked long cash flow cycle time from procurement to sales. Firms are seeking an
appropriate financing method to their own as well as their trading partners, but the conflicted goals
among buyers and suppliers increase the complexity to build up a mutually beneficial process. The
buyers wish to delay payments for their specific financial situations and the suppliers on the other
hand desire to accelerate collections. The application of FSCM methods in supply chains can create
win-win conditions for the collaborating partners through simple and fast payable processes.

3. Literature Review
After the clarification of the term FSCM a review of selected referred journal articles follows in order
to gather and analyze systematically the recent developments on the field. By scrutinizing both
theoretical and empirical literature and giving emphasis on the contemporary aspects of FSCM in terms
of collaboration among companies, suppliers and financing institutions, not only problematic areas are
identified, but also useful conclusions come to surface and certain suggestions are proposed. The
research literature is divided into the following three main categories for purposes of separation and
organization of the review:
1. Financial aspects-conceptual framing
2. Performance measurement - KPIs
3. Crisis driven - cost efficiency
3.1. Financial aspects-conceptual framing
Hofmann (2005) notes that Supply Chain Finance is based on three constitutive elements:
o
o
o

Institutional of actor, it can be only a business actor in supply chain and/or involve financial
institution, private investor and government.
Characteristic of supply chain management, regarding regulations in cooperation in supply
chain system such as contract regulation, financing system, pricing policy, etc.
Financing function, types of utilization of financing such as for investment, operational capital,
goods supplying, marketing, etc.

These elements, which can be understood as a framework of SCF, are taken into account, while making
value chain decisions in a financial way.
He also identifies collaboration characteristics in SCF by pointing out that while the typical financial
activities are designed for single businesses or their subunits, an application of these tasks in a supply
chain environment requires a modification to consider inter-organizational aspects. The adaptations
needed to design a supply chain-wide performance system are superimposed by the influences
focused on covering the special aspects of SCF.
Baiman and Rajan (2002) investigate collaborative SCF and show that there are two special aspects to
take into account, each of them illustrated by a short case. Firstly, investing in projects that would
otherwise be beyond their individual organization’s scope of consideration (collaborative supply
chains), implies an increase in the number of investment alternatives. Thus, a financial collaboration
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with the firm’s most significant supplier not only offers new investment options, but also diminishes
the existing opportunity cost and resulting in enhancing the supply chain process.
Secondly, the optimal investment alternative is the one delivering the highest value to all collaborating
entities, considering the cash flows of all participants when deciding about different alternatives. The
arising opportunities of collaborative investment activities (e.g. incremental capital expenditure),
collaborative debt management, and ways to jointly influence the costs of capital (Weighted Average
Cost of Capital - WACC), represent areas for further improvement that should be thoroughly
researched in future studies.
Mark van Laere (2012) deploys a model that can be utilized in order to quantify the value of the
benefits from reverse factoring for all the involved parties i.e. the buyer, the supplier and the financing
institution in an international setting. Furthermore, the author examines the impact of the newly
established Basel III regulatory framework on SCF and consequently on reverse factoring. However,
the impact on product level is proved not to be clear, but it constitutes a useful approach so as to
incorporate the effects of Basel III rules in SCF.
Moritz Leon Gomm (2010) suggests a framework in order to investigate the financial issues in SCM and
showcases that there exist huge opportunities for SCM professionals if they add on financial issues the
SCM perspective. SCM has the potential to improve the capital cost rate as a critical supply chain driver
of shareholder value, apart from the improvement in sales and cost cutting.
Van der Vliet, Reindorp and Fransoo (2013) highlight trends that widen the range of trade-offs to be
considered in an SCF initiative and clarify the relevance of these trends through a case study of two
European firms. These firms’ primary target is to generate value from their SCF initiative, but their
approaches show different strategies for addressing supply chain risk and the opportunity to customize
supplier relations. They also propose a conceptual framework which places SCF practices and identifies
the need for further research on strategic and tactical considerations.
3.2. Empirical surveys: Performance measurement - KPIs
Lambert and Pohlen (2001) state that most of the supply chain metrics used to measure performance
are unable to capture the value and profitability drivers in the supply chain. Therefore, they proposed
a specific framework for developing supply chain metrics which translates performance into
shareholder value using the EVA method.
More recently, Craig Shepherd and Hannes Günter (2006) aim to address the shortage of research into
performance measurement systems and metrics of supply chains by critically reviewing the
contemporary literature and suggesting possible opportunities for future research. The article provides
taxonomy of performance measures and argues that despite considerable advances in the related
literature in recent years, a number of critical issues have not yet received adequate attention,
including the factors influencing the successful implementation of performance measurement systems
for supply chains and the forces shaping their evolution over time.
In a European study (Ceccarello, Neser, Pestre, Roman & Poisson, 2002) into financial indicators and
supply chain integration that used the supply chain operations-reference model (SCOR) to benchmark
five financial indicators i.e. days of inventory, receivables, payables, return on investment and asset
turnover, and the level of integration and collaboration, a significant correlation among SCM practice
and these evaluated indicators was found.
Elmuti (2002) studied the impact of supply chain management on overall organizational effectiveness
so as to identify problems that affect supply chain management success. The results of the research
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showed that organizations generally considered themselves as successful at managing their supply
chains, achieving significant improvement in organizational performance, but on the other hand they
have not reached the order of magnitude of improvements ascribed to supply chain management.
At a macro-level, Hendricks and Singhal (2005) analyzed the association between supply chain glitches
and financial operating performance. They used a sample of 884 glitches announced by publicly traded
firms and tested them against a sample of control firms of similar size and industries. On average, the
glitches lead to 6.9% lower sales growth, 10.7% higher growth in costs and 13.9% higher growth in
inventories.
Wesley S. Randall and M. Theodore Farris II (2009) show how firm financial management techniques
can be used to improve overall supply chain profitability and performance. The proposed methodology
includes scenarios that highlight potential supply chain improvements gained by collaborative
management of cash-to-cash cycles and sharing WACC with trading partners.
Fellenz, Augustenborg, Brady and Greene (2009) explored current models and practice regarding the
dynamics of financial flows along global supply networks. Their work was mainly based on data
collected from technology and service providers that focus on such issues along global supply networks
and identified requirements for improved solutions to supply chain finance challenges. This research
has particular relevance in the light of the disruptions that the global credit crunch has brought to
global financial system and the related changes that are likely as responses to these disruptions.
Ballou (2007) provides ideas for researchers and managers which are valuable in defining their action
agendas for improving supply chain operations. The main challenges to be addressed, as identified by
the author, are the need for a mechanism of sharing the benefits of cooperation among the supply
chain members, for enhanced relationship skills of supply chain managers and for improved methods
of estimating the revenue contribution potential of the supply chain.
Chae (2009) highlights the need for the development of key performance indicators (KPIs) for the
purposes of measuring and monitoring supply chain performance. He seeks to offer a practical
approach to performance measurement and to present a list of key KPIs. This paper offers insights
from industry in the area of supply chain performance measurement and a practical approach to
developing performance metrics. It concludes that companies should focus on only a small list of KPIs
which are critical for their operations management, customer service and financial viability. Potential
KPIs should also be developed for each of SCOR model’s four meta-processes (plan, source, make, and
delivery) and need to be hierarchically grouped such as primary and secondary metrics.
Dello Iacono, Reindorp and Nico Dellaert (2015) showed that market dynamics can significantly
influence the lifecycle and value of a SCF arrangement. This was achieved by creating a model of
market dynamics for reverse factoring, a specific type of SCF arrangement. The authors identify the
following market factors as key for direct benefits:
 competition
 interest rates
 receivables volumes and
 firms’ working capital goals.
The authors concluded that reverse factoring can yield direct benefits for all supply chain participants,
but that these benefits are highly dependent to market conditions.
Grosse-Ruyken, Wagner and Jönke (2011) examined the contribution of the cash conversion cycle
(CCC) as a proper measure of a firm’s performance. The empirical results indicate a significantly
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negative relationship among the CCC and return on capital employed (ROCE). The authors argue that
the optimal level of CCC for responsive supply chains must be assessed holistically and conclude that
the proper working capital management depends on the business model, its specific supply chain
design configurations and risk aspects within the supply chain.
Yang and Birge (2011) make usage of a model that explicitly captures the interaction among firms’
operations decisions and financial risks. They demonstrate that with demand uncertainty, supply chain
efficiency is improved, via trade credit, by acting as a risk-sharing mechanism.
Supply chain management and supply chain finance are undergoing a vast transformation. Since the
average cost of purchased materials, components, and services across manufacturing firms frequently
exceeds 60% to 70% of the total cost of operations (Wagner, 2006a), the effective management of the
product, information and funding flows along the entire supply chain is critical. Competition among
firms nowadays means competition between supply chains and networks (Borgatti & Foster, 2003;
More & Babu, 2009; Smith & Buddress, 2005). The importance of successful supply chain management
has been highlighted by a variety of empirical studies that have investigated the relationship between
well designed supply chain management and a firm’s profitability (D’Avanzo et al., 2003; Ellram & Liu,
2002; Ou et al., 2010).
3.3. Crisis driven – cost efficiency
Historically firms have tended to focus their value chain activities on efficiency and cost-cutting
initiatives in order to improve the performance of the chain. However, concentrating solely on these
optimization approaches does not lead to long-term, sustainable success in supply chain management
(Ketchen et al., 2008). The worldwide economic crisis in 2008 reduced the amount of money that was
available to many firms. In fact, several supply chain networks would have been on the verge of
collapse if suppliers’ liquidity shortfalls had not been balanced by financially strong firms within the
supply chain. This situation worsened for upstream and downstream parties along the value chain
because rising risk premiums and new restrictions on credit increased the probability of insolvency. As
a result, firms have reconsidered their policies concerning working capital management and adopted
a more reliable and holistic approach due to the fact that the already used methods and tools, which
worked well in the past, were proven ineffective during the recent global financial crisis.
Silvestro and Lustrato (2014) explored the role of banks in enabling Supply Chain Integration (SCI) by
developing a model of physical and financial SCI, which is based on a process view from both buyers'
and suppliers' perspectives. A case study analysis of two international banks is performed and the
findings show that banks can support buyers and suppliers by contributing to the enablers of SCI,
namely coordination, collaboration, information sharing and information visibility. The authors point
out however, that further studies are required in order to quantify the impact of banks' interventions
on SCI.
World-class firms closely monitor and manage their working capital along the supply chain because
the way in which firms manage their working capital has a strong impact on their profitability (GarciaTeruel & Martinez-Solano, 2007; Shin & Soenem, 1998). Hence, the traditional approach to working
capital management, where each firm optimizes its working capital detached from its supply chain
partners, might no longer be the most efficient solution (Daugherty et al., 2006).
In the context of working capital management, the cash conversion cycle (CCC) is a powerful
performance metric for assessing how well a firm manages its working capital (Preve & Sarria-Allende,
2010). A firm with a lower CCC is more efficient because it turns its working capital over more
frequently; this leads to a higher return on capital employed (ROCE). Reducing CCC lowers the amount
of capital that is tied up in the supply chain and raises profitability. However, reducing CCC in one firm
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might have the undesirable effect of increasing the working capital for other firms in the supply chain.
Therefore, optimizing working capital from a supply chain perspective requires ensuring a balanced
CCC for all supply chain partners. The necessity for a supply chain-spanning approach arises from the
fact that most firms are involved in interfirm relationships in their supply chains and thus depend on
having stable and healthy partners (suppliers, retailers, customers, etc.). The bankruptcy of even a
single supplier in the supply chain might set off a domino effect throughout the entire value chain.
Managerial and scientific interest for Supply Chain Finance (SCF) has grown significantly since the
recent financial crisis (Seifert & Seifert 2011).
According to a broad survey of executives (Aberdeen 2011), the impact of demand volatility on
available cash is a key factor behind these developments. Indeed, as demand volatility calls on one
hand for more safety stock investment but on the other hand induces a desire to hold more
precautionary cash, balancing these concerns may become a challenge. Through interdisciplinary and
inter-firm cooperation, SCF concepts and applications claim to offer integrated solutions to such
problems. Nevertheless, the Supply Chain Management discipline itself is often surprisingly little
involved in these solutions. The study also indicates that the Supply Chain discipline is not involved in
almost 50% of SCF programs surveyed.
Billington and others (2002) and Costantino and Pellegrino (2010) examined the real options approach
in order to help decision makers to make better informed decisions about supply chain strategies and
investments under uncertainty conditions. Similar to financial options, real options evaluate the
benefits of managerial flexibility and capture upside potential while limiting downside loss.
Cao and Zhang (2011) aimed to uncover the nature of supply chain collaboration and explore its impact
on firm performance based on a paradigm of collaborative advantage. The empirical analysis collected
data via a web survey of U.S. manufacturing firms in various industries. The results indicated that
supply chain collaboration improves collaborative advantage and indeed has a bottom-line influence
on firm performance. Moreover, collaborative advantage is an intermediate variable that enables
supply chain partners to achieve synergies and create superior performance.
Natarajarathinam, Capar and Narayanan (2009) deal with the crisis dimension in managing supply
chains by exploring the current practices and research trends with the usage of a unique fivedimensional framework that classifies the existing literature. The study reveals that most of the
research is focused on proactive approaches to crisis in supply chains and that management during
various internal crises such as supplier bankruptcy constitutes a new, challenging area that requires
further investigation.

4. Concluding Remarks and Research Challenges Ahead
The review shows that FSCM is a scientific field at its infancy, with exponential growth in interest from
researchers and practitioners, mostly driven by the current financial crisis and the consequent
recession. However, a set of key features were identified to prevail:
 a reliance on the manufacturing and consumer goods industry for empirical as well as
analytical illustration
 a predomination of transaction cost economics and strategy-based competitive advantage
theoretical grounding
 the usage of survey-based research in investigating the relationship between SCM and
financial performance
 the utilization of analytical conceptual, as well as empirical statistical sampling and case study
methods.
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These dominant characteristics appear to have prevented plurality of ideas in terms of how the area is
conceptualized, theoretically described and researched, making the development of the field a
narrowly concentrated one. This, in turn, has prevented wider propagation and greater acceptance of
ideas outside the functional areas that FSCM has traditionally been associated with. As a result, the
soundness and robustness of the ideas underpinning FSCM have not been fully tested. If this pattern
continues, then there is a significant risk that FSCM will get restricted to a limited intellectual base and
being considered unworthy of serious attention by the broader academic and professional community.
It is clear that a supply chain measurement system which consists of either financial or operational
measures alone is generally inadequate. Moreover, the majority of the studies have adopted financial
and/or operational measurements to estimate the improvement and performance of the examined
firm (i.e. either buyer or supplier). The notion of FSCM, however, entails measuring the performance
of the entire supply chain rather than just the performance of the individual supply chain partners.
For improving the theory, there is great scope for development by using theories such as principalagent theory or property rights theory to explain the value of co-operative financing models in supply
chains. Analysis of the use of information (the information flow) in supply chains not just for planning
purposes but also for improving financial decisions may also offer interesting insights. For service
providers, especially financial and logistics service providers, new business models can be found in
developing solutions that combine the needs of logistics, SCM and finance. This also indicates the
necessity for SCM, logistics and finance professionals to collaborate at a micro-level. At a macro-level,
the financing institutions such as banks, must work more closely with logistics service providers and
related consultants to develop new innovative FSCM solutions in terms of proper products. Many of
the financial elements presented in this paper comprise the employment of an external service
provider. Due to the novelty of the FSCM approach, the market for service providers offering this type
of services is still at early stage. Logistics and financial service providers are increasingly trying to adapt
to the changing requirements though. How successfully collaborative financial processes can be
outsourced will primarily depend on how far companies are prepared and willing to open up large
parts of their financial system (openness of inside financial plan of companies). Given the findings of
this paper, it seems justified to predict an ever increasing significance and dissemination of FSCM in
the future, not only stemming from and focusing on crisis, but also in every aspect of the modern
business world. But in order for FSCM to take the next step the following conditions have to be met:
 Standardization
 Market consensus and
 Structural and organizational changes within banks.
Within the supply chain market, different definitions of FSCM exist. Mostly FSCM is used as a synonym
for reverse factoring, while by others it is used as a collective tool for all financial products supporting
the end to end supply chain. In order for banks and other players in this market to move to the next
stage and answer a growing demand for web-based multi-bank solutions, banks should agree on those
definitions. Further standardization is needed in order to make FSCM offerings available for a wider
public. Finally, banking institutions need to change their internal structure from a product based
structure to a more holistic one that is able to combine different financial products and support the
end to end supply chain.
Even more, the major challenges the FSCM discipline faces, as identified by the literature review, can
me summarized to the following:
 information asymmetry
 high levels of uncertainty
 risk mitigation
 supply chain disruptions
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IT advance and automation of FSCM processes
ever growing role of banks
collaboration among all partners
value added for all participating parties.

In conclusion, in spite of the crisis-enhanced research interest and the growing importance of FSCM,
academic contributions and discourse on the subject remain fragmented and vague. At the same time,
scarce research efforts have been identified towards the systematic documentation of the core
concepts and formative elements of FSCM. This paper provided a literature review of the FSCM
concept by scrutinizing both theoretical and empirical research contributions, identifying grey research
areas, terminology ambiguities and formative deficiencies, thus preparing the ground for FSCM
standardization and hopefully initiating a fruitful academic discourse on the subject.
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Abstract
Organizational culture is one of the organization’s dissimilarity determinants, exposing it among many
others, including typical for it norms, values and artifacts. It’s difficult to define this qualification, that’s
why it seems sometimes to be incomprehensible and underestimated, also often it’s one of the key
organization’s and employees’ efficiency destroyers. This article is theoretical and empirical in nature.
The first purpose of the paper is to present the results of author's own empirical research devoted to
assessing the present and expected organizational culture model in Polish employees’ opinion. In
particular, the scientific analysis process was focused on establishing of any significant differences in
the above-mentioned assessment depending on the ownership type/form of an organization (state,
private, the third sector) and company size (micro, small, medium-sized and big enterprises). The
second purpose is to present which organizational culture model creates the most friendly working
environment. Two research tools were used in the research process: the OCAI research questionnaire
prepared by K.S. Cameron / R.E. Quinn for the organizational culture model diagnosis and the research
questionnaire prepared by the author of this paper for the human resource dysfunctions diagnosis.
664 employees participated in the research process. The respondents' structure was differentiated in
terms of age, educational background and employment history. The factographic material collected in
the research was analyzed with statistical concluding based on Pearson’s test of independence chisquare and K.S. Cameron/E.E. Quinn methodology. The paper serves as an inspirational source of
knowledge for management practitioners and theoreticians interested in creating new- better
business models.
Keywords
Organizational culture model, business models, organization management, human resources
management
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1. Multidimensionality of Organizational Culture
An organizational culture is a multi-color concept, hotly debated by representatives of different
scientific disciplines and the temperature of the debate is increasing. As observed by Serafin (2015):
"Interest in the organizational culture is related to its vast impact on various areas of a life of an
organization as well as on its surroundings. The organizational culture affects performance of
individuals and units, efficiency of an organization, work satisfaction and engagement, planning and
task delivering strategy, recruitment and selection of staff and their acceptance by the enterprise, the
scale of resistance against changes and organizational conflicts, if any, socializing and the nature of
interaction, innovation and new product development, marketing and sales (...). The organizational
culture serves to eliminate any organizational ambiguity of behaviors and promotes pro-effective
behavior of the staff. With this approach, they share behavior patterns and assumption developed in
the company (...). Knowledge of the culture and climate in an organization and on how its employees
see themselves, the company and its future on the market is a good prognostics of its effectiveness,
the source of its success and failures". The organizational culture should be perceived as a multi-aspect
culture, as confirmed by many other authors from all parts of the world (e.g.: Saad & Asaad, 2015;
Yiing & Ahmad, 2009; Gimenez-Espin, Jimenez-Jimenez & Martinez-Costa, 2013; Altaf, 2011;
Harrington & Voehl, 2015; Su, Yang & Yang, 2012; Neagu & Nicula, 2012; Weare, Lichterman & Esparza,
2014, Sokro, 2012). The organizational culture is sometimes referred to as "the personality of an
organization", "philosophy which guides the policy of an organization", "the core of the values which
determine corporate philosophy or mission", "customary and traditional ways of thinking and acting",
"organizational climate”, "symbols, the language, ideologies, rituals, myths,", "values, standards,
knowledge", "patterns of thinking processes", "speak or jargon" (Zbiegień-Maciąg, 1999; Srokowski,
2011; LaMontagne, 2016; Wudarzewski, 2013). According to Kasprzak (2017), organizational culture
plays an important role in the process of building a positive organization: "Both the organization and
employees are involved in creating the positive attitude of employees and the organization. The
organization does that through strategies, procedures but predominantly through values, the
organizational culture, promoted in behavior of leaders and managers." Therefore, the organizational
culture is clearly presented as a category with a positive perception, representing a factor of key
importance in the process of building the identity of the organization and its employees.
Unfortunately, the view is not shared by all researchers. Representatives of the critical trend believe
that an organizational culture is a tool of domination and oppression, hypothesis and ideology, a
pseudo-scientific trend or even a mental prison (Sułkowski, 2011). The above-mentioned author
demands to attach more attention to diagnosing oppressiveness of the organizational culture,
recognizing and disclosing its ideological function and creating false awareness in cultural processes of
contemporary organization, disclosing mechanisms and scale of "symbolic violence" in organizations,
describing instrumental, manipulative and socio-technical methods of "culturism" in organization,
presenting the vision of culture-derived control mechanisms, bringing organizations closer to the ideal
type of "total institutions". According to some authors, organizational culture is a factor which
determines existence of various dysfunctions in the management process. In the opinion of Tarnowska
(2011): "the organizational culture is one of the main sources of pathology in social behavior". The
above-presented view is also confirmed by Pietruszka-Ortyl (2016) who concludes that "pathology of
an organization is an extreme form of an organizational dysfunction and a dysfunction is a nonperformed function of the organizational culture or a default in its performance. Organizational culture
taken as an analytical concept evokes some material issues of ethical, methodology-related and
pragmatic nature. For this reason, it was demanded that the organizational culture is approached as a
concept enhancing sensitivity and not as a clearly defined concept (Krzyworzeka, 2012). Irrespective
of perception, negative or positive, of the culture, it certainly plays a significant role in the process of
building innovative business models.
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2. The Role of Organizational Culture in the Process of Creating Effective Business Models
As claimed by Jabłoński (2014), it is a fact now that businesses compete with their effective and
efficient business models. At this point in time, the key question is how the model should be structured,
developed and modified (...). Paths for changing business models must be related to evolution,
revaluation or adaptation and reconstruction of a business model. Taking a decision on the abovementioned mechanisms shapes the logic of business as well as the shape and dimension of a business
model and a strategy of an enterprise. According to Strużyna (2013), from the point of view of
evolutionary changes, another focal point of managerial and research attention is emphasized. It is no
longer important to ask whether "organizations maximize their profits", instead it starts to be
important "how they do it". Therefore, the attention is shifting from the decision-making process onto
the issue of engagement in transactions. In the light of the above, the final format of the business
model is based on balancing different areas of activity in the form of constructive confrontation, which
may be referred to as a sustainable business model (Jabłoński & Jabłoński, 2013). The process of
designing and implementing sustainable business models should interact with the management
system, business processes and enterprise strategy followed by the enterprise, in full compliance with
the assumptions implied by the system paradigm. With its process-focused character, the
management system is the driving force of a business process. It plays a special role in releasing
resources and stimulating actions which give shape to the configuration of a business model (Jabłoński,
2014). The author of the paper believes that organizational culture occupies a prominent position in
the above-mentioned system. In view of a broad context of the role and importance of organizational
culture, one could claim that a model of the prevailing organizational culture determines, directly or
indirectly, effectiveness of a business model as well as its innovation and its dysfunctional nature
reduces the parameters efficiently (Toaldo, Didonet & Luce, 2013; Rubera & Circa, 2012; Landekic,
Sporcic, Martinic & Bakaric, 2015). Some chosen, potential areas of potential dysfunction in
organizational culture with a material adverse impact on effectiveness and innovation of a business
model include (Pietruszka-Ortyl, 2016):
o employees not understanding the mission and vision of the organization,
o participants of the organization not identifying the core objective of the organization,
o the organization not integrated with its external stakeholders,
o no accord as to how the organization can and should operate and which resources it should
use,
o lack of uniform measurement methods and criteria to evaluate the outcomes,
o lack of strategy for introducing changes and methods to improve the organization,
o absence of a common language and corpus/ terms characteristic for individual groups
operating in the organization,
o lack of clear, desirable and undesirable indicators of behavior in the organization,
o lack of mental models, anecdotes, organizational stories introducing order in interpretation of
unexpected events.
Apart from the above-mentioned dysfunction, particular attention should be drawn to dysfunction in
human capital management, such as: discrimination, mobbing, sexual harassment, injustice, lack of
support, lack of trust, unfriendly atmosphere at work, permanent stress, intentional disturbance of
employees' work-life balance, continuous conflicts, continuous life under pressure, nepotism and
corruption resulting in a professional burnout, cynicism, anomia, a drastic reduction of motivation for
work and many other negative phenomena (Wziątek-Staśko, 2016). Contemporary times create many
new challenges to managers, including challenges of ethical nature, which brings some implications
also in the sphere of culture (Huhtala, Feldt, Hyvonen & Mauno, 2013; Shiva & Suar, 2012). The process
of creating of a staff-unfriendly work environment may significantly disrupt the process of business an
effective business model. A professional, modern manager should be thus guided by the priority of
giving preference to and appreciating the importance of employees' opinion on that sphere of
operation of the organization.
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3. Research Objective and Methods Applied
The author's own empirical research was aimed at evaluating the existing and desirable model of the
organizational culture in the opinion of Polish employees while diagnosing the most staff-friendly
model. It was interesting to verify whether such model is dependent on the type of ownership
structure of an organization (state-owned, private, third sector) and its size (micro, small, medium,
large). Another research objective was to assess occurrence of some statistically significant
dependencies between the declared model of the organizational structure and some selected features,
including perception of an organization as a staff-friendly work environment. Two research tools were
used in the research process:
o the Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument (OCA) by K.S. Cameron and R.E. Quinn
(Cameron & Quinn, 2003);
o the author's own questionnaire to assess occurrence and intensity of any dysfunctional
phenomena at the work place.
This paper presents only a part of extensive empirical research. Statistical analysis of significant
differences between variables conducted with Chi test method - Pearson's independence square. The
statistical significance threshold used for the analysis is α=0.05, assuming that:
o when p < 0.05, a statistically significant dependence occurs (marked with *);
o when p < 0.01, a highly significant statistical dependence occurs (**);
o when p < 0.001, a very high significant statistical dependence occurs (***);
Anonymous empirical research on a randomly selected sample of respondents from the Silesian Region
was run from April 1, 2016 to November 30, 2016, with the paper (hard) copy of both research
instruments. In total, 700 copies of questionnaires were handed out to respondents; 664 complete
and correctly filled out forms qualified to be analyzed eventually. In the research process, 347 women
(52.2%) and 317 men (47.8%) participated. These respondents represented different age categories:
18-25 (N=337, 50.8%), age: 26-35 (N=170, 25.6%), age: 36-45 (N=124, 18.7%), age: 46-55 (N=30, 4.5%),
55 and more (N=3, 0.5%). The educational background structure of the respondents was as follows:
academic/scientific degree holders (N=1, 0.2%), university graduates (N=126,19%), high school
graduates (N=530, 79.9%, vocational school graduates (N=6, 0.9%), elementary school graduates (N=1,
0.2%). Of the total respondents, blue collar workers represented (N=246; 37%), non-blue collar
workers with no managerial responsibilities (N=296; 446%), lower level managers (N=31; 4.7%);
medium level managers (N=71; 10.7%), top level managers (N=20; 3.0%). The respondents had
different work experience, including: below 5 years (N=328, 49.4%), from 5 to -15 years (N=202;
30.4%), and more than 15 years (N=134, 20.2%). History of employment with the existing employer,
including: below 5 years (N=467, 70.3%), from 5 to -15 years (N=130; 19.6%), and more than 15 years
(N=67, 10.1%). History of employment at the present position, including below 5 years (N=500, 75.4%),
from 5 to 15 years (N=132; 19.9%), and more than 15 years (N=32, 4.7%). Respondents represented
different types of organizations: the private sector (N=525; 79.2%), state sector (N=117; 17.6%), the
third sector (N=21; 3.2%), enterprises of different sizes: micro (N=99;15.0%), small (N=127; 19.2%);
medium (N=152;23%) and large size (N=282; 2.7%) enterprises. One respondent did not specify the
type of ownership in the organization he worked for; four (4) did not specify the size other organization
and, for this reason, in both cases, the total does not add up to 664. The model of the organizational
culture used for researching for the purpose of this paper is the Competing Values Framework
developed by K.S. Cameron and R.E. Quinn, presented in the Chart 1.
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Chart 1: Competing Values Framework developed by K.S. Cameron and R.E. Quinn

Source: own study based on: Cameron & Quinn (2003, p. 40)

4. Research Result Presentation
One of the leading questions to be answered in the research process was: "What model of the
organizational culture is characteristic for an organization employing respondents of the research and
what is the model that they desire?" The structure of their answers, by the type of enterprise
ownership, is presented on the chart 2 and 3.
Chart 2: The existing organizational culture model in state, private and third sector enterprises

Source: based on own research
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Chart 3: An expected organizational culture model in state, private and third sector enterprises.
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According to the data presented on the chart 2 and 3, there are some serious discrepancies in
respondents' assessment of the existing and desirable model of the organizational culture in terms of
the ownership structure of the organization. In state-owned and 3rd sector enterprises, hierarchic
culture model prevailed (on average, scoring: 36.8 and 30.8, respectively). In state-owned enterprises,
the market culture prevailed (29.9%). Very different are indications of the organizational model of the
organizational culture desired by employees. In all types of analyzed enterprises, the most preferred
declared model was a clan culture. On the other hand, the model of culture with the fewest proponents
was the market culture and hierarchy culture.
An analysis of the factographic material demonstrated a slightly different situation in the case of
enterprises of different sizes (chart 4 and chart 5). According to the data illustrated with the chart 4,
the models of cultures, indicated by respondents, are different depending on the type of enterprise
they concern. In micro- and small enterprises, the clan culture ranked as the dominant culture (30.6
and 29.5, respective), while in medium-sized enterprises the dominant culture with the culture of
hierarchy (30.1) and the culture of the market in large enterprises (33.0). Preferences of the
respondents working in all the analyzed types of enterprises, with respect to the most desirable model
of organizational culture clearly indicate the culture of clan model.
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Chart 4: The existing organizational culture model in micro, small, medium and big enterprises

Source: based on own research

Chart 5: The expected organizational culture model in micro, small, medium and big enterprises
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One of the research questions was about the type of the organizational model which allows for
perceiving organizations as the most friendly work environment according to respondents i.e. an
environment free from any organizational dysfunctions. A quantitative analysis of dependencies
between the existing model of the organizational culture and perception of an organization as a
friendly work environment showed some statistically significant differences for state-owned
enterprises (p=0.023) and private enterprises (p=0.0000). The structure employees' answers, by type
of enterprise ownership, is presented on the chart 6 and 7.
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Chart 6: Friendly working environment in the opinion of respondents- state enterprises.

Source: based on own research

Chart 7: Friendly working environment in the opinion of respondents- private enterprises

Source: based on own research

In state-owned enterprises, the most friendly work environment can be found in organization with a
clan culture (82% of answers "I strongly agree" and "I rather agree"). In organizations with hierarchic
type of culture employees are also of relatively good opinion on the work environment they have.
Respondents working for organizations with the market culture and adhocracy culture were divided in
their opinions, which seems slightly surprising. In case of private enterprises, respondents expresses
very positive opinions about these with clan culture (94% of answers "I definitely agree" and "I think I
agree"). Similarly positive response was given to organizations with adhocracy culture while 22%
respondents expressed their negative opinion about them. The least favorable was opinion on market
culture organizations (41% of negative indications).
When analyzing dependencies between the above-mentioned categories, considering the size of an
organization criterion, some statistically significant dependencies were found for all types of analyzed
enterprises. In case of micro enterprises (p=0.003), small enterprises (p=0.0026), medium-sized
enterprises (p=0.0000), large enterprises (0.0000). For details of the analyzed dependencies, see charts
8 to 11.
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Chart 8: Friendly working environment in the opinion of respondents- micro enterprises

Source: based on own research

In the opinion of respondents, the friendliest are micro enterprises with clan culture. Enterprises with
the culture of hierarchy received some positive feedback, too. The highest number of negative
opinions was expressed with regard to organizations with the market type of culture.
Chart 9: Friendly working environment in the opinion of respondents - small enterprises

Source: based on own research

In case of small enterprises, again organizations with the clan type of culture were declared the most
work environment-friendly ones (93% of positive opinions). A fairly high number of negative responses
was also given, pertaining largely to organizations with market culture and adhocracy culture.
Chart 10: Friendly working environment in the opinion of respondents - medium-sized enterprises

Source: based on own research
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In case of medium-sized enterprises, the results offered some interesting findings. In this case,
unambitiously positive opinions were divided between organizations with the clan type of culture
(95%) and adhocracy type of culture (100%). Unfortunately, again the market culture came up as the
type of culture with the highest impact on creative an adverse work environment.
Chart 11: Friendly working environment in the opinion of respondents - large enterprises

Source: based on own research

According to respondents, in terms of the existing model of the organization culture, the character of
the work environment in large enterprises is essentially not different from their opinion on other
enterprises. Again, clan culture as well as adhocracy culture won as the friendliest model of culture,
while market culture proved the least friendly.

5. Conclusions
The purpose of this paper was to emphasize the role of organizational culture in the process of
developing and structuring effective and innovative business models. To this end, the author carried
out self-designed empirical research to answer a number of essential questions:
o What is the existing model of organizational culture in the analyzed enterprises, considering their
ownership status?
o What is the existing model of organizational culture in the analyzed enterprises, considering their
size?
o Which model of organizational structure is preferred or perceived as ideal by employees, while
considering the above-mentioned enterprise diversification criteria?
o Are there any convergences or divergences in assessing respondents' preferences as to the existing
and desirable model of organizational culture?
o In respondents' opinion, which model of organizational culture creates the most and the lest
unfriendly work environment?
o Is there a significant statistical dependence between a model of organizational culture and
perception of an organization as a friendly work environment, conditional to the criteria used for
their diversification?
My analysis of collected factographic material led to finding an answer to the above-listed questions
and bring forward the following conclusions:
o The ownership status of an enterprise determines the model of organizational culture - in stateowned enterprises and third sector enterprises, the dominant model is the hierarchy culture
model, while the market culture model prevails in private enterprises;
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o

o

o

o
o
o

The size of an enterprise determines the model of organizational culture - in micro and small
enterprises it is the clan culture which is dominant, while the culture of hierarchy is more popular
in medium-sized enterprises and large enterprises follow the market culture model;
Neither the ownership status of an enterprise nor its size have an impact on diversification of the
organizational culture model desired by employees - the clan culture model was identified as the
particularly desirable model in all the analysed enterprises;
In the majority of the enterprises in the research pool, except for micro and small enterprises, the
existing model of their organizational culture is considerably different from the model desired by
the staff;
The model of organizational culture which contributes the most to creating a work environment
perceived as friendly by employees, is the clan culture model;
The model of organizational culture which respondents claimed was the least staff-friendly is the
market culture model.
A statistically significant dependence between the model of organizational culture of an enterprise
and a selected feature - perceiving it as a friendly work environment - identified in case of stateowned and private enterprises as well as all enterprises, considering their size criterion. It means
that the ownership status of an organization (except for any third sector enterprises) and its size
influences how it is perceived in terms of the work environment it offers to the staff.

As a result of the research, another key aspect could be identified and it deserves to be emphasized.
The clan culture occupied a special position in the ranking of four models of culture. Most respondents
agree that it is an optimal model of culture, irrespective of the type of their mother organization. A
model of an organizational culture in which they feel comfortable, have a feeling of security and are
treated with due respect. They do not serve a guinea pigs to test so popular types of dysfunctions on.
Managers build their authority not on fear, egoism and lack of empathy but on friendly support and
normality. Unfortunately, as proven in the research, the culture is not often practiced but an effort
should be made to navigate towards the turquoise organizations model since, as Blikle said (2016):
"Working in an organization that ensure good life is joy to employees and this way it is more effective,
more innovative and more error-free. And that is the source of the advantage the businesses and
companies have (...) Let's be partners and not competitors, let's work together and support each other
instead of competing, let's build good relations based on trust (...). In a turquoise organization, there
is no need to watch anybody so they work, no one needs to be evaluated or encouraged to work with
a penalty and reward system. And since there is no need to watch and no need to put anybody to work,
managers transform into authentic leaders and mentors (...). Consequently, no one in the organization
says: "But it's not my job!)". The above should be seriously considered.
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Abstract
Basic lesson from recent financial crisis has been that monetary policy based on inflation targeting and
focused on consumer inflation and based on inflation targeting does not automatically guarantee
financial stability. As a response, new kind of economic policy called macro-prudential policy has been
created to safeguard financial stability. Monetary policy principles have remained unchanged and
firmly focused on inflation targets, although some suggestions of direct monetary policy reaction to
financial imbalances have appeared in the literature.
In principle, monetary and macroprudential policies should be cooperative and supportive of one
another, however, the recent experience suggests possible tensions or even contradictions between
them. One example is therefore discussed, namely the contribution of loose monetary policy to the
recent boom in housing prices in many developed countries together with low ability of
macroprudential policy to prevent or stop these booms.
During previous decade, the notion of fourth industrial revolution (digital revolution) has been
increasingly discussed. Once this phenomenon is at least partly accepted, the problems with
measurement of macroeconomic indicators have been gaining on importance. Under new economic
circumstances, output and productivity may be undervalued shedding different light to the nature of
too low inflation. At the same time, low output, low productivity and threat of deflation stood behind
loose monetary policy and its consequences in asset markets in previous years. From this point of view,
monetary policy rule incorporating at least some monetary or financial stability indicators may be more
efficient than the current status quo.
Keywords
Monetary policy, inflation targeting, financial stability, macroprudential policy, digital revolution
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Introduction
The decade of the pre-crisis period suggested that monetary policy makers had, in inflation targeting,
truly discovered a system that not only had safeguarded inflation under control, but also stabilized the
overall macroeconomic environment in the long run. At this time, the prevailing view was that price
stability safeguarded by inflation targeting presupposed lower occurrence of financial disturbances.
This also implied that price stability was considered to be sufficient condition for financial stability (see,
for example, Bernanke et al. 1999; Bernanke & Gertler 1999, 2001).
As of mid-2007, however, this myth has collapsed gradually, and open problems related to inflation
targeting have started to be discussed again. Basic lesson from the crisis - price stability does not
guarantee financial one – provoked a new round of the debate on “leaning against the wind or cleaning
afterwards?” The debate has also turned back to the question of what role asset prices, which are
generally not included in consumer price inflation indicators, should play in monetary policy, as well
as the related problem of whether and how monetary policy should respond to credit expansion. These
issues are closely related to the crucial theoretical problem of whether or to what extent money, or
monetary aggregates, can be excluded from monetary policy decision-making. In current inflationtargeting practice, monetary policy in most central banks takes into account money, loans and asset
prices only to the extent to which they affect the inflation forecast. This disregard for money in
monetary policy may be another reason why price stability is not a sufficient condition for financial
stability. The view that inflation is a monetary phenomenon can be disputed in academic circles, but
there is no doubt that financial instability is a monetary phenomenon.
The fact that inflation targeting does not guarantee financial stability has posed new challenges for
policymakers. As a response to this problem, governments, regulators and central banks have
preferred to keep monetary policy unchanged and create new kind of economic policy called macroprudential policy.
Therefore, monetary policy and financial stability have become separate issues, even though they have
much common in principle. Whatever measure that affects the price and/or availability of banking
loans must be regarded as a monetary policy step, even though the label is different, see Štěpánek and
Zamrazilová (2017). In many countries, the financial stability has become a part of central banking with
macro-prudential measures in the central bank toolkit.
In principle, monetary and macroprudential policies should be cooperative and supportive of one
another, however, the recent experience suggests possible tensions or even contradictions between
them. Under present circumstances, the two mandates of central banks (or broadly public authorities)
have been sending inconsistent signals at least to banking sector: on the one hand, banks are pressed
to “more lending” by monetary policy, on the other one they have to cope with new and more prudent
regulation.

1. Deflation: Blessing or Curse?
Central banks have primarily loosened their monetary policies as a preventive action against disruption
of the financial system, later on they were concerned with low growth, low inflation and high debts.
Mainly due to low inflation, monetary policy has stood extremely loose for extremely long period of
time during 2008 – 2017. In majority of developed economies interest rates have been kept extremely
low and new non -standard policy measures going far beyond standard boundaries have been applied
in order to raise inflation
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Very soon after the onset of the financial crisis the alleged threat of deflation has become one of the
nightmares of policymakers across the developed world. Their fears have theoretical background in
the mainstream pointing out to the causality between deflation and depression, see e.g. Bernanke and
Carey (1996). As for monetary policy, concerns about deflation have thus been very deeply rooted in
the minds of central bankers. Therefore, historically unprecedented monetary policy easing has been
the reaction of most central banks of the developed world, under the spell of the US Fed. However,
there have also appeared different opinions arguing that in the longer run, there is scarcely possible
to find any empirical relationship between deflation and depression and thus summing up that
deflation neither does coincide with economic contraction, nor does it cause any economic slowdown.
Atkinson and Kehoe (2004) investigated historical periods of deflation in developed economies in the
period of more than hundred years. 1 In a broad historical context, the Great Depression proved to be
rather an exception as there was identified 65 episodes of deflation without depression, which was
almost 90 % of all deflationary episodes in the sample. This historical overview has found out more
periods of deflation with reasonable growth than with depressions on the one hand and many more
depression periods with inflation than with deflation on the other one. Borio and others (2015) have
come to similar conclusions, having investigated the historical link between output and deflation
covering the sample of 38 economies during the period of 140 years. The conclusions indicate that the
link between deflation and output growth is weak and unconvincing. Borio and others (2015) have also
considered the Great Depression in the US to be an outstanding observation, stemming from
coincidence of a unique combination of adverse factors.
Unfortunately, this one off historical episode was strong enough to embody convincingly in the
literature the paradigm that deflation and depression are linked. The association of deflation with
economic depression is rooted in the view that deflation signals an aggregate demand shortfall, which
simultaneously pushes down prices, incomes and output. However, there seem to be quite different
scenarios of deflation as the historical evidence has been indicating.
It seems to be crucial to distinguish what are the main driving forces behind deflation, even though it
is difficult to separate the demand and supply side factors precisely. The supply side factors like
technological progress and productivity growth have played an important role in the deflationary
periods linked to industrial revolution. Statistical evidence shows that in the US alone, GDP annual
average growth between 1870 and 1914 amounted to around 10 per cent with price level more or less
stagnating. The same applies for the Twenties when US GDP growth amounted to almost 5 per cent
annual growth under 2 per cent annual deflation. Deflation in the periods of rapid technical and
technological progress has resulted from improvements in productivity, greater competition in the
goods market, or cheaper and more abundant inputs, such as labor or intermediate goods. To put it
simply, supply-driven deflations in the periods of industrial and technological improvements have led
to combinations of rising productivity and output and declining prices of goods and services. To sum
up, convincing and hardly deniable historical observations have been indicating that low inflationary
or even deflationary episodes that were tied to periods of rapid technical and technological progress
may be labelled as “good times” from most points of view.
At the same time, it is crucial also to distinguish between deflation of consumer goods or services and
deflation of the assets. If deflation concerns prices of goods and services, the outcomes are very
improbable to be destroying (Borio at al., 2015). This applies also for deflations where weak demand
plays role – as indicated by benign periods of deflation which were not driven by technological
progress.

1 Time series started in different years for different countries: Argentina (1885), Australia (1862), Brazil (1861), Canada (1870),

Chile (1908), Denmark (1871), France (1820), Germany (1830), Italy (1867), Japan (1885), the Netherlands (1900), Norway
(1865), Portugal (1833), Spain (1849), Sweden (/1861), UK (1870), US (1820).
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Adversely, asset price deflations, and particularly housing price deflations as stressed by Borio and
others (2015) have always been completely different issue, especially damaging in the post-war era.
Naturally, the deflation devaluating the prices of assets makes the consumers to feel themselves
poorer which may consequently limit their spending. This is much more pronounced in case that they
got indebted for the purchase of the respective asset. Under this type of deflation, the real value of
loan increases and at the same time the banks are forced to decrease the value of collateral. And this
was exactly the channel that made the Great Depression in the US so destroying. Undeniably, this
scenario was partly the case in the US subprime mortgage crisis. While the US Fed showed little alarm
before the housing crisis hit, the response wrote a new chapter to monetary policy textbooks with
unprecedented easing by non-standard monetary policy measures. After getting rid of immediate
threats cured in fact by first wave of quantitative easing, further easing after 2010 was driven mostly
by “unconvincing nature of economic recovery together with low inflationary pressures”. Similar
wording may be found in the statements and speeches of the central bankers in many countries, not
least the ECB.
The mainstream has labelled the recent situation characterized by low growth, low productivity, low
inflation and loose monetary policy a “new normal”. Present low inflationary environment is
considered as non-favorable as it is attributed to low aggregate demand under low productivity and
output growth, thus justifying long period of ultra-loose monetary policy and various kinds of new
experiments. However, the question may be asked whether the monetary policy has reacted to
properly labelled challenges.

2. Measuring Output, Productivity and Inflation in the Age of Digitalization
The puzzle of so-called productivity paradox, asking why productivity growth could have slowed during
the 1970s and 1980s in the face of phenomenal technological improvements has been discussed over
30 years with pressing urgency in previous couple of years. The reason is that productivity growth has
been disappointing even more since the global financial crisis. Important part of the debate has been
concentrated to questions of measurement, predominantly about the ability of present statistical
system to keep up with a changing economy.
Product innovation and quality improvements have always been difficult to estimate; however, this
challenge has been increasingly gaining importance during the last one or two decades when quality
improvements and product innovation have been combined with rapidly changing business
environment. The availability of inexpensive technological services has enabled businesses to do their
work in new ways and has led to the creation of new companies and even entire industries. New
industries or business models are difficult to be captured by standard statistical methodology.
Therefore, the measurement or estimation of macroeconomic variables has become a very challenging
issue in the era of digitalization, new technologies, electronic commerce, new kinds of financial
services, shared economy, etc. As Bean (2016) has pointed out, measuring the economy has never
been harder. This applies even more in the area of services.
Measuring the output and prices of services has always been more difficult than was the case for goods
as sometimes it is difficult to define the basic unit of production. Services have been more and more
often customized which makes the quantification of volume and price more difficult. Technological
innovation underscores the role of customization, leading to even higher variability and thus higher
bias. This applies not only for individual consumption but also for business services.
The service sector has been developing rapidly offering rich spectrum of new activities that are difficult
to be labelled and quantified - new financial services, electronic commerce, new methods of inventory
and product distribution to name a few. On top of that own possibility of an individual to produce a
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service traditionally provided by intermediaries has been complicating measurement of the real output
of services. In some cases, digital services have been replacing traditional providers of services or
purchase of goods. Online news versus newspapers, streaming media versus CDs or DVDs, online
booking of holidays versus travelling companies, finding out various kinds of information versus
traditional ways – to name but a few examples of new forms of consumption. These kinds of services
had been traditionally paid ones and the fact that nowadays they are disposable at negligible (or zero)
price makes a difference in measuring output and productivity. Provision of free services or content
that is instead financed by bundling it with advertising maybe also a small part of explanation why has
the investment activity - measured by standard ways been so week recently.
Official data on economic activity are thus suspected to be understated - see also Bean (2016). The
higher is the share of services in the gross value added (supply side) and in the gross domestic product
(demand side) in the respective country, the higher may the bias be. In the most developed economies
services account for around 75 % of gross value added. This bias is also important for estimates of
consumer demand as services make up for at least half of household consumption. It certainly seems
likely that official statistics underestimate economic activity to some degree and consequently
productivity increase is underestimated as well. For example, a recent review concluded that
productivity growth in the UK might be under estimated by around half of percentage point per year,
as a result of the failure to capture properly elements of the digital economy (Bean, 2016). Similar
observations leading to similar conclusions have been stressed by Feldstein (2016). According to his
paper, the underestimation resulting from poorly captured contributions of changes in quality,
contribution of new products and services in official statistics may amount to “two percent or more a
year” for the US economic growth.
Successive part of the story is that inflation measured by consumer price index in present standard
way may not deliver proper signals not only about price developments, but mainly about the reasons
of anti-inflationary pressures. Hence the direct way to monetary policy conduct is evident. The
perception of low inflationary environment (or even deflationary threat) may have been overstated if
being judged in the context of anti-inflationary episodes from the past invoked by new inventions. The
hypothesis of mismeasurement, however, has posed a big challenge for statisticians as not only new
techniques but mainly new attitudes will be necessary to adopt to capture new trends in a better way.
The conclusion from this part of paper is that once the notion of “fourth Industrial revolution”, or
“digital revolution” is accepted, it is also necessary to accept that macroeconomic indicators, namely
consumption of households, output of services, GDP and productivity have been quite probably
undervalued. But if the hypothesis of underestimated output and productivity growth is correct, then
the nature of low inflationary environment seems to be quite different than under the narrative of
“new normal”.
Besides the fact that the near-zero interest rates and quantitative easing have proven to be limited in
supporting stable and solid economic growth (see BIS 2012, 2013)2, this policy has also had its “side
effects” (or unintended consequences), some of which are turning into potential risks for financial
stability in the medium and long term - see also Taylor (2013) and White (2013). Potentially dangerous
side effects of “too loose monetary policy for too long” have been rather downplayed by policy makers
– asset price inflation, incentives for excessive financial risk-taking, funding deficits in pension schemes
and erosion of bank profits, to name but a few. These risks are naturally connected through a network
of weaker or stronger relationships. Next part of the paper briefly discuses one of these risks, namely
real estate prices within the EU.
2

This is mainly an issue of counterfactual evidence, i.e. of proving reliably what would have happened in the absence of a
measure. Present modelling system has a limited ability to prove how the situation would have developed had certain
measures not been adopted. Models constructed for modelling conventional monetary policy are not suitable for assessing
unconventional measures –Relationships tested empirically under standard conditions cannot apply fully in crisis or postcrisis conditions.
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3. Consumer Prices versus Housing Prices in EU
Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) have convincingly shown that housing prices are nearly at the top of the
list of reliable indicators as for the financial instability expectations. Table 1 shows some basic
indicators for comparison of the inflation (measured by harmonized index of consumer prices - HICP)
and developments of housing prices (measured by house price index including all residential properties
- HPI) in the EU. Moreover, house price level indicators and growth performance relatively to 2010
serves for additional orientation.
Consumer inflation measured by HICP in EU was at 1.2 %, at the end of the first half of 2017. The
dispersion among EU countries was more pronounced than in 2016 with minimum of – 0.6 % in Ireland
and maximum of 3.5 % reported by Lithuania. The average year on year growth of housing prices in EU
was at 4.5 %, which itself is not strongly alarming. However, the increases have been quite strong in
many countries, where housing bubble seems to be a threat. The differentiation of the prices in the
housing market is much deeper if the house prices are compared to the basis of 2010. Housing prices
in Estonia and Sweden have increased most notably, by 64 % and 47 %, respectively. On the other
hand, house prices in Spain, Italy, Slovenia or Cyprus have not reached the 2010 levels yet.
Table 1: Consumer prices and housing prices in EU

Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
Estonia
Ireland
Greece
Spain
France
Croatia
Italy
Cyprus
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands
Austria
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia
Finland
Sweden
UK
EU
Source: Eurostat

Harmonized consumer prices,
HICP
2017, Q1
2016, annual
y/y change
change in %
in %
1,8
1,5
-1,3
1,1
0,7
2,4
0,0
0,4
0,4
1,5
0,8
3,1
-0,2
-0,6
0,0
0,9
-0,3
1,6
0,3
0,8
-0,6
1,1
-0,1
1,2
-1,2
0,9
0,1
3,1
0,7
3,5
0,0
1,5
0,5
2,0
0,9
1,0
0,1
1,0
1,0
2,0
-0,2
1,3
0,6
1,0
-1,1
0,7
-0,2
0,9
-0,5
1,0
0,4
0,9
1,1
1,8
0,7
1,5
0,3
1,4

Housing prices, HPI
2016,
annual
change in %
2.6
7.0
7.2
4.7
5.9
4.8
6.4
-2.4
4.6
1.0
0.9
-0.8
0.3
8.5
5.4
6,0
10.0
5.6
5.3
8.5
1.9
7.1
6.0
3.3
6.7
0.6
8.6
7.0
4,2
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2017, Q1
y/y change
in %
5,4
8,8
12,7
3,6
5,1
7,7
8,9
5,3
3,1
-0,4
-0,1
4,1
10,1
10,2
6,8
8,0
5,2
6,1
4,8
3,3
7,9
5,1
5,9
3,8
1,4
6,6
5,6
5,4
4,5

GDP
Price level
2016,
2010=100
111.7
107.5
112.5
115.5
126.3
63.8
100.4
-36.2
-22.2
101.1
-8.7
-14.7
-22.8
135.0
125.2
132.3
115.6
116.0
-5.5
141.3
-3.6
100.0
-11.7
-11.9
110.3
107.1
147.1
124.4
-

2010-2016,
annual change
in %
1,0
1,9
1,8
1,2
1,6
3,2
7,0
-3,3
0,3
1,0
0,2
-0,4
-1,0
3,3
3,5
3,3
1,9
4,8
1,0
1,1
3,0
-0,5
2,8
0,8
2,6
0,3
2,2
2,0
1,2
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It is notable that in most countries where housing prices registered rapid growth in 2016 and first
quarter of 2017 the average GDP growth over previous six years is above average (Czech Republic,
Baltic countries, Hungary, Sweden and UK). Polish housing market seems to be an exception; however,
monetary policy has neither hit the zero lower bound, nor have been any nonstandard monetary policy
measures introduced by Polish central bank. One of additional reasons of concern is that the boom on
real estate markets has been strongly contrasting with low inflation and concerns on inflation
consistently below the targets or even deflationary threats in some cases pronounced by policy makers
not long ago. The research about overheating of the housing market in individual eurozone countries
under common monetary policy should not be overlooked, as macroprudential policy itself does not
seem strong enough to prevent too strong demand in this market in the countries that would urgently
need stricter monetary policy.
In particular in countries where population is traditionally conservative and prone to savings (typically
Northern part of EU), the consumers feel their savings to be devalued under low interest rate
environment. With zero interest on deposits their search for yield has been often focused to real estate
market, especially under eroding pension schemes. Relatively cheap mortgages have been supporting
the demand for housing with obvious result of rising housing prices even though in most EU countries
macroprudential measures concerning mortgages already were introduced3. And the fact that housing
price increase in some countries has not been calmed down by adopting macroprudential measures is
a subject of concern for policymakers. Moreover, it also seems to be quite alarming that the housing
bubbles in some countries have developed on the background of “threatening deflationary pressures”.
Therefore, caveats have appeared in current arrangements, raising questions how to address
economic situation in a proper way by economic policy instruments. It is possible that macroprudential
policy or regulatory measures themselves will not be strong enough to prevent or stop the housing
boom for the future. The idea of including housing prices in the monetary policy rule or including them
into consumer price index is not new – see Goodhart and Hoffman (2000 a, b) or Cechetti and others
(2000), Cecchetti (2005). However, housing prices have been serving just as one example of potential
suboptimality of present state of art of this area of economic policy. The new strand of research
focused on leaning-against-the-wind monetary policy creating the concept of financially neutral
monetary policy rate seems to be a way to go out with the first promising result already presented in
BIS (2016). Borio (2015), Filardo and Rungcharoenkitkul (2016). The interaction between monetary
policy and macroprudential policy will undoubtedly be one of the main lines of economic research in
the coming years. However, the essence of the debate is that those economists who view excessively
loose monetary policy before the financial crisis as its major cause cannot regard regulatory and
supervisory activities as sufficient to prevent bubbles and financial turbulences for the future.

Conclusions
Thirty years of inflation targeting has shown that this monetary policy regime itself is not able to
guarantee financial stability as a whole as had been presupposed before 2008. This weakness has been
solved by policymakers by creating a new kind of economic policy to safeguard financial stability.
Macroprudential policy has come to existence recently evolving new tools in the regulatory and
supervisory pool.
Price stability and financial stability thus have become separate policy issues being addressed by
different tools of policies nowadays. Inflation targeting has continued to be firmly focused on
consumer prices of goods and services. Under this mainstream arrangement, the fulfilment of the
3

The list of measures is disposable at https://www.esrb.europa.eu/national_policy/html/index.en.html
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inflation target to be achieved at any cost has led many central banks to adopt unprecedented
measures, such as quantitative easing or negative interest rates.
Unintended consequences of such measures have been underplayed and left aside for newly created
macroprudential policy. However, macroprudential measures may not be sufficient in addressing
those financial instabilities that stem from long-term ultra-accommodative monetary policy (see
Zamrazilová 2011). The evidence of overheating of real estate markets in countries that badly need
tighter monetary policy is just one example of possible problems. Moreover, there may emerge an
inconsistency between the two policies, monetary policy supporting loans providing, macroprudential
one pedaling on the brake. Therefore, in some cases, loose monetary policy has been quite directly
creating the problems that are consequently to be addressed by new macroprudential measures, the
mortgage and housing market being a typical example.
Another problem of the macroeconomic mainstream seems to be a “new normal” or “secular
stagnation” hypothesis that calls for monetary policy easing as a tool to support demand side of the
economy. However, there appears to be an alternative narrative which has been stressing recent
changes in economic reality due to digitalization and other related phenomena that are difficult to be
measured by standard statistical ways. But if the hypothesis of underestimated output and
productivity growth is correct, then the nature of low inflationary environment seems to be quite
different than under the hypothesis of “new normal”.
The phenomenon of deflation should be revisited in modern macroeconomics with special attention
paid to how address the issue of present quite low inflationary environment in current monetary policy
frameworks without side effects. Such a deeper understanding would help to strike a delicate balance
between the risk of overreaction, on the one hand, and of insufficient preemptiveness, on the other
one. The debate about whether monetary policy should or should not “lean against the wind” had
started as early as in Seventies and might be useful to be revisited.
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Abstract
The world's most important struggle in recent decades is the struggle over the future of the welfare
state as a universal system.
The conflict between capital and labor is often described as the most important feature of capitalism.
Accordingly, the welfare state is viewed as a compromise between capital and labor. However, a major,
more important feature of capitalism is the conflict between financial capital and industrial, or
productive, capital. While the first is interested in slowing the economy, or shrinking production,
periodically as a way of eternalizing the dependence of the producers on the financial sector, the latter
is interested in permanent growth based on materially and culturally developed society.
In essence, the welfare state represents an alliance between productive capital and the wage laborers
against financial capital and its allies. Whenever the welfare state is economically and politically
dominant, financial capital is contained and forced to reduce its size and the scope of its activities.
The struggle against the welfare state takes many forms: neoliberalism (the ideological rejection of
deficit spending, namely Keynesianism, and “big government”), which has been furthered worldwide
by the “Washington Consensus”; the reduction of social services in leading EU countries; and the
recent rise of chauvinism and xenophobia in the EU and the USA.
The protagonists of the welfare state in the EU and the USA should theoretically and practically join
forces to secure victory for the welfare state in both Europe and the USA and to lead humanity toward
a better future.
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